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Propositions 
• e most universal formative principle underlying the pickpocket compounds is that 
their deverbal rst member is an uninected verbal stem. 
• From the point of view of their internal syntactic structure, all compounds have a head-
and-nonhead structure, regardless of their endo- or exocentricity. 
• e internal syntactic structure of a compounds is determined by its head element. 
• e order of the members of a compound is determined by the head element; it 
corresponds to the word order in a corresponding phrase. Compounds headed by 
nouns, for instance, display the word order of noun phrases. 
• Latin /ē/ yielded /i/ in nal syllables in Proto-Romance, reected as /i/ in Standard 
Italian, Romanian and Asturian. 
•  
• Language is designed to convey the sometimes very complex thoughts and sentiments 
of the human mind. It is a prerequisite for its eﬃciency that its basic building stones, 
beginning with its phonology and morphology, are as simple as possible and organized 
as economically as possible. 
• Language history can never be exploited to account for universal phenomena. 
• All linguistic research is based on some sort of theory about language, even if some 
researchers are unaware of it. 
• It is always useful to explore the theoretical premises of one’s own research. 
•  
• Music is designed to convey the sometimes very complex thoughts and sentiments of 
the human mind. It is a prerequisite for its eﬃciency that its basic building stones, 
beginning with its scales and chords, are simple and organized as economically as 
possible. 
• It is a common misconception that if something can be deconstructed it means that it 
is superuous, false or even ctitious. 
• Categorization is a means to an end, not an end in itself. 
• e universality of most proverbial truths can be deated by citing other proverbial 
truths. 
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Samenvattingen/Summaries 
Nederlands 
Dit proefschri bestaat uit een studie van de ontwikkeling van een bepaald type 
samenstelling in het Proto-Indoeuropees, het Latijn en het Romaans. Het gaat hierbij 
om het type dat omschreven kan worden als een ‘samenstelling met een 
werkwoordelijk hoofd als linkerdeel’; zelf gebruik ik de Engelse aorting ‘pickpocket 
compound’, in het Nederlands ook wel te vertalen als ‘brekebeen–samenstelling’.  
Het linkerdeel van dergelijke samenstellingen is afgeleid van een werkwoord, terwijl 
het rechterdeel over het algemeen uit een object bestaat; bv. Engels pickpocket 
‘zakkenroller’ en Nederlands brekebeen. In het Engels zijn de samenstellingen in de 
meeste gevallen agentief: ze verwijzen naar de agens van een zekere 
werkwoordshandeling. Echter, in tegenstelling tot het veel productievere type 
samenstelling zoals bijvoorbeeld tongbreker, waarbij de deverbale agens met -er is 
gemarkeerd, is er geen sprake van een suﬃx dat deze agentiviteit aanduidt.  
brekebeen–samenstellingen zijn zowel te vinden in de oudere lagen van het 
Grieks en Indo–Iraans als in de middeleeuwse stadia van het Germaans, Slavisch en 
Romaans. Het taalkundige debat, dat in dit proefschri wordt voortgezet, draait om 
twee kernzaken: (1) de vorm van het type en (2) de oorsprong ervan.  
 (1) De vorm wordt aan nader onderzoek onderworpen in hoofdstuk 2. In dit 
hoofdstuk worden de grondbeginselen van nominale samenstellingen heroverwogen en 
de belangrijkste verschillen tussen de brekebeen– en de tongbreker–
samenstellingen nader toegelicht. Het hoofdstuk bevat ook een beknopte bespreking 
van het Griekse, Indo–Iraanse en Germaanse woordmateriaal. Dit vergelijkend 
perspectief wordt verder uitgewerkt in de hoofstukken 3 tot en met 5. Een belangrijke 
conclusie en tegelijk ook antwoord op een van de meest–besproken vraagstukken uit 
het debat is dat het type samenstelling niet kan worden verklaard als een 
geüniverbeerde imperatief–constructie. 
(2) De oorsprong van het type wordt eveneens kort onderzocht in hoofdstuk 2, en 
daarbij schets ik wederom een overzicht van de situatie in het Grieks en Indo–Iraans. 
In hoofdstuk 3 tot en met 5 komt het Latijnse en Romaanse materiaal aan bod, en uit 
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een heranalyse blijkt dat het Latijn geen bewijs biedt voor het bestaan van een Proto–
Indo–Europese oorsprong. Weliswaar zouden de wortels van het Romaanse type 
eventueel in het Latijn kunnen liggen, maar op basis van de theoretische overwegingen 
zoals uiteengezet in hoofdstuk 2 lijkt het waarschijnlijker dat het brekebeen–type 
onder de gegeven typologische omstandigheden spontaan is ontstaan. Tot slot 
concludeer ik dat de middeleeuwse Germaanse en Slavische types hun bestaan 
ontlenen aan een Romaans adstraat, en als zodanig geen relevantie hebben voor de 
reconstructie van het Indo-Europees (zie de samenvatting in hoofdstuk 6.3). 
English 
is thesis discusses the development in Proto–Indo–European, Latin and Romance of 
a word–formation pattern which the most adequate terminology in use dubs ‘verbal 
government compounds with a governing rst member’; I use the shorthand 
‘pickpocket compounds’. 
e rst member of such compounds derives from a verb, while the second mostly 
represents its direct object: thus English pickpocket. Most English examples are 
functionally agent–nouns, referring to the agent of the implied verbal act. Nevertheless, 
they lack a suﬃx indicating this. By contrast, the more prolic type of compound 
agent–noun, represented by truck–driver, has the deverbal member second and carries 
an agentive suﬃx, -er.  
Pickpocket compounds are attested in early strata of Greek and Indo–Iranian and 
in medieval strata of Germanic, Slavic and Romance. Latin has around a dozen 
examples. e scholarly debate, continued in this thesis, has been centred round two 
issues: (1) the morphological make–up of the type and (2) its historical origin. 
(1) is preliminarily assessed in chapter 2, reviewing the basics of nominal 
composition and providing an account of the fundamental diﬀerence between 
pickpocket and truckdriver compounds. It contains a cursory discussion of 
Homeric Greek, Indo–Iranian and Germanic representatives. is comparative 
perspective on the morphology of the type is continued in chapters 3–5 on Latin and 
Romance. An important conclusion, and an answer to one of the most–discussed 
questions in the debate, is that these compounds cannot be considered univerbated 
imperative clauses. 
(2) is likewise assessed preliminarily in chapter 2, oﬀering an outline of the history 
of the Greek and Indo–Aryan material. Taking the history of the Latin/Romance 
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material up for revision, chapters 3–5 conclude that Latin oﬀers no evidence in support 
of a Proto–Indo–European type. e Romance type may have an origin in Latin; 
however, the theoretical considerations laid out in Chapter 2 suggest that given the 
relevant typological conditions, new compositional types may arise spontaneously. 
Finally, the medieval Germanic and Slavic types result from Romance adstrate and 
have no bearing on Proto–Indo–European; see the summary discussion in 6.3. 
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1  Introduction 
1.1 Topic of the thesis 
e present thesis discusses the development in Proto–Indo–European, Latin and 
Romance of a type of nominal compound that I have chosen to term pickpocket 
compounds aer a well–known English representative.  
e main characteristics of such compounds, to be observed across the board in 
Indo–European languages, are all present in our English example. us, such 
formations consist of a rst member derived from a verb — in this case, pick — and a 
second member representing an argument of that verb, very oen the direct object — 
in this case, pocket — and they typically denote the agent of the verbal act, in the case at 
hand, a picker of pockets, i.e. a thief. Normally, however, they do not carry an agentive 
suﬃx, like -er or -ing; this is one of their most intriguing features. 
To put these features into perspective, compare the prevailing type of agentive 
compound in English, which I shall term truckdriver compound aer a word that 
oen represents it in the scholarly literature. is type has the deverbal member 
occurring second and furthermore displays the agentive suﬃx -er. is renders it 
accessible to a relatively straightforward analysis, according to which truck–driver, for 
instance, denotes a subtype of what is indicated by the deverbal member: a truck–driver 
is a kind of driver. As will be seen in the following, many scholars have challenged that 
analysis: their views will be duly discussed in section 2.3.1. 
By contrast, the pickpocket type, which lacks an agentive suﬃx, does not denote 
anything that is a sub–type of the verbal member: a pickpocket of course is not a kind of 
pick; if anything he or she is a kind of picker. e correct identication of the rst 
members of such compounds has occupied generations of scholars who, depending on 
their approach, have variously analyzed them as inected forms, typically the 2sg. 
imperative (thus Grimm (1826: 938); Progovac (2006); Dunkel (1992: 202f.)), verbal 
stems (Pott (1836: 394); Gather (2001: 95)), or verbal nouns (Osthoﬀ (1878)). In the 
concise words of Rainer (2002: 225): “Imperativ, Indikativ oder Verbalthema, darum 
kreist seit über 100 Jahren die Diskussion.” 
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Particular attention has been focused on the compound–initial position of the 
verbal member. In English, this would appear to be in accord with the verb–rst 
structure of English verbal clauses (I pick pockets); in languages where this is not so, 
some scholars have pointed out that the imperative tends to occupy the initial position. 
Combined with the absence of a nominalizing suﬃx, this feature lends the compounds 
a much–debated resemblance to verbal clauses, in particular to imperative clauses, thus 
prompting the question of whether compounds relate to phrases and clauses, and if so, 
how. In spite of these formal similarities, there is an obvious semantic problem with 
identifying the pickcpocket compounds as imperative clauses: as noted by Laurie 
Bauer (2008a: 2) ‘to call people cutthroats is not to exhort them to cut more throats’.1 
ese are the questions that have spurred the interest of generations of scholars, 
including myself, and have motivated me to conduct the present investigation. e 
theoretical sections of the thesis will deal in particular with the two crucial issues just 
mentioned: the correct identication of the rst member and, at a more general level, 
the delimitation of compounds, clauses and phrases. 
As an Indo–Europeanist, my ultimate aim is to contribute to the understanding of 
the development of pickpocket compounds in the Indo–European language family, 
and the question of an origin in its putative ancestor, the reconstructed Indo–European 
proto–language. For this purpose, Latin and the major sub–branches of Romance have 
been singled out, and subjected to a historical–comparative analysis. 
1.2 Terminology 
Not unusually for linguistic terminology, designations of the pickpocket compounds 
vary according to scholarly aﬃliation and personal conception of the topic. I have 
chosen a shorthand, pickpocket, that has the merit of not imposing any analytical 
preference. On occasion, I also use the term verb–rst agentive (compound). e 
following is an overview of the most commonly applied designations. 
As is well known, Sanskrit grammar has had an important impact on Western 
thinking about nominal composition and on the establishment of a terminology. 
                                                             
1  L. Bauer 2008a (available as a pdf at http://www.victoria.ac.nz) is a translation of L. Bauer 
2008b.  
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Surprisingly, though, the meticulous Sanskrit grammarians apparently did not discuss 
the pickpocket compounds at all, despite the presence of a relevant type in Vedic (on 
which see section 2.3.2.2); hence, we have no Sanskrit term for them (AiGr 2,1: 315 § 
120a). Within the Indo–Europeanist and related traditions, they are subsumed under 
the verbal government/governing compounds, as a subtype ‘with a governing rst 
member’ (thus, e.g., Risch 1974: 189: verbales Rektionskompositum; Sadovski 2000: 
149: Verbalrektionskompositum). For Romance, verb–noun compound seems to be 
the preferred term (thus, e.g., Gather 2001: Verb–Nomenkompositum), but Bork (1990) 
employs Verb–Ergänzungkompositum ‘verb–argument compound’. e term 
imperative compound, referring to the widely observable resemblance of the rst 
members to imperatives, occurs as early as Grimm 1826: 981. It is now largely obsolete; 
but Dunkel (1992: 202) uses the term imperative–univerbation, reecting his belief in 
a delocutive origin.  
1.3 Scope 
As noted above, the present study focuses on the development of pickpocket 
compounds in Latin and Romance with the ultimate aim of shedding some more light 
on the status of such formations in Proto–Indo–European. What we know about the 
proto–language, in this respect, is the following. 
Although attested in many of the sub–branches, the existence of a class of 
pickpocket compounds in Proto–Indo–European is debated; corroborative evidence 
from ancient languages can mainly be drawn from the archaic, onomastic vocabulary 
of the Balto–Slavic branch (Slavic names like Vladimir; Baltic names like Vytautas2) 
and from early Greek (Homeric, Mycenaean etc.) and Vedic where such compounds 
display a degree of productivity in the appellative and onomastic vocabulary; thus: 
τερψί~μβροτοϚ ‘delight~mortals → gladdening mortals’ 
                                                             
2 On Slavic names of this type, see Pohl 1973 (with a somewhat outdated historical account); 
Miklosich 1927: 20; Dickenmann 1934: 352; Vaillant 1974: 766–7. Tischler 1979: 863 contains 
both Slavic and Baltic material; B?ga 1911 and Leskien Leskien 1914/15 contain copious 
collections of Baltic names. For the few, unreliable onomastic examples in Old High 
German, see Scherer 1953: 10; Carr 1939: 170 n. 2; Sonderegger 1997: 14f. 
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bharád~vāja– ‘bringing~trophy → prize–winning; the name of a poet’ 
With their ancient history of attestation, the latter branches are important to all issues 
Proto–Indo–European, the question of a putative, Proto–Indo–European type of 
pickpocket compounds being no exception: these are the only branches that have 
ancient and somewhat productive word–formation patterns of this sort. However, as 
will be seen in chapter 2 (sections 2.3.2.2 and 2.3.2.3) where the Greek and Vedic types 
are scrutinized, scholars disagree about their interpretation, and the once quite lively, if 
not to say heated, debate has come to a standstill. Progress is hindered by two factors: 
for one, that few analyses are underpinned with more than supercial theoretical 
considerations, for another, that evidence is oen drawn from European languages (a 
practice initiated by Grimm (1826: 938f.)), in particular Romance and medieval 
varieties of Germanic and Slavic,3 which are rarely scrutinized (at least this respect) 
with the thoroughness that any Indo–Europeanist would apply to ancient languages 
like Early Greek, Vedic, Avestan, Latin or Hittite. 
In this context, Latin and Romance become relevant for several reasons. First of all, 
Latin has a long history of attestation, and we must consider the possibility that the 
admittedly scarce pickpocket compounds attested in Latin continue the same pattern 
as the ones occurring in Greek and Indo–Iranian and may therefore contribute to our 
general understanding of that type. Its successors, the Romance languages, possess a 
rich and productive inventory of pickpocket compounds, and we must consider the 
possibility that they continue a type that was prolic in spoken Latin, but never entered 
the literary registers. 
Secondly, I intend to show that Romance is important for our understanding of the 
pickpocket compounds attested in the neighbouring Old High German and Middle 
English and in some medieval Slavic varieties. Although pickpocket compounds 
ourished in these areas, they seem to have never gained productivity in the Nordic 
and Saxon branches of Germanic,4 nor in Baltic.5 In section 6.3 I conclude from this 
                                                             
3 us e.g. Osthoﬀ 1878: 957–8; Vondrák 1906: 502–3. See Progovac 2006 on Serbian. For the 
earliest Middle High German examples, see Hellfritzsch 1995: 437. For Old and Middle 
English, see Wilson 1998: 122; 148, Dietz 2002 and Smart 1995. 
4 As evinced by their absence in the grammars of Holthausen (1900), Gallée (1910) and Ilkow 
(1968). 
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that the medieval forms, characteristic of Romance and its neighbours, reect an areal 
feature, emanating from the culturally and economically inuential Romance world. 
is renders the medieval Germanic and Slavic formations irrelevant for the purpose of 
reconstructing a Proto–Indo–European type. It also means that we must be careful 
when basing cross–linguistic generalizations on this material, given that we are dealing 
with an areal feature. 
irdly, whether or not the Romance types are inherited, their productivity and 
long history of attestation, which spans over a millennium, gives ample grounds to 
investigate theories, both of the origin of pickpocket compounds and of their 
synchronic, morphological make–up. 
1.4 eories of origin 
e theoretical foundation on which the present work is based will be spelt out in 
chapter 2; the primary concerns may briey be outlined as follows. 
As noted in 1.2, the wealth of terminology to designate our compounds illustrates a 
wealth of diﬀerent approaches to the subject; it is not unique to the pickpocket 
compounds but to nominal composition in general. Much of the discussion hinges on 
theories of origin that have always been central to the debate about the pickpocket 
compounds. Among Indo–Europeanists, we see attempts at interpreting the emerging 
morphological patterns in the sub–branches as  
a the coming into productivity of inherited patterns that had hitherto been 
nearly obsolete, dormant or conned to peripheral registers 
b the borrowing of morphological patterns from neighbouring languages 
c the reanalysis of formally similar constructions that were already well–
established in the language 
Pohl (1973: 200f.), for instance, explains the Slavic pickpocket compounds along the 
lines of (a); we shall see that Bork (1990) explains the Latin material along the lines of 
(b). (c) nds general acceptance in the eld, in particular among scholars who analyze 
the rst members as imperatives. It is suggested that the type results from reanalysis of 
                                                                                                                                                                 
5 us Larsson 2002: 219. 
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imperative clauses; the noun rendez–vous, based on an imperative clause, has been 
mentioned more than once in this context (Grimm 1826: 984; Brugmann 1906: 55; 
Dunkel 1992: 205). As noted in 1.1, the compound–initial position of the verbal member 
and the lack of an agentive suﬃx lend credibility to such hypotheses. In sections 2.3.2.2 
and 2.3.2.3, I shall apply a diﬀerent variation of (c) to the Greek and Vedic material. 
All of these hypotheses assume that some pre–existing morphological form 
provided the formal model on which the pickpocket compounds were formed. 
Gather (2001: 206) is a rare exception to this trend: he sees no compelling reason to 
accept any such scenario for Romance, but assumes that the type arose independently 
of pre–existing forms, be they inherited or borrowed. is prompts Rainer (2002: 226) 
to ask: “Aber wie genau? Durch Reanalyse von Sätzen, und wenn ja, welchen Typs? 
Durch Reanalyse von Syntagmen? Oder überhaupt nicht durch Reanalyse?” 
ese questions will be dealt with in the following where I observe that although 
scenarios (b) and (c) are likely and plausible in many cases, I suggest, in response to 
Rainer and in line with Gather, that new morphological patterns may also result from  
a speakers’ combination, in novel ways, of elements that are already present in 
the language. 
1.5 Structure 
Chapter 2 of the present thesis discusses several relevant aspects of nominal 
composition, thus providing a theoretical basis for the investigations of chapters 3–5. 
Chapter 3 scrutinizes all putative examples of Latin pickpocket compounds in 
order to ascertain whether they continue an Indo–European pattern, and whether they 
provide the prototype for the pickpocket compounds that came to ourish in 
Romance. It furthermore oﬀers a description of their morphological make–up that 
takes into consideration the typology of Latin, both as concerns word–formation and 
syntax. 
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In chapters 4 and 5 I deal with Italian, French, Ibero–Romance and Romanian, 
again with a twofold aim. First, there is the ever–relevant issue when dealing with 
Romance, namely what these languages add to our understanding of spoken registers 
of Latin in the late imperial period and aer the collapse of the Roman empire; 
secondly, I oﬀer synchronic, morphosyntactic analyses of the pickpocket compounds 
of each sub–branch together with a historical overview of their geographic spread. is 
helps elucidate the spread of the type in Europe in general. 
Chapter 6 contains a summary and a conclusion. 
 
  
2  Nominal composition 
In the following I shall introduce the most commonly used terminology relating to 
nominal composition and review some core concepts. e terminology and its 
interpretation varies depending on the school of linguistic analysis to which the author 
adheres and on his or her general perception of the subject; and there is at present no 
universally acknowledged classicatory scheme for nominal compounds, mainly 
because scholars diﬀer with respect to what features should determine such a 
classication. Bisetto & Scalise (2005: 1.3.1f.) review the approaches of nine diﬀerent 
scholars, ranging from Bloomeld (1933) to Spencer (1991), Haspelmath (2002) and 
Lieber (2004); having demonstrated that each of these classify compounds in radically 
diﬀerent ways, they proceed to add their own classicatory scheme.  
During my work on the present thesis, I have come to the conclusion that the major 
classes of compounds seem to be formed according to the same basic rules as the ones 
underlying the major types of phrases (noun and adjective phrases, verb phrases, 
prepositional phrases). is will become clear on the pages that follow. I consequently 
believe that a general classication of compounds should take this relationship into 
account. However, the following pages are not aimed at endorsing any particular 
scheme or at introducing a new one, nor do they provide exhaustive discussion of all 
the diﬀerent types of compound in Indo–European. e division of my exposition into 
the following sections: determinative, possessive and agentive compounds, is thus a 
convenient ordering of relevant topics, rather than an establishment of discrete 
categories. e aim is to outline the key concepts essential to my approach. 
2.1 Determinative compounds 
By far the largest class of nominal compounds in English is the one most Indo–
Europeanists refer to as determinative compounds: these are essentially compounds 
with nouns as their superordinate members, or heads, as in high–street, outpatient and 
underdog, or adjectives, as in pea–green or dead sure. Not all expositions explicitly 
include compound adjectives under the determinatives; this, however, is justied 
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because they display the same internal structure as the nouns. eoretically, compound 
adverbials should be included, but there is not scope here to discuss those. 
Compounds like truck–driver, power–shopping or battery–driven, the second 
members of which are derived from verbs, are customarily categorized as a class apart, 
termed synthetic compounds by many general linguists, verbal government 
compounds by Indo–Europeanists. Here, they will be dealt with as a sub–type of 
determinatives (in 2.3.1.1). For all other determinative compounds, the term root 
compound/Gm. Wurzelkompositum is in common use among general linguists, but 
less so among Indo–Europeanists, who, like Risch (1974: 194) and Scarlata (1999), tend 
to reserve German Wurzelkompositum for a specic type of synthetic compound to be 
discussed in section 2.3.1.2 (see esp. p. 33).  
2.1.1 Internalization of modiers 
e ‘determinative’ aspect of determinative compounds resides in the role of the 
nonhead, which is to ‘determine’ the head: in the compounds above, high~, out~, 
under~, pea~ and dead~ determine what type of street, patient, dog, green or sure is 
referred to. As noted by Fabb (2001: 67), their role is similar to that of modiers in 
noun- or adjective phrases like a narrow street; an external patient; a big dog; rather 
green; incredibly blue. A more contemporary term might thus have been ‘modifying’ 
compounds. 
Put in another way, determinative compounds are nouns or adjectives containing a 
word–internal modier (the nonhead). I suggest applying the term internalization to 
the formative process; it has a verbal parallel in incorporation, to be discussed in 2.1.3.  
Like word–external modiers (i.e. adjectives, numerals, attributive genitives and 
possessive pronouns), internalized ones do not change the grammatical function of the 
head, but merely add a semantic qualication. As has oen been noted (e.g. Lieber 
2004: 49), the determinative compound creates a hyponym of its head: a high–street is a 
kind of street, sky–blue is a shade of blue, etc.; however, the grammatical properties 
(adjective or noun) of e.g. street or blue remain as intact in the compounds high–street 
or sky–blue as they do in a busy street and incredibly blue.  
Whereas external modiers can normally only be adjectives, numerals, attributive 
genitives and possessive pronouns or (in the case of an adjectival head) adverbials, 
internalized modiers may be verbals (push–button; cry–baby), nominals (pea–green; 
sumo federation), adverbials (outpatient), prepositions (underdog). Booij (2007: 79), 
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giving the example 20th century welfare state, notes that even phrases occur; a 
popularly known case is the Afrikaans place–name 
Tweebuﬀelsmeteenskootmorsdoodgeskietfontein, literally ‘Two–buﬀalos–shot–dead–
with–one–bullet–fountain’.1 Judging by these examples, it would therefore appear to be 
a property of this sort of internalization that it creates modiers out of linguistic units 
of presumably all classes.  
To be sure, there are language–individual constraints: few Indo–European 
languages are as permissive of rst members as English, where the boundary between 
compounds and phrases is indeed unclear;2 and as will be noted below, most early 
Indo–European languages lack formations like push–button and cry–baby, with verbal 
stems as nonheads. Anyhow, it may be concluded that the process of internalization is 
‘derivational’ in the sense that it adds adjectival qualities to rst members, and thus 
serves a function similar to that of adjectival and adverbial suﬃxes. is point will be 
explored below. 
 
e internal, semantic relation between the two members of a determinative 
compound is oen le morphologically unspecied, in the sense that the nonhead can 
occur without any of the case–markers or adjectivizing suﬃxes that would have been 
needed in a free syntagm. is phenomenon is widely observed in Indo–European 
languages and will be encountered several times in the chapters to follow. It was rst 
taken notice of by Pāṇini (2.4.71, 1.2.46, 49–51), whose Sanskrit grammar dates back to 
the fourth century BCE. 
e lack of any formal marking prompts the question of what rules determine the 
semantic interpretation of a determinative compound. Lieber (2004: 48f.) notes that 
attempts at establishing xed patterns for the interpretation of (determinative) 
compounds have been made but were largely unsuccessful. us, consider compounds 
like queen–size, angel–sh, beauty parlour, hellhound, belly button and sumo federation: 
it seems impossible to establish rules that predict what properties of queens, angels, 
beauty etc. are inherent in these formations. is is generally acknowledged: Selkirk 
                                                             
1 Brogyanyi (1979) dubs such formations Phrasenkomposita. 
2 Klinge (2005: 324–356) demonstrates that a loss of congurational morphology, taking place 
in the transition from Early to Late Middle English, entailed the formal collapse of the 
distinction between phrasal and compound morphology. 
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(1982: 22) remarks that “it would seem that virtually any relation between head and 
nonhead is possible”, but sensibly adds: “—within pragmatic limits, of course”; Lieber 
(2004: 48f.) concurs. Booij boils the problem down to “a matter of interpretation by the 
language user” and species that “the general semantic pattern of a compound of the 
form XY is that it denotes a Y that has something to do with X, or vice versa, 
depending on the language” (Booij 2007: 75f.). 
BA Olsen (2002: 247) is somewhat more specic in her discussion of Proto–Indo–
European composition. In line with what was said above about the adjectival nature of 
rst members, she observes that “the marked tendency of adding a compositional 
vowel -o- suggests that very oen the relation between the two members had the 
functional implications of the thematic vowel, i.e. adjectivization or simply 
appurtenance”. 
In the same vein as Olsen, and borrowing a term from Etruscan grammar, we may 
term the semantic relation between the two members pertinentive. I shall review here 
the various attempts that have been made at understanding why this relationship can 
be le unspecied.  
Among Indo–Europeanists, the lack of case–markers, dubbed stem composition, 
has generated a host of independent hypotheses. As is customary in the eld, many 
theories seek recourse to diachronic accounts. Jacobi (1897) is among the rst to 
propose that stem compounds developed at a time when Proto–Indo–European was 
not yet an inecting language; this idea is adopted by AiGr 2,1: 48. Benveniste (1935: 98–
99) thinks along the same lines and is followed by Bader (1962: 18–19). Puhvel (1953: 14) 
likewise sees it as “a relic from a time when uninected isolating juxtaposition reigned 
in IE”. Today most scholars have abandoned this idea; Oniga 1988: 35 remarks that 
il ruolo assegnato da Benveniste e Bader alle categorie ‘essivo’ e ‘preessivo’ 
nella descrizione della morfologia indoeuropea in generale, e in quella dei 
composti nominali latini in particolare, risulta ormai superato, e di scarsa utilità 
pratica. 
Dunkel (1999: 51) declares it “utterly unacceptable in principle”. 
For more recent, historicizing accounts, see Dunkel 1999 and the particularly 
appealing ones of Scarlata (1999: 761f.) and BA Olsen (2002: 246f.). e latter 
rationalizes the need for a historical explanation: 
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it does seem peculiar that a highly inected language like Indo–European tends 
to neutralize the usual morphological distinctions of gender, case and number, 
aspect, tense and voice when it comes to the formation of stem compounds.  
In a similar vein, Dunkel dismisses the proposal of Agud (1984), that it would be 
““perfectamente natural” to leave oﬀ the ending in close combination,” with the words: 
“I can no longer follow; I would prefer seeing a specic model for this principle” (both 
citations from Dunkel 1999: 53). 
As noted, though, specic models are not lacking: on the contrary it is widely 
observed, at many diﬀerent points in time in Indo–European languages and beyond, 
that words of all classes, in some languages even phrases and clauses, acquire adjectival 
status when internalized as compositional modiers, and that they tend to be void of 
case–marking and adjectival suﬃxes. is prompts the question of whether it is 
justied to describe it as a peculiarity: is it not rather a universal, indeed “perfectly 
natural”, phenomenon, conditioned by the word–formation pattern? If it is, then we 
should be looking for a synchronic explanation, not one anchored in language history. 
 
is is best done by also considering the second phenomenon under discussion here: 
the tendency to eliminate adjectival suﬃxes from nonheads. To illustrate this, compare 
the hypothetical compounds queen–sh, angel–bed, beauty–cycle and hell–street, which 
would be well formed, to queenly–sh, angelic–bed, beautiful–cycle and hellish–street, 
which probably would not, due to the anomalous and seemingly redundant presence of 
adjectival suﬃxes on the rst members. 
Similarly, Indo–European scholars are familiar with the so–called Caland suﬃxes, 
which have in common, i.a., that they are regularly replaced by -i- in rst members of 
compounds; thus e.g. Gk κῦδος ‘glory’; κυδρός ‘glorious’ → κυδι- in κυδι~άνειρα 
‘glory(–i–)~man → of glorious men’. 
Schindler (1986: 394f.) in particular discusses the absence of Stoﬀ- und 
Zugehörigkeitsadjektiva in Greek and Vedic compounds, a phenomenon rst noted by 
Schulze (1892: 39). Such adjectives are denominal; they denote a general appurtenance 
to the base noun and oen translate as ‘made of…, containing…, having…’. us, e.g., 
Greek χρύσεος ‘golden’, ῥοδόεις ‘rosy’; Vedic vidyúnmant- ‘having lightning, 
lightning–like’; íṣu–mant- ‘containing arrows’. e following examples illustrate how 
such adjectives, or more precisely: their suﬃxes, are generally excluded from rst 
members of compounds: 
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Greek  χρυσ~άωρ ‘gold~sword → with a golden sword’ 
  ῥοδο~δάκτυλος ‘rose~finger → with rosy ngers’ 
Vedic vidyúd~ratha– ‘lightning~chariot → whose chariot is (like) 
a lightning’ 
 íṣu~hasta-  ‘arrow~hand → with arrows in his hands’ 
Schindler (1986: 394) takes a historical approach, suggesting that compounds of this 
type originally corresponded to syntagms with the nonhead in the genitive or 
instrumental case. is provides a potential account of the absence in compounds of 
the adjectives themselves, but brings us back to the question why case–markers are 
absent. 
A more economical approach is to explain both phenomena — the absence of 
adjectivizing suﬃxes and of case–markers — under one rule. A good starting point is 
the observation that adjectival suﬃxes have in common with case–markers that they 
serve to specify the semantic relation between linguistic units; hence, it seems likely 
that the absence of both kinds of markers in compounds is caused by one and the same 
factor. 
us, consider the three processes under discussion: (1) the derivation of denominal 
adjectives, like vidyúnmant- ‘lightning–like’ and ῥοδόεις ‘rosy’, from vidyút- ‘lightning’ 
and ῥόδον ‘rose’; (2) syntactic constructions with, e.g. vidyút-, ῥόδον etc. occurring in a 
case–form; (3) the employment of the same nouns as internal modiers in 
vidyúdratha- and ῥοδοδάκτυλος. Each of these alternatives has as its function to have 
the nouns vidyút- and ῥόδον modify the nouns rátha- and δάκτυλος; contrary to 
Schindler, I propose that neither of these processes is primary to the two others. 
I also propose that although only options (1) and (2) involve overt morphemic 
markers, the subordinative semantic structure does in fact receive formal marking in 
option (3), that is, in a compound. It is safe to conclude from the cross–linguistic 
occurence of option (3) that the compositional process, which I dubbed internalization 
on p. 9 above, itself renders case–markers and adjectival suﬃxes redundant.3 I propose 
that the syntactic relation between the two members can indeed be deduced from the 
topology of the compound, where the nonhead is aﬃxed to the head, and is thus 
                                                             
3 In the same vein, Lühr (2004: 201) notes that “Kompositionsanfangsglieder werden 
morphologisch reduziert, weil sie zu ‘Kompositionsadjektiven’ werden.”  
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deprived of syntactic independence. Its semantic role is furthermore indicated by its 
position: we shall see in section 2.4 that it is placed right where sentence syntax would 
place a modier. I interpret this as a clear formal expression of the compound’s 
syntactic structure.  
e lack of any further morphological markers that could narrow down the 
semantic relation in more specic terms than mere modication/appurtenance/as-
sociation may be analyzed isomorphically, if we take morphological unmarkedness to 
signify semantic unmarkedness. In other words, I suggest that the semantic relation 
between the two members receives negative morphological marking, which seems 
appropriate for a semantic relation that is as unspecied as the one between the two 
members of a determinative compound. I submit that there is therefore agreement 
between function and form; and we need not look for historical explanations for the 
lack of overt markers on rst members. 
Numerous attempts have in fact been made to establish distinctive semantic 
categories for the relation between the two members, even though the postulated 
distinctions receive no formal marking. AiGr 2,1: 243f. accounts for the various possible 
relations in terms of case; Lieber (2004), agreeing that virtually any relation is possible, 
nevertheless presents a new and very sophisticated theory of lexical semantics, aimed at 
accounting for the said relations. e novel classication of Bisetto & Scalise (2005; see 
above p. 8) is based entirely on semantic interpretations of the relationship between the 
members. In their extreme, such classications seem to aim at mapping and classifying 
the ways in which the human mind makes associations. Whatever the merits of such an 
approach, it does not seem to me to have a place in a study of morphology, a eld that 
deals with those aspects of language that have a formal expression. From a linguistic 
perspective, it seems much more relevant to take heed of the unmarked morphology as 
an indication that all semantic categories have been neutralized in these rst members, 
perhaps as an indication that the associations involved are neither mappable nor 
classiable in any ways that are relevant to language.  
2.1.2 Endocentricity 
e term endocentric compound refers, somewhat cryptically, to the hyponymic 
nature of determinative compounds: the fact that they designate something that is 
‘centred inside’ the compound itself, in its head. It has replaced the archaic esocentric, 
coined by Aleksandrow (1888: 109) to denote “Zusammensetzungen mit dem 
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Schwerpunkte der Bedeutung in einem der Bildungselemente.” Aleksandrow took 
inspiration from Sanskrit grammar, which states that Sanskrit compounds of this type 
derive their main meaning from the second member: the Sanskrit term uttara–pada–
artha~pradhāna-,4 literally ‘second–member–meaning~predominance’, refers to 
this property (Renou 1957: 98). is term is itself a bahuvrihi type of compound, that 
is, not endocentric: see 2.2.  
2.1.3 Verbal determinatives; incorporation 
In general, only compound nouns and adjectives are classied as determinative and 
endocentric. ere are indeed various verbal counterparts to the phenomenon; but 
verbs impose certain restrictions on the semantic role of the nonheads, restrictions that 
are not observed in nominal determinatives. is is of relevance for our topic, because 
many aspects of the pickpocket compounds hinge on whether we analyze their rst 
members as verbal, rather than nominal. 
For instance, in most early Indo–European languages, verbs generally combine only 
with preverbs, which tend to be locatival, and a limited number of adverbs, as in 
German ab~fahren ‘to depart’; Latin prae~sidēre ‘to preside’; male~dīcere ‘to speak ill 
of’; Vedic pra~bh- ‘to stand out’; puraḥ~sád- ‘to sit in front’. Nominal and verbal 
nonheads are rare and anomalous in verbal compounds, as they still are in English, 
where verbs like babysit, tumble–dry and horseback–ride are backformations from the 
nominal compounds babysitter, tumble–drier and horseback–riding, and where 
compound verbs like *to letterwrite or *to sandwicheat would be illicit, while 
compound nouns like letterwriting or sandwicheater are entirely well formed (more on 
such compounds in section 2.3.1). 
is is not a universal: a number of mainly non–Indo–European languages allow 
noun–incorporation, that is, the internalization of nouns to create endocentric, 
compound verbs (Mithun 2000).  
Yet, the formation of an incorporating verb is a diﬀerent matter from the formation 
of a determinative, compound noun. Where the phenomenon occurs, the incorporated 
                                                             
4 With contraction of -a~a–: uttarapadārthapradhāna–. 
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noun generally represents a direct object or, more rarely, an agent of the incorporating 
verb (Gerdts 2001: 86). Gerdts (2001: 84f.) gives such examples as  
Nahuatl  ni–naca–qua  ‘i–flesh–eat → I eat esh’ 
Chuckchee  kopra–ntǝvatgʔat  ‘net–set → they set the net’ 
Greenlandic  neqitorpunga  ‘meat–eat–indic. 1sg → I ate meat’ 
Koryak  imtili–ntatk–in ‘strap–break off pres. → the strap breaks oﬀ’ 
Put in other terms, incorporating verbs assign an argument–interpretation to the 
incorporated noun, which is normally interpreted as a direct object if the verb is 
transitive, and as the agent if it is a process or stative verb, as in the Koryak example. 
is narrowly dened semantic relationship between the members sets such verbal 
compounds apart from nominal and adjectival compounds, which, as we have seen, are 
characterized by a pertinentive relation between the members. 
In incorporating verbs, the choice of nonheads is thus determined by that 
fundamental feature that sets verbs apart from words of other classes: their semantic 
structure which presupposes an agent, and, depending on valency, a direct object. 
Nouns and adjectives do not have a similar semantic structure; this is probably why 
nominal and adjectival compounds allow for an open interpretation of the relation 
between the two members.  
It will be noted below (2.3.2.2, 2.3.2.3 and 2.3.2) that pickpocket compounds 
display semantic structures that are similar to those observable in noun–incorporating 
verbs. is strengthens the argument that the rst members of such compounds are 
indeed verbal, rather than nominal, and that they are thus formed according to the 
same fundamental principles as verb phrases, not nominal ones. 
 
2.2 Possessive compounds 
e concepts to be discussed in the present section, possessive compounds and 
exocentricity, owe their introduction into Western linguistic theory to the study of the 
bahuvrihi compounds of Sanskrit grammar. All of these concepts are relevant to our 
topic, for one because the pickpocket compounds are generally considered to be 
exocentric, for another because they display many similarities to possessive and 
bahuvrihi compounds and in some cases seem to originate from them. 
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Unfortunately, there is no general agreement about the denition and morphological 
relevance of either concept, surely because what is specic for Indo–Iranian has been 
assumed to apply universally in Indo–European; this is also pointed out by Bauer 
(2008a: 4) who consequently refrains from using the term at all.  
I shall therefore seize the opportunity to review the basics of the Indic type and its 
relevance for the discussion of Germanic compounds in particular.  
2.2.1 Vedic 
As amply illustrated by Sadovski (2002: 358f.), the Sanskrit adjective bahu~vrīhí- 
‘much~rice → rich in rice’ seems to have been coined by grammarians. Outside of 
grammatical literature, we only nd the related bahu~vrīhi–yavá-. e rst member of 
this compound, bahu-, means ‘much’, the second, vrīhi~yava- is a so–called dvandva 
compound, meaning ‘rice and barley’. In its only attestation, bahuvrīhiyavá- is an 
attribute to viś ‘settlement’ and means ‘rich in rice and barley’; presumably, the 
grammatical term bahuvrīhí- was coined on its basis. We also sometimes nd the word 
rendered by ‘a wealthy man’ (thus, e.g., L. Bauer 2003: 43), and it is possible that it 
could have been lexicalized (and substantivized) in this meaning, but it is not clear 
where this is attested. 
Anyhow, this formation was used to exemplify a type of compound that, unlike a 
determinative, is not hyponymic: e.g., whereas vrīhí- ‘rice’ is a masculine noun, 
bahuvrīhí- is an adjective that qualies its noun as being associated with much rice.  
Sanskrit grammarians characterized these compounds, with a bahuvrihi 
construction, as anya–pada–artha~pradhāna–5 ‘other–word–meaning~predomi
–nance’, roughly ‘the subject–matter of which is (given by) the meaning of another 
word’ (Renou 1957: 42; AiGr 2,1: 273). is inspired Aleksandrow (1888: 110) to coin the 
term exocentric, based on the following denition: 
Zusammensetzungen ohne Schwerpunkt der Bedeutung in den 
Bildungselementen [...]: der Schwerpunkt liegt ausserhalb derselben, in dem 
Worte, auf welches sich die Zusammensetzung als Adjectivum bezieht. 
                                                             
5 With contraction of -a~a–: anyapadārthapradhāna–.pre 
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As can be seen, the internal relation between the two members of a bahuvrihi 
compound is the exact same modier–and–modied, or nonhead–and–head, as the 
one we nd in a determinative compound; like the latter, they seem to be modelled on 
noun phrases. However, as we have seen, the head element of a bahuvrihi 
compound, e.g. vrīhi in bahuvrīhí, the one that would correspond to the head of the 
noun phrase bahúr vrīhíḥ (nom. sg.) ‘much rice’, does not determine the syntactic class 
of the compound. us, at least in this respect, the head element vrīhí- does not 
function as the head of the formation, and especially aer the seminal work of 
Williams (1981: 250) it is therefore customary to refer to exocentric compounds as 
headless. Seeing that all compounds seem to be modelled on phrases, and all phrases 
have heads, it is, however, somewhat cumbersome to have to use a diﬀerent term for 
the syntactically superordinate member of an exocentric compound; and we sometimes 
see dentions of exocentric compounds that, perhaps unintendedly, treat them as 
headed; thus Lieber (1992: 82), dening them as “those in which […] the compound as 
a whole does not bear the characteristics of its head”. L. Bauer 2008a: 7 takes a very 
clear stance on the matter when he notes that 
while these compounds are semantically exocentric […], they are nevertheless 
morphologically headed: in redcap, red modies cap […]. us saying that these 
compounds are unheaded or have an external head is to that extent misleading. 
In a later article, L. Bauer 2010: 167 circumvenes the terminological problem by 
using the term ‘head element ̍’, when he explains that 
Exocentrics can fail the hyponymy test in a number of ways: they can fail to 
display a head element; they can function as a member of a word class which is 
not the word–class of their head element; they can have a head element of the 
correct word–class, but with apparently the wrong denotation.  
Most recently, Lieber (2004: 53), following Booij, takes in the very same position. As 
can be seen from the discussions in the present thesis, I follow Bauer in this respect.  
 
e introduction of the term possessive compound goes back to Bopp 1871: 455 § 976 
who described these compounds as follows: 
Die Composita dieser Klasse drücken als Adjective oder Appellative den Besitzer 
dessen aus, was die einzelnen eile der Zusammensetzung bedeuten, so daß der 
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Begriﬀ des Besitzenden immer zu suppliren ist. Ich nenne sie aus diesem Grunde 
„possessive Composita”.  
It is indeed true that many of these adjectives imply possession (AiGr 2,1: 273): some 
imply part–whole possession, or synecdoche; thus  
mah~manas– ‘great~mind → great–minded’ 
śúci~jihva–  ‘flame~tongue → ame–tongued’ 
Others imply possession at a more general level: thus presumably bahuvrīhí- itself, or  
rja~putra–  ‘king~son → whose sons are kings’ 
índra~śatru-  ‘indra~enemy → whose enemy is Indra’ 
However, AiGr 2,1: 273 rejects this denition, noting many cases where possession is 
not implied at all:  
der von Bopp für die ganze Kategorie empfohlene Name „Possessivkomposita” 
ist zu eng, vgl. z.B. v. áśvapr ̥ṣṭha- „auf Rosses Rücken getragen” parjánya–retas- 
„aus dem Samen des Parjanyas entsprungen” viśvákr ̥ṣṭi- „bei allen Völkern 
wohnend” 
Nevertheless, it is still customary to refer to the bahuvrihis as possessives; thus most 
recently Weiss (2009: 262–3). As can be seen, it is in fact more to the point to say that 
the function of these compounds, including formations that indicate synecdoche and 
possession, is metonymic, implying that the exact nature of the modication has to be 
guessed from the context. 
 
e bahuvrihis proper lack any suﬃxes indicating their adjectival nature; otherwise, 
they would of course not be exocentric. In the words of Bopp (1871: 455 § 976): ‘das 
schließende Substantiv erfährt keine andere Veränderung als diejenige, welche die 
Unterscheidung der Geschlechter nöthig macht’. However, the said need to agree in 
gender with the designated person or object (which is oen implicit) probably explains 
the introduction of adjectival suﬃxes that facilitate gender marking: thus 
mahā~hast–ín-  ‘large~hand–in- → large–handed; Indra’ 
śatá~dur–a–  ‘hundred~door–a → of a hundred doors’ 
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Such suﬃxed formations are not bahuvrihis in the strict sense, but classify as 
endocentric, given that they carry a morpheme indicating their word–class. 
Suﬃxed compounds like these are sometimes termed parasynthetic.6 Like the 
synthetic compounds to be discussed in 2.3, they are notorious for presenting a so–
called bracketing paradox: on the one hand, the suﬃx seems to be added to the 
compound as a whole, presupposing the structure [mahā~hasta]–[ín] = [large~hand]–
[ed], and implying that such formations are derivatives, based on compounds. 
However, not every compound serving as a derivational base occurs outside the 
derivative: for instance *mahāhasta- and *largehand are unattested. e alternative: to 
analyze them as adjectival determinatives with a modier–modied structure, poses a 
similar problem, since it oen leads to positing second members that do not exist 
outside the compound. [mahā]~[hastín] is relatively unproblematic, since hastín-, 
literally ‘handed’ in fact exists and is lexicalized as ‘elephant’, but the second member of 
[large]~[handed] is clearly an awkward form. Risch (1945: 17) coined the term 
Ableitungskomposition, used by many Indo–Europeanists, to highlight the fact that 
such formations imply simultaneous derivation and composition.7 
 
As noted above, the bahuvrihis share some basic, structural properties with the 
determinative compounds, properties that both types of compounds share with noun 
phrases. e bahuvrihis do, however, diﬀer from the determinatives in two respects. 
First of all, diﬀerent rules of accentuation apply. e general rule (from which 
bahuvrīhí- itself is one of a number of exceptions well accounted for by the 
grammarians; see below) is that bahuvrihis are accented on the rst member, 
determinatives on the second: thus, the well–known minimal pair: 
                                                             
6  Whereas this usage is common among Germanists (Nedergaard omsen (2003: 207) gives 
the Danish example langbenet ‘long–legged’), Romanists tend to reserve the term for 
denominal verbs displaying both prexation and suﬃxal derivation; see Oniga (1988: 108–11) 
and Rainer (2004: 1706): “enrichir ‘to enrich’ … generally believed to be formed by the 
simultaneous adjunction of en– and -ir to the base riche ‘rich’. ” 
7 Leumann(1977: 383) uses the term Dekompositum. 
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bahuvrihi:  rja~putra- ‘king~son → having sons who are kings’ 
Determinative:  rāja~putrá- ‘king~son → son of a king’ 
If it had not been for these accentual properties, the bahuvrihis would be formally 
identical to determinatives. It may be noted, however, that there are many exceptions 
to the accent rules: AiGr 2,1: 291–302; 214–232; 262–272 dedicates 39 pages to review the 
accentual patterns for bahuvrihis and determinatives. Inevitably there are cases, 
quite a few in fact, where the two types cannot be distinguished on formal grounds. 
e two types furthermore diﬀer with respect to their history of attestation. 
Historically, the bahuvrihis ourish in the oldest layers of Vedic, where 
determinative compounds are rare. 
e same situation prevails in other ancient languages, such as Latin and Greek 
(AiGr 2,1: 241 § 97aα; Risch 1974: 214; Oniga 1988: 128; B. A. Olsen 2002: 239). e 
perceived view is that the bahuvrihis reect a stage of Proto–Indo–European when 
compounds were generally exocentric; other types deriving from this period would be 
the likewise exocentric agentive (vr ̥trahan) compounds (see 2.3.1.2) and the 
prepositional government compounds (see p. 85). As illustrated by BA Olsen (2009: 
181f.) there is, however, solid evidence for the (most probably limited) presence of 
determinative compounds even in Proto–Indo–European; hence the stance of Malzahn 
(2010: 183), that among ‘Late PIE nominal compounds […] there were no 
determinative compounds’ may be supported by theory, but not by facts. 
Nevertheless, the historical distribution of the two types means that (a) we cannot 
necessarily think of the bahuvrihis as endocentric determinatives turned exocentric 
(as may seem intuitively right from the point of view of a speaker of a Germanic 
language; see below); and (b) we are allowed to assume that parasynthetic formations 
like śatá~dur–a- and mahā~hast–ín- are innovative compared to the archaic, 
unsuﬃxed type. 
2.2.2 Germanic 
Many Western scholars working on, e.g., Germanic and Romance continue the 
approach initiated by Bopp 1871: 455 § 976, in that they tend to reserve the term 
bahuvrihi for compounds indicating part–whole possession, that is, synecdoche. 
Weiss (2009: 262–3) sums up the received view when he says that 
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‘these are XY compounds which can be paraphrased ‘whose Y is X’ or ‘having a 
Y that is X’. For example, knucklehead is not a ‘head which is a knuckle’ but 
‘having a head which is (like) a knuckle in density’. 
Some apply it more broadly, to denote exocentric compounds in general. us, L Bauer 
(2001: 700) claims that it is “in modern usage […] applied to any compound which is 
not a hyponym of its own head” and gives the examples pickpocket and (surprisingly) 
output.8 
Lieber (2004: 53), Spencer (1991: 311) and Booij (1992) likewise include a number of 
pickpocket compounds as examples of the type.9 Apart from those, they provide the 
following examples, which all t the traditional, possessive/synecdochal denition of 
the type:  
English dim~wit 
red~head  
lazy~bones  
Dutch spleet~oog  ‘slit~eye → East Asian person’ 
dom~oor  ‘dum~ear → idiot’ 
bleek~neus  ‘pale~nose → pale person’  
Such Germanic ‘possessives’ are nouns and do not diﬀer morphologically from 
nominal determinatives: rst members regularly occur in an uninected or even 
truncated form, and the relation between the two is that of a modier and modied 
element. Some, like English snub nose, Dutch spleet~oog, Germ. Fett~arsch ‘fat–arse’ 
and Dan. grød~hoved (n.) ‘porridge–head’, are used both literally, as ordinary 
determinatives, and guratively, as possessives. In most Germanic languages, they also 
retain the gender of their head, regardless of the gender of the designated person or 
object. us, HG Wirrkopf, Danish virrehoved and Dutch warhoofd which all mean 
‘shake–head; → a scatterbrain, a giddyhead’(m.), HG Rotznase (f.) ‘snot–nose → a 
                                                             
8  I see no reason why output should not be analyzed as a noun derived from a phrasal verb to 
put out, parallel to put ‘a throw of a stone or heavy weight’, derived from the simplex verb. 
See also footnote 62. 
9 us Lieber 2004: 53: pickpocket; Spencer 1991: 311: pickpocket; cut–throat and Booij 1992: 
Dutch brekebeen → break~leg → dead loss’. 
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snotty brat’ and Schlitzohr (n.) ‘slit–ear → a scoundrel’ retain their respective gender 
whether they designate masculine, feminine or neuter animates or objects. Booij (2007: 
80) notes, however, that whereas Dutch oog is neuter, spleetoog is non–neuter: “the 
formal gender class of the head noun is overruled by the special semantic 
interpretation of this compound”. ere are, however, also examples of the opposite, as 
illustrated by warkop above.  
Seeing that, at least outside Dutch, the Germanic ‘possessives’ have the 
morphological make–up of determinatives and even derive their syntactic properties 
from their head element, it is understandable that an increasing number of scholars do 
not accept them as a morphological category of their own. Matthews (1991: 90f.), for 
instance, expresses his scepticism towards classifying compounds like whitethroat and 
bigmouth as exocentrics; and Booij (2007: 80) contends that “we do not have to 
consider them as a special structural category”. Motsch (1999: 372) categorizes the 
German possessives as determinative compounds with gurative meanings: 
“Determinativkomposita mit übertragener Bedeutung.” Booij (1992: 39 and 2007: 80) 
makes the same observation and is followed by Lieber (2004: 53f.) who analyzes them 
as determinatives with metonymic interpretations. e gurative sense referred to by 
Motsch, and the type of metonymy referred to by Lieber, is obviously synecdoche. 
As a stylistic gure, synecdoche may be expressed by compounds and simplicia 
alike; it is thought–provoking that contrary to what is the case with the compounds, 
simplicia of the following type are not considered a separate morphological type: wig ‘a 
wig–bearing person; a dignitary’, uniform ‘a police man’ and suit ‘a person wearing a 
suit’. is has also been pointed out by L. Bauer 2008a: 7: 
if we say, to use a classical example, I saw a sail on the horizon with the meaning 
‘I saw a ship on the horizon’ we do not claim that sail is an exocentric lexeme, 
but rather that it is to be interpreted according to a well–known gure of speech. 
Hence, we may conclude that outside of Dutch, the Germanic possessives are 
fundamentally determinative compounds that happen to be used to express metonymy. 
It may be noted that their gurative use sometimes inuences their inection, as when 
sabretooth forms the plural sabretooths. is phenomenon, however, is not restricted to 
compounds with synecdochal use, as can be illustrated by the plurals walkmans and 
Spidermans. Neither is it limited to compounds: English mouse is frequently found in 
the plural mouses when referring to the computer device, or when referring to persons. 
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Likewise a google search reveals 2.250 hits on men are louses against 38 examples of 
men are lice. Danish øje ‘eye’ forms the plural øjne when referring to the organ of sight, 
but øjer when referring to gurative eyes, such as the eyes of needles. 
If it is questionable that compounds used metonymically should be considered a 
morphological type of their own, the case can be made that it would be downright 
against speakrs’ intention to treat compounds used metaphorically as such. Consider 
English chatterbox, moneybags and doormat or HG Laufmasche (f.) ‘ladder in a 
stocking; a ‘loose’ girl’ and Arschloch (n.) ‘arsehole’. When used metaphorically, these 
are not literally hyponyms of their own heads. Should we consider them to be 
exocentric? With this sort of gurative speech, I believe it is even more evident that we 
should not: the case can indeed be made that this would be in direct contradiction with 
speakers’ intentions.  
Katamba (1993: 319–20) is one of the main proponents of such an analysis. In his 
view, the compound greenhouse is subject to an (optional) exocentric analysis; he is 
followed by Onysko (2007: 195) who lists it among “canonical examples of exocentric 
compounds”. Fabb 2001: 67 concurs (and is followed by Aronoﬀ & Fudeman (2005: 
108)): 
e distinction between endocentric and exocentric compounds is sometimes a 
matter of interpretation, and is oen of little relevance; for example, whether you 
think greenhouse is an endocentric or exocentric compound depends on 
whether you think it is a kind of house. 
In other words, a metaphorical interpretation of house would render greenhouse 
exocentric. In a similar vein, Fellner (2008: 1) categorizes Bombenhund ‘eine Person die 
Bomben entschär’ and dog bed ‘eine Person, die Hunde auf sich schlafen läßt’ as 
exocentrics.10 
In this context, it is important to remember that morphology has as its object those 
phenomena that have a formal expression, and that it is sometimes signicant that 
some phenomena do not have formal expressions (see also the discussion about the 
                                                             
10  As with the metonymic compounds, the claim has never been made that simplicia like dork, 
mug, nut and snot, or HG Klotz (m.) ‘a chump’, Nuß (f.) ‘a nut’ and Arsch (m.) ‘an arse’ 
would be considered exocentric, even when used metaphorically. 
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unmarked morphology of rst members in 2.1.1). ere is a very precise reason why 
metaphors are among such phenomena: it can hardly be said any more succinctly than 
in the words of Christopher, the protagonist of Haddon 2003, who observes (p. .20) 
that ‘metaphors are lies’. Because he has Aspergers’ syndrome, the boy disregards the 
speaker’s intention: he doesn’t understand that metaphors serve to clarify or illustrate a 
point, whereas lies serve to fake one. What he does understand is that metaphors are 
like lies in that they аrе deliberately false propositions. Like lies, they only work if they 
have the make–up of true propositions. For instance, the proposition ‘my lover is a 
prince’ may be either literally true or false; if it is deliberately false, it is most probably a 
lie or a metaphor. is has to be guessed from the context, since there is no formal 
distinction.  
 
To nish oﬀ this discussion we may ask if it is possible to conclude that the possessive 
compounds are in fact a purely ctional class in Germanic, with as little to speak for it 
as a class of ‘metaphorical compounds’ containing forms like chatterbox etc.? As I have 
argued, it would certainly appear to be an irrelevant class as far as morphology is 
concerned; but from a pragmatic viewpoint it is noteworthy that there is a seemingly 
regular and productive pattern of employing compounds to express synecdoche. is is 
a fact not just of Germanic languages but is widely observed across the board in Indo–
European languages. is would appear to have a pragmatic explanation: it probably 
reects a natural tendency for humans to designate other humans, zoological and 
botanical species and other concreta by referring to physical attributes. Given that all 
able–bodied specimens of a species or object have the same inventory of arms, legs, 
noses, wings, beaks, wheels, doors, etc., the focus is on an outstanding characteristic of 
one or other of these parts, such as its colour, size or shape. Compounds are handy in 
this respect, as they can list both the specic part–of–whole and its characteristic 
feature. 
is allows for a few considerations about Indo–Iranian and Proto–Indo–European. 
Given that we can attest a pragmatic need for compounds expressing synecdoche, it is 
fair to assume that Proto–Indo–European precursors of the Indo–Iranian 
bahuvrihis, although being basically metonymic, were in fact employed in just this 
narrow sense. Furthermore, perhaps pragmatics explains why the exocentric 
bahuvrihis are seemingly among the most original compositional types in Proto–
Indo–European. 
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To sum up this discussion: when employing the terms bahuvrihi, possessive and 
exocentric compound, one has to keep in mind that not all bahuvrihis are possessive 
in Vedic and Sanskrit — as illustrated by áśvapr ̥ṣṭha- (p. 19) —, and not all possessives 
are exocentric — as illustrated by mahāhastín-, which is parasynthetic and thus 
endocentric (p. 19), or by redneck and Rotznase, which are determinative nouns with a 
metonymic interpretation (p. 22). In the following sections, we shall also note that not 
all exocentrics are bahuvrihis or possessives: the pickpocket compounds, for one, 
make up a notable exception to this generalization. 
2.3 Agentive compounds 
By the term agentive compound, or compound agent–noun, I refer to compounds 
designating the agent of a verbal act: One member of the compound is derived from a 
verb, e.g. drive or pick, and the other frequently represents an argument of that 
verb/modies the deverbal member: thus truck or pocket in truck–driver and 
pickpocket. Related formations are compound action- and instrument–nouns, like 
truck–driving or can–opener. 
As can be seen from these examples, English allows for two diﬀerent orderings of 
the deverbal constituent and its argument: I shall refer to the verb–second type as 
truckdriver compounds; these will be discussed in 2.3.1. e verb–rst, i.e. 
pickpocket, type will be treated in 2.3.2. 
Compound agent-, action- and instrument–nouns are to be distinguished from 
nouns derived from compound verbs. Consider HG Abfahrt ‘exit, departure’, Lat. 
praesidēns ‘president’ and Vedic ārudh- ‘a climbing’. Although these are all derived 
from prexed verbs: ab~fahren, prae~sidēre, ā~rudh-, they are to be treated as 
simplicia, and are therefore not relevant for a treatment of nominal composition. e 
opposite case is constituted by forms like Schiﬀ~fahrt ‘navigation’, arcui~tenēns ‘bow–
holding’ and vr ̥tra~hán- ‘dragon–slayer’ for which there are no verbal bases and which 
are proper compounds.  
Indo–Europeanists mostly refer to the compound agent–nouns as verbal governing 
compounds; Dunkel (1992: 198) and Gertmenian in his translation of Meier–Brügger 
2003: 291 are among the few who employ the term verbal government compound, 
which I also adopt (albeit in a limited number of cases), as it renders more correctly the 
German original: verbales Rektionskompositum. Sadovski (2000: 149) applies the even 
rarer German term Verbalrektionskompositum ‘verb–government compound’, which 
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has the merit of not seeming to imply that these are compound verbs, like abfahren, 
praesidēre, ārudh- etc. Most general linguists and some Indo–Europeanists prefer the 
term synthetic compound, on which see 2.3.1.1. 
 
e term verbal government compound identies the semantic, or indeed syntactic, 
relationship between the two members as that between a verb and one of its internal 
arguments; some general linguists prefer the designation verbal nexus compound to 
indicate this (thus especially Marchand (1969: 39)). Verbal arguments and verbal 
government are of course phenomena normally associated with verb phrases; hence, a 
long debate evolves, among general linguists in particular, around the question of 
whether a nominal, like e.g. driver, can ‘inherit’ the verbal argument–structure from a 
verbal base (drive) and exert verbal government in a compound like truckdriver. is 
issue turns out to be crucial for the understanding of certain fundamental diﬀerences 
between truckdriver and pickpocket compounds and is therefore central to the 
discussion of Germanic, Vedic and Greek compounds that follows below. 
2.3.1 Verb–second agentives 
2.3.1.1 Germanic 
We may open this discussion by introducing the term synthetic compound, preferred 
by many general linguists. It translates Gm. synthetisches Kompositum, coined by von 
Schroeder (1874: 206) to highlight the fact that the second members of e.g. Gm. 
Machthaber and Kleidermacher do not occur as simplicia: 
Da nun hier eine doppelte Synthese sprachlicher Elemente vorliegt, indem nicht 
nur das 1. und 2. Glied der Composition zusammenzusetzen sind, sondern dies 
2. Glied erst noch aus Verbalstamm + Suﬀ. geschaﬀen wird, so schlagen wir für 
diese Composita die pleonastische Bezeichnung synthetische Composita vor. 
In other words, unlike in the case of the so–called root–compounds (see p. 9), which 
are headed by already existing words, the deverbal member of a synthetic compound 
may be coined, or ‘synthesized’, for the occasion: composition and derivation co–
occur. Booij (2007: 90) illustrates this with the examples church–goer and sword–
swallower, the right–most constituents of which do not exist as simplicia. Synthetic 
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compounds are thus similar to parasynthetic compounds like open–mouthed and 
pigheaded, except for the fact that the latter are denominal.  
In this analysis, the Germanic synthetic compounds may be segmented as follows: 
[Macht]~[hab–er], [Kleider]~[mach–er], [church]~[go–er] and [sword]~[swallow–er]. 
at is, they are binary compounds, the second members of which are suﬃxed agent–
nouns. e segmentation of these compounds has, however, been the subject of a long 
dispute, extensively summarized by Spencer (1991:ﬀ.). Lieber (1992) has thoroughly 
explored the alternative to von Schroeder’s approach, namely that the agentive suﬃx is 
in fact not primarily aﬃxed to the second member, but to underlying verb phrases, 
resulting in a segmentation [Kleider~mach]–[er], [Macht~hab]–[er], [church~go]–[er] 
and [sword~swallow]–[er]. An immediate diﬃculty with this generative approach 
concerns constituent order, on which see section 2.4 below; and Lieber (2004: 47f.) 
abandons the idea, preferring the “intuitively more plausible” analysis that these are 
determinative compounds. Today this is the generally accepted view: thus already 
Selkirk (1982), Oniga (1988: 81f.) and Booij (1992). Booij (2007: 91) remarks about 
bracketing of the alternative type that “from a formal point of view it is a hopeless 
idea.” 
Further support for analyzing these as nominal determinatives can be found in the 
relation between the two members, customarily described as one of verbal government. 
Fabb (2001: 75) summarizes the received view, which I shall oppose below: “In a 
synthetic compound, the crucial interpretive restriction is that the le–hand word (a 
noun, adverb or adjective) must be interpretable as a complement of the right–hand 
word”. In a similar vein, Booij (2007: 91), although having rejected the notion of 
derivation from verb phrases, remarks: 
erefore, it is a better option to analyse these words as regular compounds, with 
the special property that the argument structure of the verbal base is inherited by 
the derived noun with the suﬃx -er. us, the head noun can assign a semantic 
role such as Patient or Goal to the le constituent. 
In swordswallower, for instance, the rst member would be the patient, in churchgoer, 
the goal. 
e idea of inheritance of argument structure suﬀers from two main aws as I see it. 
First of all, agent–nouns also occur as heads of ordinary, that is non–synthetic, 
determinatives: the rst members of élite rower, belly–dancer and sumo wrestler do not 
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seem to t any well–dened role of verbal arguments, but rather function as modiers, 
implying that their semantic role is pertinentive, as in determinatives like élite scholar, 
belly–button or sumo federation.  
ere is in fact no formal diﬀerence between synthetic and non–synthetic 
compounds, given that Germanic has very little overt marking of case.11 As a 
consequence of this, it is hard to see whence one could deduce that compounds like 
sword–swallower and church–goer diﬀer from élite rower and belly–dancer with respect 
to their internal semantic structure. is is of course in line with what was said in 2.1.1 
about the unmarked morphology of rst members of determinatives as an expression 
of a pertinentive relationship between the members. It also brings to mind the 
discussion of Germanic possessives p. 22, where I pointed out that it seems somewhat 
misguided to include in a discussion of morphology phenomena that have no formal 
expression. 
A second problem with the notion of inheritance of argument structure is that 
simplex agent–nouns cannot exert verbal government in Germanic; it therefore seems 
unexpected that they may do so when compounded. Fabb (2001: 75) makes an 
observation that could be taken as an indication that synthetic compounds are sensitive 
to the argument–structure of the base verb: the nonhead of a synthetic compound 
“must not be interpretable as an external argument or subject”; this reiterates a 
suggestion of Selkirk (1982: 34). e rule does not, however, have general acceptance 
(see, e.g., Beard 1995: 170 and Ackema 1999: 58), as it meets with numerous 
counterexamples, such as baby swimming, robot housekeeping, ghost writer, teenage 
oﬀender, master singer, woman driver, idiot teacher, gangster rapper, Jesuit preacher, 
rock–star lover and ice–covered. 
A vast literature deals with these and related issues regarding the internal semantics 
of synthetic compounds; for a recent contribution, see Lieber 2004. Regardless of the 
interest of this discussion for lexical semantics, the idea of inheritance of argument 
                                                             
11  Genitival rst members, as in HG Geschäs~führer ‘business manager’ or Dan. 
aﬀalds~sorterer ‘rubbish sorter’, could in fact be taken as evidence of nominal, not verbal, 
government. However, we cannot exclude that the genitival s occurs as a mere linking 
morpheme here, as indeed it does in Dan. tids~krævende ‘time–consuming’ or 
opmærksomheds~skabende ‘awareness–generating’, where the second member is a participle, 
which normally is not constructed with the genitive. 
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structure seems uneconomical, as also argued by Hoekstra & van der Putten (1988). 
Assuming that Germanic synthetics of the truckdriver type are indeed 
determinatives obviates (a) the need for a distinction between synthetics and 
determinatives and, more importantly, (b) the need for establishing a system of 
argument–inheritance that is particular to compounds, given the principle (established 
in 2.1) of a pertinentive interpretation of the relation between the members of 
determinative compounds.  
For pragmatic reasons, it is to be expected that the internal modiers of synthetic 
compounds will oen refer to something that could be interpreted as an argument of 
the underlying verb; but according to what has just been said, we cannot postulate that 
the second members of synthetic compounds assign any specic reading to the rst 
member — which is in full agreement with their nominal morphology. Hence it seems 
preferable to assume that the Germanic synthetics are not verbal government 
compounds in the strict sense, but synthetic determinatives. ey are thus rather 
similar to parasynthetic compounds like largehanded or narrowminded, introduced on 
p. 20. Below we shall see that they diﬀer in this respect from the pickpocket 
compounds. 
2.3.1.2 Sanskrit and Vedic 
e Vedic verb–second agentives are of interest because they display certain features 
not observed in Germanic and furthermore oﬀer interesting insight into the nature of 
agentive compounds that the Germanic type could not reveal. 
An immediately striking diﬀerence concerns the Indo–Aryan equivalent to the 
truckdriver compounds, displaying agent–nouns as their second member. In Vedic 
and Sanskrit, the most prolic type of simplex agent–noun is derived with the suﬃx 
-tar-. Reecting Proto–Indo–European *-tér–/*-tor-, this suﬃx is well known in the 
same function in e.g. Latin (vīctor ‘a conqueror’), Greek (ỏλετήρ ‘a destroyer’; δώτωρ ‘a 
giver’) and presumably Old Church Slavonic (vladětelь ‘a conqueror’). 
Compounds displaying such agent–nouns are found primarily in late and epic 
language; thus Sanskrit: 
śatru~hantar–  ‘enemy~slayer → a slayer of enemies’ 
bhara(ṃ)~kartar–  ‘prayer~maker → a performer of prayers’ 
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In Vedic, however, they are exceedingly rare, indeed illicit according to Pāṇini (2, 2, 15. 
15); see AiGr 2,1: 188 § 80aα; Tichy 1995: 79f. e comparative evidence of older stages 
of Latin, Greek, Old Church Slavonic etc.,12 where the corresponding agent–nouns are 
likewise virtually absent from compounds, allows for the conclusion that the feature is 
inherited from Proto–Indo–European (Oniga 1988: 95; Fraenkel 1910: 3f.). In this 
connection it may be noted that the productive, Germanic truckdriver type is 
considered an innovation of the Germanic branch: the suﬃx, -er, is unrelated to PIE 
*-tér–/*-tor-. It is also of relevance that the Vedic innitives, which are essentially 
verbal nouns, are likewise rarely composed (especially those in -tos, -tave and -tavái); 
again, there is evidence that this is an inherited feature (AiGr 2,1: 190f. § 81–2). 
I am not aware of a generally acknowledged explanation for the absence of these 
suﬃxes in compounds. However, it seems to follow logically from what was observed 
on p. 21: that nominal determinatives — which is what words like śatruhantar- and 
bhara(ṃ)kartar- are — are generally rare in older strata of the Indo–European 
languages, where exocentric composition prevailed. Tichy (1995: 77; 83) has 
demonstrated that the Vedic -tar- stems are syntactically nouns, as are, of course, the 
innitives.13 Hence, rather than assuming that there was a restriction against certain 
suﬃxes in composition, I would propose that these suﬃxes were so rare in composition 
because there was a restriction against determinative compounds. 
 
Leavng aside younger formations of the śatruhantar type and turning to Vedic, the 
verb–second agentives of this archaic stratum share their fundamental, structural 
features with the bahuvrihis and are thought to be of similar age. us, there are two 
main types: (1) exocentric, unsuﬃxed formations and (2) endocentric formations 
displaying adjectival suﬃxes. is will emerge from the following overview of the 
various types. 
First, the vr ̥trahan type displays a second member identiable as a bare verbal 
root; it is unsuﬃxed except for an enigmatic -t-, seemingly void of semantic content, 
                                                             
12 See Sadovski 2000: 144f. for OCS agentive compounds. 
13 Tichy 1995: 83–4: “Adjektivische Verwendung ist nicht belegt […], auch nicht durch 
neutrische Formen […], durch Komparationsbildungen […] oder im Rahmen der 
attributiven Verwendung”. See also Tichy 1995: 77. 
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that is added to roots ending in /i/, /u/ or /r/. ere is no obvious or systematic relation 
to any tense–stem (AiGr 2,1: 174 § 75b; AiGr 2,2: 5 § 3b; 97 § 30d): 
deva~níd–  ‘god~mock → mocking the gods’ or ‘mocked by the gods’ 
dhiyaṃ~dh-  ‘divine–vision~set → devout, attentive’ 
mithū~kŕ̥–t–  ‘wrong~make → made in the wrong way; useless’14 
puru~spŕ̥h–  ‘much~desire → much desired’ 
pūrva~bhj-  ‘first~obtain → receiving the rst share; preferred’ 
vastra~máthi– ‘clothes~steal → clothes–stealing’ 
vr ̥tra~hán-   ‘dragon~slay → dragon–slayer’ 
As can be seen, such formations are oen active and agentive, but some, like puruspŕ̥h-, 
mithūkŕ̥t- and possibly devaníd-,15 have passive meaning (see AiGr 2,2: 7f. and the 
discussions in Schindler 1997: 539 and Scarlata 1999: 764). 
ese compounds are best analyzed as exocentric. ey are adjectives, as can be 
seen from such examples as náro dhiyaṃdhḥ ‘devout men’ (RV 1.67.4a); 
vastramáthim ná tāyúm ‘like a thief stealing clothes’ (RV 4.38.4a). eir second 
members, however, are verbal roots with no independent adjectival function. In 
particular, they are in no systematic relation to synchronic or diachronic agent–nouns; 
and the compounds, therefore, are diﬃcult to analyze as (synchronic or diachronic) 
determinatives — unsurprisingly, given the general trend towards exocentric 
composition in Vedic. As thoroughly demonstrated by Scarlata (1999: 724–731), the 
second members correspond morphologically to simplex action–nouns, if anything; 
again, this is true synchronically as well as in a diachronic perspective.16 us, 
corresponding to devaníd- there is a simplex action–noun níd- f. ‘contempt’; 
corresponding to dhiyaṃdh- there are various simplicia, all action–nouns or verbal 
                                                             
14 us Scarlata 1999: 78. 
15 us Scarlata 1999: 286. 
16 is can be ascertained from their ablaut properties: displaying the reexes of PIE zero or 
*-e– grade, they may theoretically correspond to PIE (a) action–nouns or (b) agent–nouns 
based on stative verbs. Option (b) can be ruled out in that vast majority of cases in which the 
verbs in question are active and transitive. See Scarlata 1999: 755. 
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abstracts, derived from prexed verbs, such as apadh- f. ‘hiding’. No simplex 
correspondences are attested for ~hán-, ~bhj-, ~máthi-, ~spŕ̥h- and ~kŕ–̥t-. 
Although these examples illustrate an occasional, but regular, correspondence 
between second members of vr ̥trahan compounds and feminine simplicia, it is clear 
that the second members are not identical to the simplicia or derived from them; but 
they obviously have a common derivational base, namely the verbal root. ese 
compounds are therefore synthetic; see the denition in 2.3.1.1. Below, I shall discuss 
the motivation behind this formal similarity. 
e vr ̥trahan compounds, dubbed Wurzelkomposita by Risch (1974: 194),17 are 
thought to continue one of the earliest compositional types, even in Proto–Indo–
European: this can be concluded from the existence of corresponding formations in 
Greek, Latin and Armenian,18 such as  
Gk. χέρ~νιψ  ‘hand~wash → water for washing the hands’ 
 βού~πληξ ‘cow~beat → an ox–goad’ 
Lat. prin~ceps  ‘first~take → taking rst, chief’ 
 sacer~dōs ‘sacred~give → a priest’ 
Arm. haw–a~harc ‘bird~ask → diviner’ 
In Greek and Latin, the type is receding, but it is still productive in Classical Armenian: 
thus B. A. Olsen (2002: 244), who observes another archaic feature, namely that it may 
have both active and passive semantics (B. A. Olsen 2002: 243). 
 
Because of its demonstrably high age, the type has been central to debates about the 
origins of nominal composition in Proto–Indo–European.19 Schindler (1997: 537) 
proposes a historical analysis whereby the verbal roots in vr ̥trahan compounds 
would, in Proto–Indo–European, have been action–nouns. He postulates an origin in 
possessive compounds: a putative predecessor of vr ̥trahán- would thus have meant 
‘having (a/the) slaying of dragon(s)’; devaníd- might be ‘having contempt for the gods’. 
Scarlata (1999: 757) on the other hand rejects the bahuvrihi theory with its somewhat 
                                                             
17 On the term Wurzelkompositum as used by general linguists, see p. 33. 
18 us, e.g., Meier–Brügger 2003: 293. 
19 See B. A. Olsen 2002: 249 for a proposed origin in sentence parentheses. 
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awkward possessive interpretation; this is of course in good agreement with what was 
said about the semantics of bahuvrihi compounds: that they are metonymic, rather 
than possessive. Skipping the hypothetical, intermediate action–noun, Scarlata derives 
the vr ̥trahan compounds from verb phrases, leading to a subtly diﬀerent result from 
that of Schindler: he analyzes their second members as ‘verbs’, somewhat at variance 
with the traditional denition of a verb.  
Scarlata’s analysis is in good agreement with the state of aﬀairs in Vedic, if we 
rephrase his denition of the second members and say that they represent the verb in 
abstracto, in agreement with their unsuﬃxed morphology that seems to convey only 
the lexical meaning of the root. It may be noted in passing that this is all the semantic 
content needed to make up an action–noun; hence, the morphology of simplicia like 
níd- and apadh- seems isomorphical to the semantic content. As for the vr ̥trahan 
compounds, Scarlata’s analysis entails that these are exocentric, the semantic relation 
to the designated noun being metonymic: a vr ̥trahán- would designate someone 
‘associated with the killing of dragons’. Hence the agentive compounds would, aer all, 
be related to the bahuvrihis: both types are archaic, exocentric adjectives, and 
probably fundamentally metonymic, rather than possessive.  
at compounds with verbal roots as second members function as metonymic 
adjectives, while simplex verbal roots generally function as action–nouns, would thus 
be no more exceptional in Vedic than the fact that bahuvrihis are metonymic 
adjectives, although their second members are nouns. e core of the problem lies in 
the exocentric typology of nominal composition in Proto–Indo–European.  
 
e two types of compound display further similarities. In spite of their exocentric 
origin, the bahuvrihis as a class show a tendency towards endocentricity, manifest in 
the introduction of adjectival suﬃxes: this was seen above, p. 19. e same tendency is 
observable in the verb–second agentives, as will emerge from the following overview of 
the remaining, productive types in Vedic.  
e brahmakāra type displays as it second member a verbal root with an added 
thematic -a-, which, as noted on p. 19, is also frequent in bahuvrihis:  
brahma~kār–á-  ‘prayer~make–a- → performing prayers’ 
from kr ̥ (3sg. prs. kr ̥ṇóti) 
grāva~grābh–á– ‘stone~handle–a- → handling the soma–pressing 
stones’ 
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from grabh to handle (3sg. prs. gr ̥bhṇti) 
satra~sāh–á-  ‘all~conquer–a- → conquering everything’ 
from sah (3sg. prs. sáhati) 
Comparative evidence suggests that the type is of similar, high age as the vr ̥trahan 
type: exampl99es from Latin and Greek, where it is prolic, are: 
blandi~loqu–us  ‘sweet~talk–us → sweet–talking’ 
nau~frag–us  ‘ship~wreck–us → shipwrecked’ 
πτολί~πορθ–ος  ‘city~destroy–os → city–destroying’ 
ψυχο~πομπ–ός  ‘soul~guide–os → soul~guiding’ 
As can be gleaned from the Greek examples, the verbal root oen displayed o–grade in 
Proto–Indo–European, sometimes reected as Vedic ā as the result of Brugmann’s 
Law: PIE *o > IIr ā in open syllables (AiGr 2,2: 60 § 18). 
e second members are oen paralleled by simplex action- and agent–nouns: thus 
e.g. sāhá- ‘victorious’; grābhá- ‘a grasp; a seizer’ (AiGr 2,1: 185 § 77). e characteristic 
ā–grade has, however, oen been given up, partly for metrical reasons, and partly as an 
approximation to a verbal stem (AiGr 2,2: 64f. § 20c & f). For instance, on the evidence 
of the simplex noun bhārá- ‘a burden’ and Greek correspondences like βουληφόρος 
‘counsel–giving’ (< *-bʰoros), we may reasonably assume that a ‘short–vocalic’ 
formation like vājambhará- ‘prize–bearing’ (and the corresponding simplex bhára- n. 
‘(act of) carrying’) is an innovation, formed on the analogy of the thematic present of 
bhr ̥ (3sg. bhárati). 
Such innovations mark a general increase in productivity of derivation from tense 
stems in Vedic, at the expense of derivation from verbal roots void of tense or aspect 
markers, which prevailed in Proto–Indo–European (thus e.g. Schindler 1997: 539; AiGr 
2,1: 178f. § 76 and below: section 2.4). It has given rise to a new sub–type of thematic 
verb–second agentives which is diﬃcult to distinguish from the brahmakāra type 
and which I shall dub vājambhara. In this class, athematic verbs receive a theme–
vowel, so that all second members, be they from thematic or athematic verbs, have a 
nal -a-: 
agnim~indh–á– ‘fire~kindle–a → re–kindling’ 
from the present of idh ‘to kindle’ (3sg. inddhe) 
dura~dabhn–á– ‘door~elude–a → eluding doors’  
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from the athematic present dabh ‘to deceive’ (3sg. dabhnóti) 
mām~paśyá– ‘me~see–a → seeing me’ 
from the present of paś ‘to see’ (3sg. páśyati) 
vājam~bhará– ‘trophy~carry–a → trophy–carrying’ 
from the present of bhr ̥ ‘to carry’ (3sg. bhárati) 
e two thematic types have in common that their second members may correspond to 
simplex action–nouns as well as agent–nouns (AiGr 2,1: 185 § 77). Hence it is not 
possible to make general statements about their synchronic endo- or exocentricity. 
AiGr 2,2: 96 § 30c notes, however, that in the historical perspective, simplicia of this 
type were regularly action–nouns; the original pattern is still observable in Greek where 
we regularly nd pairs like πατρο~φόνος ‘father–murderer’ vs. φόνος ‘murder’. Hence 
it is assumed that the prevailing, agentive use of the simplicia is an innovation, based 
on endocentric reinterpretations of the compounds. In the historical perspective, 
brahmakāra, and hence the secondary vājambhara, would therefore be 
exocentric, and structurally rather equivalent of vr ̥trahan. 
A similar ambiguity with respect to endo- or exocentricity is observable in the 
remaining types of verb–second compounds, most commonly derived with the suﬃxes 
-i-, -in-, -ana-, -man- and -van-: the majority of these derive simplex, agentive 
adjectives, but some derive simplex action–nouns. us, -i- seen in tuvi~gr–í- ‘much–
devouring’ derives simplex agentive adjectives like dhúni- ‘roaring’ as well as action–
nouns like bhují- ‘enjoyment’ (AiGr 2,2: 291f. § 186–7). e suﬃx -ín-, seen in 
bhadra~vād–ín- ‘speaking (of) good fortune’ is purely adjectival, deriving simplex 
deverbals with participial meaning: thus damín- ‘taming’ (AiGr 2,1: 341 § 216). As noted 
above, we also nd it in the likewise adjectival bahuvrihis, such as mahāhastín- 
discussed above. In turn, -ana-, seen in amitra~dámbh–ana- ‘enemy–harming’, forms 
simplex agentive adjectives, such as jánana- ‘creator’, as well as action–nouns like 
skámbhana- ‘support’ (AiGr 2,2: 180f. § 81). e suﬃx -man- derives simplex action–
nouns such as hé–man- ‘incitement; zeal’. AiGr 2,2: 761f. argues that seeming agentive 
compounds derived with this suﬃx are in fact bahuvrihis: āśu~hé–man- would thus 
mean ‘having swi incitement’ rather than ‘swily inciting’. Finally, -van-, seen in 
ratha~y–van- ‘chariot–riding’, derives simplex as well as compound, agentive 
adjectives, but the compounds are much more productive, and it may be assumed that 
the simplicia derive from them (AiGr 2,2: 894 § 716f.). Its other main function is to 
form denominative adjectives (AiGr 2,2: 900 § 718).  
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us, contrary to the unsuﬃxed vr ̥trahan compounds (and arguably those of the 
vājambhara type), those in -i-, -in-, -ana-, -man- and -van- are prevailingly 
endocentric, at least in so far as it can be argued that some of these suﬃxes indicate 
their adjectival nature; but in some instances, the argument can also be made for an 
exocentric analysis. It is fair to conclude that the verb–second agentives display a 
tendency towards endocentricity similar to the one observed in the bahuvrihis. In 
later language, we observe the rise of nominal determinatives and the ensuing 
development of compounds of the truckdriver type, like śatruhantar- and 
bhara(ṃ)kartar-, mentioned above (p. 30). 
 
Finally, we come to the question of argument inheritance. A small group of Vedic 
verb–second agentives, displaying inected rst members, is relevant here. e 
accusative is most frequently represented, but the locative is also not infrequent. 
Genitival rst members, on the other hand, do not occur (AiGr 2,1: 201f. § 85 and, on 
the locative, § 88). e survey of Scarlata (1999: 743–751) conrms this, but also adds a 
small number of forms with rst members in the form of inected instrumentals and 
ablatives, as well as stem–forms having these semantic roles. ese ndings conrm 
that the verbal member assigns argument roles to the nonheads: hence the term verbal 
government compound seems appropriate here. 
In this context, two observations are relevant. First, contrary to what happens in 
Germanic, verbal government is not reserved for verbs in Vedic: about a dozen types of 
nouns and adjectives regularly take an accusative object, as if they were active 
participles. Some of these were encountered above: unsuﬃxed stems and those in -tar- 
(when root–accented), -ín- and -van-:20 
devn paribhḥ  ‘gods(acc.) encompassing → encompassing the gods’ 
hántā vr ̥trám  ‘slayer dragon(acc.) → a dragon–slayer’ 
mṃ kāmínī  ‘me(acc.) loving ?loving me’ 
prātaryvāṇo adhvarám ‘arriving in the morning sacrifice(acc.) → 
arriving in the morning at the sacrice’ 
                                                             
20 Examples from Delbrück 1888: 181–2. 
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In other words, simplex nouns can indeed inherit the argument–structure of the base 
verb in Vedic: it might be theorized that this is why they may also preserve it in 
compounds. 
However, a second observation is of relevance here. According to AiGr 2,1: 204f. § 
87–89, inected rst members occur mainly with the thematic types, brahmakāra 
and vājambhara: for instance, agnimindhá-, māmpaśyá- and vājambhará- have 
inected accusatives as their rst members. It would also be regular with those in -i-, 
but no examples of this are quoted; and the ensuing discussion reveals that the 
phenomenon is in fact predominant in the vājambhara group, the one that is based 
on verbal stems.  
us, in both the thematic groups, when the second member has a light rst 
syllable, an accusative rst member is “geradezu Regel” in the Rig–Veda (AiGr 2,1: 205. 
§ 87aα). Such morphology is, of course, more preponderant in the vājambhara 
group; and only two of the nine examples given (compounds in ~kara- and ~sani–) are 
not of this type. An inected accusative is “zwar nicht Regel, aber doch beliebt” in the 
vājambhara group, “infolge des hier besonders engen Anschlusses an das Verbum” 
(AiGr 2,1: 207 § 87c). is statement implies the theory that the more verb–like the 
noun, the more likely it is to exert verbal government. is would explain a general 
tendency to abandon the long vowel of the brahmakāra type aer accusatival rst 
members — vājambhará- itself might be an instance of this (see p. 35 above and AiGr 
2,2: 64f. § 20c & f) —, so that, as noted by AiGr 2,2: 64f. § 20c, compounds with ā grade 
are generally stem compounds.21 
Note also that among 83 suﬃxed stems occurring in the survey of Scarlata (1999: 
743–751),22 only śubhaṃ~y–van- displays an unambiguously inected rst member, 
which might be taken to imply that adjectival morphology rules out verbal 
government. 
e eld is in want of more research. A tentative conclusion of this section is that 
the tendency is towards verbal government with the vājambhara type, the one 
                                                             
21 In the words of AiGr 2,2: 64f. § 20c: “so daß aus der Grundregel “Langvokal im Nomen 
Agentis im Hinterglied” […] in der Hauptsache die Fälle mit Stammform im akkusativisch 
gemeinten Vorderglied übrig bleiben”. 
22 at is: approximately 49 items with -van–, 29 with -tama– and 5 with -tara–; see Scarlata 
1999: 743–751. 
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molded on thematic present stems, in other words, that there is a contingency between 
verbal morphology and verbal government in these compounds. Given that the 
vājambhara type is an innovative class, the tendency would appear to apply 
synchronically in Vedic, and does not allow for any conclusions about the state of 
aﬀairs in Proto–Indo–European.  
 
To sum up: the present and preceding sections introduced two types of verb–second 
agentives. English truck–driver, German Geschäsführer and Sanskrit śatru~hantar- are 
endocentric, nominal determinatives in which the rst member is assigned the role of 
modier; Vedic vr ̥trahán- on the other hand is an exocentric, basically adjectival 
formation in which the rst member is assigned the role of a verbal argument; there are 
reasons to suspect that the ability of taking a verbal argument is tied up with the 
unsuﬃxed morphology of the type. From this type develop new, endocentric, but still 
adjectival, types, like bhadravādín-. In the sections that follow we shall investigate a 
further variation on the theme of agentive compounds: the verb–rst type central to 
this thesis. 
2.3.2 Verb–rst agentives 
2.3.2.1  English 
It is now time for a closer inspection of the pickpocket compounds central to the 
present thesis, the essential aspects and common terminology of which were 
introduced in chapter 2.  
In English, the type is represented by compounds like pickpocket, spoilsport, killjoy 
and breakstone. It would appear that they are substantives in general, but may also be 
employed as adjectives, as in ‘his turn–coat ways’; ‘a kill–joy attitude’; ‘a feel–good 
lm’; ‘her lacklustre eyes’. ey are morphologically underspecied, in that they lack a 
suﬃx indicating their agentive, let alone nominal or adjectival, semantics: hence, they 
are exocentric. As an interesting parallel to the deverbal, second member of the 
likewise exocentric vr ̥trahan type of Vedic, their deverbal members are identiable 
as unmodied verbal stems, but correspond morphologically to simplex action–nouns: 
e.g., a pick; a kill; a break; a spoil. 
e second members are almost consistently assigned the role of direct objects of 
the verbs contained in the rst members; exceptions usually involve adverbial second 
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members, as in feel–good or speakeasy. I therefore submit that contrary to the 
endocentric truckdriver type, but again, like the Vedic vr ̥trahan type, the English 
pickpocket compounds seem to be verbal government compounds proper, seeing 
that their rst members regularly assign an argument– or adverbial role to the second 
member. e two languages diﬀer, however, in that Vedic allows for a wider range of 
argument–roles than English where the direct–object role prevails. In this respect, the 
English type is closer to the classical case of noun–incorporation where mainly direct 
objects are allowed; see section 2.1.3. 
We noted in 2.1.1 that nominal determinatives allow an open interpretation of the 
semantic role of the internalized modier: hence such determinative compounds as 
sumo wrestler, belly–dancer, Sunday driver. Verbs, on the other hand, seem to 
obligatorily assign argument–roles to the internalized constituent. Assuming that the 
rst members of pickpocket compounds are ‘verbal’ in this sense, we understand a 
phenomenon that, as far as I am aware, has so far remained without an explanation, 
namely that constructions like **wrestle sumo, **dance belly and **drive Sunday are not 
well formed: I suggest that this is because Sunday, sumo and belly cannot take the role 
of direct object of wrestle, dance and drive. More on this topic in 2.4, where I shall 
argue that the classication of compounds of the pickpocket type as verbal 
government compounds also renders their verb–rst constituent order immediately 
understandable. 
2.3.2.2 Vedic and Avestan 
At least three types of Vedic compounds with rst members derived from verbs are 
relevant for our topic. ese may be termed radavasu, pus ̣t ̣igu and bharadvaja, 
respectively. For the compilation below I rely on the Rig–Vedic material of WRV and 
AiGr 2,1: 315 § 120f. Considerations of space only allow for a few cursory remarks on 
Avestan, which is of some relevance here; the Avestan material is excerpted from 
Duchesne–Guillemin 1936: 198–202. 
Although there is a tradition in Western grammar for discussing these compounds 
as a class apart (AiGr 2,1: § 120a; Meier–Brügger 2003: 292), I shall show in the 
following that they are in fact diﬃcult, if not impossible, to distinguish from the 
bahuvrihis, which, I suggest, explains why the type was not discussed by Sanskrit 
grammarians at all (AiGr 2,1: 315 § 120a). 
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e rst members of compounds of the radavasu type are identiable as uninected 
verbal stems. eoretically, such stems are comparable to simplex masculines like 
bhará- ‘a carrying’ (see p. 35), but in the general debate about the type, the focus has 
been on their formal identity to 2sg. imperatives (thus bhára ‘carry!’), despite the 
absence of imperative semantics. See for instance Brugmann 1905/6: 68f. for an early 
discussion of this possibility, and section 2.6 for my reasons for rejecting it. 
It is noteworthy that bare verbal stems are rare as rst members of any type of 
compound in Vedic: to my knowledge, the Rig–Veda contains only four formations of 
the kind. ese are all diﬃcult to interpret; in particular it is not clear whether they are 
agentives or bahuvrihis. Transitivity is crucial for the interpretation: 
radā~vasu– 23(RV 7.32.18) ‘dispense~goods → dispensing wealth (MW)/Güter 
eröﬀnend (WRV)’ is used about Indra. e rst member would appear to be the stem 
of the thematic, transitive present rádati ‘to scratch, scrape, gnaw’, but also ‘to convey 
to, bestow on, give, dispense’. Hence the only logical interpretation is the agentive one 
proposed by MW and WRV and also accepted by EWA. Alexander Lubotsky (p.c.) 
makes a similar and perhaps even more suitable suggestion, namely that the compound 
means ‘gnawing goods’, the image referring to the waters gnawing their way to the sea.  
sth~raśman– (RV 5.87.5) ‘stand~rein → having rm bridles (MW)/Feste Zügel 
habend (WRV)’ is an attribute of the Maruts. 
AiGr 2,1: 316 treats the form under Komposita mit regierendem Vorderglied, 
specically such with a verbal rst member. e rst member is identied as a verbal 
root, namely sth- ‘to stand’; the meaning of the compound would be ‘die Zügel 
lockernd’. Unfortunately, it is not clear how sthā, an intransitive verb, could govern the 
second member. According to the hypothesis advanced here, an intransitive rst 
member would assign the role of agent to the rst member, implying that the 
compound is a bahuvrihi with the meaning ‘whose reins stand=are rm’. 
In a similar vein, Scarlata (1999: 661) analyzes the form as a bahuvrihi with a root 
noun in the rst member, although without oﬀering a translation. e rootnoun sth-, 
however, is also attested with adjectival function, meaning ‘standing’ (WRV).  
                                                             
23 e accentuation of this word is unknown. e second member, vasu–, reects Indo–
Iranian *Hu ̯asu– with an initial laryngeal. at phoneme was lost, but triggered 
compensatory lengthening of a preceding vowel; hence the long vowel in radā–. See 
Mayrhofer 2005: 38 for further examples of lengthening before vasu–. 
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Two alternatives on oﬀer likewise imply that this is a bahuvrihi. Geldner (1951–
1957: II, p. 90, footn. 5d) refers the opinion of Bloomeld that the rst member is a 
haplological form of the adjective sthirá- ‘rm, hard, solid, compact’ etc., seen in RV 
sthirá~dhanvan- ‘having a strong bow (MW)’ and in sthirá~pīta- of somewhat 
uncertain meaning (MW has ‘having strong protection’) and in many later 
compounds. It is not clear, however, why haplology would not have yielded sthi-. e 
padapāṭha-, an ancient and authoritative rendition of the text in which each word and 
member of compound is given in its context–free form, has “sthḥ”, seemingly an s–
stem, in the rst member. Unfortunately, such a stem is otherwise unattested, and in 
general, s–stems based on roots in -ā display short -a; thus divákṣas- ‘dwelling in the 
sky’ from kṣā- ‘to dwell’ (see AiGr 2,2: 226 § 125aα). 
śikṣā~nará- (RV 1.53.2, 4.20.8) ‘help~strength → helping men or liberal 
towards men (MW)/Menschen […] beschenkend (WRV)’ is used about Indra.24 e 
rst member would appear to be the stem of the thematic present śíkṣati ‘to help, 
assist’: hence the plausible agentive interpretation oﬀered by MW and WRV. 
is compound is end–stressed, in contrast with the remaining agentive 
compounds under discussion here, which all carry the accent on the rst member. It 
was noted above that bahuvrihis likewise generally accent the rst member. A well–
documented exception to that general rule concerns formations in nal -a-, which tend 
to display end–stress, just like śikṣā~nará-. We may therefore assume that the verb–
rst agentives obey the same principles of accentuation as the bahuvrihis. 
trasá~dasyu- ‘shiver~enemy → der dessen Feinde zittern (WRV)/before whom 
the Dasyus tremble (MW)’ (RV 11×) is a name. e rst member would appear to be 
the stem of the thematic present trásati ‘to shiver, fear’. AiGr 2,1: 316 § 120cα translates 
‘die Feinde zittern machend’, but tras is intransitive: the correct translation must 
therefore be that of MW and WRV, implying that dasyu- ‘enemy’ is the subject of trasa-
. I therefore propose that this is a bahuvrihi, meaning ‘whose enemy shivers’. 
                                                             
24 EWA has ‘Lebenskra verleihend’, interpreting -nará– as ‘strength’. e second member 
derives from Indo–Iranian *Hnar–(a–) which, like vasu– < *Hu ̯asu– above, triggered 
lengthening of a preceding vowel; hence the long vowel in śikṣā–. See Mayrhofer 2005: 35, 39 
for further examples of lengthening before nar(a)–. 
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e accentuation of the second syllable of trasá~ is in contrast with the 
accentuation of the verb, trásati. Tucker (2002: 422) seems to assume that this 
accentuation was regular in compounds of this type. Whereas there is no evidence 
against this claim, it may be noted that trasádasyu itself is in fact the only form to 
corroborate it. What we do know, however, is that a similar accentuation prevails in 
bahuvrihis with participles in the rst member (see p. 48f.). Hence, it is worth 
considering if trasádasyu- may in fact reect an older *trasád~dasyu- with a participial 
rst member. AiGr 2,1: 64 § 26a notes various cases of loss of a nal consonant 
following -a-, if that consonant is identical to the rst (but not necessarily initial) 
consonant of the second member. All of the examples are from later strata of the 
language, but seem like appropriate parallels: thus, e.g. prṣ̥odará- ← prṣ̥ad + udara-; 
tirya–ga- ← tiryag + ga-.25 is rule, however, applies only sporadically; clearly, the 
regular pattern is that attested in a form like arcád~dhūma- to be treated below (p. 
48f.). 
To sum up: two of these compounds, trasádasyu- and sthraśman-, have 
intransitive base verbs; they seem to be bahuvrihis, although of an unusual kind with 
the rst member a verbal stem; if we identify sthā as an adjective, trasádasyu- is in fact 
the only example of such a bahuvrihi formation. is lends support to the idea that 
this form reects degeminated *trasád~dasyu-. On the other hand, radā~vasu- and 
śikṣā~nará- have transitive base verbs, and an agentive interpretation yields plausible 
results. e small number of compounds of this type renders general statements of any 
kind unreliable; but AiGr 2,1: 319 § 120cβ and dβ asserts that the type is inherited and, 
like many other scholars, relates it to Greek compounds of the prolic ekhepolos 
type, to be treated in section 2.3.2.3. is proposition receives some support from the 
Avestan data to which we may briey direct our attention. 
Duchesne–Guillemin 1936: 199 § 237 oﬀers about a dozen compounds that could, in 
my opinion, be compared to the radavasu type (if such it is) in that they display an 
uninected verbal element, in fact a verbal root, as their rst member: thus, e.g.  
                                                             
25 Keys to understanding these forms: Vedic -o– is the result of preconsonantal 
monophthongization of the diphthong -au–; the form pr ̥ṣodará– thus reects pr ̥ṣa+udará–. 
e forms pr ̥ṣad and tiryag are phonologically conditioned (that is, pre–vocalic) variants of 
pr ̥ṣat–; tiryac–. 
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jə ̄n~(n)ar-  ‘slay~man → man–slaying’26 
niδā.snaiθiš– ‘lay–down~weapon → laying down arms’ 
As far as I can see, the Avestan type is generally agentive, not possessive, like some 
members of the radavasu class. 
 
e rst members of the pus ̣t ̣igu type are identiable as deverbal nominals in -ti-. As 
simplicia, these are mainly abstract–nouns: thus pītí- ‘(the act of) drinking’. When 
employed as innitives, mostly in the dative, they may have verbal government, as in 
pītáye mádhu ‘to drink(dat.) a sweet drink(acc.)’; thus AiGr 2,2: 635 § 470a. Although 
the evidence of such government is scanty, it might help understand how they could 
function as rst members of pickpocket compounds.  
We nd -ti- nominals as rst members of a few determinatives and agentives:  
abhiṣṭi~kŕ̥t–  ‘help~make → providing aid’ 
puṣṭi~várdhana-  ‘prosperity~increase → increasing prosperity’ 
vr ̥ṣṭi~váni-   ‘rain~wish → a wish for rain’ 
ey furthermore occur in a number of bahuvrihis and, according to AiGr 2,1: 320–
21 § 120e, in a few constructions classied by that grammar as verbal government 
compounds. Most of these can be shown to be bahuvrihis or closely related to 
bahuvrihis, as will be seen from the following list where I have collected all instances 
known to me of bahuvrihis and presumed agentive compounds with initial -ti- 
nominals: 
abhiṣṭí~dyumna- (RV 4.51.7b) ‘help~glory → whose glory is protecting or 
superior (MW)/an Hülfe reich (WRV)’, used about dawn/the goddess Uṣas, is a 
bahuvrihi. 
abhíṣṭi~śavas- (RV 3.59.8b) ‘help~strength → rendering powerful assistance 
(MW)’/kräigen Beistand gewährend (WRV)’, used about Mitra, is a bahuvrihi. 
ásamāty~ojas- (RV 6.29.6c) ‘without–comparison~power → of unequalled 
strength (MW)/von unvergleichlicher Kra (WRV)’ is used about Indra and is an 
                                                             
26  Duchesne–Guillemin ibidem has jan–nara–. e word is attested in Y 53.8 in the form 
jə ̄nərąm; see EWA for the reading of the stem as jə ̄n–nar–. 
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unequivocal bahuvrihi. Stems meaning ‘power; strength’, as can be seen, are 
frequent as second members of bahuvrihis.  
dti~vāra-  (RV 1.167.8, 3.51.9, 5.58.2) ‘giving~treasure → liking to give (MW)/
das Geben […] liebend […] (WRV)’: once about the giver of the sacrice (thus Geldner 
1951–1957 I: 244), otherwise about the Maruts, or storm–gods. 
e translations of WRV and MW imply an agentive compound of the 
brahmakāra type, derived from vr ̥ ‘to choose, prefer’. However, dhāra~vará- ‘rain–
loving’, vará- m. ‘suitor’ and vára- m. ‘wish’ from the same root render it likely that 
such a derivative would have radical -a-, not -ā-, in good accordance with the seṭ–
character of the root (PIE *u ̯elh₁). 
I would therefore prefer to identify the second member as vra- ‘treasure, good’, 
likewise derived from vr ̥ and employed in the bahuvrihis bhrivāra- (RV) ‘rich in 
treasures’ and viśvávāra- (RV) ‘bestowing all good things (MW)’. Scarlata (1999: 219) 
hints at such an interpretation, although he translates the compound as ‘dessen 
Wunsch das Geben ist’. 
e rst member, dti-, is only attested here and in the uncertain havyá~dāti- 
‘Opfergüsse [havyá–] in Empfang nehmend/gebend (WRV)/conveying or presenting 
oblations (MW)’. As noted by Scarlata (1999: 219), several roots may form the 
derivational base of this form, the most obvious candidates being dā ‘to give’ and dā ‘to 
distribute’. AiGr 2,1: 320 § 120e and EWA translate ‘Schätze gebend’, implying that 
vāra- is the direct object of dāti-; a bahuvrihi interpretation would have to mean 
‘whose treasures are gis’, which seems semantically less straightforward. In other 
words, unlike the items we have seen so far, this would appear to be an agentive 
compound. 
See 2.6 for a rejection of Scarlata’s suggestion that dāti~ reects a 3sg. subjunctive 
‘may he give’. 
púṣṭi~gu– (RV 8.51.1d) ‘prosperity~cow’ is a name. WRV and MW oﬀer no 
translation, but AiGr 2,1: 320 § 120e translates ‘Kühe aufziehend’, implying that gu- 
‘cow’ represents the direct object of puṣṭí- ‘thriving, growth, prosperity’; but this is 
impossible, since puṣ ‘to thrive etc.’ is intransitive. Hence, the proper meaning seems to 
be ‘with prosperous, healthy cows’, implying that this is a bahuvrihi, like its twin 
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śrúṣṭi~gu- (see below). Schindler apud Janda 1999: 203 suggests a factitive/causative 
interpretation ‘Rinder mit Gedeihen versehen machend’.27 
rītí~āp– (RV 5.68.5a; 9.106.9c) ‘whirl~water → streaming with water (MW)/
strömendes Wasser habend (WRV)’ is an epithet of Mitra and Varuṇa in the same 
stanza as vr ̥ṣṭídyav-; another attribute used here is dnumant- ‘trickling, uid 
(MW)/tropfenreich (WRV)’ (RV 5.68.5a). AiGr 2,1: 320 § 120e translates ‘Wasser 
strömen lassend’, but rī is intransitive and could not take āp- as its direct object. Hence, 
the stem is best interpreted as a bahuvrihi, which seems to be what WRV and 
perhaps MW have in mind. ere is, however, something to be added to their 
interpretation. According to Praust (1999: 44–48), rī means ‘to whirl, be in commotion’ 
rather than, as normally assumed, ‘to ow’;28 hence, rītí- is ‘the act of whirling, of being 
in commotion’: rītí~āp- would thus appear to serve to associate the two gods with 
‘waters in commotion’. 
śrúṣṭi~gu- (RV 8.51.1d) ‘obedience~cow’ is a name; WRV and MW oﬀer no 
translation. e rst member, śruṣṭí- ‘obedience, complaisance, willing service’ (MW) 
is derived from śruṣ ‘to obey’; for the semantics, compare the vr ̥ddhi derivative śráuṣṭi- 
which means ‘obedient (MW)/lenksam (WRV)’ and is used in the feminine to refer to a 
‘lenksame Stute (WRV)’. Hence, śrúṣṭi~gu- would appear to be a bahuvrihi, referring 
to someone whose cows are characterized by obedience, and most likely not, as might 
have been implied in an agentive interpretation, someone ‘who obeys cows’. 
AiGr 2,1: 320 § 120e does not list this item as a verbal government compound; 
curiously, though, it does list púṣṭigu- occurring right next to it in the sole attestation of 
both items, RV 8.51.1d: púṣṭigau śrúṣṭigau sácā ‘together with Puṣṭigu and Śruṣṭigu’.  
vītí~hotra– (RV 1.84.18.d; 3.24.2b; 2.38.1d; 5.26.3a; 8.31.9a) ‘sacrifice~invo-
cation → inviting to enjoyment or to a feast (MW)/zum Male einladend (WRV)’ is an 
attribute of agní- ‘re; the God Agni’. e rst member is derived from the verb vī ‘to 
trace, search, desire, follow, approach’ (EWA/LIV; WRV has ‘genießen, empfangen’). 
                                                             
27 Schindler (1986: 398) claims authorship to the term faktitives Possessivkompositum, but 
points out that already Heerdegen 1868 (1868: 48), von Schroeder (1874: 199f.) and Sommer 
1948(1948: 170) referred to these as having causative meaning: thus e.g. μελί~φρων 
‘honey~mind → making the mind sweet as honey’. 
28 In RV 5.48.4, rītí– refers to re advancing through the forest like an ax; Praust (1999: 45) 
points out that this is more likely to be in a whirling than in a pouring/streaming motion.  
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e -ti- nominal would originally have meant ‘following, pursuit’ but would appear to 
have developed the secondary meaning ‘a turning towards (the gods), a sacricial act, 
an invitation’; MW translates ‘enjoyment, feast, dainty meal, etc.’.29 e second 
member might reect hótrā- f. ‘sacrice, libation’ from hū ‘to sacrice’ as well as hotrá- 
n. ‘invocation; ministry of the hotar’ derived from hu ‘to invoke’.  
AiGr 2,1: 320 § 120e translates ‘das Opfer genießend’; a modern interpretation would 
be ‘pursuing the sacrice/meal’, presupposing an agentive compound with hotra- the 
direct object of vītí-. is would refer to Agni’s burning of the libation. e translations 
of MW and WRV on the other hand imply a bahuvrihi interpretation,30 best 
rendered by: ‘in charge of the invocation (hotrá–) to the sacrice (vītí–)’, referring to 
Agni’s well known role as an invoker (hótr ̥), known by most from the opening stanzas 
of RV 1.1 (agním […] hótāram; agnír hótā). e latter seems to be the more secure 
interpretation, for reasons to be claried below. 
vītí~rādhas- (RV 9.62.29c) ‘libation~gift → aﬀording enjoyment (MW)/Genuß 
gewährend (WRV)’ is used about the soma–juice/God Soma. e second member is 
rādhas- n. ‘gi, mercy’, also seen in satyárādhas (RV) ‘true~gifts → giving true 
gis’ and víśvarādhas- (AV) ‘all~gifts → giving all (kinds of) gis’, both 
bahuvrihis. AiGr 2,1: 320 § 120e translates ‘die Spende genießend’, implying that 
rdhas- is the direct object of vītí-. MW and WRV on the other hand presuppose a 
bahuvrihi analysis: ‘aﬀording [rādhas–] enjoyment [vītí]’.31 e enjoyment in 
question is undoubtedly that of the exhilarating somajuice. As will be argued below, 
this seems the more secure interpretation. 
vr ̥ṣṭ̣í~dyav– (RV 5.68.5a; 9.106.9c) ‘rain~sky → dwelling in the rain–sky (MW)/
regnenden Himmel habend (WRV)’ is an attribute of gods Mitra and Varuṇa. AiGr 2,1: 
320 § 120e translates ‘den Himmel regnen lassend’, but varṣ ‘to rain’ when transitive 
(‘to pour; sprinkle’) requires a noun denoting liquids as its direct object: dyav- ‘sky’ 
therefore seems badly suited. I therefore concur with Scarlata (1999: 526) who analyzes 
vr ̥ṣṭí~dyav- as a bahuvrihi. He proposes a factitive/causative reading that leads to the 
                                                             
29 See also Scarlata (1999: 499), translating deva~vītí–f. as *’das Auf–die–Götter–Zugehen’, 
Opferhandlung, Opferzuwendung für die Götter’. 
30 Scarlata (1999: 501) likewise classies it as a bahuvrihi, but oﬀers no translation. 
31 Text in brackets mine. Scarlata (1999: 501) classies this formation, too, as a bahuvrihi, but 
oﬀers no translation. 
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same interpretation as that of AiGr: “der Himmel mit Regen hat > den Himmel regnen 
lassend”. is seems like a rather subjective reading: as far as I can ascertain, all that 
can be said with certainty is that vr ̥ṣṭí~dyav- serves to associate Mitra and Varuṇa with 
‘a sky (heavy) with rain’. As a rst member, vrṣ̥ṭí- would appear to have a meaning 
similar to the adjective vr ̥ṣṭimánt- ‘rainful’, applied to Parjanya, god of the rain cloud 
(RV 8.6.1b = 9.2.9c). 
To sum up, six items on this list, abhíṣṭiśavas-, abhiṣṭídyumna-, púṣṭigu-, vr ̥ṣṭídyav-, 
rītyp- and ámātyojas are all unequivocally bahuvrihis, as the intransitivity of their 
base verbs rules out an agentive interpretation. In addition, although śrúṣṭigu- is based 
on a transitive verb, its context suggests a bahuvrihi interpretation as well. Of the 
remaining three items with transitive base verbs, there are plausible bahuvrihi 
interpretations of vītíhotra- and vītírādhas- as alternatives to the agentive 
interpretation proposed by AiGr. On the other hand, dtivāra- lends itself most 
plausibly to an agentive interpretation. It would be bold to conclude from this one 
form that Vedic had a productive class of pickpocket compounds displaying rst 
members in -ti-; even if one did, it would be precipitate to maintain that vītíhotra- and 
vītírādhas- were secure instances of such compounds, given that they can be included 
in a class of bahuvrihis that is well attested by the above–mentioned six or seven 
secure items. 
Nevertheless, although this class is small — and has no correspondence in Avestan: 
see Duchesne–Guillemin 1936: 198 — it is consistent enough to hypothesize that -ti- 
nominals were licit as rst members of Proto–Indo–European bahuvrihis, and that 
some might be prone to be interpreted as agentive compounds; as noted by Schindler 
apud Janda 1999: 203, this was dependent on the transitivity of the base verb. It is not 
clear from the Vedic material, though, that such an interpretation was at all productive 
in the proto–language — even though, as will be seen in section 2.3.2.3, the formative 
pattern of bahuvrihis with -ti- nominals as rst members may have provided the 
basis for a productive type of agent–nouns in Greek: the so–called terpsimbrotos 
compounds to be discussed in 2.3.2.3.  
 
Contrary to the two types just discussed, compounds of the bharadvaja type, with 
indisputable pickpocket semantics, are productive in Vedic (but, like the remaining 
types, not later on; thus AiGr 2,1: 315 § 120a). e correct identication of their rst 
members, e.g. bharat- in bharád~vāja- ‘carry~trophy’, is disputed. Brugmann 
(1905/6: 73) speculates in abstract nouns in -t-, functioning as imperatives, but rejects 
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the idea; a number of scholars ranging from Jacobi (1897: 64f.) to Watkins (1969a: 95f.) 
and, most recently, Dunkel (1992: 206f., 1999: 49 n. 8), analyze them as 3sg. injunctives 
(e.g. bhárat).32 In section 2.6 I shall explain why I consider this type of analysis, 
involving inected verbal forms, implausible. Here, I adopt the alternative hypothesis 
that identies the rst member as the weak stem of the present participle (strong 
bhárant-, weak bhárat–). Such identication was in fact made by Duchesne–Guillemin 
(1936: 4–6), who compared the productive class of bahuvrihis with participles as rst 
members. It seems to be generally overlooked that such bahuvrihis display striking 
formal similarities with agentives of the bharadvaja type; I shall therefore discuss 
them in some detail here. 
First of all, the verbal members of both classes are consistently derived from 
thematic verbs, mostly presents (indicated by the gures (1), (6) or (10), according to 
the present–class), but sometimes aorists. Secondly, they regularly display oxytonesis, 
regardless of the accentuation of the base verb. 
First, consider the bahuvrihis, which I shall name rapśadudhan aer one of 
the items on the list. 
arcád~dhūma-  ‘shining~smoke → whose smoke is shining (MW)/glän-
zenden Rauch habend (WRV)’; alternative translations are 
‘Rauch ausstrahlend’ (EWA); ‘rauchsingend’ (Geldner 1951–
1957 III: 204/Scarlata 1999: 67) from árcati (1) ‘shines, is 
radiant, sings’. 
Scarlata (1999: 67) bases his agentive interpretation on an 
accentological argument: “wegen des Akzentes (Ptzp. ist 
árcant–) eher als v[erbales ]R[ektions]K[ompositum] mit 
verbalem VG zu werten”. As will emerge from this list, 
however, the accentuation of arcáddhūma- is that of entirely 
regular bahuvrihis, hence a bahuvrihi interpretation is 
perfectly acceptable. 
dhr ̥ṣád~varṇa– ‘daring~kind → of bold race or nature (MW)/von kühner 
Art (WRV)’. 
                                                             
32 Further references to this hypothesis in AiGr 2,1: 320 § 120 dβ. 
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e rst member is identiable as be the present participle 
of the thematic aorist of dhr ̥ṣ- ‘be brave’ (the 3sg. of which is 
likewise dhr ̥ṣát), also reected in the adverb dhr ̥ṣát ‘strong, 
brave, daring’. 
dhr ̥ṣán~manas-  ‘daring~mind → bold–minded (MW)/kühnen Sinn habend 
(WRV) ’; same as the foregoing. 
dravád~aśva–  ‘running~horse → von raschen Rossen gezogen (VRW)/
drawn by swi horses (MW)’; from drávati (1) ‘runs’. 
dravác~cakra-  ‘running~wheel → having rapid wheels (MW)/mit 
laufenden Rädern versehen (WRV)’; from drávati (1) ‘runs’. 
dravát~pāṇi-  ‘running~hand’ WRV translates ‘raschhuge Rosse 
habend’, MW ‘swi–footed’; pāṇi- however means ‘hand’ 
(EWA). Hence the compound must mean ‘swi–handed’, as in 
the translation of Geldner (1951–1957 I: 3): ‘inkhändig’. 
krandád~iṣṭi– ‘roaring~drive → moving with a great noise or roaring 
(MW)/mit brausen dahineilend (WRV)’; from krándati (1) 
‘roars’. 
patayát~sakha– ‘flying~friend → whose friend ies (not in MW)/den 
Freund beügelnd (WRV)’; from patáyati (10) ‘ies, falls’. 
e causative translation of WRV would make sense only if 
we interpreted this bahuvrihi factitively: the causative, 
pātáyati ‘makes y/fall’, has a long root vowel. 
rapśád~ūdhan– ‘swelling~udder → having a full or distended udder’ 
(MW)/strotzende Euter habend (WRV); from rápśate (1) 
‘swells’. 
vr ̥ṣad~añji–33 ‘pouring~salve → Salben […] regnend(?) (WRV)’; from 
the thematic aorist or, according to Gotō (1987), class 6 present 
vr ̥ṣáte ‘rains’. 
As noted (under vr ̥ṣṭí~dyav-, p. 47), varṣ ‘to rain’ is 
intransitive, hence, ‘whose libations rain’ would appear more 
appropriate than the agentive translation suggested by WRV.  
                                                             
33 e accentuation of this form is unknown. 
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As can be seen, the accentuation of the suﬃx of the rst member contrasts, in all of 
these cases except for dhr ̥ṣádvarṇa-, with the root–accent of the base verb. Note that 
this analysis supports the idea that trasádasyu-, discussed on p. 42, belongs to this class. 
e said accent–shi is unexplained; Garbe (1877: 502) claims that it was taken over 
from the agentive compounds (see below), but oﬀers no account of how the latter came 
to be accented in this way. 
For reasons likewise unaccounted for, the accent shi fails to take place in the 
following forms: 
bhrjad~r ̥ṣṭi– ‘shining~spear → having bright spears (MW)/funkelnde 
Speere habend (WRV)’. From the thematic present bhrjate (1) 
‘shines, is radiant’ on which see the following item. 
bhrjaj~janman- ‘shining~birth → having a brilliant place of birth or origin 
(MW)/glänzende Geburtsstätte habend (WRV)’. Likewise from 
bhrjate. 
Two options for explaining the accentuation of these 
compounds present themselves. 
Lowe (2011: 4) points out that bhrjant- is “the only active 
form of an otherwise medium tantum root”, which would 
point in favour of interpreting this stem as an adjective, not a 
participle. An active present is, however, attested in Young 
Avestan brāzaiti; hence it might be suggested that bhrjant- 
continues an archaic active participle that gained status as an 
independent adjective aer other present active forms became 
obsolete, which might explain the barytonesis of this 
compound. 
Alternatively, we might consider analysing the rst 
member as the s–stem bhrjas- ‘brilliance’. e nal –s of this 
stem is likely to have developed into a stop in position before 
-janman-, thus compare dvibarha–jman- from dvibarhas-; and 
perhaps it may be suggested that the rst member of 
bhrjajjanman- was reinterpreted as bhrjat- and thus gave 
rise to bhrjad~r ̥ṣṭi-. 
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sdhad~iṣṭi-  ‘succeeding~sacrifice → having eﬀective sacrices or 
prayers (MW)/Opfer gelingen lassend (WRV)’; from sādhati 
(1) ‘succeeds, accomplishes’. 
As can be seen MW suggests a bahuvrihi interpretation, 
WRV an agentive one; both are in fact possible, and Scarlata 
(1999: 597) rightly compares the form to the agentive 
compound yajñasdh- ‘performing sacrice’. 
stanáyad~ama-  ‘roaring~onset → having a roaring onset (MW)/don-
nernden Andrang habend (WRV)’; from stanáyati (10) ‘roars, 
thunders’. 
In spite of the aberrant examples just mentioned, it may be inferred that Vedic has a 
rule shiing the accent to the suﬃx of active, thematic participles occurring as rst 
members of bahuvrihis. e rule is not purely phonological, for the said shi does 
not aﬀect compounds formed with the adjectives pŕ̥ṣad- ‘spotted, speckled, piebald’ and 
rúśant- ‘bright, shiny, white’; these retain their original barytonesis:  
pŕ̥ṣad~yoni-  ‘spotted~lap → being in the variegated bosom (MW)/
triefenden Schoss habend (WRV)’. 
pŕ̥ṣad~aśva– ‘spotted~horse → having piebald horses34 (MW)/geeckte 
Rosse habend (WRV)’. 
Rúśad~gu– ‘bright~cow → a name (MW)/lichte Kühe habend (WRV)’. 
rúśat~paśu– ‘bright~cattle → having white cattle (MW)/lichte, 
strahlende Heerde habend (WRV)’. 
rúśad~vatsa-  ‘bright~calf → with white calves (MW)/lichtes, 
schimmerndes Kalb habend (WRV)’. 
Below, I list the etymologically most unambiguous instances of the agentive 
bharadvaja type. ese display the same accentual properties as the bahuvrihis, 
although more regularly; perhaps this is why Garbe (1877: 502) considers the accent 
shi to be original to them. 
                                                             
34 MW also suggests ‘having […] antelopes for horses’. 
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is type diﬀers from the bahuvrihis above in that the base verbs are transitive, 
and that there are quite a few causatives among them: 
ā–bharád~vasu-  (RV 5.79.3a) ‘hither–bringing~good → bringing property 
or goods (MW)/Güter herbeibringend (WRV)’ from bhárati 
(1) ‘carries, brings’. 
bharád~vāja– (RV 10.181.2d) ‘bringing~trophy → ‘E[igen]N[ame]; urspr. 
der Labung–bringende (WRV)’;35 from bhárati (1) ‘carries’. 
e translation of WRV is rendered outdated by Pinault 
(2006: 377) who likens the denotation of this name to 
vjambhara- ‘prize–winning’, applied to race–horses. 
codayán~mati-  (RV 5.8.6d etc.) ‘promoting~sacrifice → promoting 
devotion (MW)/die Andacht belebend (WRV)’; from the 
causative codáyati of cud ‘impell, incite’. e verb also forms a 
thematic present, as in 3sg injunctive codat; the causative, 
however, is signicantly more frequent already in the Rig–
Veda and later replaces the thematic present entirely (KEWA). 
dhārayát~kṣiti-  (RV 10.136.3a etc.) ‘supporting~people → bearing or 
sustaining creatures (MW)/die Menschenstämme tragend, 
erhaltend (WRV)’; from the causative dhāráyati of dhar ‘hold, 
support’. Technically, the causative functions as the present 
stem of this root, which does not form a present in the Rig–
Veda. 
dhārayát~kavi-  (RV 10.160.1b) ‘supporting~sage → supporting or 
cherishing sages (MW)/die Weisen tragend, schützend 
(WRV)’; see the foregoing item. 
drāvayát~sakha-  (RV 10.39.10) ‘making run~friend → speeding the comrade 
(MW)/den Genossen beeilend (WRV)’; from the causative 
drāváyati of dru ‘run, hurry’; compare the above–mentioned 
bahuvrihis in dravát-. Tucker (2002: 424) explains the 
employment of the causative: “it is precisely in the cases where 
                                                             
35 MW translates ‘bearing speed or strength (of ight)’, which seems outdated. 
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there was potential ambiguity that the -aya- stem was 
employed; cf., e.g., the bahuvrīhi dravádaśva- ‘with running 
horses’ and drāvayátsakha- making the companion run”. 
guhád~avadya-  (RV 2.19.5) ‘concealing deciencies (MW)/Fehler verdeckend 
(WRV)’; from the a–aorist attested in 2sg guhaḥ, and the 
middle participle guhámāna-, ‘hides, conceals’.36 
kṣayád~vīra– (RV 8.19.10b etc.) ‘ruling~men → ruling or governing men 
(MW)/Männer beherrschend (WRV)’, a name; from kṣáyati (1) 
‘rules’. is verb is normally intransitive and combines with 
the objective genitive; theoretically, this could therefore indeed 
be a bahuvrihi, meaning ‘whose men rule’.37 
mandád~vīra– (RV 8.69.1b) ‘rejoicing men (MW)/Männer erfreuend (WRV)’; 
from mándati (1) ‘intoxicates, exhilarates’.  
mandayát~sakha- (RV 1.4.7c) ‘rejoicing~friend → rejoicing friends (MW)/
den Freund erheiternd oder berauschend (WRV)’; from the 
causative mandáyati of mand ‘to rejoice’. 
e verb forms a thematic, transitive present mándati of 
the same meaning as the causative; hence mandát~ and 
mandayát~ are synonymous. 
sprh̥ayád~varṇa– (RV 2.10.5c) ‘desiring~form → striving aer […] any partic. 
appearance […], vying in appearance or lustre (MW)/nach 
Glanz strebend (WRV)’; from the class 10 present attested in 
3pl. sprh̥ayanti ‘desire’. 
tarád~dveṣas– (RV 1.100.3c) ‘conquering~enemy → conquering enemies 
(MW)/Feinde besiegend (WRV)’; from tárati (1) ‘transgresses’. 
vr ̥ścád~vana– (RV 6.6.1c) ‘felling~tree → felling or destroying trees 
(MW)/Holz zerspaltend(WRV)’; from vr ̥ścáti (6) ‘fells’.  
                                                             
36 e thematic present has a long root vowel: ghati. 
37 MW in fact cites a similar interpretation suggested by the grammarian Sāyaṇa: “possessed of 
abiding or of going heroes such as sons &c.”, implying that the rst member is identied as 
kṣi ‘to remain, inhabit’. 
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yāvayád~dveṣas– (RV 1.113.12a) ‘driving away enemies (MW)/Feinde fernhaltend 
(WRV)’; from the causative of yu ‘ward oﬀ’, seen in 3sg. 
yāvayati ‘wards oﬀ’; compare yutá~dveṣas- ‘driven–away~
enemy → whose enemies have been driven away’ and dveṣo~
yú–t- ‘enemy–repelling’ (Scarlata 1999: 438). e verb forms a 
class 1 present yúchati as well as a class 3 present yuyoti; the 
causative seems to be synonymous with these presents. 
yātayáj~jana– (RV 1.136.3f etc.) ‘uniting~people → bringing or arraying 
men together (MW)/Menschen vereinigend (WRV)’; from the 
causative yātáyati ‘make stand rm’ of yat ‘stand up’. e verb 
forms a class 1 present yátati which, in its transitive use, is 
synonymous with the causative. 
e bharadvaja type thus diﬀers from rapśadudhan bahuvrihis only with 
respect to the consistent transitivity of their rst members, which contrasts with the 
consistent intransitivity of rst members of said bahuvrihis.  
 
As for the origin of the bharadvaja type, it would appear to be an Indo–Iranian 
innovation, as evinced by compelling evidence from Avestan, where a similar type of 
agentive compounds and bahuvrihis are likewise productive. ey fall into two 
types. A rst type displays rst members in -at, easily recognizable as the present active 
participle (an analysis which is supported by the presence of a few compounds 
displaying perfect active participles). Close to 30 such examples are agentives; eight are 
bahuvrihis. e following are examples of the type: 
dāraiia.raθa-  ‘maintaining~chariot   maintaining the chariot’ 
xvana.caxra-  ‘sounding~wheel   with noisy wheels’ 
To these, I suggest adding a second type, not traditionally analyzed as having participial 
rst members; see Duchesne–Guillemin 1936: 198–9 § 236. He lists 15 compounds38 
                                                             
38  One example, ustāna~zasta-, can be discarded as it is a bahuvrihi with a passive participle 
in the rst member: compare Vedic uttāná~hasta- ‘extended hand → with extended hands’. 
Another example is quite uncertain, namely vanara-, which can only be analyzed as a 
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with rst members that have the appearance of thematic verbal stems (derived from 10 
thematic verbs), but display nal -ō of disputed origin; examples are 
barō.zaoθrā-  ‘carry~sacrifice → supporting the sacrice’ 
tarō.baēša–  ‘conquering~enemy → conquering enemies’ 
Duchesne–Guillemin (1936: ibidem), who considers such rst members to be 
adjectives, identies -ō as a variant of the thematic vowel. However, there is no 
independent evidence that deverbal adjectives could occur in this position. Dunkel 
(1992: 208) analyzes the rst member as an imperative; but such an analysis is no 
longer tenable, aer Hoﬀmann (1958: 8) has shown that -ō- is original to thematic 
nouns, not verbs. Hoﬀmann demonstrates that -ō- is, in similar contexts, the result of 
editors’ insertion of the nominative singular instead of the stem vowel, a practice 
dubbed ‘Redactional Compound Split’ by de Vaan (2003: 434). 
It is diﬃcult to see how this could account for the nal -ō in e.g. barō.zaoθrā- if this 
were a verbal stem or an imperative; and I would therefore suggest that the nal -ō~ 
should be explained as the late insertion of the Young Avestan nominative singular of 
the participle, -ō (Hoﬀmann & Forssman 1996: 148). is would render the Avestan 
material similar to that of Vedic, where the present participle type is the most prolic 
one. In this context, we may note that Avestan tarō.baēša- given above has a direct 
cognate in tarád~dveṣas-; and a form like barō.zaoθrā- is of course comparable to the 
various compounds in bharád~ in Vedic. 
According to AiGr 2,1: 319 § 120dβ, the bharadvaja type developed in Indo–
Iranian itself from the radavasu type, thus presupposing that the latter was inherited; 
thus also Renou (1940: 217f.39), who argues that the motivation for giving up the bare 
thematic stem in the rst member would be the avoidance of homonymy with 
                                                                                                                                                                 
pickpocket compound meaning ‘conquering men’ if we accept that it results from 
haplology of vana~nara-. 
39 Renou’s historical account is rightly rejected by Dunkel (1992: 208), but accepted by Tucker 
(2002: 422). One of Renou’s prime examples of transition from one class to the other is 
taráddveṣas-; Renou sees an older *tará-du ̯asa- reected in Avestan tarō.baēša-. However, 
if the analysis oﬀered above is correct, the Avestan word reects nothing but a compound 
with a participle in the rst member. 
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bahuvrihis with nominal rst members in -a. What renders this explanation 
unconvincing is that, as Duchesne–Guillemin (1936: 5) had already pointed out, the 
resulting form is, itself, similar in form to a productive type of bahuvrihis. 
It is in fact rather clear from the material that the homonymy of possessive 
(rapśadudhan) and agentive (bharadvaja) compounds rarely causes a conict. 
Presumably, it is possible for the two types to exist side by side because the transitivity 
of their base verbs generates the diﬀerent semantic interpretation. In other words, a 
compound with a transitive rst member could not be interpreted as a possessive; and 
a compound with an intransitive rst member could not be interpreted as an agentive. 
Only verbs that can be both transitive and intransitive render the compounds 
ambiguous; as noted by Tucker (2002: 422), this problem is solved by the introduction 
of causative stems. 
AiGr 2,1: 319 § 120dβ in fact suggests that the bharadvaja compounds arose as the 
consequence of transitive reinterpretations of bahuvrihis of the rapśadudhan 
type. Since that type corresponds to a well–known word–formation pattern of 
bahuvrihis with adjectival rst members, it is fair to assume that it is the more 
original type, from which the bharadvaja type developed. Reinterpreting intransitive 
rst members as transitives, or introducing transitive base verbs in discord with the 
general rule, entailed the automatic assignment of the role of direct object to the 
second member, triggering an endocentric reading of the construction which came to 
denote something that is a hyponym of its rst member.  
In other words, the close relationship between the bharadvaja and 
rapśadudhan types is a synchronic fact, the two types being variants of one and 
the same type of bahuvrihis.40 It is less compelling, although not implausible, that 
the bharadvaja type has its origin in the radavasu type. e case can indeed be 
made that the type arose spontaneously in Indo–Iranian. 
us, the observed pattern has an interesting parallel in a productive type of Vedic 
bahuvrihis with -ta- participles as their rst members (see AiGr 2,1: 276 § 108eα). 
e -ta- participle is the Vedic cognate of, e.g., the Latin passive participle in -tus, -ta, 
                                                             
40 For a diﬀerent interpretation see Renou (1940: 218), who takes the shied accent in the 
agentive type, “quelque soit l’origine de cette accentuation” (Renou 1940: 220), as proof that 
the rst members of these are precisely not participles. 
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-tum. Like the latter, they are verbal adjectives with a passive sense when derived from 
transitive verbs: thus hatá- ‘slain’ from transitive han ‘to slay’, but with active semantics 
when derived from intransitive verbs: thus gatá- ‘gone’ from gam ‘to go’. 
Compounds with such rst members are mostly straightforward bahuvrihis 
(AiGr 2,1: 276 § 108eγ): 
hatá~mātr ̥–  ‘killed~mother → whose mother has been killed’ (AV) 
práyata~dakṣiṇa– ‘brought~priest’s fee → whose priest’s fee has been 
contributed’ (RV) 
utkrānta~medha– ‘gone~juice → whose juices have own away’ (ŚB) 
vītá~rāga–  ‘left~passion → whose passion has gone away’ (epic) 
However, AiGr 2,1: 276 § 108eα notes that in case of a transitive rst member, as in the 
last two examples, the logical subject, i.e. the agent, is very oen the person to whom 
the compound refers, which is why hatá~mātr ̥- also translates as ‘who has killed his 
mother’, práyatadakṣiṇa- as ‘who has contributed the priest’s fee’.  
What we observe is that rst members derived from transitive verbs trigger 
straightforward bahuvrihi semantics as in hatámātr ̥-, but those with intransitive 
semantics facilitate an agentive interpretation, as in utkrānta~medha- and vītá~rāga-. 
e mechanism is thus the exact opposite of what we have seen in the rapsádudhan/ 
bharadvāja types. e type in -ta- is relevant for our topic because it allows us to 
assume that agentive semantics can develop spontaneously in possessive compounds, 
in other words, that we do not need to look for a PIE predecessor of the bharadvaja 
type. 
 
is overview of Vedic pickpocket compounds may be summarized as follows. e 
radavasu type has only two plausible examples; but the more numerous Avestan 
jəәnnar type may at least point towards an Indo–Iranian class of verb–rst agentives, 
possibly related to the Greek ekhepolos type; see 2.3.2.3. e pus ̣t ̣igu type likewise 
has at most two plausible, agentive examples and no correspondant in Avestan. 
However, it might be developed from a semi–productive type of bahuvrihis with the 
same formal make–up; that type might be inherited, as evinced by the presence of a 
similar type in Greek: the terpsimbrotos compound, on which see 2.3.2.3. Only the 
bharadvaja type is productive and unambiguous in both Vedic and Avestan. It 
displays a participle as its rst member and is clearly related to a formally similar type 
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of bahuvrihis. is word–formation pattern, however, cannot be securely 
reconstructed for Proto–Indo–European. 
Whereas the Vedic and Avestan evidence does not point unambiguously towards an 
inherited type of pickpocket compounds, it does corroborate the hypothesis of a 
relatedness to bahuvrihi compounds, transitivity being the decisive factor 
diﬀerentiating the two types. It would appear that transitive rst members 
automatically assign argument–roles to the second members: the compound in which 
it occurs is thus a verbal government compound proper, and it is, arguably, 
endocentric, despite appearances, given that it is an agentive adjective, just like its rst 
member. An intransitive rst member on the other hand normally serves as a modier 
of the second member, and the compound in which it occurs is an exocentric 
bahuvrihi. 
Tischler (1979: 864) thinks the high number of seemingly archaic names among the 
Vedic pickpocket compounds, and also among the Greek compounds to be 
discussed in the following, warrants that the word–formation pattern is inherited, 
given that names tend to preserve archaisms to a higher degree than appellatives. is 
could be correct, and reconcilable with the developments proposed here, if it is 
assumed that the inherited pattern was one of bahuvrihis, already known to be in 
frequent use as names in PIE, and that the onomastic use persisted as agentive 
semantics developed in Indo–Iranian and Greek respectively. 
2.3.2.3 Greek 
Risch (1974: 190–94) oﬀers an exhaustive collection of approximately 90 Homeric 
Greek “Komposita mit verbalem Vorderglied”. As will be seen, the majority are verbal 
government compounds, insofar as the second member represents the direct object of 
the verb contained in the rst member. Where this is not the case, the compounds are 
mostly better analyzed as possessives, if, and this is oen the case, they are not too 
opaque to be taken into account. As will be seen, there are many names and formations 
of obscure origin in the material. However, the material is copious enough to secure a 
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reliable impression of the Early Greek inventory, and the categories Risch establishes 
are mirrored by the Mycenaean compilation of Waanders (2008: 15–20).41  
Risch (1974: 190–94) establishes four types, to be referred to in the following as 
ek  hepolos, bōtianeira, terpsimbrotos and philoptolemos. An additional 
“mixed” group contains eight items, of which ἀγαπήνωρ and Βιήνωρ will be treated as 
ekhepolos formations; αἰθίοψ, ἀκερσεκόμης, λαθικηδήϚ, οἰδιπόδης and τερπικέραυνος 
will be treated as possessives, see p. 63. Since the rst member of Δηΐφοβος is a dative 
(Risch 1974 § 80a), it is irrelevant for our purposes. 
e origin of these types is disputed, as cognates in other Indo–European languages 
are few and uncertain, and the topic relatively poorly researched; however, see the 
contributions of Andriotis (1939), Knecht (1946), Schulze (1979) and, more recently, 
Dunkel (1992) and Tribulato (2005: 214–267). What follows is a review of the 
morphology of each type, aimed at making certain generalizations and new 
conclusions about their genesis and development, rather than a thorough discussion of 
each example. As will be seen, a rst generalization about the most productive types is 
that synchronically, the rst members are verbal stems, unmodied except for where a 
linking vowel occurs. With few exceptions, the rst members are transitive verbs, and 
the second members represent the direct objects of the verbs in question. Where this is 
not so, the interpretation is mostly quite diﬃcult. 
 
e ekhepolos type (Risch 1974: 190f.) contains approximately 45 compounds (not all 
examples are secure) displaying the unmodied present and aorist stems of 17 diﬀerent 
verbs, the majority of which would appear to continue inherited formations.42  
us, seven examples are from simple, thematic verbs that, according to LIV, all 
reect PIE thematic presents.  
1   Ἀγέ~λαος  ‘lead~host’ ⃪ ἄγω < PIE *h₂éĝ–e– 
2   Ἀλεγ~ηνορίδης  ‘care for~man–ιδης’43 ⃪ ἀλέγω < PIE *h₂lég–e– 
                                                             
41  As is typical of Mycenaean, the material in Waanders 2008: 15–17 is of such a nature that it 
could not have been included here without an in–depth discussion of each item, which 
would take us too far aeld. 
42 Seven items will be treated as possessives on p. 63. 
43  e suﬃx –ιδης indicates aﬃliation; the word means ‘son of Alegenor’. 
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3   ἀλεξί~κακος ‘ward off~evil’ ⃪ ἀλέξω < PIE *h₂leks–e–44 
4   ἑλκε~χίτων ‘trail~tunic’ ⃪ ἕλκω < PIE *selk–e– 
5   Ἐλπ~ήνωρ ‘give hope to~man’ ⃪  ἔλπω < PIE *u ̯elp–e– 
6   Ἐχέ~πωλος  ‘hold~foal’ ⃪ ἔχω < PIE *seĝʰ–e– 
7   Φέρε~κλος ‘carry~fame’ ⃪ φέρω < PIE *bʰer–e– 
A further six examples are likewise from simple thematic presents; items 9, 10, 12, 13 
marked with (?) are, according to LIV, likely to be inherited; item 10, however, 
would appear to be a thematization of a reduplicated present: 
8   ἀρχέ~κακος ‘begin~evil’ ⃪ ἀρχέω of uncertain origin 
9    Ἐλεφ~ήνωρ ‘delude(?)~man’ ⃪ ἐλεφαίρομαι < PIE *u ̯elh₁bʰ–e- (?) 
10   Εὐχ~ηνωρ ‘long for~hero’ ⃪ εὔχομαι  < PIE *h₁e–h₁ugʰ- (?)45 
11   Μελέ~αγρος ‘care for~weapon’ ⃪ μέλω of uncertain origin 
12   Μενε~πτόλεμος  ‘await~battle’; 1sg. prs. μένω < PIE *men–e- (?)46 
13   Φειδ~ίππος ‘spare~horse’ ⃪ φείδομαι < PIE *bʰed–e- (?) 
One item continues a PIE athematic present:47 
14   Ἐρύ~λαοϚ  ‘protect~people’ ⃪  ἔρυμαι < PIE *u ̯er–u– 
Two items display τλη~ and ταλα~, identiable as variants of the verbal root meaning 
‘to endure’ (PIE *telh₂), which forms an athematic aorist in Greek that continues a PIE 
ditto (thus LIV). Presumably, the compounds originally derived their form from the 
aorist: 
                                                             
44 *ἀλεξι– probably replaces earlier *ἀλεξε–, the linking vowel -ι– being borrowed from the 
terpsimbrotos compounds which display rst members in -σι–, derived rst and foremost 
from the stem of the sigmatic aorist; see p. 69. 
45  e correct interpretation of this item is uncertain. e verb εὔχομαι does not occur in 
transitive use in Homer, where it generally means ‘to pray, vow, pray that’. 
46  is form is usually translated ‘steadfast in battle’; I prefer to analyze the second member as 
the direct object of μενε–. In its transitive sense, the verb according to L&S means ‘await, 
expect […]; eSp. await an attack without blenching’.  
47  On Γανυμήδης and compounds in τανυ~, see p. 64 and 66. 
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15   ταλα~εργός  ‘endure~labour’ ⃪  ἔτλην < PIE *telh₂–/th₂– 
16   τλη~πόλεμος  ‘endure~war’ ⃪  ἔτλην < PIE *telh₂–/th₂– 
All of the types above are thus from simple thematic or unsuﬃxed, athematic verbs. 
Two items, however, are derived from present stems formed with the suﬃx -ᾱ-, 
reecting PIE *-eh₂–-: 
17   ἀγαπ~ήνωρ ‘love~man’ ⃪  ἀγαπάω of uncertain origin 
18   Βι~ήνωρ  ‘overpower~man’ ⃪  βιάομαι; not inherited 
Especially in the early literature (Brugmann 1905/6: 68f.; Renou 1940: 217 etc.), the 
ekhepolos rst members were analyzed as imperatives, which is tenable in so far as 
Greek 2sg imperatives are generally formed with the uninected verbal stem, as are the 
compound rst members.48 e pros and cons of this proposal, deemed ‘clumsy’ by 
Lehmann (1969: 1), and the semantic diﬃculties it meets with, will be the subject of 
section 2.6. Here, I will pursue the analysis that these rst members are verbal stems. 
As will be seen below, a similar principle can be shown to apply synchronically to the 
terpsimbrotos compounds. 
I am not aware of a commonly accepted explanation for the predilection for 
unsuﬃxed and simple thematic stems. Whereas it would be diﬃcult to account for with 
the imperative hypothesis, given that imperatives are formed to verbs of all 
morphological classes, it is in good agreement with the regular principles of suﬃxal 
derivation of deverbal nouns, which likewise select bare stems, but crucially exclude 
secondary verbal stems and verbal stems displaying overt tense- or aspect–markers like 
nasal presents, presents in -- and -s- or perfects (on derivatives from sigmatic 
stems, see below). Denominative verbs like κυβερνάω ‘to steer’, however, retain the α; 
thus κυβερνήτηρ. 
e present and aorist stems employed in the ekhepolos compounds likewise lack 
overt tense/aspect marking. Whether a simple thematic or unsuﬃxed verbal stem 
functions as a present or aorist depends on lexicalized conjugational patterns of the 
individual verb, not on morphological markers: the only overt marking is in the 
inections added to the stem. I would therefore suggest that these stems are preferred 
                                                             
48 See Dunkel 1992: 209f. for the proposal that an injunctive is reected in φερε~πτόλεμος < 
*φερετ~πόλεμος. 
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as rst members because while they are clearly verbal, they lack the tense/aspect 
markers that are generally avoided in nominals. e only diﬀerence between the 
compound rst members is the thematic vowel, which is generally le out before 
nominal suﬃxes (thus δέρτρον ‘caul’ n. from δέρω ‘to skin’, λύτρον n. from λύω ‘to 
release’). 
As for the historical provenance of compounds of this type, it is characteristic of the 
more archaic strata, such as the Homeric epics: the survey of Tribulato (2005: 233) 
reveals a notable decrease in its productivity aer the h century. is corresponds 
well with the preponderance of archaic formations among the verbal stems observed 
above: of 17 verbs, nine (items 1–7, 14 and 15/6) are sure to be inherited, three (items 8–
10) likely to be so. Among the four items (12, 13, 17, 18) that cannot be shown to 
continue inherited stem–formations, βι(ᾱ)- and ἀγαπ(ᾱ)- are also morphologically 
exceptional as compared to the remaining formations, seeing as they are the only 
denominals. Hence, they might be somewhat later formations than the rest. 
is high concentration of inherited stem–formations (possibly 12 out of 17) would 
seem to warrant the assumption of an inherited, or at least Proto–Greek, word–
formation pattern; as noted by Tischler (1979: 864), this is also corroborated by the 
many names in the group. As for comparative support, we noted in 2.3.2.2 that Indo–
Aryan provides some evidence of a Proto–Indo–European type of pickpocket 
compounds displaying verbal stems as their rst members: Vedic has but two plausible 
forms with thematic rst members: radāvasu- and śikṣānará-, but in the Avestan 
jəәnnar class, we nd about a dozen forms with unsuﬃxed, athematic rst members. 
Although there are no direct cognates, the Greek data indeed lends more credibility to 
the hypothesis of a Proto–Indo–European origin for this word–formation pattern. 
Finally, to round oﬀ this survey of Homeric ekhepolos compounds, I shall discuss 
ten items on Risch’s list that have been le out of consideration above, since they all 
seem to be possessives, in all but two cases with (deverbal) adjectival or nominal rst 
members: 
1 αἰθ–ί~οψ ‘burn~face → Ethiopian’. According to Risch, this would be 
derived from the primarily transitive present αἴθω ‘to burn’ and ὤψ ‘eye; face 
(the latter meaning only in compounds)’. An agentive reading (‘face–burning’) 
makes litte sense; and the ‘Caland’ -ι- makes it more likely that the rst 
member is the adjective αἰθόϚ ‘burnt’, allowing for the possessive reading ‘with 
burnt, i.e. tanned, face’. Beekes ({, 1995–6 #621} and GEW) argues that the 
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syﬃx is of substrate origin, as it is typical of foreign ethnonyms (e.g. Δρύοπες, 
Δόλοπες). is might imply that the entire name was of non–IE origin and in 
fact irrelevant to our subject. 
2 γανυ~μήδης: e name of a handsome young man, brought to heaven by Zeus, 
in order that he may serve as his cup–bearer and, according to such early 
sources as eognis (El. 1345–46) and Pindar, Ol. (1.43–45; 75–76), his lover. 
e rst member of this compound is usually translated as the stem of γάνυμαι 
‘to rejoice, delight in’, the second as a compositional variant of μήδεα (always 
in the pl.) ‘plans, counsel’. It is traditionally translated as ‘rejoicing in counsel’; 
the neoplatonic philosopher Porphyrios explains (Quaest.Hom. 4.2) that Zeus 
equals νοῦς ‘mind, understanding, thought’, νοῦς being characterized by 
rejoicing in counsel: τὸ τοῖς μήδεσι γάνυσθαι.  
It is, however, rather unusual for ekhepolos compounds to display an 
intransitive verb in the rst member; γάνυμαι is furthermore thought to 
continue a PIE nasal present, also somewhat unlikely to be represented in this 
class which is dominated by simple thematic and athematic presents and 
aorists. Let us therefore explore an alternative analysis, namely that Γανυμήδης 
is a possessive compound. Homer employs -μηδης in much the same way as he 
employs μῆτις ‘counsel, wisdom’, namely in possessive compounds, like the 
adjective πυκιμηδής ‘deep–counselled’, and in the following names which are 
easily recognized as possessives: Εὐμήδης ‘of good counsel’ (compare εὔμητις 
‘of good counsel, prudent’ (Opp.H.5.97, AP9.59.8 (Antip. <ess.>), prob. in 
Phld.Rh.2.14 S.)), Κλυτομήδης ‘of famous counsel’ (comp. κλυτόμητις ‘famous 
for skill’ (Homeric Hymns)), Θρασυμήδης ‘of bold counsel’ (compare 
θρασύμητις ‘ditto’ (AP6.324 (Leon. Alex.))), Διομήδης (compare θεόμητις 
‘divinely wise’ (Maiist.54, cf. Suid.)). Others are perhaps secondarily coined as 
names: Λυκομήδης; Περιμήδης.  
Assuming that γανυμήδης is a possessive compound, two analyses present 
themselves. One option is to assume that γανυ- is a verbal stem, and that the 
second member functions as its agent: ‘whose counsel rejoices (intr)’. is 
interpretation seems awkward: γάνυμαι is unlikely to be combined with an 
inanimate agent; hence we should go for the alternative, which is to assume 
that the rst member is in its origin a noun or adjective. In this context, it is 
interesting to note Xenophon’s interpretation of the name. He maintains 
(Symp. 8.30) that Ganymedes bears this name, not because he is ἡδυσώματος 
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‘sweet of body’, but because he is ἡδυγνώμων ‘sweet in thought’. It is tempting 
to assume that the latter is a calque of Γανυμήδης, implying that Xenophon 
considered γανυ- to be synonymous with the adjective ἡδυ-, and that he 
considered -μηδης to be a synonym of -γνωμων ‘thought, judgment’. In a 
similar vein, the Anecdota Graeca (v. 1; see EDG) cites the noun γανύματα, 
meaning ἀρτύματα ‘seasoning’. ese twο stems would appear to be deverbal; 
but the collateral form γανύσματα (Paul. Sil.) brings to mind ἥδυσµα ‘spice’, 
formed according to a pattern that is typical of -u- stem adjectives: compare 
τράχυσμα, πλάτυσμα, βάθυσµα, γλύκυσµα. 
ese ndings seem to indicate the existence of a -u- stem adjective *γανύς. 
Hesychius cites the adjective γανυρόν as meaning ‘white, sweet, merciful’; the 
Etymologicum magnum (according to EDG) has γανερόν. Hesychius 
furthermore cites the verb γανυτελεῖν· ἠδύσματα ποιεῖν (‘to create 
sweetness/goodies?’), the rst member of which can hardly be a verbal stem. As 
is well known, s–stem nouns and u–stem adjectives are oen formed on the 
same basis; compare θάρσος ‘courage’ — θρασύς ‘bold’; ἦδος ‘joy’ — ἡδύς 
‘pleasant’; and u–stem adjectives oen form the basis of homonymous 
adjectives in –ερος; compare γλυκύς - γλυκερός, both ‘sweet’; κρατύς - 
κρατερός, both ‘strong, mighty’. Interestingly, as a parallel to the proposed 
*γανύς, we nd the s–stem noun γάνος (Sappho) ‘brightness, joy’. 
Although no simplex adjective *γανυς ‘bright, sweet’ is attested, its alleged time 
presence seems indicated by the forms cited above and by its presence in 
Γανυμήδης. I would therefore suggest that this name means ‘of sweet/bright 
counsels/plans’. e myth of Ganymedes does not reveal anything about sweet 
counsels or plans. I nevertheless nd such a meaning easier to reconcile with a 
desirable young man than the traditional ‘rejoicing in counsel’. 
3 λαθ–ι~κηδήϚ: ‘hide~sorrow → concealing sorrows’ according to Risch 
(1974: 193) is a possessive, its rst member being a postulated adjective *λαθρόϚ 
‘hidden’ also reected in the adverb λάθρα ‘secretly’. Risch adds: “doch ist das 
Vorderglied wohl dem Sinne nach verbal”; the verb in question would be the 
primarily transitive aorist λαθεῖν ‘is hidden’, and κῆδοϚ ‘sorrow’. e object of 
this verb normally is the person(s) to whom someone or something is hidden; 
hence, the compound would translate as ‘hidden from sorrow’. is suggestion 
seems somewhat unfounded. 
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4 λεχε~πόιης: ‘lie down~grass’: an epithet of the river Asopus and the harbour 
town of Pteleos. is word has the morphology of an ekhepolos compound 
with λέχομαι ‘to lie down’ in the rst member, ποίη ‘grass’ in the second. 
However, as pointed out by Meissner (2004: 261), there are various diﬃculties 
with such an interpretation. For one, λέχομαι < ‘to lie down, lay oneself down’ 
is intransitive, so we would have to assume that the second member functions 
as a locative. For another, ‘laying itself down in grass’ does not seem like a 
suitable epithet of a river or harbour town. Meissner therefore suggests the 
meaning ‘having a grassy bed’, also proposed by L&S. is implies the 
somewhat diﬃcult assumption that λεχε- is the compositional variant of the s–
stem λέχος ‘bed’. e word remains enigmatic. 
5 μισγ~άγκεια ‘blend~glen–εια’, seemingly displaying the present stem of 
μίσγω ‘to mix’ < PIE *miǵ–sḱe–49 in the rst member and ἄγκος ‘hollow, glen’. 
Interpreted as ‘meeting of mountain glens’, this would appear to be a 
possessive, meaning literally ‘with blending glens’. 
6 Oἰδ–ι~πόδης ‘swell~foot → Oedipus, a name’. Related to the intransitive 
present οἰδέω ‘become swollen’, this may be a second example of a possessive 
with a verbal stem in the rst member: ‘whose feet are swelling’ — unless, as 
indicated by the ‘Caland’ vowel typical of nominal and adjectival rst 
members, its rst member is a truncated form of οἶδος, οἶδμα or οἴδημα, all 
neuter stems meaning ‘swellling’ or indeed reects an inherited *-ro- adjective 
from the same root. An adjective *οἰδρός is unattested, but as noted by GEW, 
OHG eittar ‘pus’ reects precisely PIE *h₂odros. 
7 τανύ~πεπλος: ‘stretch~robe(?)’; see the following item: 
8 τανυ~πτέρυξ: ‘extend~wing (?)’. Risch (1974) lists this and the foregoing 
under the ekhepolos type, presupposing derivation from the athematic 
present τάνυμαι. However, Risch (1974: 190) in fact observes, and is followed 
by Lamberterie (1990: 102–124), that stems in τανυ~ are sure to have originated 
in possessive compounds, displaying the obsolete adjective *τανύς ‘long, thin’, 
also seen in τανυγλώχῑν ‘with slender point’, τανύφλοιος ‘with thin bark’. 
                                                             
49  Cognates of this root display the reexes of nal *ḱ, i.e. of a PIE root *meḱ. LIV suggests, 
faute de mieux, that the Greek form arose in voiced surroundings.  
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9 τερπ–ι~κέραυνος. An epithet of Zeus. Risch derives the rst member from 
τέρπω ‘delight, cheer’, in the middle/passive: ‘take pleasure in’. e second 
member is κεραυνός ‘thunderbolt, lightning’, and the formation would mean 
‘delighting in lightning’. 
Such an analysis is problematic for several reasons. Firstly, τέρπω stands out 
from verbs in the core group of ekhepolos compounds in that its thematic 
present is a Greek innovation; according to LIV, the PIE root *terp formed a 
nasal present in PIE, reected in Vedic tr ̥mpáti. We do nd one other 
compound in τερπ-, namely the name of the poet Τέρπανδρος (eighth or 
seventh century bce); but a far more regular pattern of compounds derived 
from this verb is based on the s–aorist; see the terpsimbrotos type further 
down. e verb is furthermore intransitive; it combines with a dative or 
genitive, and as we have seen, such syntactic constructions are rare in this class. 
irdly, the formation carries a linking vowel, -ι-, which is rather typical of 
nominal/adjectival rst members. 
ese ndings speak in favour of analyzing τερπικέραυνος as a possessive 
compound, and thus a parallel to two further, archaic epithets of Zeus: 
ἀργικέραυνος ‘of the dazzling bolt’ (Hom. Il.) and ἐγχεικέραυνος ‘whose spear 
is the thunderbolt’ (Pindar). As for the rst member, we should look for a form 
derived from τέρπω and located within the Caland system. ere are two such 
forms: the adjective τερπνός ‘pleasant’ (Risch lists two other adjectives of this 
type in his list of Caland–suﬃxes: κεδνός and πυκνός) and an s–stem *τερπος, 
which is only attested as such in a very late context (Supp.Epigr.3.774.8 (Itanus, 
i B.C./i A.D.)), but might be implied in a number of formations with –τερπης 
as the second member: see such early forms as ἀτερπής ‘joyless’ (Homer), 
ἐπιτερπής (Hymn 3 to Apollo), ἐυτέρπης ‘joyous’ (Pindar). I would suggest that 
this -s- stem also underlies the rst member of τερπικέραυνος; the replacement 
of the -es- suﬃx by -ι- would have a parallel in καλλίκομος ‘with beautiful hair’ 
(Homer), with the -s- stem κάλλος ‘beauty’ in the rst member. e meaning, 
‘whose joy is the thunderbolt’, would have a parallel in the above–mentioned 
ἐγχεικεραύνος ‘whose spear is the thunderbolt’ (Pindar). Perhaps a similar 
explanation is valid for the name of Τερπάνδρος. 
is etymology is in good agreement with the regular principles of compound 
formation in Greek, whence I think it should be preferred over the original 
one, which, as we have seen, suﬀers from several aws. 
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10 Φαίν~οψ  ‘shine~eye’, a name, occurring outside of the Homeric epics 
as an attribute of the sun. L&S translate it as ‘bright–eyed, conspicuous’; 
Chantraine likewise ‘á l’œil brillant’. e rst member has the appearance of 
being the present stem of φαίνω ‘to show, reveal (trans.); to shine (intr.)’, 
reecting a Proto–Greek -–present *phan–-. Derivation from a present 
stem is of course an anomaly; hence one may suspect that the rst member is 
in fact a variant of the adjective φαεινός ‘shining, brilliant’, applied by Homer 
as an attribute of πῦρ ‘re’, Ηώς ‘dawn’ and, very relevantly here ὄσσε ‘eyes’; 
thus ὄσσε φαεινά/φαεινώ (plural/dual) ‘shiny eyes’. 
I have gone into some detail with these examples because they illustrate something we 
also noted in section 2.3.2.2 on Vedic compounds of this type, namely that the line 
between agentive and possessive compounds is sometimes diﬃcult to draw; here, too, 
the transitivity of the base verb seems decisive. In the Greek cases, however, there is no 
indication that the possessives are primordial to the agentive compounds, or vice versa. 
 
Let us now turn our attention to the bōtianeira and terpsimbrotos compounds, 
which display deverbal rst members ending in -τι- and -σι- respectively (Risch 1974: 
191–3). Parallel forms like καστι~άνειρα vs. κασσ~άνδρα and ὀρτί~λοχοϚ vs. ὀρσί~
λοχοϚ justify the idea that these types share an origin in formations in PIE *-ti-. e 
Greek outcome of PIE */t/ + */i/ is a complicated matter.50 As a general rule, the 
sequence yields -τι- in West Greek, -σι- in East Greek (thus Ionic εἴκοσι vs. Boeotian 
εἴκοτι); but following a dental stop or sibilant, it is preserved as *-ti- in all dialects (as in 
νῆστις < *n–̥h₁d–tis); and before a vowel, where *-i- became consonantal *--, we nd 
-σ- or -σσ- in most dialects (Boeotian and Cretan also have -ττ-). On top of this, many 
morphological categories of West Greek display -σι- for expected -τι-. us, -σι- is 
quite regular in reexes of PIE *-ti-abstracts as well as in the terpsimbrotos 
compounds (Hinge 2004). e bōtianeira type is therefore regarded as the more 
archaic, presumably West Greek, variant that was replaced by the more productive, 
presumably East Greek, variant represented by the terpsimbrotos type. 
As for the function of this pre–form in PIE/PG *-ti-, various hypotheses have been 
put forward, some similar to the imperative analysis that has been applied to the ekhe-
                                                             
50  For the following rules, see Rix 1976: 89f. 
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polos type. For instance, Brugmann (1905/6: 70f.) sees them as “konjunktivisch–
imperativische Innitive”; Risch (1974: 191) wonders if an archaic 3sg. is reected. 
Dunkel (1992: 217), who does not believe in a common origin of the two types, suggests 
that the terpsimbrotos rst members are the sole continuants in Greek of an 
imperative of a type that, at least according to Jasanoﬀ 1987, was formed with *-si in 
Proto–Indo–European and is attested as such in Tocharian, Hittite and Vedic, but not 
in Greek.51 None of these analyses amounts to a description of the synchronic state of 
aﬀairs, since Greek does not have any innitives, imperatives or third singulars that 
correspond to the attested rst members of compounds. As I shall argue in section 2.6, 
they are also semantically problematic.  
e most commonly accepted analysis considers the PIE preform to be a verbal 
abstract in *-ti- (thus Knecht (1946: 21; 24–5); Hamm (1957: 101)). Risch (1974: 191) 
deems this analysis “unwahrscheinlich”, although it nds comparative support in the 
presence of such stems in the Vedic puṣṭigu compounds discussed in 2.3.2.2 (as noted 
by Janda (1999: 203); Schindler apud Janda 1999 ibidem) and also furnishes an adequate 
description of a subset of the examples, as will be seen.  
 
Risch (1974:192–3) lists 48 compounds of the terpsimpbrotos type. Leaving aside 
morphologically opaque forms and forms that seem to be possessives (see p. 79, we 
obtain a list of rst members derived from 17 base verbs.52  
Some rst members are indeed formally identical with -σι-abstracts. However, in all 
such cases but one, those forms also coincide formally with the stems of sigmatic 
aorists and, if available, futures, enlarged with an added linking vowel –ι-: 
1st member Nominal  Present; s–aorist; future 
1   Ἀρκεσι~ ἄρκεσις ‘help’  ἀρκέω; ἤρκεσα53 ‘ward oﬀ, defend’ 
2   ἐρυσ(ι)~ ἔρυσις ‘a drawing’ ἐρύω ‘to drag’; ἐρύσ(σ)αι ‘draw’ 
3   Κτησ(ι)~ κτῆσις ‘property’ κτάομαι; ἐκτησάμην ‘acquire’ 
                                                             
51  For older suggestions, see Knecht 1946: 4–5. 
52 I have excluded Ὀχήσιος, which is a simplex, and only presumed to be formed on an 
unattested compound in *ὀχησι–, and ἀεσί– which is unexplained. e rst member ἀλεξι– 
has been treated as a present stem above, but might also belong here. 
53  Any discrepancies between the initial vocalism of the aorist and the nominal are due to the 
so–called augment ε–, a prex marking the aorist indicative. 
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4   πληξ(ι)~ πλῆξις ‘stroke’ πλήσσω; ἔπληξα ‘strike’ 
5   Ρηξ(ι)~ ῥῆξις ‘a breaking’ ῥηγνῡμι; ἔρρηξα; ῥήξω ‘break’ 
6   τερψι~ τέρψις ‘delight’ τέρπω; ἔτερψα; τέρψω ‘delight’ 
In the following cases, the abstract is diﬀerent from any verbal forms. We see that the 
rst members follow the pattern of the verb, not of the abstract: 
7   Ἀναβησι~ ἀνάβασις ‘a going up’ ἀναβαίνω, ἀν–έβησα ‘go up’ 
8   Λῡσ(ι)~  λύσις ‘loosing’ λύω; ἔλῡσα ‘loose’ 
9   Πεισι~ πίστις ‘trust’ πείθω; ἔπεισα ‘persuade’ 
10   φθ(ε)ισι~ φθίσις ‘wasting’ φθῑ ́νω; ἔφθεισα; φθείσοµαι ‘destroy’ 
11   φῡσι~ φύσις ‘quality’ φύω; ἔφῡσα ‘make to grow’ 
e one case in which only a (post–Homeric) -σι-abstract is attested, and no 
corresponding verb, is: 
12   ἐ(ν)νοσι~/ἐινοσί~ ἔνοσις   –– 
Finally, in the following cases, no -σι-abstract is attested at all; thus: 
13   Ἀρσι~ –– ἀραρίσκω;  ἦρσα ‘t on’ 
14   ἐρυσι~ –– ἐρύω; ἐρύσασθαι ‘guard’  
15   Ὀρσι~ –– ὄρνῡμι; ὤρσα ‘arouse’ 
16   πλησ(ι)~ –– πίμπλημι; πλήσω; ἔπλησα ‘ll’ 
17   ὠλεσι~54 –– ὄλλῡμι; ὀλέσω; ὤλεσα ‘lose’ 
Only a small group of formations cannot be shown to be derived from either the 
sigmatic aorist or future; it is as if a suﬃx -(ε)σι- has gained an existence of its own. 
ese poorly understood forms will be le out of consideration here: 
18   ἀερσι~ ἄρσις ‘a raising’ ἀείρω; ἦρα ‘raise up’55 
                                                             
54  e long vowel of ὠλεσί– is unexpected. 
55  e aorist of this verb was originally sigmatic, the sigma being lost with compensatory 
lengthening. ere is a remote possibility that the stem of the aorist, the σι– abstract were in 
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19   ἀλφεσι~ –– ἀλφάνω; ἦλφον ‘yield’ 
20   ἑλκεσι~ ἕλξις ἕλκω; εἵλκῡσα; ἕλξω (and more) ‘drag’ 
21   ταμεσι~ τμῆσις ‘a cutting’ τάμνω; 1sg aor. ἔταμον ‘cut’ 
To conclude: from a synchronic perspective, the rst members are in all transparent 
cases but one formed on the shared tense stem of the s–aorist and future; the shape of 
the nominal is in fact irrelevant. Perhaps this explains Risch’s scepticism towards 
reconstructing the rst members as nominals; but it does not rule out that such an 
analysis is correct in the historical perspective. To understand this, we need to consider 
the history of the Greek ‘sigmatic’ stem on which both the s–aorist, the future and 
many -σι- nominals are built. As thoroughly documented by Horrocks & Stavrou 
(2000), this stem is the result of a historical merger of three Proto–Indo–European 
categories that were originally formally distinct, both with respect to their ablaut 
pattern and their suﬃx, namely: 
• the PIE sigmatic aorist in -s– 
• the PIE desiderative in *-(h₁)s– 
• PIE action–nouns in *-ti– 
In early Greek, the stems of the three categories were still formally diﬀerent: relics of 
this stage are found in examples 8–12 above, where we see that some -σι-abstracts 
retained their original form, reecting PIE zero grades. Eventually, though, the three 
categories were conated so that they came to share the same stem variant of the base 
verb. is was partly due to the abovementioned developtment of *-ti- < -σι- and partly 
due to the fact that the full and zero grades of some roots developed formally identical 
reexes in Greek, as the result of regular sound change; thus, for instance, in the case of 
PIE *pleh₂ǵ with the the zero grade *ph₂ǵ. Both grades developed the regular reex 
πληγ-; hence, there is no telling if πλῆξις, seen in example 2 above, is an archaism or 
modelled on the s–aorist. 
As a consequence of the above–mentioned merger, Horrocks & Stavrou (2000: 27) 
argue, the sigmatic aorist and future came to be distinguished only by their inexion, 
                                                                                                                                                                 
fact formally identical at an early stage. Too little is known about the precise history of these 
forms, however, to make any claims with certainty. 
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and the so–called -σι-abstracts came to be analyzable, synchronically, as -ι-abstracts 
derived from this new, joint aorist/future stem.  
Horrocks & Stavrou (2000: 35) observe that this new s–stem meets the description 
of a ‘morphome’, a term coined by Aronoﬀ (1994: 25) to describe a stem that, although 
carrying a distinctive aﬃx, conveys only the lexical meaning of the base.56 e aﬃx is 
devoid of meaning, but it is a property of the stem–variant/morphome carrying it that 
a series of seemingly unrelated categories take just that form as their base.57 
 To uphold the historical analysis of the terpsimbrotos rst members as PIE *-ti- 
stems, we shall have to assume that with the establishment of the -s- morphome, the 
rst members came to be associated with the corresponding verbs, not the nominals, 
and hence followed any restructurings taking place in the verbal stems. Inherited 
simplex nominals that had acquired lexicalized meanings retained their original form; 
thus in examples 7–11 (ἀνάβασις, λύσις, πίστις, φθίσις, φύσις) of p. 70. 
Whatever their origin, the terpsimbrotos rst members are thus related to verbs 
on the synchronic level. Moreover, their morphosyntax is quite similar to that of the 
present and aorist stems employed in the ekhepolos group. Forming the base of both 
the aorist and the future, they are as ‘verbal’ as the unsuﬃxed and thematic present and 
aorist stems and, at the same time, as tense (and aspect) neutral as these, in that they 
are used in two diﬀerent tenses. Seen in this light, the terpsimbrotos and ekhe-
polos compounds appear to be structurally parallel in their semantic and 
morphological make–up.  
is prompts the question of what determined whether a given verb would provide 
the basis of a compound of one or the other type. In many cases, both stem types seem, 
at rst glance, to have been available: among the base verbs of the terpsimbrotos 
class, the present stems of τέρπω, πείθω, λύω, ἐρύω (simple thematic), ἔρυμαι 
(athematic/simple thematic) and κτάομαι (denominative) are of the kind that could 
appear in the ekhepolos class; and one of them even does. Likewise, six of the base 
                                                             
56 For a diﬀerent use of this term, see L. Bauer 1998: 116. 
57  Another way of analyzing these stems is to assume that the -σ– is part of the suﬃx, but that 
suﬃxes in -σ– trigger or select the stem of the sigmatic aorist. 
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verbs in the ekhepolos class have sigmatic futures and aorists and thus, one would 
think, the potential for occurring in terpsimbrotos compounds:58 
1   ἑλκε~  aor. ἕλκησε; fut. ἑλκήσουσι(ν) 
2   εὐχ(ε)~  aor. ηὐξάμην; fut. εὔξομαι 
3   ἐχε~  fut. σχήσω/ἕξω 
4   λεχε~  aor. ἐλεξάμην; fut. λέξομαι 
5   μισγ(ε)~  aor. ἔμειξα; fut. μείξω  
6   φειδ(ε)~  aor. ἐφεισάμην; fut. πεφιδήσομαι 
is renders the historical distribution of the two types relevant. In Homer, 
terpsimbrotos compounds are still fewer in the number than ekhepolos 
compounds; but Tribulato (2005: 233f.) demonstrates that their productivity increases 
signicantly by the h century, when, as noted above, the ekhepolos type was losing 
productivity. 
is trend is discernible already in the Homeric data. Above, we noted a 
preponderance of inherited verbal stems in the ekhepolos class. Conversely, an 
inspection of the history of sigmatic tense–stems occurring in the terpsimbrotos 
group reveals that these are generally of a younger stratum, thus warranting a more 
recent origin of the compounds. LIV explicitly lists 10 of the 17 sigmatic stems in 
question as Greek innovations (that is: τέρψαι, ἔπληξα, ἐτάλασσα, ὄλεσσα, ἔπλησα, 
ἔφθῑσα, ἔπεισα, ὦρσα, ἔλῡσα, ἔφῡσα). Moreover, it is fair to assume that the 
productivity of the terpsimbrotos type was dependent on the emergence of the 
sigmatic aorist/future morphome, which, as illustrated by Horrocks & Stavrou (2000), 
was clearly an inner–Greek development. 
In other words, where both a sigmatic stem and a simple thematic or athematic 
present were available, we may assume that the choice between an ekhepolos or 
terpsimbrotos type of compound depended on the productivity of the type at the 
time the compound was formed, the ekhepolos type being the more archaic one, 
which was gradually replaced by the more recent terpsimbrotos type. By this 
principle, it is possible to postulate that ἘρύλαοϚ ‘protecting the people (a name), 
                                                             
58  Leaving aside μεν(ε)~ aor. ἔμεινα; < *mēn–s–/men–s–; fut. μενέω < *men–h₁se–, where -s- 
has been lost. 
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derived from the archaic, athematic present ἔρυμαι ‘to rescue, save’,59 must belong to a 
younger stratum than ἐρυσίπτολις ‘protecting the city’, derived from the sigmatic aorist 
(as in the innitive ἐρύσασθαι). e base verb also has an innovative, thematic present 
ῥύομαι which probably never came into consideration because it only came into use at 
a time when the ekhepolos type had become unproductive. e same principle 
would explain why the innovative sigmatic stem πεισ- was chosen over the likewise 
innovative present stem πείθε-. 
Although the terpsimbrotos type would thus appear to have gained productivity 
at a later stage than the ekhepolos type, it is generally acknowledged that it is rooted 
in a formative type that must date back to a very early stage of Greek, predating the 
development of *-ti- > *-si-. is brings us to a discussion of the so–called bōtianeira 
type. 
 
Risch (1974: 191) has seven examples of the bōtianeira type, which, however, are not 
all agentives. Janda (2000: 24f.) adds one further example. 
1 Τριπτ~όλεμος m., a name, synchronically analyzed as a possessive ‘three~war 
→ of three wars’. Janda (2000: 35), deriving it from τρίβω ‘to bruise, pound, 
knead, crush’, reconstructs an earlier meaning ‘millet grinder’. e verb forms 
a simple, thematic present and an s–aorist. LIV reconstructs PIE *tregʷ; 
although that verb is only attested in Greek, the present and aorist are listed as 
inherited formations which might have furnished the basis for an Ekhepolos 
or terpsimbrotos compound respectively. If Janda’s analysis is correct at all, 
we will therefore have to assume that *tript(i)- is an original form that escaped 
assimilation to the sigmatic aorist because the form was reanalyzed as 
Τρι~πτόλεμος, indeed the only viable analysis from a synchronic perspective. 
2  βητ~άρμων m. ‘a dancer’ would appear to be derived from βαίνω ‘to go’; thus 
Janda (2000: 25–29f.), who proposes an original sense ‘ein Jüngling, der “ein 
Rad (ἅρμα) in Bewegung setzte”.’ e *-- present reected in βαίνω is of a 
type that is not found in the ekhepolos type, but the verb forms a sigmatic 
future: βήσομαι and aorist middle: ἐβήσετο also reected in Ἀνα–βησί~νεως 
                                                             
59  Note, however, that the e–grade in ἔρυμαι is anomalous in the middle; hence this stem seems 
to be secondary. 
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‘mount–ship → ship–mounting’. e sigmatic stem is not inherited; hence, if 
the proposed analysis is correct, we may assume that βητάρμων is a relic from 
a time when sigmatic stems were not yet suitable as rst members, and that its 
relation to βαίνω was obscured as the original meaning was lost, which would 
explain why it did not make the transition to a terpsimbrotos compound. 
Seeing that the form is synchronically opaque, this seems likely enough. e 
base verb is intransitive; hence, Janda (2000: 28 fn. 42), taking inspiration from 
Schindler (1986), reads this as a so–called factitive possessive ‘das Rad mit 
Laufen versehen machend’. As far as the ablaut of the rst member is 
concerned, Janda postulates a full–grade preform, *gʷáh₂–ti-. A corresponding 
simplex *βησις is unattested; the productive abstract from ‘to go’ is βάσις < 
*gʷti–60, attested in Homer in the prexed form ἀμφίβασις ‘protection’, and 
in numerous forms in later authors. If Janda’s analysis is correct, we will 
therefore have to assume that the full grade reected in βητ(ι)- is archaic, as 
suggested by Vine (2004). I shall return to this question below. 
3 βωτι~άνειρα f. ‘hero–feeding’ (Il. 1×) is an epithet of the region of Phthia in 
essaly, probably so called because it was the homeland of Achilles and the 
Myrmidons. According to Janda (1999: 203), Schindler has analyzed the 
compound as a possessive, meaning ‘Männer mit Nahrung versehen machend’, 
i.e. as a possessive compound. e rst member is derived from βόσκω ‘to feed, 
tend’, which has the innovative sigmatic fut. βοσκήσω and aor. ἐβóσκησα. 
Present stems in -σκ- apparently could not form derivational bases (see above); 
and the aor. ἐβóσκησα is not attested in Homer. Hence, the verbal paradigm 
does not seem to provide a suitable basis for the derivation of any type of verb–
rst compound. is would appear to justify the analysis of βωτιάνειρα as an 
archaic form, displaying a verbal abstract in *-ti-, presumably reecting *gʷeh₃-
ti-, meaning ‘nourishment’ vel sim., in the rst member. e fact that there was 
no pressure from a suitable sigmatic aorist or future, might explain why the 
suﬃx could have escaped assibilation. 
is rst member, βωτι-, displays a full–grade form, probably PIE *gʷeh₃-
ti-, which is somewhat unusual for PIE *-ti-abstracts which tend to display zero 
                                                             
60  e verb βαίνω is suppletive, formed on the paradigms of PIE *gʷah₂ and *gʷem. 
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grade throughout. On p. 70 we saw that Greek still preserves a number of zero–
grade forms, but over time, these stems came to be derived from the stem of 
the sigmatic aorist and/0r future. Vine (2004), however, argues that the full 
grade of βωτι- is an archaism, and in fact a regularity in rst members of 
compounds, especially with roots in nal laryngeals. An immediate problem 
with this suggestion is the -σι- nominal βόσις ‘food’, likewise attested (1×) in 
the Iliad. I shall return to this question below, where I can also take the other 
examples of such full–grade *-ti- stems in compounds into consideration. 
Another peculiarity concerns the retained nal vowel of βωτι-. Second 
members displaying an initial vowel tend to trigger elision of a nal vowel of 
the rst member; there are plenty of instances of this among the examples 
discussed throughout this section. Retention of -ι- is, however, regular before 
the second member -ανειρα; in our material, we also nd it in Αἰτίοπες; see 
below. My guess is that these hiatuses are retained in poetic language, for the 
sake of the metre. 
e second member -ανειρα obviously derives from ἀνήρ ‘hero’. As a 
second member, the latter may occur in the unsuﬃxed, masculine form -ηνωρ 
(< PIE *-h₂nōr) seen in ῥηξήνωρ, or in the thematicized and likewise masculine 
form -ανδρος (< *h₂nr–ós) seen in Ἀλέξανδρος, with a feminine counerpart in 
-ανδρα (< PIE *h₂nr–eh₂), seen in Ἀλεξάνδρα. e form -ανειρα would appear 
to be the feminine counterpart of -ηνωρ; it displays the feminine ending *-ια < 
PIE *-ih₂ added to the e–grade of the base (ἀνερ–). From an Indo–European 
perspective, this is somewhat unusual as PIE *-ih₂ was regularly added to the 
weak grade of the base. In Greek, however, there are several parallels. Most 
relevantly here, the Greek agent–nouns in -τηρ and -τωρ display feminines in 
both inherited -τρια and innovative -τειρα. As noted by Olsen, ‘the metrically 
convenient -τειρα is the epic form corresponding to Myc ti–ri–ja, -ti–ra, and 
Attic–Ionic -τρια’. 
e second member -ανειρα likewise seems like a metrically convenient 
form, probably coined for epic poetry. It occurs only four times in Homer, all 
in the Iliad, and always combined with a rst member of a trochaic structure: 
Καστιάνειρα (1×), ἀντιάνειρα (2×), κῡδιάνειρα (9×) and βωτιάνειρα (1×). is 
renders them apt to t into the last two feet of a hexameter verse, in a metrical 
construction called bucolic diaeresis, which is where we nd all of these 
examples, except Καστιάνειρα, which is found right before the caesura. Note 
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that two of the compounds in -ανειρα have closely related counterparts that 
display elision and a slightly diﬀerent metrical structure: Καστιάνειρα vs. 
Κασσάνδρα and Ἀντήνωρ vs. ἀντιάνειρα. 
A nal point to be noted about -ανειρα is the short initial -α, which 
contrasts with the long -η seen in -ηνωρ. Lengthening of initial vowels is 
frequent in compounds; hence, whereas -ηνωρ is clearly a compositional form, 
-ανειρα seems to be based directly on simplex. is strengthens the impression 
of a poetic form, made to t the metre. 
To sum up, βωτιάνειρα displays enough secondary features to warrant a 
somewhat articial form. It is therefore not entirely justied to take the 
lengthened grade of its rst member as an original form; see below. 
4 Kαστι~άνειρα f. ‘exceeding men’ is from the defective verb καίνυμαι with the 
pf. κέκασμαι, which displays no athematic or simple thematic presents or 
aorists and no sigmatic tenses that might have formed the basis for an ekhe-
polos or terpsimbrotos compound. e rst member displays the same 
hiatus before -άνειρα as seen in βωτιάνειρα; a more regular form is seen in 
Κασσάνδρα. Note that in Καστι-, the preservation of -t- is regular, as 
assibilation of *-ti- does not apply when that sequence follows another dental. 
5 Ὀρτί~λοχοϚ m., ‘stirring the ambush (a name)’ is derived from ὄρνυμι, which 
forms a nasal present unsuited as a derivational base and a sigmatic aorist, 
ὦρσα, the stem of which is in fact represented in the similar–looking, but 
according to Knecht (1946: 15–16), younger compound Ὀρσίλοχος. 
As we have seen, two of the compounds treated here display rst members with a full 
grade that contrasts with presumably inherited zero grades in the corresponding 
simplex *-ti-abstracts: βωτιάνειρα vs. βόσις, and βητάρμων vs. βάσις. A further 
example of unexpected full grade in a *-ti- nominal is ἔνοσις, similar to the rst 
member of ἐνοσίχθων (above), whether it reects *h₁en(H)–ti- (thus Janda (1999), 
EWA (8f.), Stüber (2002: 88–90)) or *enh₁–ti- (thus BA Olsen (2010: 95–100)). Vine 
(2004: 359, 367) points to two further examples. Δώτω, the name of a Nereid, is thought 
to be a hypocoristic, derived from a compositional rst member *δωτι-, but not 
attested as such; the corresponding simplex is δόσις. Mycenaean Ne–ti–ja–no /nesti()–
ānōr/ displays a full–grade rst member derived from νέομαι ‘go; come’; no simplex is 
attested. Vine (2004: 359) argues that such full grades are archaisms: 
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My initial claim will be […] that among τερψίμβροτος rst members, […] full–
grade forms built to laryngeal–nal roots of the shape “CeH” have a certain 
prominence, cf. the Vedic Musterbeispiel dtivāra- […] whose rst member has 
the same structure as a Homeric form like βωτιάνειρα […] < *gʷeh₃–tio. 
Vine proceeds to discuss a number of simplex *-ti- stems (e.g. Greek μῆτις) and related 
*-to- stems built to roots of precisely that structure that reect PIE full grades, against 
the general rule (see in particular Vine 2004: 369). He even suggests that full–grade 
*-ti- stems in fact originated in compound rst members, supposing that they carried 
the accent on the root, a claim for which there is, however, no clear evidence, as can be 
seen from the Vedic data presented on p. 44 ﬀ. above. 
It is in fact diﬃcult to point to any clear evidence that full grade was regular in PIE 
rst members. Leaving aside formations built on the s–aorist,61 Homeric Greek oﬀers 
only the four above–mentioned forms that might corroborate this idea. Of these, Δώτω 
is not attested in a compound, and ἐνοσι- is not restricted to compounds but also 
occurs as a simplex -σι–abstract (although of later attestation). e Vedic 
Musterbeispiel, dti–vāra-, is in fact the only example of its kind; and dāti- is not 
restricted to rst members, but also occurs as a second member in havyádāti- and as a 
simplex in Avestan: dāiti- f. ‘(the act of) giving’. 
Given this limited comparative evidence, what really speaks in favour of an 
inherited full grade in rst members of compounds, as far as the Greek forms are 
concerned, is the fact that they do not t any well–known morphological pattern. 
According to a general principle of reconstruction, this would serve as an indication 
that βωτι-, βητ(ι)- and *δωτι- were archaisms, whereas the regularity of βόσις, βάσις 
and δόσις could be considered innovative. On the other hand, this would mean 
discarding as innovative those forms that follow a pattern that is attested in PIE beyond 
any doubt; and it is worth noting that there are in fact full–grade agent–nouns that 
might have served as models for the rst members; thus: βώτωρ (Il., Od.) and συβώτης 
(Od.).; ἐμπυριβήτης (Il.) and ἐπιβήτωρ (Od.), δωτήρ/δώτωρ (Od.). Given that these are 
all agent–nouns, it is perhaps not unlikely that a poet might have taken inspiration in 
                                                             
61  Such as Αναβησίνεως and posthomeric Στησίχορος, which Vine (2004: 368) compares to 
Avestan stāiti– ‘resistance’ and ORus. postatĭ–. 
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their form when coining the corresponding agentive compounds. If this is so, then it 
might even be suggested that Καστιάνειρα and Myc. /nesti()–ānōr/ were modeled on 
Κάστωρ (Il., Od.) and Νέστωρ (Il., Od.), obviously with addition of the Caland -i. 
e age of the bōtianeira type is diﬃcult to gauge, because of innovative traits and 
irregularities of uncertain origin. On the other hand, it seems implausible that the 
word–formation pattern with a deverbal *-ti- stem in the rst member is itself an 
innovation. We have seen in 2.3.2.2 that Vedic allows for the assumption that such rst 
members were licit in Proto–Indo–European, although predominantly in possessive 
compounds; the evidence for agentive compounds of this type is less certain. A similar 
pattern emerges among the bōtianeira compounds: we have seen that Janda (1999), 
taking up an idea by Schindler, suggests analyzing βωτιάνειρα and βητάρμων as 
possessive compounds. Furthermore, the precise meaning of Myc. /nesti()~ānōr/ is 
uncertain; but it may be noted that νέομαι is an intransitive verb, so perhaps this was a 
possessive, meaning approximately ‘homecoming~men → whose men 
have/experience a safe homecoming’. Janda (1999: 203) also applies Schindler’s analysis 
to ἐνοσίχθων, which he translates ‘der die Erde mit Bewegung versehen macht’ → ‘der 
die Erde bewegt’. 
Five additional items on Risch’s list seem to be possessives, rather than agentives; 
thus:62 
1 ἀρτι~επήϚ ‘ready of speech’ 
2 ἀρτί~ποϚ ‘sound of foot’ 
3 ἀρτί~φρων ‘sound of mind’: items 1–3 all display a rst member derived from 
ἀραρίσκω ‘to join or t together’ (PIE *h₂er). It is customarily related to the 
adverb ἄρτι ‘just, exactly’ (Knecht 1946: 16, GEW, Dunkel 1992: 216; EDG); as 
noted by EDG, it would seem to mean ‘right; tting’ as a rst member; 
compare also the related adjective ἄρτιος ‘complete, perfect, suitable’. 
Semantically, these compounds thus seem to be possessives, which may explain 
                                                             
62  I have le out γαμψ~ώνυχεϚ ‘bend~talons → an epithet of birds’, acc. to Risch, derived 
from γνάμπτω with the future γνάμψω; the initial consonantism, however, presents an 
unsolved problem (γ– versus γν–). Risch (1974) rejects the alternative, but rather attractive, 
identication of the rst member as the adjective γαμψόϚ ‘crooked’, implying a possessive 
interpretation: ‘with crooked talons’. is seems like the more appropriate interpretation, 
given that birds’ talons are crooked by nature, not as the result of birds crooking them. 
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why they did not make the transition to the terpsimbrotos type, even though 
a suitable s–aorist (ἦρσα) was at hand. 
4 ταλασί~φρων ‘endure~mind → of an enduring mind’ (1sg aor. ἔτλην) with 
the side–form ταλά~φρων. e only plausible interpretation of the word 
implies an intransitive reading of ταλα(σί)~, which renders the formation 
possessive; compare the semantically similar construction “τετληότι θυμῷ”: 
‘with enduring mind’ (Od. 4.447). Note the contrast to agentive ταλα~εργός 
‘enduring labour’, an epithet of mules, which presupposes a transitive reading 
of the same rst member. 
5 φαεσί~μβροτοϚ ‘enlighten~mortals → bringing light to mortals’; 1sg aor. 
φάε ‘leuchtete auf, erschien’ (GEW: 990). George Hinge (p.c.) points out that 
this could be a remodelling of φαυσί~μβροτοϚ (Pindar (O. 7.39)), a possessive 
compound containing φαύσις ‘ligthing, illumination’ as its rst member. 
Schindler’s analysis of terpsimbrotos/bōtianeira compounds has the merit of 
placing these with the well–known compositional type of bahuvrihi compounds in 
PIE. Although there are no direct cognates, Vedic has a similar type, likewise with *-ti- 
stems as rst members. A further advantage is that we understand how this type, 
although inherited, only caught on gradually in Greek. Presumably, agentive semantics 
only became well established aer the development of a sigmatic morphome along the 
lines proposed by Horrocks & Stavrou (2000), since this facilitated a verbal reading of 
the rst member. 
 
e philoptolemos type (Risch 1974: 193f.) is represented by 16 items derived, with a 
linking vowel -ο-, from four verbal roots. ese are all related to thematic verbs: 12 
have φιλο-, relating to the thematic present φιλέω ‘to love’; and the remaining four 
correspond to thematic aorists of three verbs: 
1   ἀμαρτο~επήϚ ‘err~word → erring in words’; from the aor. ἥμαρτον 
2   ἠλιτό~μηνοϚ ‘miss~month → untimely born’; from the aor. ἤλιτον 
3   φιλο~πτόλεμος ‘love~war → fond of war’; from the prs. φιλέω 
4   φυγο~πτόλεμοϚ ‘flee~war → cowardly’; from the prs. φεύγω 
As can be seen from such examples as ἐχέπωλος etc., thematic verbs serving as rst 
members normally display the -ε- variant of the thematic vowel: only nouns and 
adjectives are expected to have -ο-. is type is therefore thought to originate in 
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possessive compounds derived from the adjective φιλόϚ ‘dear’, a development that 
should no longer surprise us. Originally meaning ‘having X as a friend; to whom X is 
dear’ (where X represents the second member), these would eventually have been 
reinterpreted as agentive compounds derived from thematic verbs (‘befriending/loving 
X’); the remaining cases would be formed on the analogy of the φιλο~ type, thus lling 
the gap that arose when the ekhepolos type became obsolete. 
 
e ndings of the preceding discussions of Greek pickpocket compounds may be 
summarized as follows. Within the four groups established by Risch (1974: 190–94), the 
majority are verbal government compounds in the strict sense, their rst members 
assigning argument–roles to the internalized constituents. Regardless of their origin, 
the rst members are analyzable as verbal stems, some unmodied, some displaying a 
compositional vowel -ι-.  
Some compounds had to be sied out, as they were possessives, rather than 
agentives. As in Vedic, the transitivity of the base verb was decisive. eir occasional 
employment as names is a further parallel with Vedic, and a feature that the verb–rst 
agentives share with the possessives in both languages. is feature might be rooted in 
their origin as possessives, which were likewise quite common as names. 
As noted in 2.3.2.2, the posited origin of these compounds in bahuvrihis means 
that the development of agentive semantics may have been an innovation of the 
individual branches. In light of the fact that, as noted by Dunkel (1992: 205) “not a 
single specic instance [of an ekhepolos compound] can be reconstructed”, the 
question of a Proto–Indo–European type of pickpocket compounds remains 
unanswered, so far. e individual types seem to have individual histories. 
First, the ekhepolos type would appear to be Proto–Greek, hence possibly 
inherited. A similar, possibly cognate, pattern is found in the rare radavasu type of 
Vedic and the more prolic, Avestan jəәnnar type displaying a verbal root in the rst 
member. If the Indo–Aryan types are related (more research is needed to establish 
this), it may be possible to conclude that agentive semantics was a fact already in 
Proto–Indo–European, especially as it might prove diﬃcult to establish a PIE type of 
possessives with verbal stems in the rst member. 
Secondly, the terpsimbrotos type most probably reects a secondary 
development from possessives, possibly of Proto–Indo–European origin and related to 
the Vedic puṣṭigu type. It seems to have gained productivity only at a relatively late 
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stage of Greek, when the emergence of the -s- morphome facilitated a verbal reading of 
the rst member. 
irdly, the philoptolemos type is a further instance of a secondary and clearly 
inner–Greek development of agentivity from possessive compounds. It has no parallels 
outside Greek. 
2.3.2.4 Summary 
I hope to have shown in this and the previous section that Greek and Indo–Iranian 
allow for certain valid generalizations about pickpocket compounds but oﬀer no 
substantial evidence that such a word–formation pattern was frequent or productive in 
the proto–language. 
2.4 Constituent order 
Above, we noted certain semantic relations in compounds that are analogous to those 
in nominal and verbal phrases: in determinatives and bahuvrihis, the internal relation 
is one of modier and modied; in verbal government compounds, it corresponds to 
the relation between a verb and one of its arguments. Likewise, the internal syntax of 
the so–called prepositional government compounds like aer–ski or in–ight is clearly 
that of prepositional phrases. As ttingly put by Benveniste (1968: 15), “La composition 
nominale est une micro–syntaxe.” In the following, I will review how the said semantic 
similarities are mirrored in morphosyntactic similarites between phrases and 
compounds, in other words: whether word order has any bearing on the ordering of 
the two members of a compound. 
 
As always, a word is in place about the choice of terminology. e two prevailing 
word–order patterns encountered in phrases are oen described as le- or right–
headed, obviously depending on whether the head of the phrase occurs to its extreme 
right, as in two little boats or to its extreme le, as in keep the change. ese terms are 
oen applied to endocentric compounds: truck–driver for instance would classify as 
right–headed, Gk ἱπποπόταμος as le–headed. However, since many scholars classify 
exocentric compounds as head–less, for reasons given above, some would frown upon 
seeing e.g. pickpocket or bahuvrīhí- classied as respectively le- and right–headed. 
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is problem is absent in the classicatory scheme of H.W. Pollak (1912: 62). He 
proposes the terms Final/Initialdetermination to indicate the nal or initial position 
of the superordinate, or determined, member of both determinative and possessive 
compounds. For instance, Gk ἱπποπόταμος would be an instance of 
Initialdetermination, while bahuvrīhí- would be an instance of Finaldetermination. For 
government compounds, be they endo- or exocentric, Pollak proposes 
Final/Initialrektion to indicate the position of the superordinate, or governing, 
member. us, φερέοικος would be an instance of Initialrektion, vr ̥trahán- of 
Finalrektion. As noted by Tischler (1979: 857), who adopts Pollak’s scheme, these terms 
have a confusing aspect, since Determination refers to the function of the nonhead, 
Rektion to that of the head element. 
For the purpose of our discussion, I shall prefer a set of terms that do not 
distinguish between the diﬀerent classes of compounds, but focuses strictly on the 
order of their constituents. e most adequate terminology seems to be that applied by 
some generative grammarians to describe the constituent–order of phrases as 
respectively le- and right–branching. In le–branching phrases, the head of the 
phrase occurs to the right of all the other elements of the phrase (two little boats); in 
right–branching ones on the other hand, the head appears to the le (keep the change). 
ese terms have the merit of enabling us to describe the internal syntactic relationship 
and correlating it to constituent–order without worrying about whether a given form 
should be classied as endo- or exocentric, government compound or determinative. 
 
Among Indo–Europeanists, the trend in discussions of constituent–order is to focus on 
diachronic evidence and the question of whether compounds may reect the word 
order of earlier linguistic strata; see, for instance, Schindler 1997: 539. I will argue, 
however, that a correct assessment of the data reveals that the productive types of 
compounds reect synchronic, morphosyntactic patterns rather than preserve archaic 
ones. 
Let us rst consider English. e le–branching, modier–before–modied 
arrangement observed in determinative compounds is similar to that in phrases, where 
modiers precede their head noun or adjective: thus my friend, Peter’s mother, three 
brothers, slightly green and very quickly. Adjuncts, on the other hand, generally follow 
their heads in English: stone on the corner; a friend of mine; green like spinach; quick as 
a ash. It seems fair to hypothesize that there is a general rule, according to which 
modiers must occur to the le in English, be it in compounds or in phrases. 
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Seeing that the deverbal member of an English truckdriver compound comes 
second, seemingly in discord with the right–branching VO typology of English, 
Lightfoot (1979: 160) is sceptical towards the idea of a contingency between the 
constituent–order of compounds and phrases. Lieber (1992: 52f.) on the other hand 
suggests that these compounds continue the morphology of Old English, which 
displayed SOV typology, a point also made by Guevara & Scalise (2005: 169 n. 22). is 
is perhaps one of the most prominent obstacles standing in the way of a general 
acceptance of any relatedness between phrasal and compositional constituent–order. 
However, the constituent–order of verb phrases, be it of Old or Modern English, is 
not relevant here, since we saw in 2.3.1 that the truckdriver compounds are 
analyzable as determinatives, not as verbal government compounds. Consequently, the 
rst member, e.g. truck, functions as a modier, not as a direct object, and must 
therefore precede the modied noun, e.g. driver, as indeed it does in truck–driver, thus 
conrming the hypothesis of a synchronic contingency between constituent order in 
compounds and phrases.  
As an aside, we may note that the remarkable constituent order of nouns like 
passer–by, stander–by, looker–on, washer–up, diner–out and reader aloud listed by 
Ryder (1999: 293–4) should probably not concern us here, as these are simplex 
derivatives from phrasal and prexed verbs (pass by, stand by, etc.), rather than 
compound nominals in the strict sense.63 
As established in 2.3.2, the semantic relationship between the two members of 
English pickpocket compounds is one of verbal government; hence their rst 
members are verbal, at least in this respect. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the 
verb–rst ordering of pickpocket compounds also follows from the verbal nature of 
                                                             
63  L Bauer (2008a: 3) comes to the same conclusion in his enlightening discussion of nouns like 
showoﬀ ‘a person who shows oﬀ, boasts’. We diﬀer, however, with respect to the 
endocentricity of the form. us, I do not agree with Bauer that this is an exocentric noun, 
since “there is no noun involved in showoﬀ”. As is well known, bare verbal stems are 
productively employed as action–nouns and, secondarily as agent–nouns in English (a kill, a 
kick, etc.). I see no reason why we should not analyze a showoﬀ as derived from to show oﬀ 
by the same rule that derives a show from to show. See also footnote 8. 
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the rst member, seeing that English VPs are right–branching, that is, that verbs 
precede their objects. 
It is interesting to compare the pickpocket rst members to unsuﬃxed action–
nouns of the type kick, shoot, talk and ght: these, too, have the make–up of bare verbal 
stems; but since they are nouns, they can appear as heads of le–branching 
determinative compounds like penalty–kick, photo shoot, pillow talk and bull–ght. 
eir rst members display the functional diversity typical of determinative 
compounds; that is, the (nominal!) second members do not assign argument–roles to 
them, in contrast with the (verbal!) rst members of pickpocket compounds, which 
do just that. 
Finally, consider the prepositional government compounds, which are exocentric 
and mostly adjectival. e rst member is a preposition, the second member its 
complement; thus: aernoon, post–modernism, aer–dinner (e.g. entertainment), on–
line (e.g. chat), in–ight (e.g. magazine), pre–nuptial (agreement). Here, the ordering of 
the constituents is evidently dictated by the fact that PPs are likewise right–branching, 
i.e. prepositions precede their complements; this seems like the most obvious account 
of why **dinner–pre, **line–on, **ight–in etc. are malformed. 
 
e other languages discussed here, Greek, Vedic, and ultimately, Proto–Indo–
European, provide more complex cases. Older strata of quite a few Indo–European 
languages bear evidence that Proto–Indo–European was an SOV language, albeit with 
a relatively free word order (thus e.g. Krisch 2002: 251). Tischler (1979: 865) thinks the 
Greek and Vedic pickpocket compounds evince that SVO was an admissible 
alternative. In a somewhat similar vein, Lehmann (1969) in an oen–quoted article 
suggests that such compounds derive their constituent–order from stylistically marked 
sentences in these languages. He argues as follows. 
As can be ascertained from the material presented in 2.3.2.2–2.3.2.3, many of these 
compounds function as names or poetic epithets in Vedic and Greek. us Lehmann 
(1969: 13): “we nd as their notable characteristic the charged constructions in which 
they occur; the most striking of these may be their use as names.” is would explain 
the marked constituent order: “the verb–noun synthetics carry a stylistic emphasis, an 
emphasis we also nd with stylistically marked clause order” (Lehmann 1969: 13). It 
would be the case in Vedic that “if […] the sentence expresses emphasis or strong 
emotion, […] the verb […] stands in rst position” (Lehmann 1969: 10). 
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However, fronting of the verb does not serve in general to express strong emotion in 
Vedic. Like stress and intonation, fronting of course oen serves to mark the topic of 
an utterance. It seems questionable, though, that such marked/topicalizing word order, 
which is a property of syntax, can be mirrored by morphology; at least I know of no 
such cases. Contrastive/topicalizing stress can indeed be applied to word–level, as in: I 
am the truck–ówner, not the truck–dríver; but such accentuation is assigned at sentence 
level and is not embedded in the word–formation pattern. If they were, formations like 
truck–ówner and truck–dríver would be separate lexical items, alongside trúck–owner 
and trúck–driver.  
I would therefore agree with Scalise (1992: 192), who probably represents the 
received view today: that whereas “syntax can exhibit diﬀerent surface orders through 
application of movement rules”, “morphology exhibits one and only one possibility”. 
On the other hand, it is very oen the case that a certain stylistic register exhibits an 
alternative to the unmarked word–order typology, as with English constructions 
preserving French word order, like account payable; a foe malign. Correspondingly, 
governor–general and attorney–general are oen quoted as compounds displaying 
French inuence. ese may be considered stylistically marked, but only because they 
exhibit the regular constituent–order of a non–standard register. In chapter 3 I will 
discuss a similar case from Latin. 
I would therefore add to the statement of Scalise (1992: 192) that the syntax of a 
language can also exhibit diﬀerent word–order typology according to stylistic register; 
and we may expect the morphology of that register to reect such alternative 
constituent–order as well. 
e establishment of a word–order typology in Greek and Vedic is not 
straightforward. As for Vedic, Elizarenkova (1994: 225) observes that “it is impossible to 
dene a set of rules describing gVeda word–order”; nevertheless, it is generally 
acknowledged that verbs tended towards the nal position in Old Indic (Delbrück 1888: 
17, Masica 1991: 333), as well as in Proto–Indo–European. e head nouns and 
adjectives of nominal and adjectival phrases likewise follow their modiers (Delbrück 
1888: 19f.). Consequently, we expect to nd, as indeed we do, the same le–branching 
constituent–order in determinative compounds and verbal government compounds 
alike. us remember the contrasting formations: 
śatru~hantar– ‘enemy~slayer → a slayer of enemies’; a determinative 
compound 
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vr ̥tra~hán-  ‘dragon~slay → dragon–slayer’; a verbal government 
compound 
Admittedly though, the verb–rst agentives (bharadvaja, etc.) are in obvious discord 
with the general SOV typology of Vedic. is, however, is explicable by their proposed 
origin in bahuvrihi compounds, which regularly display the modier–before–
modied sequence typical of nominal phrases. Perhaps the relatively free word order 
facilitated these constructions. 
 
Tribulato (2007: 529) sums up the perceived view of Greek word order: “Greek […] 
reects the shi from an OV to a VO word order, although OV syntactic structures are 
frequent in Homeric Greek and survive in later Greek as well.” Dik (1995: 93–4) 
likewise notes that SVO is probably the most commonly occurring pattern. e verb–
rst agentives of the ekhepolos and terpsimbrotos types conform well with the 
prevailing word order; but it is also fair to assume that the terpsimbrotos 
constituent–order was originally that of bahuvrihis. If the combined evidence of 
Greek compounds of the ekhepolos type and Avestan compounds of the jəәnnar 
type eventually reveals that Proto–Indo–European indeed possessed a class of verb–
rst agentives, independently of bahuvrihis, then we still need to understand why 
they are in discord with the postulated SOV structure of Proto–Indo–European. 
Perhaps they represented a certain stylistic level, as suggested above.  
 
Tribulato (2007) argues against any contingency between phrasal and compositional 
constituent–order. e main scope of her article is a number of adjectives that govern 
the genitive and occur, somewhat unexpectedly, to the le in compounds like 
ἀξιό~λογος   ‘worthy~mention → noteworthy’ 
ἀπειρο~μάχας  ‘inexperienced~battle→ inexperienced in battle’ 
ἰσό~θεος   ‘equal~god→ equal to a god’ 
Comparing such compounds to prepositional government compounds like ἔνδημος 
‘in~people → native’ as well as to the verb–rst agentives, Tribulato (2007: 529) 
extracts the rule that governing words — directors in the sense of Matthews (1981: 163) 
— precede their complements in compounds. 
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We have seen that a contingency between word order and constituent order in 
compounds seems capable of accounting for the Greek prepositional government 
compounds and verb–rst agentives. Tribulato (2007: 546) nevertheless asserts that the 
constituent order of compounds in ἰσο- etc. “is ruled by a more solid criterion than the 
mechanic imitation of syntactic word order”. Her argumentation is somewhat 
tautological:  
While this [occurrence of the director to the le in the compound] has a 
‘syntactic’ nature, the resulting compounds are not simply coagulated syntactic 
phrases: the placement of the director in the rst member of the compound 
ultimately follows the general morphological rules of compound formation. 
Tribulato 2007: 547 
e ‘general morphological rules’ according to Tribulato merely predict that directors 
precede the directed. It is not clear why this rule could not be identical to the general 
syntactic rules of word order. Aer all, the capacity of exerting government, 
characteristic of directors, is a syntactic feature that has a morphosyntactic equivalent 
in sentence syntax. 
ere is no scope here to investigate this; but based on the observations made 
above, I would propose that the constituent–order of compounds like ἰσόθεος, 
ἀξιόλογος and ἀπειρομάχας in fact contain valuable clues about the position of 
directors, even on sentence level. 
 
Despite certain ambiguities, in particular concerning the radavasu, jəәnnar and 
ekhepolos types, it would thus appear that by and large, the sequential arrangement 
of the constituents of compounds and phrases are determined by the semantic relation 
between the constituents, and that similar semantic relations yield morphosyntactic 
results that are similar in both compounds and at sentence–level. As will be seen in 
chapters 3–5, this hypothesis is corroborated by the attested developments from Latin 
to Romance. 
2.5 Stem compounds and case compounds 
e notion of stem composition, to be elaborated on in this section, was introduced on 
p. 11. Here I will hold it up against the competing phenomenon that Indo–Europeanists 
term case composition, i.e. compounds displaying inected rst members. Both 
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phenomena have been crucial to the various attempts that have been made at an 
identication of the pickpocket rst members. 
 
A few remarks are in place about the concept of the stem, which is generally dened as 
that form of a word to which exions and derivational suﬃxes may be added (thus, e.g., 
L. Bauer 2003). In the normal case, that form is itself uninected, that is, its 
morphology conveys only the basic meaning of the lexeme. 
In most linguistic theories, and certainly in mainstream Indo–Europeanist thought, 
stems are central, indeed fundamental, to morphology. is is also the approach taken 
here: in section 2.1 I noted that nonheads of compounds tend to be uninected stems; 
the analyses of the various types of pickpocket compounds oﬀered in sections 2.3.2–
2.3.2.3 likewise identify their rst (superordinate) members as various types of verbal 
stems; and I have noted a few times that 2sg. imperatives tend, across the board in 
Indo–European languages, to be identical to bare stems, and I take it for granted that 
stems serve as bases of derivatives and inectional paradigms. 
Seeing that the concept is so useful in grammatical analysis and linguistic 
description, there is an underlying assumption that stems are in fact psychologically 
‘real’ entities in the morphological processes that take place in speakers’ minds. is 
would mean that based on their knowledge of the paradigm in question and on the 
derivational patterns of the particular language, speakers are, by means of proportional 
analogy, able to produce a form that is recognizable as the uninected stem of a given 
lexeme, and will do so when coining new words or word–forms.  
As will emerge from the discussions that follow in forthcoming chapters, this is not 
always a simple process, as various types of linguistic change may lead to one stem 
having diﬀerent variants. Such irregular paradigms tend to get normalized over time, 
again by means of proportional analogy that aims to reinstate one underlying stem that 
all derivatives and inected forms of a word is based upon. 
e rst scholar to raise doubt on this issue was Hermann Jacobi. Very relevantly 
for our subject, he opened the debate in the context of a discussion of putative, Proto–
Indo–European pickpocket compounds. Jacobi (1897: 1) refuted the stem–analysis 
for these compounds, on the grounds that he considered stems to be a mere scholarly 
abstraction: 
Der reine Stamm aber ist in dem vor uns vorliegenden Zustande der 
indogermanischen Sprache eine gelehrte Abstraktion, zu der wir durch 
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grammatische Analyse gelangt sind. Wenn also der reine Stamm als erstes Glied 
in der Komposition auritt, so kann ihn die Sprache nicht erst da eingesetz 
haben, nachdem sie ihn auf dem Wege einer ähnlichen Abstraktion gewonnen 
hatte, weil ein derartiger Vorgang dem Wesen der Sprache fremd ist. Vielmehr 
muss die Sprache noch den reinen Stamm gekannt, mit anderen Worten noch 
thatsächlich gebraucht haben. 
A century later, Dunkel (1999: 55f.) picks up on the topic when he contends that “stems 
are just an analytical abstraction of linguistic theory; they do not occur alone in normal 
speech but only in linguistic metalanguage.” He, too, rejects the stem–analysis for the 
pickpocket compounds, though without oﬀering a theoretical underpinning for this. 
is, unfortunately, leaves at least three problematic issues relating to this doctrine 
unaddressed. For one, it may be noted that any concept within our discipline is, 
arguably, the result of abstraction: morphemes, aﬃxes, words, phonemes and syllables 
are all analytical abstractions of linguistic theory and for the most part do not occur 
alone in normal speech. It is not clear if and how stems take in a special position in this 
respect. 
Furthermore, as is well known, PIE had a number of forms that lacked overt 
inexion and were thus formally identical to bare stems; Dunkel 1999: 56 lists the 
inventory as “thematic and athematic singular imperatives, vocatives, and locatives, 
and […] the inanimate athematic nominative–accusative”. is presents a challenge to 
the assertion that stems do not occur alone in normal speech, seeing that the said forms 
occur alone as individual words. e only obvious way out of this dilemma would be to 
argue that such forms do not count as uninected, but carry zero endings, as Dunkel 
1999: 56 in fact assumes. However, it seems wrong to exploit zero morphs in a 
discussion that aims to demonstrate that stems are analytical abstractions, since zero 
morphs fall into that category themselves. 
Moreover, it is important to remember that according to the principle of iconicity, 
morphologically unmarked forms tend to reect semantically unmarked content; on p. 
12f., I have demonstrated that this principle accounts for the unmarked morphology of 
rst members of compounds, and I will argue below (p. 96) that for semantic reasons, 
the 2sg imperative is best analyzed as uninected, as opposed to having putative zero–
endings. Consequently, such forms are not the haphazard results of phonological 
attrition, but are clearly chosen time and again to ll certain semantic roles. I take this 
as an indication that speakers are able to abstract these forms from the paradigms in 
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which they occur, and that they therefore play an active and real role in morphological 
processes. Contrary to what Jacobi claims above, I would therefore surmise that PIE in 
fact “knew and used” stems. 
Dunkel (1999: 56f.) proceeds to assert the hypothesis that stem composition is a 
secondary principle, which developed from the presumably more natural principle of 
case–composition. Stem compounds, he claims, arose in analogy with case–
compounds in which the rst member lacked overt inection/contained a zero–ending. 
To prove his point, he adduces a large number of Greek, Vedic and Proto–Indo–
European compounds of this type that might classify as stem compounds as well as 
case compounds. Lindner (2002: 268) and Scarlata (1999: 761f.) accept this theory in 
principle, the latter oﬀering a more sophisticated hypothesis according to which stem- 
and case composition lived side by side since the earliest stages of the proto–language. 
See B. A. Olsen 2002: 46f. for a similar account of the development of stem 
compounds.  
is theory seems to me to be based on two conicting assumptions. If speakers 
would, as Dunkel claims, have chosen to generalize rst members lacking overt 
inection, then surely that betrays the underlying assumption that these forms were 
reanalyzed as virtually uninected forms, i.e. stems, presumably because such forms 
were called for in the context. at obviously does not tie in with Dunkel’s basic 
assumption about stems being purely a phenomenon of linguistic metalanguage, 
because it entails that speakers reanalyzed the rst members as something that was 
supposed to have no psychological reality. 
An additional problem with this scenario is that it aims at explaining the occurrence 
of stem composition, a phenomenon that is universally employed in modern and 
ancient Indo–European languages, by means of an analogical process that would have 
taken place at least some 6,000 years ago. It seems wiser to explain such a widespread 
phenomenon by an account that has a more universal validity. 
For the reasons just given, I accept the notion of a ‘linguistically real’ concept of the 
lexical stem, on a par with, e.g., aﬃxes and words, and will stick to the more traditional 
model acknowledged in the eld.64  
                                                             
64  For alternative frameworks, most centrally the so–called Word and Paradigm model, that 
operate with words as minimal units of meaning, leading to a similar concept of the stem as 
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Case compounds occur in the earliest sources of Indo–European; scholars like Dunkel 
(1999: 47) and Olsen (2002: 246) in fact argue that an example *déms–potis 
‘house(genitive)~lord → ruler of the house’, must be reconstructed for the proto–
language, a point which is, however, rendered uncertain by the existence of these forms 
as syntagms, not compounds, in Vedic and Avestan. 
Case–compounds come in three variants. First, the case–marker may serve to clarify 
the syntactic relationship between the two members, as is indeed the normal function 
of case. We have seen (p. 35) examples of this in formations like agnim~inddhá-, 
dhiyam~dh- and vājam~bhará- with rst members in the accusative; the archaic 
genitives in HG Freundes~kreis and Frauen~mörder originally had the same function. 
ese examples also illustrate the second and third variants of case–composition, 
which come about when the exions of nonheads are reinterpreted as mere markers of 
the compositional boundary, or as markers of the generic value of the nonhead: this 
oen happens to genitive or plural markers as in HG Kindergarten or in Danish 
børnetøj ‘children’s clothing’, where the rst member is a plural form. See Schindler 
1997: 537–8 for examples from ancient Indo–European languages. 
I argued in 2.1 that the compositional process itself renders case marking and the 
addition of adjectival suﬃxes superuous. e developments just described, where 
exions develop generic semantics, seem to be another manifestation of this process, as 
they render such compounds semantically equivalent of stem compounds. In a similar 
vein, Schindler (1997: 538) notes a general tendency to reinterpret inected forms of 
rst members as semantically unmarked stem–forms: 
Da bildungsmäßig unmarkierte Komp. Stammkomp. sind, besteht eine generelle 
Tendenz, exivisches Material als zum Stamm gehörig umzuinterpretieren und 
diese Pseudostämme in beliebiger Funktion zu verwenden bzw. die einstigen 
Endungen als reine Kompositionsmorpheme zu gebrauchen.  
                                                                                                                                                                 
a unit of no linguistic reality, see e.g. Matthews 1972: ch. 1–10 for an introduction and 
Aronoﬀ 1994 for more advanced discussion. In the 1990s this gave rise to Distributed 
Morphology: see Embick & Halle 2005 for the claim that “admitting stems is unnecessary 
and problematic”.  
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Pickpocket compounds can indeed be case compounds, to the extent that plural 
forms can be included under ‘case forms’ in this context. We nd generic plurals in the 
second members of English sawbones and Spanish abrelatas (see 4.4.2). Because these 
compounds are right–branching, their classication as ‘case’ compounds is obviously 
based on exions found on the second member, that is their nonhead. 
Flexions on the head element is, in my mind, a diﬀerent matter from stem–
composition. Let us assume that the rst member of e.g. pickpocket is an imperative; 
and let us assume that it carries a zero morpheme for ‘second singular imperative’. It is 
not clear how this morpheme could be contained in the semantic make–up of the 
compound, which itself is not an imperative. Its role would be incomparable to that of 
a exion on the nonhead, since it neither claries the syntactic relation between the 
members, nor serves as a generic marker, nor as a marker of the compositional 
boundary. For this reason, I fail to see the relevance of the endeavour of Dunkel (1999; 
see above) to demonstrate that case compounds are historically primordial to stem 
compounds, in order to corroborate his analysis of the rst members of pickpocket 
compounds as inected forms. I surmise that the two phenomena are unrelated. 
As noted, the origins of stem- and case–composition have been the subject of some 
debate and in particular of hypotheses about whether stem compounds developed from 
case compounds. In the early days, scholars speculated that stem compounds reect a 
pre–inectional stage of the proto–language; as noted on p. 11, this idea is now 
considered outdated. e view that case–composition is more original than stem–
composition seems logically right to most scholars today (thus Schindler 1997: 539;65 B. 
A. Olsen 2002: 246); however, considering that simplex derivatives have been derived 
from stems, not inected forms, for as long back as we can reconstruct, and that many 
derivational suﬃxes are thought to have originated in second members of compounds, 
we seem to be facing a chicken–and–egg paradox. Given that stems seem to have 
played an active role in Indo–European word formation at all times, I do not think it is 
compelling that stem compounds are secondary to case compounds. More on this at 
the end of the following section. 
                                                             
65 At least this seems implied when Schindler (1997: 539) notes that “[…] die Prototypen der 
idg. Komp. […] ja auf Univerbierung beruhen müssen […]”. 
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2.6 Conversion 
As noted, it has been suggested that the pickpocket compounds, not just of English, 
but of Indo–European in general, have a delocutive origin in verb phrases: Brugmann 
(1905/6: 61) contends that many exocentric compounds “wie man es gewöhnlich 
ausdrückt, ‘auf Grund von Redensarten’ entstanden sind”; Delbrück (1900: 174) sees 
Μενέλαος as “einen zum Wort gewordenen Satz.” Oen, the rst member is analyzed 
as an imperative, but a 3sg. injunctive has been proposed for the Greek ekhepolos 
and the Vedic bharadvaja type: thus Renou (1940: 218), Watkins (1969a: 95–97), 
Dunkel (1992: 206f.) and Scarlata (1999: 219), interpreting the rst member of dtivāra- 
discussed above as a 3sg. subjunctive ‘may he give’. 
Support for the delocutive hypothesis has been found in nouns and adjectives based 
on verbal clauses, like forget–me–not, rendez–vous, fuck–me (heels), kiss–me–quick 
(hat), or (a certain) je ne sais quoi. I shall treat this sort of word–formation as a sub–
type of conversion, which is the use of a linguistic item in a diﬀerent function than the 
one indicated by its formal properties. Conversion may also be described as derivation 
without any formal modication of the derivational base. Limitations of time have not 
allowed me to give much heed to theories accounting for the Greek and Vedic material 
along these lines, but conversions of phrases and clauses, and their relation to 
compounds, will be dealt with more thoroughly in the chapters to follow. My views can 
be summarized as follows. 
Although generally peripheral in the vocabulary, phrase- and clause–conversions 
are, cross–linguistically, quite common: the 11th–century Indian grammarian Uvaṭa 
observed it in Sanskrit (Renou 1957: 194), and in the chapters to follow, we shall see 
examples of it in Late Latin as well as in the individual Romance languages. It is 
frequently employed in the onomastic sphere, in the so–called phrase- or sentence–
names well known from American Indian and Semitic languages, which have ancient 
traditions for coining individual names in this way (on Semitic, see 3.2.2.3). Other 
languages tend to have sentence–names in spheres of name giving not regulated by law 
or convention. In English, for instance, we nd them in internet aliases: She bangs the 
drums; in band–names: e Floor is Made of Lava; in names of animals, such as one 
racehorse named And She laughed; or in the names of public venues, such as one pub 
named Live and Let Live. ey tend to occur in situations where bearers of new cultural 
traditions want to manifest their uniqueness by designating themselves in novel ways: 
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thus Puritan English Search–the Scriptures, Praise–God, or twentieth–century Afro–
American I Shall Arise (Wilson 1998: 194–5; 314). 
Just like a pencil remains a pencil and does not become a teaspoon even when it is 
used to stir a cop of coﬀee, words of this type are not compounds in the proper sense, 
but clauses and phrases employed as nouns and adjectives, with little or no intervening 
modications of their formal make–up. In terms of being a word–formation pattern, 
such a conversion is irregular in the sense that it disregards morphological rules 
characteristic of composition or derivation. e formative principle is fuzzy: it may be 
summarized as “a (short) phrase or clause of any kind, employed as a word of any 
class”. e semantics are unpredictable from the form, hence, such conversions are 
always exocentric. Whereas we can predict that the literal sense of a form like 
pickpocket must be that of an agent-, action- or instrument–noun, there is no 
systematic relation between any constituent of rendez–vous, forget–me–not or je–ne–
sais–quoi and their referents: rendez–vous does not denote the act of ‘you rendering 
yourself’, etc. Within the morphological system, this kind of conversion represents the 
exceptional case that contrasts with and thus conrms the regularity of the more 
central types of word–formation. 
In chapters to follow (see in particular p. 171 and 183) we shall see that diachronic 
theories that derive the pickpocket compounds from phrase- or clause–conversions 
generally fail to oﬀer plausible scenarios for how this development may have taken 
place. A related method is that of Renou (1940: 217–20), who underpins the delocutive 
analysis of the bharadvaja type with reference to attested syntagms, citing a 
corresponding injunctive phrase, bhárad vjam ‘may he bring booty’ (RV 9.40.2); 
Watkins (1969b: 96) supplies further examples. In general, the attestation of 
corresponding syntagms is irrelevant for the analysis of compounds. Language as is 
well known is a dynamic system of entities that can be combined in innite ways to 
form new sentences. Every language will have a number of lexicalized, set phrases and 
an unlimited number of ‘potential syntagms’. Compounds clearly are not formed solely 
on the basis of set phrases, but are as freely productive as syntagms (within the limits 
set up by grammar, of course): the made–up compounds cluedancer, willowgel and pre–
sprout do not derive from any set phrases, but are still possible compounds in English.  
However, because they are related phenomena, there are ‘innate’ similarities 
between the two types of word–formation, which surely lead to confusion, among 
speakers and linguists alike. As was concluded in 2.3.2, the rst members of English 
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pickpocket compounds are similar to verbs in that they take direct objects and 
adverbs and in that they precede the latter, just like nite verbs do. 
Furthermore, a striking similarity holds between the pickpocket rst members 
and 2sg. imperatives in a wide range of languages: thus, the Greek ekhepolos 
compounds discussed in 2.3.2.3; more examples will follow in chapters 3—5. Although 
bewildered by this formal identity, Indo–European scholars have been surprisingly 
quick to accept the imperative analysis of the compound rst members. To my 
knowledge, Benveniste (1966: 6) is the rst and seemingly only Indo–Europeanist to 
look beyond appearances and analyze these compounds in accordance with general 
theories of word–formation. He observes that the crucial diﬀerence between a 
compound and a verb phrase is that as is typical of nouns, the former is denotational, 
whereas nite verb phrases are, in his terminology, predicative. is, he says, is why the 
rst members of pickpocket compounds cannot carry any exives, and why he 
analyzes them as ‘abstract’ forms, not imperatives or any other inected forms. I shall 
go into more detail with his ideas on p. 173f. 
e frequent similarity of rst members to imperatives, which Benveniste does not 
discuss, has a related explanation. e clue to the enigma is, I would suggest, that 
imperatives are, in a wide range of languages, forms with no overt inectional markers 
and hence coincide with the bare stem. is is probably no coincidence. Within the 
theory of functional grammar (see in particular Hengeveld 1989), the lack of tense, 
mood and aspect markers are taken to reect the imperative’s status as a purely 
denotational, non–referential form. Functional grammar diﬀers from Benveniste’s 
structuralism in that it divides verbal syntagms into propositions, which typically 
comprise constructions with nite verbs, and predications, which typically comprise 
constructions with the verb in the innitive, gerund or imperative. e nite verbs of 
propositions have reference, i.e. they locate the verbal act in time or space and 
furthermore have a truth value; those of predications, including the imperative, are 
purely denotational, that is, they merely evoke the notion of the verbal act, or a ‘state of 
aﬀairs’ and cannot be said to be either true or false.66 Note that the denotational nature 
of the imperative would explain why it may, in many languages, be replaced by 
                                                             
66 An inadequacy of this theory is that it accounts only for the 2sg imperative: 2pl. imperatives 
tend to carry inections for person. 
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nominal forms, particularly when negated: thus German weitermachen! ‘further 
do(inf.) → go on’; Italian non parlare! ‘not talk(inf.) → don’t talk’; Danish ikke 
kigge! ‘not look(inf.) → don’t look’; English no smoking. 
e morphological similarity between pickpocket rst members and imperatives 
can thus be shown to reect a deeper, semantic similarity. Within this framework we 
would say that both pickpocket compounds and imperatives are predications, at 
least as far as the referential status of the imperative/rst member is concerned, 
whereas nite syntagms are propositions.  
e notion of reference also accounts for the diﬀerences between the two types. e 
compound is a noun; therefore, neither of its members has reference, in the normal 
case. By contrast, the nonheads of imperative clauses may indeed have reference. is 
is why pick his pocket, saw some bones and cut his throat are recognizable as imperative 
clauses, pickpocket, sawbones and cutthroat as compounds.  
We may conclude from this that the pickpocket compounds examined so far 
obey regular and general principles of word–formation, in particular xed constituent–
order and derivation from uninected stems. ere are no clear indications that they 
have a delocutive origin. On the other hand, it seems fair to assume that they originate 
and function in ways that are very similar to phrase- and clause–conversions: like the 
latter, they are exocentric and hence presumably adjectival in their origin. 
2.7 Summary 
Based on the above survey of compound formations from various Germanic languages, 
Greek and Indo–Iranian, we can make the following assumptions about the issues that 
are central to the present thesis. 
A fundamental principle is the distinction between two types of compound agent–
nouns: determinative compounds and verbal government compounds. Examples of the 
determinative type are: English truck–driver, Sanskrit śatruhantar- and possibly forms 
like Vedic brahmakārá- and Greek ψυχοπομπός. As is typical of determinative 
compounds, the heads of these formations are nouns, some of which are coined for the 
occasion: hence they are synthetic. Regardless of their word–class, the nonheads 
function as modiers and, in accordance with rules of constituent–order applying in 
nominal phrases in the respective languages, precede the modied element, or head. 
Instances of verbal government compounds are: English pickpocket, displaying an 
unmodied verbal stem as its governing, verbal member; Vedic bharádvāja- displaying 
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an active participle and Greek Ἐχέπωλος and τερψίμβροτος displaying verbal stems; 
but Vedic vr ̥trahán-, displaying a verbal root (in the second member), also falls into 
this category. e verbal stems, roots and participles occurring in these compounds 
have all retained the capacity of verbal government: this can be ascertained from the 
occurrence of nonheads displaying, e.g., accusative markers in the vr ̥trahan type. In 
the other types, a more subtle indicator is the narrow selection of nonheads that satisfy 
the roles of the direct object and, more rarely, the agent of the verb contained in the 
verbal member. Compounds of this type are thus structurally parallel to incorporating 
verbs. e placement of the verbal member — in initial position in the English 
pickpocket compounds, in nal position in the Vedic vr ̥trahan–type — is in 
accordance with rules that place the verb rst in English verbal clauses, last in Vedic 
verbal clauses. e verb–rst order of Vedic bharádvāja- and Greek τερψίμβροτοϚ, al-
though admissible because both these languages have a relatively free word order, 
probably reects the origin of these formations in possessive compounds; see below.  
 
According to what has just been said, determinative agentives of the truckdriver 
type display the internal semantics and arrangement of the constituents typical of 
nominal phrases; by contrast the verbal government compounds like pickpocket and 
vr ̥trahan are similar to verbal clauses in these two respects. ey diﬀer from verbal 
clauses, however, in that they obey precise morphological rules typical of compounds, 
for one the derivation of the verbal member from an uninected stem, for another, the 
morphological and semantic reduction of the nonhead. Moreover, they fall into 
predictable semantic categories: instrument-, action- and agent–nouns. Both of these 
features render them distinct from nouns based on clauses proper, such as je ne sais 
quoi, forget–me–not, kiss–me–quick and rendez–vous.  
e identication of the verbal members of verbal government compounds as 
verbal roots and stems and, in one case, a participial stem, is obviously guided by a 
belief in a fundamental distinction between two related phenomena: clauses and 
compounds. Scholars who are less strict about this interpret the verbal members of 
many of the pickpocket compounds discussed here as inected forms; and it is true 
that very oen, rst members are formally identical to nite forms, but in none of the 
cases do I nd such an identication compelling, or justied. In particular, it may be 
noted that the formal similarity between 2sg. imperatives and rst members of 
compounds arises because both are oen formed with no overt marker, in accordance, 
as has been shown, with their semantics. 
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Although it is generally acknowledged that the English pickpocket compounds are 
due to inuence from French, the brief discussion of the type could not comment on 
their origin. e Greek and Vedic types, however, display aﬃnities to possessive 
compounds displaying various deverbal rst members: the reexes of PIE *-ti- 
nominals, present participles and, more rarely, uninected verbal stems. ere are 
good reasons to believe that some possessives of this kind were present already in 
Proto–Indo–European. Judging by the Greek and Vedic evidence, such possessives 
only allow intransitive rst members (in which case the second member normally 
represents the external argument, or subject, of the verb). e pickpockets on the 
other hand display mainly transitive rst members. It is not clear that these are 
inherited from the proto–language. It is likely enough, then, that the pickpockets in 
these languages developed on the pattern of the possessives, be it in the individual 
languages or in Proto–Indo–European: all it took to create this class was the 
introduction of transitive rst members, if we may assume that these would 
automatically assign an argument role to the second members, along the same pattern 
as the one we know from languages with incorporating verbs. 
 
In the following chapters I shall further illustrate the hypotheses put forward here. 

  
3  Latin 
3.1 Introduction  
ere are relatively few compounds of the pickpocket structure in Latin, many of 
them hapaxes and semantically obscure. Latin is, however, customarily included in 
discussions of this alleged Proto–Indo–European type. is is because, although many 
scholars assume that Latin borrowed the type from Greek, we should also consider the 
possibility that it derives from Proto–Indo–European itself. Another popular 
hypothesis is that it is related to phrase- and sentence–names like Quodvultdeus, 
Speraindeum and Deodatus assumed by Christian clerics from late Antiquity onwards, 
at a time when the productivity of pickpocket compounds seems to have been 
gaining momentum as well. 
In addition, there is the question about the origin of the highly productive Romance 
pickpocket compounds, to be discussed in chapters 4 and 5: are these an innovation, 
or a continuation of Latin antecedents? 
In the following I shall give an outline of the history of nominal compounding in 
Latin, including a discussion of the Greek impact (3.2.1), an overview of certain aspects 
of compositional morphology relevant for our topic (3.2.2), a discussion of the origins 
of Latin sentence–names and their possible relatedness to nominal compounds (3.2.2.2) 
and a critical overview of a recent survey of Latin pickpocket compounds (3.3), and 
nally, a discussion of the historical developments, including possible Indo–European 
inheritance or a Greek adstrate (3.3.3).  
3.2 Nominal composition 
3.2.1 Heritage and adstrate 
It is a well–documented fact about Latin that this was an Indo–European language in 
which the capacity of forming nominal compounds was quite restricted, especially as 
compared with Greek. e Romans knew this and commented on it on numerous 
occasions; see, for instance, the references in Cooper 1895: 298, Fruyt 2002: 259 and 
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Lindner 1996: 161–211. As noted by these authors, some lamented this, but it was also 
considered a characteristic of good Latin that was to be respected by writers and 
orators. 
It is also clear, however, that Latin possessed a variety of compound word–
formation patterns that were indigenous to the language; many were productive and 
absolutely licit, even in high style. It is therefore relevant to investigate what factors 
were in fact favourable towards nominal composition. Given how strongly Greek 
inuenced Latin literature, it has oen been hypothesized that an important impact 
came from Greek. 
is question is highly topical when working on compounds of our type, of which 
Latin has but a few; relatively reliable examples are poscinummius ‘demand–money → 
money–demanding’ and verticordia ‘turn–heart → turner of hearts’. A very persistent 
hypothesis claims that the Latin type owes its existence to Greek inuence. ere is not 
really any evidence to support this claim: on the contrary, Plautus (Mil. 9, p. 131) 
translates Greek Τρωξάρτης ‘nibble–bread’ with a verb–second form: Artotrogus 
‘bread–nibbler’; likewise, Caelius Aurelianus (Acut. 3, 15.) suggests rendering Greek 
φεύγυδρος ‘shun–water; hydrophobic’ with aquifuga ‘water–shunner’, while Cicero 
(Div. 2, 64, 133) seems to render Greek φερέοικος ‘carry–house’ with domiporta ‘house–
carrying’.1 One of the few relatively reliable Latin examples, Verticordia, is thought to 
translate a Greek simplex, Ἀποστροφία, literally ‘away–turneress’, i.e. ‘she who turns 
away’. is leaves the odd Greek calque like philograecus ‘graecophile’ as the only clear 
vestige of a direct inuence. 
We do know that some Roman authorities in fact frowned upon the imitation of 
Greek compounds (see Cooper 1895: 298), which lends little credibility to the 
hypothesis, put forward by Pisani (1934b: 124), that the diﬃcult Latin exanimus, 
presumably ‘bend–mind’, would be a poetic improvement on a more pedestrian 
*ectanimus ‘bent–mind’, displaying a past passive participle as its rst member. In an 
attempt to rene the formation, the participle would have been replaced by the perfect 
stem, by analogy with Greek compounds of the τερψίμβροτος type, which are formed 
on the sigmatic aorist (see p. 69 above). ere is, however, little clear evidence that the 
                                                             
1  See Oniga (1988: 157 fn. 33). 
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imitation of Greek morphology was ever exploited as a means of elevating the style, 
and certainly not with a derivational principle that was so foreign to Latin. Precisely 
how exanimus came to mean ‘mind–soothing’ therefore remains an enigma; see the 
discussion of this word on p. 115. 
Bader (1962: 397f.) in fact argues very rmly and with copious examples that when 
rendering Greek compounds with Latin ones, Latin translators adapt them to the Latin 
system, as opposed to merely imitating them, and Oniga (1988: 157–8) notes about the 
pair Τρωξάρτης — Artotrogus that equally, “pur mantenendo tutte le charatteristiche 
del grecismo [...] il composto usato da Plauto si uniforma all’ ordine usuale per i 
composti latini […]” Inevitably, translators sometimes calqued Greek compounds; 
however, as noted by Bader (1962: 397f.), they were also frequently rendered by 
simplicia or syntagms. 
Although there is only scanty evidence for any sizeable, Greek inuence on Latin 
composition in general, and on Latin pickpocket compounds in particular, Bader (1962: 
398f.) concedes that these compounds may in fact all be due to Greek inuence. Bork 
(1990: 55) likewise contends that these compounds “nicht nur, wie andere 
Bildungstypen [...], dem Einuß des Griechischen eine wesentliche Förderung, sondern 
ihre Entstehung verdanken”; Rainer (2004: 1704) concurs. Noting the lack of parallel 
formations, Bork (1990: 255), who is supported by Lindner (2005: 382–4), concedes that 
“nicht so sehr einzelne Wörter übertragen wurden als daß vielmehr das Lateinische das 
Bildungsprinzip übernahm.” An inuence of such indirect nature is of course very hard 
to verify, which, considering the bulky counterevidence, may explain why the 
hypothesis of a Greek impact is so tenacious of life. e in my view quite plausible 
alternative: that the word–formation pattern arose independently in Latin, has to my 
knowledge only been explored by Gather (2001: 206). 
One way of assessing the validity of the hypothesis of a Greek inuence in Latin 
compounding in general is to study the statistical frequency of compounds. 
Oniga (1988) reviews the frequency of compounds in 44 Latin texts and thus 
provides a good tool for assessing the distribution of compounds on literary genres. He 
makes two observations about the correlation between style and density of compounds 
that are relevant for our topic. For one, he points out, ‘La vera diﬀerenza tra prosa e 
poesia sta dunque non nella quantità, ma nella qualità di composti usati, e soprattutto 
nel numero di forme diverse usate’ (Oniga 1988: 247). at is, a high density of 
compounds marks a high artistic level, rather than poetry as such; an important 
dividing line therefore separates high and low register in general, but not poetry and 
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prose. Oniga does not go into much detail; but see Nielsen Whitehead 2011 for further 
illustration of this point. 
For another, a related discovery concerns the variety and creativity of compounds 
within the individual genres. Plautus, who is renowned for coining words such as 
sescentoplagus ‘a man of six hundred blows’ and turpilucricupidus, literally ‘dishonest–
gain–desiring’, surprisingly uses very few compounds overall: in terms of density, his 
comedies range as number 29 on a list where 1 is the text with the higest density, 44 the 
one with the lowest density. Oniga (1988: 247) concludes that poets, as well as the more 
elevated prose authors, created many more new compounds, but since they strove for 
variation, would avoid reusing them. By contrast, prose writers, who strove for clarity 
and precision, tended to stick to the more established vocabulary and to employ the 
same, relatively few, terms many times. e more artistic genres would therefore 
display more types, but fewer tokens, than the more prosaic ones. is agrees well with 
what is immediately observable in other IE languages, including Greek. In Nielsen 
Whitehead 2011, I exploit Oniga’s gures to demonstrate that the two poetic genres are 
in fact strikingly similar when it comes to the number of times each indivudual 
compound is used. 
I also propose that the low density of compounds in low–register poetry and certain 
types of prose probably reects popular speech. Interestingly, this is also where we nd 
the highest number of borrowed compounds, according to Oniga (1988: 309). is 
seems like a clear indication that a high exposure to Greek does not necessarily entail 
the taking over of Greek morphological patterns. It therefore becomes diﬃcult to argue 
that the higher density of compounds in elevated registers reects a signicant Greek 
impact on artistic style, as opposed to a universal tendency towards variation in that 
style.  
ese observations are to be kept in mind when considering the status of the Latin 
pickpocket compounds with respect to heritage or adstrate. e theory of a signicant 
Greek inuence may seem plausible and intuitively correct, but is in fact not 
corroborated by any clear evidence. 
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3.2.2 Morphology 
3.2.2.1 Constituent order 
e history of Latin word order is long and complex, but can be summarized as 
follows.2 Latin word order varies according to style, focus and emphasis. Two diﬀerent 
trends are observable. In conservative strata, including the Old Latin technical prose of 
Cato the Elder and later the narrative of Caesar or legal writing of Gaius, the frequency 
of verbs taking the clause–nal position may exceed 85%. By contrast, popular speech 
and younger strata display a freer word order tending towards the VO structure. Even 
in Old Latin, this tendency is evident in Plautus, who puts the verb clause–nally just 
over 50% of the time. By Latin in the 2nd century CE and later, this popular tendency is 
reected in the relative absence of OV order in Apuleius (second century ce) and the 
Chronicle of Anonymus Valesianus (6th century ce). Eventually, this leads to the SVO 
typology of contemporary Romance. 
B. Bauer (1995) demonstrates that noun–phrases, too, undergo a shi from an 
archaic, le–branching structure to the right–branching structure manifest in 
Romance. Classical Latin is in the midst of this shi: as noted by, e.g., B. Bauer (1995: 
65–72) the ‘descriptive adjective’, which “expresses a judgment or an appreciation and, 
which features degree” as in urbānus praetor ‘a witty praetor’ (B. Bauer 1995: 65), 
occurs to the le of its noun in unmarked noun–phrases, in agreement with the more 
archaic word order. e ‘distinctive’ adjective, which “denotes a characteristic quality 
of the noun” as in praetor urbānus ‘a praetor for Roman citizens’ (B. Bauer 1995: 65), 
was rst to follow the innovative trend that placed the adjective aer the noun. 
e constituent order in compounds typically matches the constituent order of free 
syntagms in conservative Latin (Oniga 1988: 159). us, the OV structure of verb 
phrases is reected in the rare verbal compounds, such as tergi~versārī ‘back~turn → 
hesitate’, and the adjective–before–noun structure of noun–phrases gives rise to right–
determind compounds like perenni~servus ‘eternal slave’ or quadr~angulus 
‘quadrangular’. e productive verb–second agentives, like agri~cola ‘field~
cultivate–a → farmer’, fructi~fer ‘fruit~bear → fruit–bearing’ and blandi~loquus 
                                                             
2 Figures from Adams 1976: 92f. Bork (1990: 369f.) oﬀers numerous references and assesses 
the criticism of this traditional hypothesis. 
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‘sweet~talk–us → sweet–talking’ are usually taken to imitate verbal clauses, too, but 
may also be conceived of as agreeing with the constituent order of noun–phrases. 
Ultimately, this depends on how we analyze their second member, a question that 
cannot be dealt with here.  
Examples of compounds that match the VO typology are rare and, as is to be 
expected, generally of late occurrence. Besides the pickpocket type, they include the 
extremely rare or perhaps non–existent right–branching determinatives. Oniga (1988: 
162f.) oﬀers a few mainly Late Latin examples, mostly diﬃcult to analyse:  
cūlibonia (from a Pompeian graﬃto (CIL 4.8473)) would appear to be composed of 
cūlus ‘anus; arse’ and bonus ‘good’; Adams (1982: 110–11) adds the following 
qualications: “Culibonia […] was obviously a humorous formation, designating 
perhaps a whore who oﬀered anal intercourse”. ere is general agreement that this is a 
right–branching possessive, designating a woman as ‘having a good arse’; but Adams 
(1982: 110–11), calling cūlibonia an ‘articial compound’, notes: “it would no doubt have 
sounded anomalous with its adjectival second element and termination -ia”. It 
certainly must have added to the anomaly that bonus is one of the few adjectives that to 
this day precede their nouns in Romance (see also 4.3.2): hence, the right–branching 
phrase cūlus bonus would probably have been marked at all stages of Latin/Romance 
(cf. French bon cul; Sp. buen culo, etc.). On the other hand, hypotheses to the eﬀect that 
this is a determinative adjective (‘arsegood’) or a possessive (‘having ‘arse–goodness’’) 
remain speculative. I think we may conclude that the probative value of this form is 
uncertain. 
equi~fer(us)  ‘horse~wild → a wild horse’ (rst attested in Pliny: (61–114 ce)), 
ovi~fer ‘sheep~wild → a wild sheep’ (Apicius, fourth or h c. CE),3 and feri~ferae 
‘wild~beast(pl.) → wild beasts’. Lindner (1996: 68) rightly compares equifer(us) to its 
Greek synonym ἵππαγρος;4 ovifer may be compared to the Greek gloss προβατ~άγριον 
‘sheep wild → wild sheep’. Greek ἵππαγρος is attested in Oppian (c. third ce), that is 
more than a century later than its Latin equivalent, but Greek designations of wild 
                                                             
3 ese forms are not attested in the nominative. Oniga (1988: 163) gives them as equifer and 
ovifer, Lindner as equifer(us) and ovifer(us). 
4 Lindner (1996: 37) erroneously suggests that this would be a “direkte Nachbildung des gr. 
Armstrong–Typs à la ἵππαγρος”: ἵππαγρος neither means ‘wild with respect to horses’ nor 
(as some would have it) ‘having wild horses’. Hence it is not comparable to Armstrong. 
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animals ending in ~αγρ(ι)ος occur as early as the h century bce (Antiphon). One 
such form, ὄν~αγρος ‘ass–wild → wild ass’, entered Latin as onager/onagrus and 
appears in Pliny’s Naturalis Historia, where equiferus is rst attested. Undoubtedly, the 
formations in ~fer(us) are calques.5 
ōri~dūr–ius (Gloss. II 433, 42) ‘mouth~hard~ius → hard–mouthed (of horses)’ 
translates the Greek possessive σκληρό~στομος ‘hard~mouth’.6 With its adjectival 
suﬃx, this form has the appearance of being derived by means of the suﬃx -ius from an 
underlying, le–branching structure *ōri~dūrus ‘mouth~hard’ (thus also Lindner 
(2005: 377f.)). As a consequence, two closely related forms should perhaps be analyzed 
in a similar way, although they are more straightforwardly understandable as le–
branching determinative adjectives: 
ōri~pūtidus  (Gloss; Late Latin) ‘mouth~stinking’ translates Greek ὀζό~στομος 
‘smell~mouth → that has a stinking mouth’.7 Although Lindner (1996) and Oniga 
(1988: 163) analyze the Latin form as a right–branching, possessive compound meaning 
‘having a smelly mouth’, it is more straight–forwardly conceived of as a le–branching, 
determinative adjective.8 In other words, I suggest that whereas στόμα ‘mouth’ is the 
head element of the Greek compound and hence occurs to the right, Latin ōri~ ‘mouth’ 
is the nonhead of the Latin compound and therefore occurs to the le. A morpheme–
by–morpheme calque from Greek was diﬃcult, since the Greek stem is a noun + noun 
compound — the rst member is ὄζος ‘smell’ — and Latin possessives of that structure 
                                                             
5 In terms of constituent order, the Greek type, albeit irregular, seems to belong to a small 
group of right–branching compounds designating names of plants and animals. Other 
examples are ἱπποπόταμος ‘hippopotamos’, ὀποβάλσαμον ‘juice of the balsamum tree’ and 
ὀποπάναξ ‘resin of the opopanax’ (Tribulato 2007: 530–31). is anomaly may be inherited. 
Delbrück (1888: 20), in an exposition of Vedic word–order, notes that “Das einfache 
einzelne Adjektivum steht durchweg vor dem Substantivum, nur die Farbenbezeichnungen 
mehrere iere, namentlich der Pferde und Rinder (nicht andere Gegenstände) habe ich 
nachstehend gefunden.” 
6 Poll.1.197, Sch.El. 724. 
7 AP11.427 (Lucill.), M.Ant.5.28, Orib.Fr.24. 
8 I do not consider the so–called Armstrong compounds as ‘inverse’ possessives, but as le–
branching adjectives, parallel to such stems as food–deprived and tasteful. 
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are rare and atypical of prose.9 Stems in -idus generally do not occur as nonheads in 
Latin; hence, *pūtid~ōrius would be an unlikely structure as well. A further 
complication is that Greek ὄζος would probably have to be rendered by fētor or odor: 
the expected calques **fētōr~ōrius or **odōr~ōrius would display a formally awkward 
sequence -ōr~ōr-. 
nāri~pūtēns ‘nose–stinking(ptc.) → stinking from the nose’. is Late Latin 
hapax is a close parallel to ōripūtidus (Lindner 1996: 134).10 Whereas **fētōri~
nārius/**odōri~nārius would not be as awkward as **fētōr~ōrius or **odōr~ōrius, they 
would be just as unusual; and pūtēns, like pūtidus, could not function as a nonhead. 
Hence, this, too, must be a le–branching determinative. 
e evidence of a compositional type reecting right–branching noun- and 
adjective phrases is so sparse that one would be justied in claiming that such 
formations do not exist at all. We may therefore conclude that Latin compounds on the 
whole derive their constituent order from the word order typical of conservative Latin. 
e pickpocket compounds thus constitute an extraordinary exception to the basic 
rules of word–formation in Classical Latin; their constituent order renders it likely that 
they derive from popular or late strata. I shall return to this question in section 3.3.3. 
3.2.2.2 Morphology of rst members 
 e stems employed as rst members of Latin compounds are subject to various 
reductions partly resulting from phonological rules specic to Latin, partly from 
morphological rules of a more general nature. 
Short nal vowels of rst members are generally reduced to -i-: thus caeli~cola from 
the o–stem caelum; corni~cen from the u–stem cornus and angui~manus from the i–
stem anguis. A short -i- is likewise employed as a linking vowel, as in ped–i~sequus 
from pēs, gen. pēdis. is -i- sometimes occurs in the variant -u- in position before a 
labial: thus carnufex from carni- and as -e- in position before r-: thus lēge~rūpa from 
*lēgi-   lex, gen. lēgis. In pre–vocalic position, it is lost: thus fūn~ambulus ← fūnis. 
                                                             
9 Only 14 per cent of compounds of this type are attested in prose in the survey of Oniga 
(1988: 304). 
10 Adjectives in -idus have the semantics of present participles of verbs in -ēre, which means 
that pūtēns and pūtidus are practically synonymous. 
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Long nal vowels of rst members are mostly retained, as in faciē~tergium deriving 
from h–declension faciēs. Note that the stem–vowel of the rst declension, is short 
in Latin: hence, e.g. ammă has the compositional variant -i- seen in amm–i~fer. e 
compositional variant is thus in good agreement with syncronic rules in Latin; but it 
may be noted that the pattern may be old: comparative evidence reveals that the Proto–
Indo–European feminine marker *-(e)h₂- was regularly replaced in rst members by 
the (gender–neutral) thematic vowel *-o-. 
Finally, rst members of Greek origin display nal -o-, as in astro~logus or 
philo~graecus.  
ere is a tendency to omit certain suﬃxes in rst members. us: op–i~fex from 
opus,–eris, hom–i~cīda from homō, -inis, etc., where the respective s- and n–stem 
suﬃxes are le out. 
Relevantly for our topic, M. Leumann (1977: 277; 396) discusses compounds with 
verbal stems as rst members: horri~sonus ‘making a horrible noise’, horri~cus 
‘horric’, terri~cus ‘frightful’, and terri~loquus ‘fear–inspiring’, derived from horrēre 
and terrēre, both of the second conjugation. Verbal stems are generally illicit as rst 
members in Latin, whence Leumann identies horri~ and terri~ as truncated forms of 
the s–stems horror and terror. Alternatively, I would suggest that they are truncations 
of horribilis and terribilis; this will be relevant for the discussion of compounds in exi~ 
(p. 115f.) and versi~ (p. 122f.). 
First members with the formal make–up of verbal stems furthermore occur in 
pickpocket compounds. ese are exceedingly rare, and little is known about the 
regular form that a verbal rst member would take. If they follow the rules applicable 
to nominal rst members, verbs of the third conjugation are expected to display stem–
nal -i, either reecting the reduced thematic vowel or, perhaps more likely, the 
inserted composition vowel, as the thematic vowel is in fact oen deleted in derivatives 
(factor, lēctor, dīctiō). In the case of the three conjugations displaying long stem vowels, 
we should probably expect the ē of the second conjugation to be morphologically 
replaced by -i as in derivatives like horrisonus and horribilis. In the case of the -ā- and 
-ī- verbs, we should expect retention of the vowel, as is normal for long vowels. 
3.2.2.3 Phrase- and sentence–names 
Unmodied conversion of phrases and clauses into nouns is a rare phenomenon in 
Classical Latin and earlier, although a few phrase- and sentence–names are attested. 
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According to Flavius Vopiscus (Aureliānus 6), the emperor Aurelian (third century 
ce) carried the nick–name manu ad ferrum ‘hand–on–sword’ aer his agility with the 
sword, and Tacitus (Ann. 1, 23) relates that the centurion Lucilius was given the nick–
name cedō alteram ‘hand (me) another’, because each time he had broken a stick over a 
soldier’s back, he would demand to be handed another one. 
e phrase- and sentence–names only became an established custom in late 
Antiquity, as part of a new trend of name–giving particular to Christians, developing at 
some point aer the mid fourth century ce (V. Kohlheim 1996: 1049–1050; Mitterauer 
1993: 86f.). is new trend produced many of the Christian names familiar to us today, 
such as those denoting saints like Petrus or Paulus, or Christian virtues, feelings, 
moods, etc., like Sevērus, Victōria, Fēlīx, Fēlīcītas. e phrase- and sentence–names, 
which are oen taken bodily from the liturgy, such as Quodvultdeus, Deusdedit, 
Speraindeum, Deogratias, Habetdeum, belong to the likewise popular theophoric 
names. Hellfritzsch (1995: 436–7) assigns the terminology Redensart- und Echonamen 
to this type of name; Bork (1990: e.g. 169) uses ‘Wahlspruchnamen’. As an English 
alternative, I suggest delocutive or proverbial names. 
It is generally agreed that the new Christian naming traditions were inspired by 
Greek and Semitic customs (R. Kohlheim 1996: 1050; Kajanto 1963: 103). In particular, 
it has long been acknowledged that the phrase- and sentence–names mainly reect 
adstrate from the Semitic branch where this naming practice has a long tradition, as 
indeed in Afro–Asiatic as a whole (Mitterauer 1993: 89–90). We nd it in Egyptian as 
far back as the third millennium bce (Mitterauer 1993: 30), and it is also reected in 
Biblical names, which are oen strictly individual: phrase- and sentence–names would 
oen derive from (and comment on) the circumstances of a particular birth; they 
might be conversions from an utterance allegedly spoken by the mother or the 
midwife: Reuben means literally ‘behold–a–son!’; Joseph ‘[God] shall add [another son]’ 
(Mitterauer 1993: 24; Hanks & Hodges 1990; Jenni 1996). is in turn implied that the 
number of possible names was practically unlimited, and indeed the Old Testament has 
approximately 2,600 diﬀerent names of this sort (Jenni 1996: 1852). Nevertheless, the 
particular source of the Latin phrase- and sentence–names, employed by Christian 
clerics, is not Biblical: the rst attestations are from Carthage and in fact translate 
Punic originals (V. Kohlheim 1996: 1050, with references to Duval 1977: 451 and 
Kajanto 1963: 103).  
As far as the morphological make–up is concerned, the notion of sentence–name 
implies the possibility of any form of the verbal paradigm being contained in the name: 
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Spērāindeum, for example, contains an imperative; and Quodvultdeus a present 
indicative. Names based on imperative clauses are particularly frequent, presumably 
because of their hortatory character: they serve to remind the bearer — and others — 
to live a pious life.  
Because the Latin imperative is identical with the uninected stem, names based on 
imperative clauses are in some cases diﬃcult to tell apart from pickpocket 
compounds, which as will be seen in 3.3 below display verbal stems as rst members in 
Latin. e sentence–names proper of course do not display the modications of any of 
their constituents, which are typical of compounds. By contrast, at least in the case of 
third–conjugation verbs, we expect the verbal stem to display the compositional vowel 
-i- (or one of its phonological variants: see 3.2.2.2) if the formation is a compound in 
the strict sense. However, in the case of derivatives from rst- and fourth–conjugation 
verbs, we expect no such reduction to take place: hence we cannot be sure which form 
is intended, the imperative or the verbal stem. e analysis is further complicated by 
the fact that by the time the phrase- and sentence–names were productive, many of the 
rules of Classical Latin had been abandoned in the spoken language. In chapter 3, we 
shall see that the earliest Romance pickpocket compounds, which may have their 
roots in Latin as it was spoken already in the sixth or seventh century ce, do not obey 
the same morphological principles as Classical Latin: among other things, there is no 
modication of the stem vowels of rst members. Hence, whenever we nd a Christian 
phrase- or sentence–name that appears to come from an imperative construction, we 
must remember that theoretically it might follow the rules reected in Romance and so 
still be a pickpocket compound. 
ese complications, together with the anomalous nature of the phrase- and 
sentence–names, probably explain why the two types seem to have been confused in a 
number of cases. e following formations, which are oen quoted as early instances of 
Latin pickpocket compounds, will illustrate how diﬃcult it is to draw a line. 
Amā~deus ‘love–God’ (?): the age and origin of this name is uncertain. In its 
earliest occurrence, it has the form Amedeus, continued in Italian Amedeo: 
Liutprandus, bishop of Cremona (c. 920 - c. 972) mentions an Amedeus, a soldier of 
Berengar the Second of Italy (Antapodosis lib.: 5, lines 36, 357, 360, 374);11 and Peter the 
                                                             
11  Edition: Chiesa 1998. 
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Venerable, abbot of Cluny (1092/94 - 1156), addresses a letter to a margrave Amedeus.12 
e form Amadeus is rst found in the writings of the grammarian Fulchinus de 
Borfonibus (active in Cremona around 1380 - 1401).13 
e rst member, Ame~, of the early form does not correspond to any form of the 
Latin paradigm; but one might speculate that it represents a dialectal form, or an attrite 
form of *amet deus ‘may God love (him)’, later corrected to Amādeus. 
 e latter could be interpreted as sentence–name, presumably meaning ‘love God’; 
a possible source would be the proverb Amā deum et fac quid vīs, ‘love God and do 
what you want’, a popular interpretation of Augustine (Epistulam Ioannis ad Parthos 
VII, 8): Dīlīge et quod vīs fac ‘love, and do what you want’. Strictly speaking, though, we 
would expect Amādeum. 
Alternatively, Amādeus is sometimes mentioned as a prototypical pickpocket 
compound, meaning ‘a God–lover’. Such compounds did indeed ourish in early 
Italian, where they are employed as compound nicknames, like Scanna~gatto 
‘kill~cat’ and Basa~donna ‘kiss~woman’ (see the discussion in 3.3). e only 
trouble is that, as is apparent from these examples, the Romance pickpocket 
compounds generally pertain to a low stylistic register and would not be suited for the 
more solemn Christian names.  
Tenē~gaudia ‘have–joy(s)’: a place–name referred to in the Testament of Patrick 
d’Abbon (739 ce). Scholars like Darmesteter (1875: 148), Meyer–Lübke (1920) and 
omas (1915–17), who did not distinguish phrase- and sentence–names from nominal 
compounds, celebrated this stem, together with the enigmatic vincelūna (p. 144), as one 
of the earliest ‘imperative compounds’ in Romance. It looks like a sentence–name with 
the imperative of tenēre ‘to have; to hold’ as rst member; however, its meaning is 
diﬃcult to account for, surely because it most probably renders the French toponym 
Prenjoie (Marouzeau 1952b: 85). Since in the latter the rst member could equally well 
represent the 2sg. imperative prends, the 1–2sg. prs. indicative prends, the 3sg. prs. 
indicative prend or the bare stem of prendre ‘to take’, both the French and the Latin 
could be sentence–names or pickpocket compounds. e fact that the Latin version 
                                                             
12  Epistulae: 68, 199, 2. 
13  Grammatica, orthographia et prosodia: 4, 6, 64. 
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displays what seems to be an imperative is not necessarily indicative of the correct 
analysis of the French form: see the discussion of similar translations on p. 170. 
Vince~malus ‘overcome–evil’, with the variants Vinco~malus and Vinco~malos:14 
a clerical name in Dracontius’ Satisfactio (302) and other h–century documents. It 
probably echoes the Christian proverb bonō vince malum ‘with good overcome evil’.15 
Bork (1990: 212) considers these forms to be pickpocket compounds (“zweifelsfreie 
VE–Komposita”), which seems to be warranted by the form of the second member, 
~malus, seemingly in the nominative. On the other hand, I have noted that a verb of 
the third conjugation should probably display stem–nal -i as rst member of a 
compound; but more importantly, we certainly do not expect such a verb to display -o 
as in the variant Vincomalus. Hence, the rst members vince~ and vinco~ would 
appear to be the 2sg. imperative, vince, and the 1sg. prs. indicative, vincō, of vincere ‘to 
overcome, vanquish’ as the rst constituent. Vincomalus/Vincomalos would be a rst–
person variant “I overcome evil”.16 is formation, too, seems to be on the brink 
between sentence–name and compound. 
3.2.3 Summary 
e conclusions of the previous sections may be summarized as follows. In 3.2.1, we 
saw that although Greek inuenced Latin in many respects, it is diﬃcult to pinpoint 
any large–scale impact on composition. is is to be kept in mind when considering 
the possibility that the Latin pickpocket compounds were based on a Greek model. 
In 3.2.2.1 we observed that nominal compounds are generally or even always le–
branching in Latin, in agreement with the prevailing constituent–order of nominal 
phrases in archaic strata. As for verb phrases, the more conservative strata of the 
language display SOV typology. eoretically, one would not expect to nd 
pickpocket compounds in these strata, but rather in the lower registers or in Late 
Latin, which were predominantly SVO. 
                                                             
14 Vincemalos is, presumably, a scribal variant of Vincemalus. 
15 is proverb, of unknown provenance, occurs in omas Aquinas (Super Rom., cap. 12 l. 3). 
16 Bork (1990: 212; see also 228) classies both forms as VE–Komposita, suggesting that vinco~ 
is indeed the present stem. However, -o– is regular only in Greek loanwords and hybrids. 
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In 3.2.2.2, we noted that the rst members of regularly formed nominal compounds 
derive from stems, and that such stems undergo certain phonological modications, 
most commonly the reduction of short stem vowels. We would expect pickpocket 
compounds, if they are really compounds, to display such reductions as well, at least in 
verbs of the third conjugation. 
In 3.2.2.2 it was also noted that verbal stems are rare as rst members of 
compounds. Exceptions involve truncated suﬃxal stems and, presumably, 
pickpocket compounds. 
Section 3.2.2.2 introduced phrase- and sentence–names, a phenomenon that 
emerged in Christian Latin as a result of Semitic inuences. Based on virtually every 
conceivable type of phrase or clause, such names are semantically and morphologically 
diﬀerent from nominal compounds; but some formations were shown to be on the 
cusp between the two types. 
Bearing these observations in mind, we may now move on to the Latin 
pickpocket compounds. 
3.3 Pickpocket compounds 
e most exhaustive compilation of Latin pickpocket compounds is Bork (1990: 165–
258), who uses the term Verb–Ergänzungkompositum, abbreviated VE–Kompositum. 
Bork examines close to y items discussed by various scholars and concludes that 16 
are secure instances of VE–Komposita, derived from verbal stems. To this he adds four 
stems with rst members of Greek origin and, for reasons to be explicated below, a 
handful of stems with passive participles as rst members. 
Below, I shall rst discuss the formations with passive participles and then those 
with present stems. Most of these have been the subject of extensive debate through the 
centuries; I summarize the most important points and refer the reader to Bork 1990 
and Lindner 1996 for copious references. 
3.3.1 e rst member is a passive participle 
In this section, I treat seven formations, displaying as their rst members what would 
appear to be participles: ex(i)~, versi~, tenti- and negāti~. ese are included in Bork’s 
survey because some of them seem to point towards a pickpocket interpretation. 
Some are possessives, but semantically, they border on the pickpocket compounds 
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and according to Bork (1990: 234) provide ‘eine wichtige Stütze für die lateinischen 
VE–Komposita’. 
In general, compounds having passive participles as rst members, such as ssipēs 
‘cloven–footed’ and the like, are rare in Latin. In Proto–Indo–European, presumably 
only possessive compounds could have participles as rst members, and this is also the 
case with most Latin formations of this type — to the extent that they are not 
pickpocket compounds, as are indeed some, if not all, of the formations under 
discussion below.  
1 ex~animus ‘bent~mind’. Pacuvius (220–c. 130 bce) apud Cicero and Varro; 
emendation in Catullus (84–54 bce); emendation in Apuleius (123–180 ce); various 
writers from the third century ce onwards.  
Two conicting meanings are observable in the earliest occurrences of the word, 
both found in fragments of Pacuvian tragedies. First, in Teucer (trag 422) it is usually 
analyzed as a possessive compound: thus L&S: ‘pass., touched, moved, aﬀected’, Bork 
(1990: 174; 229): ‘ein gerührtes Herz habend’, Warmington (1936): ‘soul–warped’ and 
the discussions of Oniga (1988: 165, n. 50), Skutsch (1888: 8) and Besta (1876: 11). 
Secondly, in Pacuvius’ Hermione (trag 177; Non. 113M.), and indeed in all later 
attestations, it is interpreted as a pickpocket compound. L&S translate ‘act., that 
bends or sways the heart, moving, aﬀecting’, Bork (1990: 174) ‘herzrührend’.  
e Teucer fragment, where the ‘passive’ meaning is attested, has been handed 
down by Varro (L 7.87.1) and Cicero (Div 1.80). It presumably describes the dismay of 
Hesione at the thought that her son Teucer is or may be dead (Boyle 2006: 101). Cicero 
Div 1.80 cites it in the following context:  
Fit etiam saepe speciē quādam, saepe vōcum gravitāte et cantibus ut pellantur 
animī vehementius, saepe etiam cūrā et timōre, quālis est illa... 
Flexanima tamquam lymphāta aut Bacchī sacrīs 
commōta, in tumulīs Teucrum commemorāns suum 
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It oen happens, too, that the soul is violently stirred by the sight of some object, 
or by the deep tones of a voice, or by singing. Frequently anxiety or fear will have 
that eﬀect, as it did in the case of Hesione, who 
Did rave like one by Bacchic rites made mad 
And mid the tombs her Teucer called aloud17 
e possessive analysis is in good accordance with the morphology of the word: 
exanimus is paralleled by such compounds indicating dispositions or states of the 
mind as aequanimus ‘even–tempered’, inanimus ‘lifeless’, exanimis ‘out of one’s mind’ 
and magnanimus ‘magnanimous’. is would imply that ex~ is the perfect passive 
participle of ectere ‘to bend, turn’. Note that Pacuvius likewise attributes two other 
participles in the passive voice to Hesione, commōta ‘moved’ and lymphāta ‘frenzied by 
the nymphs’; Cicero also uses a passive clause: animī pellantur ‘the souls are aﬀected’ to 
describe the psychological eﬀect under discussion.  
e past passive participle exus means literally ‘bent, twisted, curved’ and 
guratively ‘obscure, perplexed, confused’. It is not unusual in compounds: Pacuvius 
(trag 152) created exivice ‘bent~turn(abl.) → with turnings or windings, crookedly’, 
Ovid and Laevius have exipēs ‘bent~foot → pliant–footed’, on which see p. 121f. 
Perhaps more suitably for the present context, Pacuvius (Pac. ap. Non. 237, 4.), Seneca 
(oed. 214) and Lucan (1.637) all apply the simplex exus about oracular prophecies in 
the sense ‘garbled, obscure, tangled’, and we nd it as a rst member in just this sense 
in Cicero Div 2.115.6, where the term exi~loquus ‘bent~talking → speaking in 
tongues, garbled’ is applied to the sayings of the oracle in Delphi. 
It would therefore seem relatively straightforward to interpret exanimus as a 
possessive compound, meaning ‘with a garbled, confused mind’. Admittedly, this 
meaning is challenged by the existence of the set phrase ectere animum, which does 
not mean ‘to confuse, perplex someone’, but rather ‘to persuade someone or otherwise 
inuence his standpoint’, as in Sallust (Jug 102.15.1) “animus barbarī ab amīcīs exus” 
— ‘the barbarian’s mind had been bent by his friends → the barbarian had been 
persuaded by his friends.’18 Rather than ‘with an obscure or garbled mind’, we would 
therefore predict that exanimus means ‘persuaded, inuenced’. It is unfortunately not 
                                                             
17  Translation by Falconer 1964: Div. 1.36.80 
18 Further attestations of this usage in Terence, Seneca and Livius. 
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clear how this meaning could be applied to the present context: was Hesione perhaps 
moved, examina, by the thought or conviction of her son’s death,19 in the same way 
that a person could be moved, commōta, by Bacchic worship or by the nymphs as 
implied in lymphāta? is is an unusually strong usage of ectere animum and one that 
does not agree with how that phrase is used by later authors, such as Virgil who in 
Georgics (4.516) lets Proteus say that Orpheus’ grief over the loss of Eurydice was so 
intense that “nulla Venus, nōn ullī animum exēre hymenaeī”: ‘neither Venus, nor any 
wedding hymns could soothe his mind’.  
In spite of these diﬃculties I think we must accept the analysis suggested by the 
majority of scholars, namely that exanima is an entirely regular possessive compound 
in this context.20 For an alternative analysis, proposed by Pisani (1934a), see below. 
e second, ‘active’ usage of exanimus, in Pacuvius’ Hermione (trag 177; Non. 
113M.), is even more diﬃcult than the rst one. Here, the word qualies ōrātiō, ‘speech, 
eloquence’. e passage receives the following comment and citation by Cicero:  
                                                             
19 Note that the literature does not mention Teucer being slain. Cicero’s comment implies that 
Hesione is anxious, rather than mourning; hence she could be responding to rumours or 
fear. 
20 Since the passage is relatively well attested, emendation does not seem recommendable here, 
but it may be noted that exanimis would be a good candidate: on three occasions, it means 
‘dismayed’, and it is used by Virgil (Aeneid 4.672) to describe the dismay of Anna at learning 
that her sister Dido has taken her own life, in a scene that bears strong similarity to the 
Teucer fragment. 
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Sed tantam vim habet illa, quae rēcte ā bonō poētā dicta est 
 exanima atque omnium rēgīna rērum ōrātiō 
ut nōn modo inclinantem excipere, sed etiam adversantem ac repugnantem, ut 
imperātor fortis ac bonus, capere posit. 
Cicero de Or 2.44.87 
But so powerful is it that a good poet rightly called  
 eloquence “mind–bending and queen of all things” 
because not only can it bring down the faltering, but like a strong and good 
general, it can even capture the adverse and rebellious. 
Here, the context calls for the meaning ‘persuasive; inuential’, quite opposite to 
‘persuaded; inuenced’ in Teucer. Clearly, exanima in Hermione relates to the set 
phrase ectere animum. Note in particular Cicero Phil 1.35.1 “Sed quid ōrātiōne tē 
ectam?” — ‘But why should I try to move you by my speech?’ — where ectere is used 
about the persuasive power of speech, although omitting animum. 
Undoubtedly, this passage has played a prominent role in establishing the meaning 
‘mind–bending’ attested in later authors. It may be noted, though, that it is the only 
secure attestation of this meaning in Classical Latin: two further classical attestations, 
Catullus 64.330 and Apuleius Fl 3.3 are based on emendations. Although TLL asserts 
that exanimō in both these contexts is based on a very plausible emendation — 
“coniectura valde probabili restitutum” — I think their probative value should not be 
overestimated. 
In the rst of these, Catullus 64.330, exanimō is a widely accepted emendation of 
exō animō. e original manuscript has “coniunx [...] quae tibi exo animo mentem 
perfundat amore” — i.e., ‘your wife […] who will bathe your soul in love, once your 
mind has been appeased’. Lachmann in his 1829 edition proposed the emendation 
exanimō, suggesting that this is an attribute of amōre; the passage would therefore 
read ‘your wife [...] who will bathe your soul in mind–soothing love’.21  
                                                             
21 Note that Virgil’s “nulla Venus, nōn ullī animum exēre hymenaeī” (above, p. 117) indeed 
warrants the idea that love can bend or soothe (ectere). Virgil was highly inuenced by 
Catullus and may well be referring to Catullus 64.331. 
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e second, classical attestation is Apuleius Fl 3.3; he is thought to have used the 
word, likewise to be conjectured from [e]x[a]nim[o], about the presumably soothing 
music of the ute–player Hyagnis. From the third century ce onwards, writers on 
music, like Martianus Capella (9.906; h century), who took much inspiration from 
Apuleius, revived it in this sense (Lindner 1996: 74). 
In order to account for the active, ‘pickpocket’, meaning attested in these 
passages, attempts have been made at identifying ex~ as a verbal stem. Grimm (1826: 
955) points to exāre ‘to twist and turn’, which, however, is attested three times only 
and seems semantically unsuited for the context. e grammarians Sacerdos (VI 491.31; 
second century ce) and Priscian (II 429.24; fourth century ce) mention this verb 
cursorily, the latter under frequentative verbs; Cato the Elder (Agr. 49.2.5) has: 
“[vīneam] alligātō et exātō utī fuerit crēbrōque foditō”— tie up [the vine], twist it the 
way it was before and dig frequently”,22 conrming the frequentative semantics. If 
exāre was involved, we would thus expect exanimus to mean ‘twisting and turning 
the mind; causing it to vacillate’ rather than ‘mind–bending, persuasive’. is would 
not agree well with the Cicero citation above where it is said that orātiō can bring down 
the faltering and subdue the adverse and rebellious, clearly supposing telic action. 
Undoubtedly, then, the base verb is ectere, which as noted occurs frequently in 
combination with animus. 
Pisani (1934b: 124) is the main proponent of a theory deriving exanimus from the 
perfect stem of ectere (as in exī ‘I bent’); but see Bork 1990: 229f. for even earlier 
references. Such morphology is unheard of in Latin; but Pisani (1934b: 124) seeks to 
explain the anomaly away by making the unwarranted claim that Old Latin already had 
a productive type of pickpocket compounds based on present stems. Supposedly 
pertaining to the lower registers, these would therefore have been unsuited to Pacuvius’ 
purposes, causing the playwright to remodel them on the pattern of the Greek terpsi-
mbrotos compounds, which, whatever their real origin, oen share their stem with 
synchronic, sigmatic aorists (see 2.3.2.3). In fact, Pisani (1934b: 125) suggests that 
exanimus calques an unattested **καμψί~θυμος ‘bend~soul’.23 
                                                             
22 Also in Pliny Nat 17.198.9. 
23 Similarly, Stolz 1877: 51. 
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Although the evidence for the existence in Old Latin of pickpocket compounds 
derived from present stems is scant, we cannot exclude that Pacuvius knew such forms. 
We might even speculate that Pacuvius, well known for his experimental approach to 
language, could have coined a formation derived from the perfect stem, thus violating 
the regular principles of Latin word–formation, but on the whole, I nd that this 
solution involves too many hypothetical elements to be compelling. 
Pisani (1934b: 124) furthermore applies this analysis to exanimus as used in Teucer 
as well, which would presuppose a reective meaning: ‘bending one’s own mind → 
going mad, losing one’s mind’. I have found no attestation of such reexive use of 
animum ectere; if it existed, an agent–noun derived from it would presumably mean 
‘changing one’s mind; persuading oneself’ rather than ‘losing one’s mind’. It is diﬃcult 
to see how the former would adequately describe Hesione’s anxiety. To discard the 
possessive interpretation in Teucer in order to introduce the pickpocket analysis 
therefore amounts to throwing away what is morphologically and semantically regular 
in order to impose an analysis that is morphologically highly unusual, semantically 
unwarranted, and basically arbitrary. 
Even though the pickpocket analysis thus meets with grave diﬃculties, it is still 
accepted by many scholars, obviously because this meaning seems compelling in the 
Hermione fragment. Apparently following Pisani’s analysis, Bork (1990: 174) classies 
exanimus as a sigmatisches VE–Kompositum, Lindner a sigmatisches verbales 
Rektionskompositum. is class of compounds, semantically of the pickpocket type, 
would contain the ‘sigmatic’ variant -sus of the participle suﬃx -tus that is regular aer 
roots in nal dentals. Imposing this analysis does not obviate the above–mentioned 
diﬃculties, since such a class of compounds is purely ctional, as it has only a few half–
way plausible examples, exanimus itself being the most prominent one. is will 
emerge from the discussions below of exipēs (p. 121) and the various compounds in 
versi~, such as versipellis (p. 122f.).  
Whether exanimus can be correctly classied as belonging to a wider sub–class of 
pickpocket compounds displaying past participles of any kind as their rst members 
of course depends on whether such a class can be proven to exist at all. In the following 
pages, I review all putative members of this class and argue that these are too few and 
too unreliable to make such a claim with any certainty. Notably, exanimus would, 
once again, be one of the prominent gures in this context; but above all, we in fact 
only have one certain occurrence of it in the meaning ‘mind–bending’ in Classical 
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Latin, namely in Pacuvius apud Cicero, and secondly, in its other attestation, it seems 
to be a possessive compound. 
Even without considering the wider context, the pickpocket interpretation is thus 
very weakly corroborated; hence the safest analysis of exanimus is the possessive one, 
analyzing the rst member as the past passive participle of ectere. If so, then the active 
(seemingly pickpocket) interpretation is an anomaly that should have been clear to 
every speaker. But how did the anomaly arise?  
It seems clear that the pickpocket interpretation goes back to that one occurrence 
in Pacuvius’ Hermione: ‘persuasive, mind–bending’. A writer like Catullus would, if I 
am right, have known that Pacuvius used this word in an unusual way and would have 
copied the meaning from him. We can only speculate at how Pacuvius arrived at this 
usage. One possibility is a hypallage construction, typical of poetic language: speech, 
love or music are described as being ‘inuenced’, even if this is in fact their eﬀect, not 
their state. e apparently active usage of exanimus would then depend on a ‘factitive’ 
interpretation of this possessive compound. We know that in Vedic, possessive 
compounds with participial rst members could sometimes be interpreted in an active 
sense (see above 2.3.2.2); although there are no other clear instances of this in Latin, we 
may speculate that exanimus was just such a case. Perhaps more likely, Pacuvius 
might have engaged in a bit of word–play that is no longer clear to us because the wider 
context of the fragment is lost. 
2 exi~pēs ‘bent~foot → an epithet of the ivy (bot.24)’. Ovid 43 bce–17? ce; 
Laevius (early rst century bce); Honoratus (fourth–h century ce; Ecl 4.19.2). 
Laevius poet 33.1 and Ovid Metamorphoses 10.99 both use this form about the ivy; 
Miller (1984) translates ‘pliant–footed’, Lindner (1996: 74) ‘“schmiegfüßig”, d.h. mit 
krummen, sich anschmiegenden Ranken’. It is a possessive compound, not surprisingly 
since possessives in ~pēs are plentiful, perhaps close to 90, including anguipēs ‘serpent–
footed’, ammipēs ‘ame–footed’, tardipēs ‘slow–footed’, and ssipēs ‘cloven–footed’, 
the latter a perfect morphological parallel to exipēs. Most compounds in ~pēs are 
poetic and hapaxes.  
                                                             
24 Latin hedera. 
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As noted, exus means ‘bent, curved’; exipēs would thus appear to mean ‘with 
crooked feet’. Alternatively, exi~ might relate to the adjective exibilis ‘exible’ in the 
same way as the rst members of e.g. horrisonus and terriloquus presumably relate to 
the adjectives horribilis and terribilis; see 3.2.2.2 above.25 is would yield the meaning 
‘with exible feet’, referring to the pliable stem of the ivy, which twists and turns in all 
directions. A similar interpretation is relevant for the interpretation of compounds in 
versi~ to be discussed below. 
Bork (1990: 174f.) classies exipēs as “Zusammensetzung aus Partizip Perfekt + 
Substantiv”, but includes it because it is “als sigmatisches VE–Kompositum 
interpretierbar.” Lindner (1996: 74) even suggests: “vom Typ her ist exipēs wohl 
sigmatisches verbales Rektionskompositum.” Because of their potential for 
reinterpretation — in the case of exipēs, the secondary meaning would be ‘foot–
bending’ — words like this would somehow further the development of the 
pickpocket compounds. e idea of such a reinterpretation is, however, 
unsupported. 
3 versi~pellis ‘change–skin → turn–coat; werewolf’. Plautus (–184 bce); Pliny (61–
114 ce); Petronius (bef. 68 ce); Lucilius (–102/1); Augustine (betw. 386 and 429); 
Jerome/Vulgate (c. 347–420); Isidore (560–636), etc. 
e second member is pellis ‘human skin and fell of animals; a person’s general 
appearance’; the rst member has been subject to similar hypotheses as exi~ above. 
us, it has been analyzed as (1) the perfect passive participle of vertere ‘to turn; to 
change’; (2) the present–stem of the frequentative verb versāre ‘to turn oen, keep 
turning, handle, whirl about, turn over’ and (3) the perfect stem of vertere. 
e second member is pellis ‘human skin and fell of animals; a person’s general 
appearance’; the rst member has been subject to similar hypotheses as exi~ above. 
us, it has been analyzed as (1) the perfect passive participle of vertere ‘to turn; to 
change’; (2) the present–stem of the frequentative verb versāre ‘to turn oen, keep 
turning, handle, whirl about, turn over’ and (3) the perfect stem of vertere. 
                                                             
25 e suﬃxes -bilis and -tilis form ‘Verbaladjektiva der passiven Möglichkeit oder 
Wünschbarkeit’ derived from the present stem or the passive participle (M. Leumann 1977: 
348 § 312). Derivation from the participle only became productive by the time of Cicero, 
whence such an analysis could not apply to the rst member of exanimus. 
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Option (1) implies a possessive analysis, options (2) and (3) pickpocket analyses, 
with option (3) being based on the idea of the Greek terpsimbrotos–compounds as 
the analogical source for Latin pickpocket compounds derived from sigmatic 
perfects, which I reject for reasons already given above, under exanimus.  
Option (2) would imply derivation from the stem of the verb versāre, which is 
diﬃcult because we would expect the verbal stem to occur in the unmodied form 
versā~. Moreover, versāre poses semantic diﬃculties.26 us, in Plautus Amph. prol. 
123; Bacch. 657 (vorsipellem), versipellis means ‘someone who will alter his appearance 
whenever he wants; a turn–coat; a renegade’; in Pliny Nat 8.80.8 and Petronius Sat 
62.13.4 ‘a werewolf’. is probably eliminates versāre as the base verb, as versāre pellem 
would seem to mean ‘constantly, i.e. uninterruptedly, changing one’s hide’. 
Werewolves and turncoats change their appearance habitually, but as a telic action; if 
they were in constant ux, no one would of course be deceived. It may be argued that a 
particularly egregious turn–coat might appropriately be described with an iterative 
verb. Nevertheless, we should give heed to Pliny Nat 8.80.5) who employs vertere, not 
versāre, in a discussion of the belief that “hominēs in lupōs vertī”: ‘men may be 
transformed into wolves’. 
Consequently, versipellis ‘werewolf; renegade’ is most likely a possessive compound 
with the passive participle of vertere in the rst member, as suggested by Oniga (1988: 
162 n. 50) and others before him. As will be seen, versi~ in later compounds is 
interpreted as ‘varying~’ etc.; although it cannot be excluded that this was also its 
meaning at the time of Plautus, I would suggest that it occurs here in a more original 
sense, and that the literal meaning of versipellis is ‘whose appearance is transformed; 
who wears his skin inside–out’.27  
4 versipillo: Gloss. II 475, 18 (of uncertain age). 
                                                             
26 is verb is very frequent. A Perseus search resulted in 756 attestations of versō and 1471 of 
vertō. 
27 Puccioni 1944: 41) adduces a Greek parallel: ἀμειψίχρως ‘change~appearance’, in a gloss of 
Hesychius (5th century ce) with the meaning μεταβάλλοντα ‘changing’. I do not think we 
should let ἀμειψίχρως inuence our analysis of versiformis, as there is no evidence as to 
where and when it was in use.  
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e glossary informs us that the word denotes the chamæleon, and gives the 
translation vertipillo, to be discussed below (p. 125). 
In its origin, this form is most probably identical to versipellis ‘werewolf’, but since 
the chamæleon is an animal whose appearance is in constant transformation, versi~ in 
this context clearly means ‘varying’, perhaps ‘many~, multi~’. How this putative, 
secondary meaning of versi~ came about will be explicated in the discussion of the two 
following items: 
5 versi~color; ‘of many, varying colours’: used about feathers and clothes. Ovid; 
Cicero (106–43 bce); Pliny the Elder; Propertius; Fronto; Tertullian (betw. 160–230 ce) 
and others; also versi~colōrius: Iulius Paulus (second–third century ce); versi~colōrus: 
Ambrosius (340- 397); 
6 versi~formis ‘of varying, changing shape’. Tertullian (betw. 160–230 ce). 
e generally accepted meaning ‘varying~; variously’, observed in versiformis, 
versicolor, and versipillo ‘chamæleon’, as opposed to earlier ‘changed, turned around’, 
suggested for versipellis ‘werewolf, renegade’, could have developed in various ways. Al-
though the semantics here come close to those of versāre, a pickpocket interpretation 
is, once again, unlikely. As will emerge below, Latin pickpocket compounds are a 
feature of low–key and jocular language, and to the extent that they are agent–nouns, 
they tend to denote persons. is does not apply to versipillo, versicolor and versiformis, 
which have neutral semantics and, at least as far as the adjectives are concerned, modify 
concreta. 
More likely, versi~ originated as the passive participle of vertere, but underwent a 
semantic shi from ‘turned inside–out’ to ‘folded over, doubled’ and hence ‘varying’ or 
perhaps ‘multi~; many~’. A possible impact may have come from the adjectives 
versābilis/versātilis ‘capable of turning or being turned about; versatile’, derived from 
the present stem of versāre, although we might expect truncated forms of these to have 
the form versā~. I have already pointed to a few other stems, horrisonus, terriloquus 
and possibly exipēs, in which a similar interpretation would make good sense. Such an 
analysis was not possible for versipellis ‘werewolf, renegade’ as adjectives of this type 
are not attested in Old Latin; hence I suggested translating that form by ‘with a 
transformed appearance’, but as illustrated by versipillo, it may of course have been 
reanalyzed on this pattern and served as the model for the compounds in versi~ 
‘multi~; many~’.  
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On the whole, the stems in versi~ are best understood if analyzed as (le–
branching) possessive compounds, the older type displaying the passive participle of 
vertere as its rst member, the more recent one the reduction of the adjectives 
versābilis/versātilis to the bare stem. Semantically, they border on the pickpocket 
compounds, but I see no indications of a strong inuence. 
On the other hand, the glossary’s vertipillo clearly contains the stem of vertere, 
indicating a pickpocket formation ‘which changes appearance’. e telic meaning of vertere is 
no obstacle here, as compound agent–nouns typically denote habitual actions. ere 
are relatively few compounds in versi~ (I deal with all of them here), hence it may be 
suggested that the glossarist was puzzled about the word–formation pattern and chose 
to render versipellis by a pickpocket compound because he was more familiar with 
this word–formation pattern and perhaps already knew similar formations, like 
Verticordia and vertipedium to be discussed on p. 131 and 142. As will be demonstrated 
in chapter 2, pickpocket compounds most likely proliferated in spoken registers of 
Latin already in late Antiquity.  
7 tenti~pellium ‘extended–skin–ium → an implement used for stretching leather 
(?); a shoe last (?); an anti–wrinkle cream (?)’. According to Festus (second c. ce), C 
Artorius Proculus28 and Verrius (ca. 55 BCE–20 CE) found the word in Afranius 
(second c. bce) and Titinius (second c. bce) respectively. Also Gloss. II 196, 54. 
e rst member would appear to be the passive participle of tendō ‘to stretch’, the 
second pellis ‘skin, leather’. e meaning is obscure, as can be seen from Festus 354.28–
34:  
                                                             
28 A grammarian, also mentioned by Quintilian (Institūtiō Ōratōria 9.1.2); lifetime uncertain. 
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Tentipellium Artōrius putat esse calciāmentum ferrātum, quō pellēs 
extenduntur, indeque Afrānium dīxisse in Prōmō: “Prō manibus crēdō habēre 
ego illōs tentipellium.” Titinium autem Verrius existimāre id medicamentum 
esse, quō rūgae extendantur, cum dīcat: “Tentipellium indūcitur, rūgae in ōre 
extenduntur”…  
Artorius thought tentipellium was a shoe–last for stretching skins, and that this 
is why Afranius said in Promus: “I believe they have a tentipellium for hands”.29 
However, Verrius [claims] that Titinius considers it to be a medicament for 
smoothing wrinkles, when he says: “a tentipellium is applied, the wrinkles 
around the mouth are evened out.”30 
is interpretation seems to presuppose that the word displays the semantics of an 
instrument–noun pickpocket compound, although it has the morphology of a 
possessive compound, just like exanimus. Pisani (1934b: 122) suggests that it 
developed by dissimilation from tendi~pellium, based on the present–stem of tendere. 
Others have suggested that tenti~ is a mere scribal error for tendi~; thus Bork (1990: 
203): “Zusammensetzung mit t–Partizipium an erster Stelle, wenn nicht *tendipellium 
zu konjizieren ist, das ein zweifelsfreies VE–Kompositum wäre.”  
Pisani’s proposed dissimilation is of course purely ad hoc, and the idea of a scribal 
error is diﬃcult because tentipellium is attested altogether three times in the above 
passage in Festus and once in Gloss. II 196, 54. We shall have to accept the form 
tentipellium.  
Although the form could be seen as a positive indication that pickpocket 
compounds may display past participles as their rst members, its uncertain meaning 
renders it unreliable, and it seems biased to include it under the pickpocket 
compounds as more than a form of marginal interest. 
8 negāti~nummius ‘denied(?)–money–ius → money–denying’. Apuleius 123–180 ce.  
Apuleius Met 10.21.8 relates a tender kiss that is neither like ‘the money–seeking 
kisses of the prostitutes, nor like the money–withholding(?) kisses of the punters’: 
“bāsiola vel merētricum poscinummia vel adventōrum negātinummia.” 
                                                             
29 = Afranius tog 281. 
30 = Titinius tog 173. 
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Lindner (1996: 122) translates ‘Geld oder Zahlung verweigernd’. e rst member 
seems to be the passive participle of negāre ‘to deny, to withhold’, the second is 
nummus ‘coin, money’. In its sole occurrence, it is juxtaposed to another hapax, 
poscinummius ‘money–demanding’, whose rst member must be the stem of the verb 
poscere ‘to ask for urgently; to beg, demand, request, desire’.  
Whereas poscinummius is easily analyzed as a pickpocket compound (in the 
words of Bork (1990: 187f.) “ein zweifelsfreies VE–Kompositum”), the participial rst 
member of negātinummius seems to indicate a possessive. It translates rather 
awkwardly, though: ‘of denied money’. Moreover, the two members being antonyms 
and presumably coined for the occasion, it is surprising that they do not display 
parallel morphology.  
To solve these problems, some editors have attempted the emendation 
negōti~nummia, derived from the stem of negōtiārī ‘to trade, do business’. But 
negōtiārī is intransitive; I therefore agree with Bork (1990: 233), who, with characteristic 
resolution, regards this emendation as sinnlos. Others have suggested neganti~nummia 
‘money–withholding; money–denying’, displaying the present participle of negāre. is 
solution is unattractive because, as noted by Bork (1990: 233), such a formation would 
be morphologically isolated (present participles do not occur as rst members of Latin 
compounds), and again because the form would not be morphologically parallel to 
poscinummius. 
Bork (1990: 233) eventually accepts the attested negātinummius, classifying it as a 
VE–Kompositum of the same putative type as exanimus and tentipellium. If we 
accepted this analysis, we could speculate that the lacking parallelism to poscinummius 
was due to the fact that the verb poscere does not form a passive participle, and that 
posci~ in fact stands in for the missing participle. However, the semantic interpretation 
of both stems is diﬃcult: if they were possessives, they would translate rather clumsily 
as ‘of demanded money’ and ‘of denied money’, and as noted here, there is little 
evidence for pickpocket compounds displaying passive participles as their rst 
members.  
We may therefore consider the following emendation. e frequentative verb 
negitāre, derived from negāre, means ‘to deny repeatedly; to persist in denying’. A 
rather suitable antonym to poscere ‘to ask for urgently; to beg, demand, request, desire’, 
this verb seems to t the context better than the neutral negāre. Bork (1990: 234) comes 
close to suggesting this solution, remarking with regret that there are no frequentative 
verbs in -ātāre. L&S classify negitāre as ‘very rare’. It is, however, attested by ve 
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diﬀerent authors: Plautus, Cicero, Sallust, Lucretius and Horace. If we may assume that 
negitāre is at the base, we must accept the emendation negitānummius, implying that 
the scribe mistook -itā- for -āti-, perhaps because he was more familiar with negāt-, 
which occurs in such formations as negātor, negātiō and of course the participle 
negātus. is solution is attractive, providing as it does a form that is, on the one hand, 
morphologically parallel to poscinummius, and, on the other, a semantically very 
appropriate antonym to that form. 
Alternatively, we may stick to the attested form and accept that this was, for some 
reason, the best antonym to poscinummius that Apuleius could come up with. In that 
case, a pickpocket interpretation seems excluded.  
3.3.1.1 Summary 
If we were to assume that past passive participles could take on the role of verbal stems 
in pickpocket compounds, then exanimus ‘mind–bending’, versipellis ‘werewolf’, 
tentipellium ‘leather–stretcher(?)’, negātinummius and maybe even poscinummius 
could be interpreted as pickpocket compounds. 
Of these, exanimus is also attested as a possessive compound, meaning ‘moved, 
inuenced’; versipellis is most easily analyzable as a possessive compound; the exact 
meaning of tentipellium is unknown; negātinummius is paralleled by poscinummius 
based on a present stem, and although emendation is always to be approached with 
caution, the likewise stem–based emendation negitānummius should at least be 
considered. 
Other stems with similar morphology are clearly possessives: exipēs ‘pliant–
footed’, versicolor ‘multicoloured’ and versiformis ‘with varying shapes’. ese are later 
formations and possibly inuenced by the adjectives exibilis and versābilis/versātilis.  
e potentially positive candidates for pickpocket compounds with participles as 
rst members are, in my opinion, too few and too obscure to allow for the assumption 
of a productive word–formation pattern. We cannot exclude that their mutual 
similarities are the result of random semantic idiosyncracies, misinterpretations and 
scribal errors. 
Formations like exanimus and tentipellium might be seen to suggest that 
possessive compounds with participial rst members can develop the semantics of 
pickpocket compounds, as is observable in Vedic and Greek. Two hapaxes, however, 
do not make a tendency, and I cannot endorse the view of Bork (1990: 234) who 
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contends that compounds with participial rst members provide ‘eine wichtige Stütze 
für die lateinischen VE–Komposita’, seemingly because some, displaying ‘sigmatic’ 
participles as rst members, would have been reinterpreted as the Latin equivalent of 
the Greek terpsimbrotos type. ere is no evidence that this hypothesis is actually 
valid. 
3.3.2 e rst member is a verbal stem 
Bork (1990: 241–2) adduces altogether 16 examples of this word–formation pattern, 
said to constitute the Kernbestand of VE–Komposita. It seems that by Bork’s own 
standard, mōtācilla should have been included in this group, giving a total of 17; see 
below, p. 133. Two examples, vertipillo and poscinummius, have already been discussed 
above (pp. 125 and 127). 
To this he adds a small handful of relevant formations, including four Greek 
hybrids and the possessive compound nūdipēs to be discussed below (p. 139). ese 22 
items will be discussed in the chronological order of their attestation. 
 
1 Conterebrom(n)ia ‘the name of an imaginary country’. Plautus (–184 bce). 
e meaning of this nonce form has to be extracted from the context:  
Dicam. Quia enim Persās, Paphlagonēs,  
Sinōpēs, Ārabēs, Cārēs, Crētānōs, Syrōs,  
Rhodiam atque Lyciam, Perediam et Perbibēsiam,  
Centauromachiam et Classiam Unomammiam,  
Libyamque ōram omnem (omnem) Conterebromniam,  
dīmidiam partem nātiōnum usque omnium  
subēgit sōlus intra vīgintī diēs.  
Plautus Cur 446 
[...] I’ll tell you;  
why, because within twenty days he singly has subdued 
the Persians, Paphlagonians,  
Sinopians, Arabians, Cretans, Syrians,  
Rhodia and Lycia, Peredia and Perbibesia,  
Centauromachia and Classia Unomammia,  
and all Libya, and all Conterebromia;  
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one half even of all nations 
has he conquered unaided in twenty days.  
Riley 1869: 550 
Riley (1869: 550 fn. 2) interprets Conterebrom(n)ia as the name of an imaginary 
country; other translators take it as an epithet of Libya, mentioned in the same verse. 
Bork (1990: 171: “zweifelsfreies VE–kompositum”) and Lindner (1996) analyze it as a 
pickpocket compound, whose rst member is the present stem of conterere ‘to grind, 
wear down, exhaust, spend, waste, trample on’; the second one would be Bromius, 
another (rare) name for Bacchus. is implies the emended reading ~bromia as 
opposed to ~bromnia, preferred by a majority of editors. L&S translate ‘which Bacchus 
traversed’, implying that the second member is the subject; Nixon (1965) 
‘Grapejusqueezia’. Other imaginary countries mentioned in a preceding verse have 
similar names: Peredia, literally ‘Eat–up–ia’ and Perbibēsia, literally ‘Drink–out–esia’.  
I nd both ‘stumble–Bromius’ and ‘press–Bromius’ to be rather awkward 
semantically and doubt an audience would grasp the alleged puns at all. It is 
furthermore problematic that the rst member has not undergone the reduction to 
**conteri-, which according to what was said in 3.2.2.2 would be expected if indeed it 
was identical with the stem contere~. 
Riley (1869: 550) comments: ““Conterebromia” is a name coined for the occasion, 
signifying “the land of piercing””, presumably implying that the verb conterebrāre ‘to 
pierce or bore through’ is at the base. at verb is attested in late Antiquity only 
(Caelius Aurelius (Tard. 2, 3), a 5th century medical author), but Plautus knows 
terebrāre (Bac 1199; Fr Ast.4.1; Fr Ast.6.1) ‘to bore’ and exterebrāre (Per 237.) ‘to bore 
out’ from which he derives Argentumexterebronides ‘who is skilled in extorting money’ 
(Per 703; cf. id. Capt. 2, 2, 35). Hence, there is nothing unlikely about a Plautine 
derivative from conterebrāre. 
If this is correct, the stem will have undergone elision to conterebr~, leaving a 
second member ~om(n)ia. Riley’s reading, ~omia, does not correspond to any known 
form, and the more well–attested reading appears to be the one with -n-, given in 
brackets here. We may therefore identify the second member as the adjective omnis 
‘all’, extremely frequent as a nonhead of le–branching compounds like omnivolus ‘all–
wanting’. 
Apart from the compound nature of the rst member, con–terebr~, which Plautus 
was later criticized for, conterebr~omn–ia ‘pierce~all–ia’ would be perfectly 
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acceptable from the morphological and phonological perspectives, to the extent that 
Old Latin had pickpocket compounds at all. As a jocular name of a country, it would 
be parallel to Peredia and Perbibesia, but perhaps even more so to Centauromachia 
‘land of centaur battle’, thought to refer to essalia, and Classia Vnomammia ‘land of 
the one–breasted army’, thought to refer to the land of the Amazons. Conterebromnia 
could be a pun on a mythological battle or event. 
Oliver Simkin and Torsten Meißner (p.c.) point out that Conterebromnia could 
allude to Contrebia (Conterbia ~ Conterebia), a fortied town in what is now northern 
Spain. is would presuppose an original reading Cont(e)rebiam omnem. Regular 
elision of the nal syllable of the rst word (Cont(e)rebiam ͡ omnem) would yield a 
suitable metrical structure. Apart from the fact that such a reading would require some 
emendation, we may note that it is not supported by the comments of later 
grammarians who analyzed the word as a compound. It is likely enough though that 
the compound was indeed coined as a pun on Conterbia. 
Conterebromnia is thus a possible instance of an Old Latin pickpocket 
compound. 
 
2 verti~cordia ‘turn–heart–ia → turner of hearts; an epithet of Venus’. Valerius 
Maximus (early rst century ce); Iulius Obsequens (fourth century ce); Maurus 
Servius Honoratus (fourth–h century ce). 
 Valerius Maximus (Factorum 8.15.12) relates that a chaste matron named Sulpicia 
was chosen, in 209 BCE, to consecrate a statue of Venus Verticordia, so that women’s 
minds may be averted from sin and towards chastity: thus Richardson (1980: 59), who 
gives further historical details.31 Although the rst attestation of the stem is thus in the 
early rst century ce, the name most likely dates back to the third century bce. Iulius 
Obsequens (Liber de prodigiis 37) and Ovid (Fasti 4.157–60) furthermore relate the 
construction of a temple for Venus, according to Obsequens in 114 bce. Whereas 
Obsequens explicitly refers to Venus Verticordia, Ovid (Fasti 4.160) does so indirectly, 
explaining that “Inde Venus versō nomina corde tenet”: ‘hence Venus has her name 
from the averted heart’, almost as if the name was in fact Versicordia. e temple was 
constructed aer it had been revealed that three Vestal virgins had committed adultery. 
                                                             
31 Pliny (Nat. 7.126) records the event, though without mentioning the epithet, Verticordia.  
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Finally, Maurus Servius Honoratus (A 1.720.23; A 8.636.4) mentions the name twice in 
his comment on Virgil’s Aeneid. 
As implied in Ovid’s explanation, the rst member is derived from vertere ‘to turn’, 
the second from cor ‘heart’, and the meaning ‘turner’ or ‘averter of hearts’ has been 
accepted at all times. I agree with Bork (1990: 209) that this is a “zweifelsfreies VE–
Kompositum”. Lindner (1996: 205) who shares this view wonders if the compound 
might be formed “nach einem griechischen Muster à la φερέκακος?” e answer to this 
question is probably negative, since the term is in fact thought to translate a Greek 
simplex noun, Ἀποστροφία, derived from (compound) ἀποστρέφειν ‘to turn away’. 
is epithet of Aphrodite is encountered in Pausanias (second century ce).  
 
3 agi~pennis ‘drive [?]~feather–is’: about ducks; Lindner (1996: 12) translates ‘die 
Flügel bewegend’ or ‘ügelschnell’. Varro (116–27 bce). 
Occurring in a fragment of Varro’s Menippean Satires (489), agipennis is only one 
of many emendations for <agi pennis> written in two words; other suggestions are 
aquipennis, acipinnis, acupinnis, agilipennas, vagipennis, quassagipennis, quassati 
pennes (Lindner 1996: 12f.). Each of these displays variants, such as ~pennas; ~pinnis, 
etc.; Lindner (1996: 13) aptly describes the attestation as “eine recht unsichere Stelle, an 
der sich philologische Konjekturalfreude augenfällig demonstriert.” 
e ducks in question are also termed remipēdus ‘rudder–footed’ and buxeirostris 
‘boxwood–snouted’;32 the second member of agipennis being penna ‘feather; wing’, it is 
clear that the word describes some characteristic of ducks’ wings. Lindner’s ‘die Flügel 
bewegend’, implying that the rst member would be the stem of agere ‘to lead, drive, 
conduct, impel, etc.’ and the second its direct object, meets with semantic diﬃculties: a 
Perseus search revealed that penna never occurs as the object of agere. On the contrary: 
Horace (Carm 2.2) has Proculeius carried on the wings of fame: “illum aget […] Fāma 
[…]”.  
e translation ‘ügelschnell’ is also implied in the emendation agilipennis, derived 
from the adjective agilis ‘nimble, agile’. Although this seems like a rather inaccurate 
description of any swimming bird, we could surmise that agipennis is formed along the 
                                                             
32 e word appears as buxeirostris, illogically in the dative plural. Hence, some editors have 
suggested buxeis rostris ‘with box–wood snouts’. 
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same lines as suggested for exipēs and horrisonus above. In that case, the word would 
be a possessive compound ‘with agile wings’ and not relevant here. 
For these reasons I cannot endorse the verdict of Bork (1990: 167): “Wahrscheinlich 
ein VE–Kompositum”. 
 
4 philo~graecus ‘love–greek → graecophile’. Varro (116–27 bce). 
is Grecist pickpocket compound coined by Varro (R 3.10.1) is formed on the 
model of Greek compounds of the philoptolemos type (see p. 80). 
 
5 mōtā~cilla ‘wagtail (orn.)’. Varro; Pliny (23–79 CE; Nat. 5.76.4); Flavius Caper 
(second century). 
Varro (L 5.76) notes that the mōtācilla is so–called “quod semper movet caudam”: 
“because it constantly moves its tail”. Niedermann (1897: 64f.) identies the rst 
member as the stem of the frequentative verb mōtāre, ‘to keep moving, move about’, 
and the second as cūlus ‘arse, anus’. is refers to the characteristic, swi movements of 
the bird, involving its entire hind quarters, not just its tail. 
 Approving of this analysis, and supporting himself on a similar proposition by 
André (1956: 109), Bork (1990: 182f.) posits a pre–form *mōtā~cūla, literally ‘shake~ 
arse–a’.33 By an exceptional form of quantitative metathesis, sometimes referred to as 
the littera rule, the nucleus vowel of ~cūla would have been shortened and the 
following consonant lengthened, yielding ~culla. From this, says Bork, it is a short way 
to -cilla, the diminutive suﬃx; and he concludes that mōtācilla is a ‘zweifelsfreies VE–
Kompositum’. 
is analysis is unfortunately not ‘problemlos’, as Bork (1990: 232) would have it: 
the so–called littera rule, which is invoked to produce *~culla from *~cūla, has only 
very few examples and appears to have operated very sporadically.34 Hence, the pre–
form *~culla remains a postulate, as does the ‘short step’ from *~culla to ~cilla.  
Medieval scholars have consistently rendered this word by pickpocket 
compounds like Eng. wagtail, HG Wippsterz, Fr. battequeue, etc: this will be amply 
                                                             
33 TLL suggests “*mūta–cūla”, since the form is oen written muta~.  
34 See Meiser (1998 and 1998: 77), who suggests that the rule operated only at certain sociolectic 
levels and was never standardized. 
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demonstrated in the following chapters. Nevertheless, this does not necessarily reect 
any etymological insight on the part of the translators, for the simplex (jynx) torquilla 
(orn.), derived from torquere ‘to twist’, is rendered by pickpocket compounds with 
the same consistency: Eng. wryneck, Sp. torcecuello, etc. Niedermann’s analysis is 
therefore not compelling. 
Since positing a compositional boundary aer mōt~, as in mōt~acilla, would result 
in a meaningless second member, *~acilla, we should consider analyzing mōtācilla as a 
simplex. e suﬃx -cillus, -a, -um can be eliminated as it does not combine with verbal 
stems. A form mōtāc–illa, on the other hand, could be a regular diminutive of an 
unattested deverbal noun *mōtāx or *mōtācius, -a, -um. Adjectives of that structure 
designate individuals with an inclination to carry out the verbal act denoted by the base 
verb. Some are used about animals: mordāx ‘biting’ about dogs, horses and donkeys; 
loquāx ‘talkative’ about frogs; rapāx ‘given to seizing, a predator’ about wolves. e 
underlying verb is mostly denominative, so that it is diﬃcult to decide whether the 
formation in -āx is denominal or deverbal. In the case of alleged *mōtāx or *mōtācius, 
the derivational base would be the verb mōtāre. A feminine diminutive mōtācilla seems 
regular: compare morācillum, presumably a diminutive of morācius ‘hard’; both words 
are used about nuts (in Titin. ap. Paul. ex Fest. p. 139 Müll.). In a language with a 
limited inclination toward nominal composition, this seems like a suitable designation 
of a bird whose hind quarters are in constant action. 
To sum up, mōtācilla has the appearance of a simplex derivative, rather than of a 
compound, even if the base, *mōtāx or *mōtācius, is not attested. 
 
6 fulci~pedia ‘?’ Petronius (bef. 68 ce). 
In Satyricon 75.5, Trimalchio uses this word as a term of abuse referring to his wife 
Fortunata. e general assumption, supported by Bork (1990: 176f.)35 and Lindner 
(1996: 79; 2005a: 377) and implicit in the treatment of Oniga (1988: 162), is that the rst 
member derives from fulcīre ‘to prop’, the second from pēs ‘foot’, and that the word 
designates an arrogant or ‘high–stepping’ person who, literally or guratively, props up 
his or her feet to seem taller or more imposing. Scarsi (1996: 107) suggests: ‘forse 
equivalente a qui fulcit pedes ‘che puntella i piedi’; Lindner (2005: 377) points to 
                                                             
35 With a meticulous, historical survey of the varying opinions. 
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German auf hohem Fuß lebend. Another assumption is that the stem designates a 
drunken person who is unable to walk straight. Ruden (2000: 58) translates ‘a bitch 
who spent her life with her legs in the air’, without commentary, but this free 
translation presumably indicates that the word is as enigmatic to her as it has been to 
previous translators and editors. 
None of the above–mentioned interpretations nds support in Latin literature. 
Searches in PHI 5.3 and LLT–A reveal as unfounded the claim made by various authors 
(see Bork 1990: 176): that “den Fuß durch Unterlage höher machen heißt fulcire 
pedem”: fulmenta is twice attested in the meaning ‘heel of a shoe’ (Lucil. ap. Non. 206, 
26; Plaut. Trin. 3, 2, 94.), but fulcīre pedem does not occur as a set phrase. It is likewise 
hypothetical that such a phrase would refer to someone, like a drunken person, trying 
not to stumble. Since fulcīre and pēs do not combine to give any sensible meaning, I do 
not share the view of Bork (1990: 178), who lists fulcipedia as a “zweifelsfreies VE–
Kompositum”.  
Walsh (1999: 64) translates “my lady in the high heels”, probably implying a 
possessive compound. As noted above, pēs occurs frequently in possessives. is could 
imply that fulci~ is the compositional variant of fulmenta ‘heel’ or fulcīmentum 
‘support’: the compound would mean, literally ‘whose feet have heels/support’. 
However, there is no allusion to Fortunata wearing heels, and we do not know of any 
gurative meaning of ‘wearing heels’.  
Allowing for emendation, two plausible candidates present themselves, both 
entirely regular possessive compounds: fulgipedia and falcipedia. Unfortunately, 
neither is classical but both are attested in Botanical Latin. 
First, fulgi~pedia ‘flash~foot–ia → with ashing feet’ designates a specic spider. 
Its second member is a compositional variant of the adjective fulgidus ‘ashing’. is 
form would suit the context, in so far as Fortunata in fact reveals quite spectacular 
footwear: periscelidēs tortae phaecasiaeque inaurātae ‘twisted anklets and gilded shoes’ 
(Sat 66). 
Secondly, falci~pedia ‘scythe~foot–ia → crook–footed’ designates a y of the 
diptera order: the Rhamphomyia falcipedia. Its rst member is falx ‘scythe’, from which 
falcō m. ‘crook–footed; falcon’ also derives. Compare Greek ἅρπη, which means both 
‘scythe’ and ‘bird of prey’. In Homeric Greek, too, various birds of prey are designated 
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as ‘crook–footed’: γαμψ~ώνυξ; ἀγκυλό~πους. e emendation goes back to Buecheler 
(1904)36 and seems to be accepted by Correa (1997: 64), who translates gavilán 
‘sparrow–hawk’. 
It may be noted that with the exception of the name of the goddess Iūnō, animate 
nouns in -ō, -ōnis are masculine: falcipedia may therefore serve as a suitable 
Motionsfemininum of falcō ‘crook–footed; falcon’. 
is reading nds support in the context, too: during their fall–out, Fortunata calls 
Trimalchio a dog; and he in turn compares her to a frog and in the relevant passage 
threatens to show his teeth, and, notably, addresses her with milva, ‘she–kite’:  
Ita tibi vidētur, f[a]lcipedia? Suādeō, bonum tuum concoquas, milva, et me nōn 
faciās ringentem, amāsiuncula  
Petronius 75.5 
Is that what you think, crook–foot? I suggest you consider your own good, you 
kite, and do not make me show my teeth, sweetheart! 
To conclude, the manuscript’s fulcipedia displays the morphology of a putative 
pickpocket compound, but semantically, this formation is diﬃcult to make any sense 
of; and it could possibly be interpreted as a possessive as well. e proposed 
emendations seem more suited for the context and display more regular, possessive, 
morphology, but there is of course no way to ascertain that either of these represents a 
more correct reading.  
 
7 laudi~cēnus (or ~cenus) ‘someone who has been bribed to cheer in court’. Pliny (61–
114 ce). 
Pliny (Epistulae 2.14.4–6) describes with disgust the scenes in a court of justice 
where the audience is being bribed to applaud one party or the other:  
in mediā basilicā tam palam sportulae quam in trīclīniō dantur […]Inde iam nōn 
inurbāne σοφοκλεῖς [ἀπὸ τοῦ σοφῶς καὶ καλεῖσθαι], īsdem Latīnum nōmen 
impositum est Laudicēnī […] 
                                                             
36 See Bork 1990: 177. 
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Right there in the basilica, sportulae are being handed out just like in the dining–
hall […] Like the rather tting term ‘sophocleses’ [from σοφῶς and καλεῖσθαι], 
the Latin term ‘Laudicēnī’ has been given to them […]  
Let us rst consider the Greek term σοφοκλεῖς, surely a pun on the name of the famous 
dramatist (perhaps because the audience was paid to create a drama?). According to 
the inserted gloss, the rst member would be σοφῶς ‘good, well; also a term of 
applause: bravo’ and καλεῖσθαι ‘to name, summon’. Guillemin (1927) accordingly 
translates ‘crieurs de bravos’. is explanation of the pun is not certain: ‘cry’ is not one 
of the meanings of καλεῖσθαι; hence, the base verb is better identied as the 
morphologically more appropriate κλαίω ‘to howl; lament’.  
To create a parallel to the proposed ‘crieurs de bravos’, Guillemin (1927) interprets 
laudicēnī as a le–branching agentive compound: the rst member would be laus 
‘praise’, the second a derivative of cēnāre ‘to dine’: ‘des mangeurs de bravos’. 
Nevertheless the form would also be interpretable as a pickpocket compound: 
“laudiceni… rappelle à la fois laudare et cena et on l’interprétait: celui qui applaudit 
pour un diner, allusion aux mœrs des parasites.” Such an interpretation is also 
suggested by TLL. Dunlap (1919: 86), however, protests that this combination would 
have to mean ‘dinner–praiser’, not ‘praising for the sake of receiving dinner’; Tischler 
(1979: 863) accordingly translates ‘Mahlzeitlober’. 
e pickpocket interpretation is also accepted by Oniga (1988: 162), Bork (1990: 
179f.: “zweifelsfreies VE–Kompositum”)37 and Lindner (1996: 97). However, as also 
pointed out by Dunlap (1919: 86), this meaning does not t the context very well. Even 
though Pliny is reminded of a dinner–scene in the triclinium, it is not clear that food is 
being exchanged at all. According to the OLD, the sportula was, originally, a daily 
allocation of food, given by patrons to their clients, but in practice usually replaced by a 
sum of money: hence, the secondary meaning ‘a dole of food or money (in general).’ 
Pliny continues the citation above by saying that “Here duo nōmenclātōres meī […] 
ternīs dēnāriīs ad laudandum trahēbantur”: ‘Yesterday two of my nomenclatures were 
made away with by three dinars for praising’, thus warranting that the audience was 
reimbursed with money, not dinners. In other words, the identication of the second 
member as a derivative of cēna is not certain. 
                                                             
37  Bork (ibidem) referes to more supporters of this and alternative suggestions. 
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Accepting that that the word is a pun on Laodicēnus ‘of or belonging to Laodicea’, 
Dunlap (1919: 86) suggests that “the common people, with their fondness for 
etymologizing, understood this word — perhaps seriously, perhaps humorously, as a 
compound of laus and dico, *Laudi–dic–eni […] reduced by haplology to Laudiceni”. It 
is, however, diﬃcult to agree, that “the suﬃx, of geographical signicance, would 
present no diﬃculty”.  
An attractive solution has been pointed out to me by Oliver Simkin (p.c.), who 
suggests that the formation was reinterpreted as a le–branching compound agent–
noun derived from canō ‘to sing, celebrate in song’. e phrase canere laudēs, attested 
by Seneca the Younger (HerF 829; HerO 1698), Valerius Flaccus (Arg 1.105) and 
Pomponius Porphyrio (Carm 3.25.pr.4) means ‘to sing someone’s praise’: accordingly, 
laudicĕnī (with short -e- resulting from weakening of short -a- in an internal syllable) 
would be ‘singers of praise’, providing a perfect parallel to the alleged ‘bravo–criers’ 
contained in σοφοκλεῖς. Well–known parallels are tībīcen ‘a ute–player’ and dicen ‘a 
lute–payer’, the only diﬀerence being that the latter are of the third declension, 
Laudicenī obviously of the second. We could speculate that this was due to inuence 
from the second–declension adjective Laodicēnus; but perhaps the latter is best le out 
here, since it in fact has a long -ē- in the penultimate syllable. 
We may never be able to ascertain exactly what laudiceni refers to; but it seems safe 
to conclude that the pickpocket interpretation is in fact the least attractive of the 
analyses at hand. 
 
8 proper~oc[ius] ‘?’. Appears on the so–called Lex Tappula (ILS 8761), a bronze plate 
probably dating from the rst or second century ce. 
e fragmented text, a mock law, contains what is thought to be a list of jocular 
names of the members of a drinking–society, all in the genitive: <M.MULTIVORI> ‘M. 
Much~eat’; <P. PROPEROC[...>; <...]RONIS>. e latter has been interpreted as a 
derivative, Merō,–ōnis, of merus ‘undiluted wine’: Merō would be a wine–drinker. e 
correctness of that proposal, which is based on one preserved consonant, <R>, of the 
putative derivational base, is of course hypothetical in the extreme. <P. PROPEROC[…> 
has been analyzed in various ways: Bork (1990: 190f.) and following him Lindner (1996: 
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147) accept that this is the genitive (*properōcii38) of a stem *-proper~ōcius. e rst 
member would derive from properāre ‘to hurry’, the second from ōcius ‘faster’. 
e meaning of such a formation is hard to graSp. Bork quotes various suggestions: 
‘Eilebald; Schnelläufer’. None of these renders correctly the comparative, ōcius, 
supposedly contained in the second member. Another suggestion quoted by Bork is 
that of Steinhauser (1964: 5). He suggests the literal meaning ‘eile schneller!’ or ‘ich eile 
schneller’, implying that the word is a sentence–name. Apparently not distinguishing 
between sentence–names and compounds, Steinhauser would see a parallel to 
Properocius in the compound exercipēs, to be treated on p. 146. Bork quotes the 
discussion without commenting on this problem. Given the fragmented attestation, the 
uncertain context, the semantic diﬃculties and the unusual word–formation pattern, I 
cannot endorse the verdict of Bork (1990: 192): “wahrscheinlich ein VE–Kompositum 
(mit Adverb als zweitem Bestandteil)” and therefore leave this word out of 
consideration.  
 
9 nūdi~pēs ‘bare–foot → bare–footed’. Tertullian (ca. 160–230 ce). 
is word is a possessive compound. e rst member is nūdus ‘naked, bare’, the 
second pēs ‘foot’, which occurs as the head element of a large number of possessives in 
Latin (see. p. 121). e word occurs once, in Dē palliō, which is Tertullian’s ironic 
defence of the right to wear the Greek–style pallium, as opposed to the Roman toga. In 
De Pallio 5.239, footwear is at issue:  
Quem enim nōn expediat in algōre et ardōre rigēre nūdipedem quam in calceō 
vincipedem? 
For who would not benet more from freezing barefooted [ → foot–baring?] in 
frost and heat than bound[?]–footed in a shoe? 
Although clearly a possessive compound, nūdipēs is included in the present discussion 
because it functions as an antonym to what could be a pickpocket compound: 
                                                             
38 Bork (1990: 190) proposes <properoci>: “Properoc, das sich leicht um ein i zu einem Genetiv 
von Properocius vervollständigen läßt.” 
39  In Oehler 1854. 
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vincipēs, the meaning of which is debated; it has been speculated that the two stems 
inuenced each other mutually. Some (e.g. Skutsch (1888: 21); Lindsay (1894: 361); M. 
Leumann (1977: 396)) claim that Tertullian jokingly implied that nūdipēs could mean 
‘baring one’s feet’, deriving nūdi~ from nūdāre ‘to bare’, and that he coined vincipēs, 
presumably a pickpocket compound meaning ‘foot–fettering’, on its analogy. e 
latter would display the stem of vincīre ‘to fetter, bind’ as its rst member. Bork (1990: 
211; 236) in turn notes that it is the presence of pickpocket compounds like vincipēs 
that made possible such a reanalysis of nūdipēs. 
Bork (1990: 211) concludes that of these ‘zwei zweifelsfreie Beispiele’ of VE–
Komposita, nūdipēs is ‘ein Kompositum… mit verbal umgedeutetem adjektivischen 
ersten Bestandteil.’ I nd the correctness of this hypothesis doubtful, for reasons to be 
explicated in the following. 
 
10 vinci~pēs ‘bind~foot → ?’ Tertullian (ca. 160–230 ce). 
is form results from emendation of Dē Palliō 5.2; other readings are: hunc pedem, 
uncipedem and unguipedem (Lindner 1996: 206). L&S accepts uncipēs ‘having feet bent 
in, crook–footed’, implying that the rst member is uncus ‘a hook or barb’.  
e rst member of vincipēs would be the stem of the verb vincīre ‘to bind, to bind 
or wind about; to fetter, tie, fasten; to surround, encircle, etc.’.40 Bork (1990: 211) sees 
this as one of “zwei zweifelsfreie Beispiele” of VE–komposita: “ein Kompositum mit 
verbalem […] ersten Bestandteil”. 
Given that there is considerable uncertainty about the correct reading, this analysis 
is not compelling. Several commentators have pointed out that the word seems to 
mean ‘with restrained feet’ (Bork 1990: 210f.): that is, it has the meaning of a possessive 
compound whose rst member is a past passive participle. is meaning is indeed 
more suited for the context than ‘foot–binding’: Tertullian is debating the advantages 
of walking with or without shoes, not of taking oﬀ one’s shoes as opposed to putting 
them on, as would be the case if one rendered the two compounds in question as ‘foot–
baring’ and ‘foot–restraining’. Since nūdipēs is readily analyzable as a possessive 
compound, vinctipēs ‘with bound feet’ would oﬀer a good semantic and morphological 
                                                             
40 For variations of this analysis, see the references in Bork 1990: 210f. 
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parallel, and it would render superuous speculations to the eﬀect that Tertullian 
reinterpreted nūdipēs as a pickpocket formation. 
I would therefore recommend leaving both nūdipēs and vinc[t]ipēs out of 
consideration. 
 
11 sēmini~verbius ‘disseminate~word–ius → a collector and retailer of gossip(?)’. 
Jerome (c. 347–420). 
e evangelist Luke (act. 17.18) relates that St Paul caught the attention of 
philosophers at Athens as he was disputing the worship of idols. In the Greek original, 
we read that “καί τινες ἔλεγον· τί ἂν θέλοι ὁ σπερμολόγος οὗτος λέγειν;”; Jerome 
translates: “quidam dīcēbant: quid vult sēminiverbius hīc dīcere?” — “some asked: 
what does this sēminiverbius want to say?” 
Greek σπερμολόγος ‘seed~collect–os → seed–picker (about birds)’ is a le–
branching agentive compound that developed the gurative meaning ‘collector (and 
retailer) of gossip’. Luke (act. 17.18) notes that people at Athens did nothing all day but 
collect (λέγειν) and report news; perhaps σπερμολόγος was applied in general to those 
devoting their time to this. 
is term, with its gurative meaning, may not have been easy to translate or calque 
into Latin, since ‘seed–picker’ is not an evident metaphor for someone who talks idly, 
and seems unsuited to designate Paul in the act of propagating his religious beliefs. 
Hence, it is understandable that Jerome did not choose a direct translation of the term, 
in particular why his Latin rendition does not designate a ‘collector’ of anything: λόγος, 
in the Greek original an agent–noun ‘collector’, is rendered by verbius, derived from 
verbum ‘talk, word’. Assuming that the original meaning, ‘seed–collector’, was clear to 
Jerome, it may be surmised that he purposefully reinterpreted the second member as 
the abstract–noun λόγος ‘language, speech, word, etc.’.  
As far as the rst member is concerned, a widely accepted analysis (thus e.g. Bork 
1990: 195, Bader 1962: 398 and Forcellini 1858–87) sees in sēmini~ the verb sēmināre ‘to 
sow’ and subjects sēminiverbius to a pickpocket analysis; the meaning would be ‘a 
disseminator of words’: thus Gloss. III, 503, 69: sēminātor verbōrum. Presumably, 
though, the stem of sēmināre as a rst member would appear in the unmodied form 
sēminā~. 
It may furthermore be noted that if Jerome really intended this type of formation, 
he must have been well aware that it was not a correct rendition of the Greek original, 
the rst member of which can hardly be interpreted as a verbal stem. e base verb in 
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question would be σπερμαίνω ‘sow with seeds’. Whereas it is not clear that this verb 
could have a compositional variant σπερμο~, such a form is attested as the 
compositional variant of σπέρμα ‘seed’ in a handful of forms, such as σπερμοφόρος 
(Id.CP 1.21.1, AP6.104) or σπερμογόνος (Sch.Lyc.352), both ‘bearing seed’. 
Hence, we may turn to an alternative analysis, rst suggested by Skutsch (1888: 20): 
that sēmini~ represents the noun sēmen ‘seed’ and translates σπερμο~ ‘seed~’; given 
that verbius renders, incorrectly, ~λόγος as ‘talk, speech, word’, sēminiverbius would 
translate as a possessive compound ‘seed~talk → whose talk is like seeds’, perhaps 
implying someone whose words fall fast and in all directions. is interpretation seems 
to me to provide a satisfying answer to the question raised by a sceptical Bork (1990: 
198): “welchen Sinn gäbe das Merkmal “Samenwörter”, eine Personenbezeichnung 
“Samenwörter habend”?” 
e verdict of Bork (1990: 197): “M.E. ein zweifelsfreies VE–Kompositum”, also 
shared by Lindner (1996: 170), thus seems unfounded, given that the word may well be 
a possessive compound, providing as perfect a calque on σπερμολόγος as was possible 
given the diﬃcult, metaphorical use of the latter.  
 
12 verti~pedium ‘turn~foot–ium: a name for the verbēna oﬃcinālis or verbena 
(bot.)’. Pseudo–Apuleius (probably fourth century ce). 
e word is listed in the Pseudo–Apuleian Herbarium (3.51; see Howald & Siegerist 
1927: 13–225), among altogether 21 designations of the same plant, presumably verbēna 
oﬃcinālis. We are told that some call it licinia, others lustrāgō, others columbīna, others 
berbīna etc.; and some call it vertipedium (or vertipedius: the stem is given in the 
accusative). 
Bork (1990: 209f.) accepts the translation of André (1956: 328): ‘qui fait tourner le 
pied’. André suggests that the name refers to the plant’s employment in diﬃcult child–
births, where it would serve to reverse an incorrect (e.g. foot- or breech–) presentation 
of the baby in the uterus. He supports that etymology by a reference to Pliny (Nat. 
26.160) who claims, among many other things, that “Rādix verbēnācae pōta ex aquā ad 
omnia in partū aut ex partū mala praestantissima est”: “the root of the verbenaca, 
drunk with water, is highly eﬃcient against all complications occurring during or aer 
childbirth.” 
According to the Herbarium (p. 29f.), the herb is useful against ulcers, parotids, 
sores, liver–pain, kidney–stones, headache, the bites of snakes, spiders, rabid dogs and 
jaundice. is must mean that it is perceived as having healing and anti–toxic 
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properties. It is a mere guess that these properties would have been of help in making a 
fetus turn.  
It is clear, however, that the rst member of vertipedium can hardly be anything else 
than the stem of vertere ‘to turn’, which we have already seen in vertipillo (p. 125) and 
verticordia (p. 131). eoretically the name could refer to a characteristic way in which 
the plant turns its stem or root, but I have found no evidence of such a characteristic. 
Anyhow, if this is indeed a pickpocket compound, then we should read vertipedium 
with the linking vowel -i-: <e> and <i> are oen confused in medieval manuscripts. Al-
though I am less condent than Bork (1990: 210) that this is a “Zweifelsfreies VE–
Kompositum”, I would tend to agree. Lindner (1996: 205) fails to give a verdict. 
 
13 thelo~dīves ‘aﬀecting, feigning wealth’; thelo~humilis ‘feigning humility’; 
thelo~sapiēns ‘feigning knowledge’. Augustine (betw. 386–429).  
ese stems should not have been included in Bork’s list of Latin VE–Komposita, as 
they display all the properties of endocentric, determinative adjectives. ey are 
attested in the following passage from Augustine Epist. 149.2741:  
Sic enim et vulgō dīcitur qui divītem aﬀectat, thelodīves, et qui sapientem, 
thelosapiēns, et caeterea huiusmodī: ergo et hic thelohumilis, quod plēnius 
dīcitur thelōn humilis, id est, volēns humilis, aﬀectāns humilitātem; quod 
intellegitur, volēns viderī humilis, aﬀectāns humilitātem. 
us, in popular speech, a person who feigns prosperity is called a thelodives, 
someone who feigns wisdom, thelosapiens, and so forth. Hence, here we shall call 
someone thelohumilis, in full thelon humilis, that is, ‘willfully humble’; 
‘pretending humility’, by which we understand ‘wanting to seem humble’; 
‘feigning humility.’ 
e second members, indeed the heads, of these compounds are the adjectives sapiēns 
‘wise’, humilis ‘humble’ and dīves ‘rich’. eir rst members reect Gr. ἐθελο~ 
‘voluntar(il)y, willing(ly), purposeful(ly)’, occurring in numerous compound adjectives 
and abstract–nouns, such as 
                                                             
41 http: //www.sant–agostino.it/latino/lettere. 
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ἐθελό~κακος  ‘wilfully cowardly’ 
ἐθελό~κωφος ‘pretended deaf’ 
ἐθελο~δουλεία ‘voluntary slavery’ 
As can be seen these are endocentric determinatives, deriving their grammatical 
properties from their second member: ἐθελόκακος and ἐθελόκωφος derive their 
adjectival status from κακός ‘bad’ and κωφός ‘deaf’, and ἐθελοδουλεία denotes a kind 
of slavery, δουλεία. e verb ἐθέλω ‘to be willing; wish to (with innitive)’ is generally 
intransitive and would not be suited for compounds of the pickpocket type. 
Augustine rightly relates ἐθελο~ to the present participle, (ἐ)θελών ‘willingly, gladly’, 
even if, strictly speaking, it cannot represent a stemform of the participle (we expect 
(ἐ)θελοντ-). As is typical of nominal and adjectival stems in Greek, ἐθελο~ displays the 
stem vowel -ο-, not -ε-, as is the rule for verbal stems (thus ἐχέπωλος). at rule does 
have its exceptions, since some verbal stems may, secondarily, display -o- in 
composition (thus φιλόσοφος). However, according to what has just been said, it is 
impossible to interpret ἐθελο~ as a verbal stem, nor is that implied in Augustine’s 
attempt at a direct translation into volēns humilis ‘willing(ly) humble’. 
e Latin terms do not diﬀer from the Greek originals in any relevant respect; a 
more precise translation would thus be ‘pretended rich’; ‘pretended humble’; 
‘pretended wise’, and we can leave them out of consideration here. 
 
14 pet~(h)ērēdium, ‘claim–heritage → the claiming of heritage’. Eutyches apud 
Cassiodorus (490–585 ce); Albinus/Alcuin of York (732–804 ce). 
Cassiodorus in Dē Orthographiā cites the late antique grammarian Eutyches for 
pethērēdium. Also found in the Orthographia of Alcuin of York (732–804 ce), it is the 
only action–noun in the collection. e rst member is the stem of petere ‘to claim’; the 
second is hērēdium ‘a hereditary estate’. To verify the interpretation of the stem, 
Lindner (1996: 140) rightly points to the morphologically and semantically related le–
branching compound agent–noun heredi~peta ‘heritage–hunter.’ I would accept the 
conclusion of Bork (1990: 187), also endorsed by Lindner (1996: 140): “zweifelsfreies 
VE–kompositum”, and implicit in the treatment of Oniga (1988: 162). 
 
15 vince~lūna. Indiculus superstitiōnum et pāgāniōrum (743 ce), appearing in the 
Karlomanni principis capitulare Liptinense (MGH 3, 1: 16–19). 
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e bit of text in which vincelūna is attested is contained in the presumed table of 
contents of a lost treatise on pagan superstition. e text runs: “Dē lūnae dēfectiōne 
quod dīcunt vincelūna” — “About the lunar eclipse which they call vincelūna”.  
Two interpretations are on oﬀer. Grimm (1875–1878), and following him Du Cange 
(1954), analysed the stem as an imperative clause. Authors of the Early Middle Ages 
have described pagan customs relating to lunar eclipses, which consisted in making 
noises and clamours to scare away what they saw as an evil force devouring the moon 
(references in Du Cange 1954 and DW: 588–589). Grimm claims that the word 
originated as a cry of encouragement: “vince, lūna!” — “be victorious, moon!”: “Daher 
eifert Eligius (Abergl. A): nullus, si quando luna obscuratur, vociferare praesumat, 
dieses geschrei ‘vince luna’... ! meint der indicul. pagianar. cap. 21 de lunae defectione” 
(DW: 588–589). is idea, however, nds no support in the context or elsewhere. 
 e Indiculus was “geared specically to the conversion of the Saxons” (Green 1998: 
27). It seems somewhat unlikely that the pagan Saxons would address the Moon in 
Latin, and hence, any interpretation of the word should consider the fact that it is not 
known if vincelūna translates a Saxon term,42 if the author of the Indiculus transferred 
an existing Latin term, vincelūna, to the Saxon custom or if he himself made up the 
word ad hoc. In other words, much would be clearer if we knew who exactly called the 
phenomenon vincelūna. 
From an early time, the formation has furthermore been categorised as an action–
noun meaning ‘conquest of the moon’; thus omas (1915–17) and, following him Stolz 
& Schmalz (1910) and Meyer–Lübke (1920). At the time, vincelūna was considered the 
rst Romance attestation of an ‘imperative compound’. Bork (1990: 214) likewise 
analyzes it as “ein Abstraktum”, and concludes: “M.E. ein eindeutiges VE–
Kompositum”. is would presuppose that the correct form is vinciluna, which is not 
unlikely at all, given the vacillation between <e> and <i> in medieval manuscripts. 
It is true that this stem displays the morphology of a pickpocket–compound; 
however, its unclear meaning makes it of little value. 
 
                                                             
42 Similarly, the place–name Tenēgaudia, celebrated as an early ‘imperative compound’, 
translates a French term. 
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16 exerci~pēs ‘exercise–foot → a fast runner; a sprinter’ (Gloss. II 63, 52: 
ταχυδρόμοϚ. δρομεὺϚ καὶ κoύρσωρ). 
e age of this gloss is debated; see Bork 1990: 174. e rst member is clearly the 
stem of exercēre ‘to exercise’. I agree with Bork (1990: 174) that the word is a “Sicheres 
[...] VE–Kompositum”. e same position is implicit in the treatments of Lindner 
(1996: 69) and Oniga (1988: 162). 
 
17 imbi~corium ‘wet~skin → a dye for wool and leather’ (Gloss. III, 582, 22). 
Bork (1990: 178) accepts an analysis identifying the rst member as the stem of the 
verb imbuere ‘to wet’ and the second as corium ‘skin, leather’. is analysis is combined 
with one diﬃculty: we would expect the compositional variant of the verb to have the 
form imbui~ not imbi~. us, I can only agree hesitantly with the conclusion of Bork 
(1990: 178) that this instrument–noun is a “zweifelsfreies VE–Kompositum.” 
 
18 Libra~auru: a name, found on an imperfectly preserved inscription in Bologna 
(ILCV: 4006 A): “Libraauru qui/bixit annus X/mese [...] “ — “Libraauru who lived43 10 
year(s) [...] month(s) [...]” e inscription is of uncertain age. 
Bork (1990: 181f.) pronounces the verdict “Höchstwahrscheinlich VE–
Kompositum”, presumably identifying the rst member as the stem of lībrāre ‘to 
weigh’ and the second as aurum ‘gold’: the name would mean ‘who weighs gold’. 
eoretically, the rst member might also be identied as lībra ‘pound’ in which case 
the name might mean ‘a pound of gold’ vel sim. Given the semantic and morphological 
diﬃculties combined with a late attestation in a fragmented context, I should prefer to 
leave this word out of the discussion. 
3.3.2.1 Summary 
e ndings of the above survey of Latin pickpocket compounds may be 
summarized as follows. I have discarded 15 of 25 examples for the following reasons: 
agipennis, properocius, vincipēs and Libraauru are, for one, based on emendations, for 
another, semantically obscure; mōtacilla, although morphologically uncertain, would 
                                                             
43 e form bixit stands for Classical vixit. Such spellings are attested in manuscripts and 
inscriptions already in Antiquity (Stotz 1996: 257, § 215.6). 
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appear to be a suﬃxal formation rather than a compound; the correct meaning of 
fulcipedia cannot be ascertained, but it could be a possessive compound, if not a scribal 
error for falcipedia or fulgipedia, both possessives; nūdipēs and vinc[t]ipēs, if 
emendation can be accepted, were found to be possessives, and such an analysis seems 
compelling for sēminiverbius as well; it was argued that laudicenus is most probably a 
le–branching compound agent–noun; thelodīves, thelohumilis and thelosapiēns were 
shown to be le–branching adjectives; and nally, Vincemalus/Vincomalus seem to be 
part sentence–name, part compound. 
e remaining eleven stems could with varying degrees of certainty be analyzed as 
pickpocket compounds. I shall review here their chronological distribution. 
e following instances are from the early republican/Old Latin period: 
1  Conterebromnia, the jocular name of an imaginary country. Plautus (–184 bce); 
semantically obscure. 
2  Verticordia, an epithet of Venus. First attested in Valerius Maximus (early rst 
century ce), but possibly dating back to the third century. 
From the Late Republican period, we nd one formation only: 
3  philograecus ‘graecophile’. Varro (116–27 bce). Being a Greek calque, this stem 
in itself does not testify that the word–formation pattern had any productivity in 
Latin itself. 
Two formations date back to the time of the high Empire: 
4  poscinummius ‘money–demanding’. Apuleius (123–180 ce). 
5  negitānummius ‘money–denying’. Apuleius (123–180 ce). 
e latter being based on an emendation, these two formations, together with 
Verticordia, are probably the most secure and unambiguous examples dating back to 
classical Antiquity.  
Formations from late Antiquity/the early Middle Ages are: 
6  vertipedium ‘verbena’. Pseudo–Apuleius (probably fourth century ce). 
7  sēminiverbius ‘word–disseminator’. Jerome (c. 347–420). 
8  pethērēdium ‘the claiming of heritage’. Eutyches apud Cassiodorus (490–585 ce). 
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9  vertipillo ‘the chamæleon’. Gloss. II 475, 18 (of uncertain age, but translating 
versipillo, it is probably late). 
10  vincelūna. Karlomanni principis capitulāre Liptinense (eighth century). 
Of these, vertipedium is semantically slightly obscure, and sēminiverbius in fact is most 
likely a possessive compound; pethērēdium and vertipillo seem unambiguous; the exact 
meaning of vincelūna is, in my opinion, not overly clear. 
Finally, two stems are of uncertain age:  
11  imbicorium ‘an implement for dying leather’. Gloss. III, 582, 22. 
12  exercipēs ‘a swi runner’. Gloss. II 63, 52. 
Of these, only imbicorium is slightly problematic, due to the truncated rst member: if 
it were derived from imbuere, we would expect imbui~. 
Whereas we have only ve items from Classical Antiquity, of which one is a Greek 
calque, in late Antiquity/the early Middle Ages, the word–formation pattern seems to 
have become a more established part of the morphological inventory. e contention 
of Bork (1990: 384) that “Lateinische Beispiele […] nden sich über die ganze Latinität 
verstreut” can only be accepted with the qualication that these formations were 
indeed very thinly spread at all periods. 
3.3.3  Origin 
It is unlikely that the type was inherited from Proto–Indo–European and thus related 
to similar stems found in Greek and Indo–Iranian. If this had been the case, one would 
expect a generally early attestation of the word–formation pattern, and also stems 
displaying archaic features. e two presumably early examples, Conterebrom(n)ia and 
Verticordia, are hardly suited to support such a claim. 
A further argument against the idea of common, Indo–European provenance is 
semantic. e Latin stems make a rather prosaic impression: there is a majority of 
jocular, derogatory or otherwise expressive words: Conterebromnia, poscinummius, 
negitānummius and sēminiverbius, if these can be taken seriously at all. Even the 
seemingly neutral pethērēdium is the action–noun correspondence of the derogatory 
agent–noun hērēdipeta ‘a pursuer of heritage’. Adherents of the idea that Greek and 
Indo–Iranian compounds of this type were inherited maintain that the word–
formation pattern originated in PIE poetic language. It is discouraging that the Latin 
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examples display no trace of the solemn semantics presumed for the Proto–Indo–
European type, which is supposed to have originated in poetry. 
As noted in 3.2, the poetic traditions of both Greek and Indo–Aryan are probably a 
Proto–Indo–European inheritance in which Latin did not have any part; Latin poetry is 
to a large extent the result of Greek inuence. It seems logical that word–formation 
patterns typical of Proto–Indo–European poetic language were not continued in Latin 
either. In short, then, the Latin ndings render it likely, but not compelling, that 
pickpocket compounds were either not productive at all in Proto–Indo–European, 
or that they were only in use in poetic language.  
Many scholars have entertained the alternative idea that the word–formation 
pattern was imported from Greek, perhaps together with poetry. is is of course a 
very reasonable assumption, but although a general Greek impact is detectable in two 
cases, these are of ambiguous value: Valerius Maximus’ Verticordia translates a 
simplex, Ἀποστροφία (see p. 131f.); and philograecus is a Greek hybrid. If anything, the 
scarcity of these formations conrms the observation made in 3.2.1: that Latin displayed 
a remarkable reluctance to accommodate Greek compound word–formation patterns. 
is is also evinced by two cases, pointed out by Oniga (1988: 157–8), where Greek 
verb–rst agentives are translated by verb–second ones in Latin: Τρωξ~άρτης 
‘nibble~bread → a mouse’ → Artotrōgus (Plautus Miles); φερέοικος ‘carry~house 
→ a snail; epithet of the Scythians’ → domiporta (Cicero Div. 2, 64, 133). Oniga (1988: 
157) comments: “Pur mantenendo tutte le characteristiche del grecismo [...] il composto 
usato da Plauto si uniforma all’ ordine usuale per i composti latini …” 
Bork (1990: 255) contends “daß die VE–Komposita nicht nur, wie andere 
Bildungstypen [...], dem Einuß des Griechischen eine wesentliche Förderung, sondern 
ihre Entstehung verdanken.”; Rainer (2004: 1704) concurs. Anyhow, Bork (1990: 255) is 
well aware that the material does not point directly to any Greek inuence: “allerdings 
kann für kein VE–Kompositum im engeren Sinne ein formal und semantisch 
adäquates griechisches Pendant namha gemacht werden”. Presumably, he explains 
the lack of such parallels by the fact that the type as such would have entered from 
Greek into spoken registers of Latin (see Bork 1990: 55). 
It is of course impossible to demonstrate that the Greek type had no inuence 
whatsoever on the Latin type; and I would therefore not reject the potential correctness 
of the idea that the type was taken over from Greek. Yet I see no hard and fast evidence 
supporting the verdict of Bork (1990: 255) (supported by Lindner (2005: 382–3)): “aus 
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dem Ausgeführten ist zu schließen, daß nicht so sehr einzelne Wörter übertragen 
wurden als daß vielmehr das Lateinische das Bildungsprinzip übernahm.” 
Bork’s conclusion seems to be based on the premise that this word–formation 
pattern could not have developed without external inuence. is, however, seems 
arbitrary, as I see no reason to reject the notion that a word–formation pattern may 
arise as an independent innovation. In the case at hand, the emergence of a new word–
formation pattern would appear to have been conditioned by a more fundamental 
change internally in Latin, namely the shi from SOV to SVO typology, even in formal 
language. e low–key semantics and generally late attestations of the pickpocket 
word–formation pattern allow us to conclude that it pertained to popular language, 
which tended towards SVO from the earliest times, and over time exercised more and 
more inuence on literary language. ese words thus corroborate the hypothesis that 
word–order typology has an impact on the constituent order of nominal compounds, 
and that pickpocket compounds are typical only of VO languages.  
3.4 Summary 
Above, I have accepted 10 Latin formations that can with some certainty be classied as 
pickpocket compounds. With the exception of Verticordia they seem to pertain to 
the lower registers; and most are from late strata of Latin that are predominantly of the 
SVO type, thus conrming the contingency between the constituent order of nominal 
compounds on the word order of phrases. Being both innovative and at variance with 
the higher registers, these formations were, I would suggest, particularly apt to convey 
expressive semantics; and most are in fact of a jocular nature. 
e rst members of such compounds display the morphology of uninected verbal 
stems. ey undergo the morphological and phonological reductions typical of rst 
members of Latin stem compounds. ere is no basis for postulating that they are 
based on nite verbal clauses; and they are easily distinguished from such late 
sentence–names as Quodvultdeus, Sperāindeum and, presumably, Amādeus.  
e evidence of an alternative type, with passive participles as rst members, 
amounts to three uncertain examples, exanimus, tentipellium and negātinummius and 
is not strong enough to allow for any conclusions. 
With two exceptions the putative pickpocket compounds are agent–nouns. 
However, imbicorium is an instrument–noun, and pethērēdium is an action–noun. Al-
though the material is too scarce to allow for any conclusions about how these 
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formations acquire the function of agent–nouns, it would thus at least appear that this 
semantic aspect is determined by idiosyncratic factors. 
Sentence–names like Quodvultdeus, Amādeus and Sperāindeum are typical only of 
Late Latin and the result of Semitic inuence, originally mainly of Punic spoken in 
Carthage. ere is thus no historical evidence to back up the claim that the 
pickpocket compounds are somehow secondary to sentence–names. 
As far as the origins of this word–formation pattern are concerned, there is no 
evidence of IE provenance. I have furthermore given some reasons to question the 
strength of the Greek inuence. Hence, although we cannot entirely exclude some 
foreign factor, the safest conclusion is that this type of compound is a Latin innovation. 
Contrary to what we see in Greek and Vedic, there do not seem to be any clear aﬃnities 
with possessive compounds and thus no exact model on which these compounds may 
be formed. 
Because of its origin in popular strata of the language, which are not well attested, 
we cannot be sure about the productivity of the word–formation pattern. However, a 
look at the Romance languages brings some evidence that it was indeed gaining 
productivity in late Antiquity spoken Latin, perhaps even before the emergence of the 
individual Romance languages. is question will be addressed in the following 
chapter. 

  
4  Italian, French & Ibero–Romance  
4.1 Introduction 
In matters of Proto–Indo–European reconstruction, Romance normally plays a 
secondary role compared to Classical Latin. With respect to the alleged Proto–Indo–
European pickpocket compounds, however, this is not so: whereas the Latin 
attestations are scarce and unreliable, Romance provides numerous examples, even in 
the earliest attestations of the individual branches. Romance therefore allows for more 
wellfounded hypotheses than Latin and consequently has always been central and 
prominent in the debate. Its relevance to the debate is manifold, as demonstrated by 
the vast literature on the topic. 
First, there is the question of whether the productivity of pickpocket compounds 
in early Romance directly reects the state of aﬀairs in the non–literary registers of 
Latin and if it can be inferred that this pattern ourished in such registers, even 
throughout the entire history of the language. 
Secondly, Romance is an interesting showcase of the impact of word–order 
typology on morphology. e emergence of the Romance pickpocket–compounds is 
thought to coincide with the shi from the SOV typology of formal Latin to the SVO 
typology that prevails in the branch today.  
Finally, simultaneously with the earliest pickpocket compounds and in the same 
linguistic strata, we observe the emergence of a new type of phrase- and sentence–
names, some of which are based on imperative clauses. is prompts the question of 
whether the pickpocket compounds originated from such sentence–names. 
In weighing these issues, it will be important to remember that Romance word–
order and morphology diﬀer considerably from what we nd in the more conservative 
IE languages; this makes the Romance facts particularly revealing. 
In the following, I shall summarize current views of the Latin origin of the Romance 
languages to be discussed here: Italian, French, Spanish, Portuguese and Romanian, as 
well as their mutual relationship (4.2), following which I shall provide a general 
overview of the make–up of nominal compounds in the branch (4.2), although the 
specics of Romanian will de dealt with in Chapter 5. e pickpocket compounds 
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will then be analysed in a syn- and diachronic perspective (4.4X); nally, I shall review 
the attested history of the type as well as of the medieval Romance phrase- and 
sentence–names and discuss the possibility that these are related phenomena (4.5). e 
ndings will be summarized in 4.6. 
4.2 Origin and relationship of the Romance languages 
In order to assess the historical value of the Romance material to be discussed below, it 
is useful to have a clear idea of the origin and mutual relationship of the Romance 
languages. e latter aspect will prove particularly relevant for certain phonological 
developments to be discussed here and in chapter 5 on Romanian. 
As is well known, the Romance languages evolved from spoken varieties of Latin 
that are only indirectly attested, the Romance languages themselves providing an 
important source of information. ere are plenty of written records in Latin from the 
centuries preceding and during the emergence of Proto–Romance, but these are mostly 
in Classical Latin, a literary standard codied during the time of the late republic and 
early empire; preserving the norms of that epoch, it was slow to reect developments in 
other registers.  
Denitions of the linguistic register from which Proto–Romance evolved, around 
the eighth century, have varied over time. Today, the general consensus is that 
Romance does not reect the speech of the lower or uneducated classes (as was once 
commonly assumed), but the average norm, or general trends, of the language. Many 
scholars apply the term Vulgar Latin, reecting the Latin denomination sermō vulgāris 
‘common speech’, to this broad register. e scope of that term has varied over time, 
indeed so much so that Robert Palmer, in a revision note in Strecker 1957 [1932]: 28f., 
advises against using it at all, noting that it “has been somewhat discredited now that 
there are almost as many denitions for it as there are scholars to propose them”; and 
Posner (1996: 98) observes that “the much–used term Vulgar Latin lls some 
Romanists with consternation, because it is used in many vague, and sometimes 
contradictory, ways”. However, since Palmer’s remarks, most scholars have agreed on a 
denition of the term. Posner (1996: 98) thus continues: “it implies for most users the 
Latin of ‘the people’”; and Jensen (1999: 15) explains that it “is the language spoken by 
all members of the Roman society”; accordingly, it is “most accurately characterized as 
spoken Latin” (Jensen 1999: 16). Penny (2002: 5) adds some qualications to these 
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accounts and summarizes the current denition of the ancestor of Romance (regardless 
of the preferred denomination): 
e model accepted here is that ‘Latin’, like any language observable today, 
represents a gamut or spectrum of linguistic styles, ranging from the codied, 
literary register at one end to the raciest slang at the other, with a smooth 
gradation of intermediate styles. On this model, ‘Classical Latin’ occupies the 
extreme end of the spectrum, representing essentially written varieties 
(unspoken except in ‘performance’ or ‘reading aloud’ mode), while ‘Vulgar 
Latin’ represents almost the whole of the remainder of the spectrum, perhaps 
with the exception of the spoken language of the educated classes […] and with 
the exception of the language of marginal social groups on the other extreme, 
since the slang of such groups is known to be unstable and therefore unlikely to 
have aﬀected the speech of the great mass of the population in any consistent 
way. 
Penny 2002: 5 
Other denominations in current use are ‘popular Latin’ (thus Palmer in his revision of 
Strecker 1957 [1932]: 28, Volkslatein/lateinische Volkssprache (Stotz 1996), ‘spoken 
Latin’; ‘sub–elite Latin’ (Clackson & Horrocks 2007: 230f.), Sprechlatein (Steinbauer 
2003) and Umgangslatein (Reichenkron 1965: 63). 
All evidence of the nature of non–literary Latin is, of course, indirect. Regional 
variation is surprisingly diﬃcult to pinpoint, even in the time of the empire when Latin 
was spoken over a vast territory. In the words of Jensen:  
Vulgar Latin was never the homogeneous language it was thought to be by the 
Neogrammarians, but as long as the Roman Empire conserved its political and 
administrative role, it had a relative unity that cannot be denied. Inscriptions, 
which come from all corners of the empire, oﬀer no documentation for specic 
regional developments. 
Jensen 1999: 16 
More recently, however, Adams (2007) has adduced substantial evidence of a 
regionally diversied Latin. e perception of Latin as a unied language has been 
long–lived because, as put by Clackson & Horrocks (2007: 269), “the norms of the 
written language obscured much of the variation which must have been present in 
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spoken Latin.” As noted, the same is true of diachronic changes in morphology, syntax 
and phonology. 
Proto–Romance is a common denomination of all those traits that the Romance 
varieties appear to have shared by the time they began to develop from regional 
variants of Latin. is, too, is a vaguely dened term; on the one hand, Maiden (1996: 
151), discussing the lowering of short i to e, known to have taken place in the rst half of 
the rst millennium CE, refers to these as “regular Proto–Romance sound changes”; on 
the other, Banniard (2003: 551) assumes that Proto–Romance emerged from the eighth 
century onwards, i.e. in the early middle ages, although at diﬀerent paces in various 
regions. Even in this stricter denition, Proto–Romance is not to be thought of as a 
unied language; rather, the diversication attested by Adams must have increased 
over the centuries. As put by Clackson & Horrocks (2007: 269), rather than presenting 
“Proto–Romance as a linguistic unity, idealized at one point in time and space, we 
should instead envisage a linguistic continuum, spread over what was once the 
Western Roman Empire and lasting for many centuries.” 
Documents deliberately reecting the spoken varieties, that is, Old French, Old 
Italian, Old Spanish, etc., begin to appear in the ninth century. As far as the mutual 
relationship between these emerging varieties is concerned, Jensen (1999: 10f.) cautions 
that “a denitive linguistic classication of the Romance languages is not possible”, 
precisely because they developed in a continuum in which there were no sharp 
boundaries between the sub–branches, and where innovations might spread from one 
variety to the other.  
Jensen (1999: 11) nevertheless sticks to a traditional division of Romance into three 
major areas, a western and an eastern one, and Sardinian. Of the languages to be 
discussed in the following, Spanish and Portuguese belong to the Ibero–Romance sub–
division of Western Romance, French to its Gallo–Romance subdivision. 
Italian on the other hand spans two divisions. On the one hand, northern Italian, 
also referred to as Gallo–Italian and including Piedmontese, Ligurian, Lombard, 
Emilio–Romagnolo and Venetian, are considered to belong to Western Romance. 
Again according to the division proposed with some reservation by Jensen, the central 
and southern dialects of Italian, including Tuscan upon which the standard language is 
based, are grouped with Romanian and Dalmatian in Eastern Romance.  
e status of the latter division in particular is debated. As pointed out by Penny 
(2000: 24f.), it is based mainly on two primary isoglosses: the retention of unvoiced, 
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intervocalic consonants (which are weakened in Western Romance) and the loss of 
nal -s (retained in Western Romance). 
Penny (2000: 24f.) notes that the evidence of a corresponding division in Latin itself 
is surprisingly scant; he concludes, that “if we examine the fate of the Latin voiceless 
intervocalics, we can see that the argument for an early bifurcation of the Latin tree 
into an eastern and a western branch […] is hard to sustain.” He acknowledges that 
the second feature, the isogloss which separates retention from loss of Latin nal 
/–s/, does cross the north of the Italian peninsula between La Spezia and Rimini, 
but it can scarcely be claimed that a diﬀerence of a single item is suﬃcient to 
justify the division of the entire Romance stock into two separate branches. 
Penny 2000: 224 n. 21 
ere are, however, other similarities. As will be seen in 4.4.2, the retention of nal -i < 
Lat. -ī (and, as I claim, -ē) also coincides with the two isoglosses just mentioned, as 
does, according to Maiden, the development of Lat. nal -es, -is and -ēs > -i and the 
generalization of the 2sg. prs. indicative in -i in all conjugations. Maiden (1996: 147, n. 
1) is, however, quick to point out that he uses ‘eastern Romance’ “as no more than a 
convenient geographical shorthand.” 
It would be more precise to say that ‘eastern Romance’ refers to a set of Romance 
varieties, located in an eastern zone, that share the above–mentioned isoglosses. It is 
possible to speculate, along the lines of Penny (2000: 25), that the said features were 
originally not diatopically distributed, but were rather indicative of a certain sociolect 
or stylistic register.1 e fact is, however, that these features, irrespective of any 
appurtenance to certain registers, came to be attributes of the standard language in 
certain eastern varieties: hence, they may be considered to be isoglosses of that 
linguistic area. Whether it was ever a strong or a weak linguistic area, to use the 
terminology proposed by Campbell (2007), is diﬃcult to ascertain today. At any rate, 
although ‘eastern Romance’ is indeed a convenient shorthand, to speak of a branch of 
Romance is, of course, misleading insofar as (a) most scholars would not apply the 
term ‘Romance’ to the language spoken around the third or fourth century when the 
predecessor of Romanian was cut oﬀ from Latin, and (b) spoken Latin may have been 
                                                             
1 Jensen (1999: 11) cites a similar hypothesis advanced by von Wartburg. 
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diversied at the time, but most probably not enough to speak of separate branches. 
Last, but not least, (c) in the centuries to follow, Italian and Romanian developed 
within separate linguistic areas: Italian continued to be rooted in what we may term the 
Romance linguistic area and to share innovations with the other Romance languages. 
ese innovations never reached Romanian, which was inuenced by linguistic trends 
that dominated the Balkan linguistic area. ‘Eastern Romance’ thus really implies 
‘successors of eastern variants of Latin spoken around the third or fourth century ce’.  
In this context it may be noted that some scholars object to applying the term 
linguistic area to situations where features are diﬀused among closely related languages, 
as in the case of the Romance languages. Here, I do not distinguish such a situation 
from the one that prevails in a linguistic area involving unrelated or not closely related 
languages, as in the Balkan linguistic area. In this respect, I am in agreement with 
Campbell (2007), who provides a critical overview of the various approaches to such 
terms as linguistic area, Sprachbund, diﬀusion/convergence area, etc. Campbell (2007: 1) 
insists that “there is no meaningful distinction between borrowing and areal 
linguistics” and also seems to reject the notion of a meaningful distinction between 
borrowing between closely related languages and borrowing between unrelated ones: 
the idea of some minimum level of required linguistic diversity among the 
languages of a linguistic area has not really been a focus of attention. Any 
attempt to establish one would surely be arbitrary. […] If we focus on the facts of 
linguistic diﬀusion instead of seeking some diagnostic minimum amount of 
genetic distance as being necessary for the denition of linguistic area, the 
question of the number of families needed disappears. 
Campbell 2007: 8 
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4.3 Nominal composition 
4.3.1 Dening properties of Romance compounds 
It is a common feature of all the Romance languages that they are relatively poor in 
nominal compounds. is is immediately observable when one compares various 
English compound nouns to their French translations: 2 
English  French  
truck~driver camionneur  ‘truck–eur’ 
coﬀe~pot cafetière ‘coffee–tière’ 
sheep~dog chien de berger ‘shepherd’s dog’ 
e morphology of Romance compounds diﬀers signicantly from that of the standard 
Indo–European model, reconstructed on the basis of such languages as Greek and 
Vedic and relatively well preserved in Latin. e diﬀerences result from morphological 
and syntactic changes that set Romance apart from Latin. Nevertheless, apart from 
such diﬀerences as are dictated by typology, Romance displays all the characteristics of 
nominal composition that were enumerated in the introduction to this study. is will 
be illustrated in the following. 
4.3.2 Constituent order 
For our purposes, the most important typological change that occurred between Latin 
and Romance was the completion of the shi from the SOV word order typical of 
conservative registers of Latin to the SVO order discernible as a tendency in spoken 
registers since the earliest times. is also entailed general right–branching in nominal 
and verb phrases and, as a direct consequence, in generally right–branching 
compounds: 
                                                             
2 According to a survey by Mikkola (1967: 44f.), the percentage of compounds in Western 
Romance is 2.9 per cent, which is slightly higher than in Latin, where it would be 2.5 per 
cent. By contrast, the Germanic languages would display a higher percentage: English 
displays 3.7 per cent, and German 7.9 per cent. 
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Fr.  jeu vidéo ‘game~video → computer game’ 
Sp.  perro pastor ‘dog~shepherd → sheep–dog’ 
It. scioglilingua ‘melt~tongue → tongue–twister’ 
e few exceptions to this general rule, that is, le–branching nouns like Italian 
radio~amatore ‘radio amateur’, French hippo~drome ‘race course’, Spanish 
drog(a)~adicto ‘drug addict’ etc., are generally either relics/loans from Latin or other 
languages. Some, like grand–mère ‘grandmother’, beau–parent ‘parent–in–law’, etc., 
contain adjectives that are usually positioned to the le of their nouns: thus une grande 
lle ‘a big girl’, un beau garçon ‘a handsome boy’. 
4.3.3 Inection 
Right–branching compounds may inect their rst members. us, timbre–poste 
‘postal stamp’ and perro pastor ‘sheep dog’ inect as follows:  
 Singular Plural 
Fr. timbre–poste timbres–poste  
Sp. perro pastor perros pastor 
Second members (that is, nonheads) are generally uninected. Exceptions occur, 
especially in appositional compounds. For instance, Spanish perro pastor and poeta–
escritor ‘poet/writer’ are frequently found in the plurals form perros pastores3 poetas–
escritores ‘poets–writers’.4 e so–called coordinative compounds, best conceived of as 
double–determined, mostly inect both members: French copains–copines ‘male and 
female friends’.5  
                                                             
3 Rainer & Varela (1992: 126) briey discuss the phenomenon. 
4  S. Olsen 2000: 912. e case can be made that these are in fact noun–adjective ompounds, 
since Spanish agent–nouns and nouns of related semantics also serve as adjectives, as in the 
clauses soy muy bailarín ‘I love to dance’, no eres muy escritor ‘you do not write much’, soy 
muy enemiga de ellos ‘I am very much against them’. 
5  Note that these diﬀer from the appositional compounds in that each member has a separate 
reference. Whereas poetas–pintores refer to poets who are also writers, copains–copines refer 
to male and female friends, not to male friends who are also females. 
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However, only endocentric compounds may inect their head (a point that is 
generally overlooked). Seeing that exocentric compounds are not hyponyms of either 
member, there is no obvious locus for the attachment of exions. Hence, they may 
have no plural marking at all or display plural marking according to a default rule that 
assigns exions to the end of the word. 
us, the prepositional compound hors–d’oeuvre ‘hors–d’œuvre’ and the 
pickpocket compounds porte–parole ‘spokesman’, abrelatas ‘can–opener’, cavalcavia 
‘overpass’ and portacenere ‘ash–tray’ form the plural as follows (an empty space with 
underscore means that the word is uninected):  
 Singular Plural  
Fr. porte–parole porte–paroles  
 hors–d’oeuvre hors–d’oeuvres 
Sp. abrelatas abrelatas _    
It.  cavalcavia cavalcavia_  
portacenere portaceneri 
   portacenere_    
Maiden (1995: 185) notes that the second member may only display a number marker 
when its gender is not in conict with the gender of the compound. 
French grammars used to stipulate that agent–nouns should have inection on the 
rst member, instrument–nouns on the second; thus:  
 Agent–noun    Instrument–noun 
Fr. gardes–meuble ‘storer of furniture’ garde–meubles ‘storage of furniture’ 
is rule, which has now been abandoned,6 would appear to have been invented by 
grammarians and seems purely orthographic; thus Benveniste (1966: 5):  
Nous ne tenons aucun compte des caprices de l’orthographe qui prescrit que 
porte–monnaie est invariable, que garde–barrière fait au pluriel gardes–barrière 
                                                             
6 e new rules of orthography, introduced in 1990, have been made public by the Académie 
Française at www.academie–francaise.fr/langue/orthographe/plan.html. 
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ou barrières, et que le pluriel de garde–côte, s’il désigne un soldat, est gardes–
côtes, mais si c’est un bateau, garde–côtes. 
However, the one–time presence of the rule illustrates, together with such unmarked 
plurals as los abrelatas , the diﬃculties related to plural marking of exocentric 
compounds in a right–branching morphology. 
e rules of inection diﬀer from those of Latin, where exions are always added to 
the end of the word, be it simplex or compound, le- or right–branching. I would 
argue that the addition of exional endings to the le–most members of right–
branching compounds7 only became possible aer another important typological 
change had occurred in Romance, namely the loss of the Latin case system. Inecting 
the initial head element is of course only possible in a language that allows the nal, 
nonhead element to occur freely in an uninected form. is was impossible in Latin, 
where all nouns must have case marking, but it gradually became the norm in 
Romance as the Latin case system was lost. Hence, this feature, too, is the consequence 
of a shi in typology.  
4.3.4 Gender assignment 
e gender of an endocentric compound is by denition determined by the gender of 
its head. In the case of exocentric compounds, like the pickpocket type, gender is 
motivated by semantics. Agentive pickpocket compounds take the gender of the 
designated person referred to, which, incidentally, is oen male. Instrument- and 
action–nouns displaying the same morphology either take the gender of the designated 
noun or are masculine by default. 
4.3.5 Morphology of second members 
e nonheads of Romance compounds as a rule appear in a syntactically unspecied 
form (except when the compound as such is inected; see above). In Romance terms, 
                                                             
7 As noted in the introduction, this is a diﬀerent matter from case–composition, where 
exional endings are added to the nonhead, thus having no consequences for the inexion of 
the compound as a whole. 
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this means that they do not carry any articles or prepositions indicating the syntactic 
relationship and are generally uninected for number, just like the rst members of 
Indo–European stem compounds. 
As will be noted in section 4.4.1, the Romance pickpocket compounds in a few 
cases present exceptions to this rule in the form of second members displaying denite 
articles. 
Another, more widespread exception is generic plural marking of nonheads, which, 
as noted in 2.4, is fairly common across the board in IE languages. Such plural forms 
are increasingly employed in pickpocket compounds, like Sp. abrelatas. Rainer & 
Varela (1992: 130) note that in Spanish, this tendency is observable even in “cases where 
it is not semantically plausible”, like quita~pelos ‘remove~hairs → a barber’. 
Spanish pelo, like English hair, is used collectively in the singular, and the plural form, 
pelos, is therefore unexpected. ey suggest (ibidem) that “nal -s may end up as an 
empty morpheme constitutive of the type as such, very much as linking morphemes”.8 
4.3.6 Verbal nouns in composition 
I suggested in the introduction that the fundamental diﬀerence between English 
compounds of the truckdriver type and those of the pickpocket type is that the 
deverbal member of the former is a noun, that of the latter a verbal stem. All 
dissimilarities - constituent order, endo- versus exocentricity and the semantic role of 
the nonhead - follow from this observation.  
e same opposition can be observed in Romance, although this branch diﬀers 
from Germanic in that agent–nouns only rarely occur as heads of compounds: 
formations like Fr. conducteur automobile ‘professional driver’, assureur–vie ‘life–
insurer’, Italian coordinatore sicurezza ‘security coordinator’, Sp. cantante rock ‘rock 
singer’ are rare. Such examples may be seen as the Romance equivalents of the 
Germanic truckdriver compounds. Examples like Fr. transporteur France and 
transporteur Europe ‘removal company specializing in France’ and ‘… Europe’, where 
the nonhead is neither a direct object, nor an adverb, seem to indicate that the 
nonheads of such formations may display the wide semantic range that is typical of 
                                                             
8 See also Villalva 1992: 212. 
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determinative compounds. Rainer & Varela (1992: 130) suggest that the “hypothetical 
le–determined NN compound dibujante estrella (literally ‘drawer star’)” is illicit 
because the nonhead cannot take on the properties of the direct object of the participial 
member, thus implying that the low productivity of this type of compound is due to 
specic semantic restrictions. It is likely enough, however, that a contributing factor 
was the general preference of simplicia in Romance, where forms like camionneur and 
futbolista usually correspond to compounds in the Germanic languages. 
A further relevant characteristic is that, as in Latin, but unlike in Germanic, verbal 
stems cannot function as nonheads of Romance compounds: right–branching 
equivalents of compounds like swim–suit, push–chair or drag–chain do not exist. 
Only two types of compounds display verbal rst members, namely the 
pickpocket compounds and the marginal verb + verb compounds like Italian 
fuggi~fuggi ‘run~run → stampede’, to be discussed briey in 4.4.1. 
4.3.7 Summary 
Above, I have listed the most prominent features that distinguish Romance compounds 
from their Latin equivalents. ey all seem to follow logically from changes in 
typology, in particular as concerns word order and case marking. Certain basic 
characteristics remain the same.  
us, Romance compounds are binary: determinative compounds display the 
modied + modier structure of noun phrases, both as concerns ordering of and 
semantic relation between the constituents. Similarly to what we nd in, e.g., Germanic 
and Latin, nonheads display the modifying properties of adjectives, although they may 
not themselves be adjectives: thus, e.g., jeu vidéo, conducteur automobile and perro 
pastor. 
e pickpocket compounds of the branch, like their Latin and Germanic 
counterparts, with few exceptions imitate the structure of the most basic VPs, 
consisting of a verb and its object or adverb. is will be demonstrated in the following. 
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4.4 Pickpocket compounds 
4.4.1 Semantic categories 
Romance displays two types of compounds with deverbal rst members: the 
pickpocket type and those of the structure verb + verb.  
e pickpocket compounds fall into the following semantic categories:  
(1) agent–nouns, denoting persons, plants, trees and animals. Such forms are both 
scarce and generally archaic:  
Fr. porte~parole ‘carry~word → a spokesman’ 
 couche~tard ‘go to bed~late → a night owl’ 
 tourne~sol ‘turn~sun → the sunower (bot.)’ 
 branle~queue ‘wobble–tail → the spotted sandpiper (orn.9)’ 
Sp. mata~sanos ‘kill~healthy → a quack doctor’ 
 caga~laolla  ‘shit~the pot → a jester’ 
 mete~patas ‘put~foot → someone tending to ‘put his/her foot in’’  
 chota~cabras  ‘suck~goats → the goatsucker (bot.10)’ 
 alza~cola ‘raise~tail → the rufous–tailed scrub robin (orn.11)’ 
It. mangia~bambini ‘eat~kids → an epithet of communists’ 
 metti~bocca ‘poke~mouth → a busybody’ 
 prometti~neve ‘promise~snow → that forecasts snow; about the sky’ 
 battiloro  ‘beat~gold → a kind of specialized goldsmith’ 
(2) instrument–nouns, including place–nouns,12 highly productive in contemporary 
Romance:13 
                                                             
9 Lat. actitis macularius. 
10 Lat. caprimulgus. 
11 Lat. cercotrichas galactotes. 
12 I treat place–nouns as a sub–group of instrument–nouns, as these two types of concreta 
display the same morphological properties and some of the same semantic properties as 
well. Note that place–nouns may diﬀer from toponyms. 
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Fr. ouvre~bouteilles  ‘open~bottles → a cork–screw’ 
 lave~vaisselle  ‘wash~dishes → a dish–washer’ 
 trompe–l’œil  ‘deceive~the eye → a trompe l’oeil’ 
It. porta~cenere ‘carry~ashes → an ash–tray’ 
 spremi~limoni  ‘press~lemons → a lemon–juicer’ 
 batti~carne ‘beat~meat → a meat hammer’ 
 spegni~fuoco  ‘extinguish~fire → a re–extinguisher’ 
Pt. guarda~roupa  ‘ward~clothes → a wardrobe’ 
 passa~tempo  ‘pass~time → a game’ 
Sp. cata~lejo ‘probe~far → a telescope’ 
 abre~latas ‘open~tins → a tin–opener’ 
 parte~luz ‘divide~light → a mullion’ 
(3) action–nouns, denoting medical/psychological conditions, by far the least 
productive of the three types:  
Fr. crève~cœur ‘burst–heart → heart–break’ 
It. batti~cuore ‘beat–heart → palpitations’ 
In a few marginal cases like Sp. catalejo and Fr. couchetard, we nd adverbs as second 
members; a further marginal group of second members display denite articles; thus 
Fr. trompel’œil, Sp. cagalaolla, It battiloro. Gather (2001: 18; 2f.) in his study of 
Romanische Verb–Nomen–Komposita chooses to disregard such stems, as they do not 
t his denition of the object under study. However, although peripheral, they occur in 
the same semantic categories and display the same derivational principles, as far as 
their rst members are concerned, as the productive type. eir status as a 
compositional type with aﬃnities to clause–conversions will be discussed in 4.5.3. 
Bork (1990: 15) decides that compounds of the verb + verb type are “hier ganz 
fernzuhalten”; but Maiden (1995: 184) rightly points out that they are relevant to our 
topic because their members display the same morphology as the pickpocket rst 
members. Most are action–nouns, but some are agent–nouns; one example contains 
                                                                                                                                                                 
13 For a discussion and evaluation of the claim that compounds of this type are indeed the 
most prolic type of compound in the Romance languages, see Gather 2001: 6f. 
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three members, at least if we admit that it is correctly classied as a compound. A few 
examples are:  
It. fuggi~fuggi  ‘run~run → stampede’ 
Sp.  corre~corre  ‘run~run → headlong rush’  
 bulle~bulle  ‘boil~boil → busybody’ 
It. andi~rivieni  ‘go~come back → a coming and going’ 
Fr.  va et vient ‘go~and~come → a movement back and forth’ 
Sp. va~i~vén ‘go~and~come → a coming and going’ 
Pt.  va~i~vem —”— 
Sp. duerme~vela ‘sleep~wake → a condition of being half asleep’ 
It. bagn~asciuga  ‘wash~dry → shore–line’14 
Sp. corre~ve(i)~dile ‘run~go(and)~tell it → a tell–tale’15 
 pica y huye ‘sting~and~run → an ant–species (Venezuela)’ 
ese formations are relatively rare, but not particularly archaic. ey will be treated 
cursorily along with the pickpocket compounds. 
Nouns, in particular names, based on clauses and phrases are found in all of the 
Romance languages and have oen been included in the discussion because they share 
certain properties with the pickpocket compounds. 
Examples are:  
It. Amadeo ‘love God’: a personal name 
Fr. rendez–vous literally ‘present yourself’: ‘an appointed place of meeting 
or gathering’ 
Above, I mentioned a type of pickpocket compounds that display clause–like 
properties in the form of determined second members (trompelœil etc.), combined 
                                                             
14 Other examples are: Spanish and Portuguese chupa–chupa ‘lollipop’ from chupar ‘suck’: cf. 
Italian lecca–lecca; Spanish: from picar ‘to pinch’: polvos de picapica ‘powders of 
pinch~pinch → itching powder’; Portuguese: from cair: cai cai ‘braceless bra’; from comer 
‘eat’ and dormir ‘sleep’: come e dorme ‘lazybones’; from doer: dói–dói ‘hurt’; from descer 
‘descend’ and subir ‘ascend’: sobe e desce ‘merry–go–round’. 
15 More correctly, a verb + verb + verb compound. On its interpretation, see section 4.5.3. 
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with rst members that are formally identical to nite forms of verbs. Such formations 
are sometimes diﬃcult to distinguish from nouns based on clauses, and vice versa. ey 
seem to lie in a eld where clause–conversions and compounds overlap, prompting the 
question how two separate types can be established at all: see 4.5.3. 
In the following section I shall rst address the most intriguing peculiarity of these 
compounds: the morphology of their rst member, which has long puzzled scholars 
and given rise to several conicting theories. In section 4.5, I proceed to discuss the 
historical development and distribution of the three main types in greater detail. 
4.4.2 Morphology 
ree competing analyses of the Romance pickpocket compounds have been 
proposed, identifying their rst members as the synchronic 3sg. prs. indicatives, 2sg. 
imperatives or as verbal stems. 
e formal identication of a nite form is a relatively straightforward matter, as 
each verb normally has only one 2sg. imperative or 3sg. prs. indicative; but when it 
comes to the identication of a verbal stem, one has to take into account that stems 
oen display many variants, as the result of both synchronic and diachronic processes 
(as noted in 2.4). ere has been relatively little attention on this matter, something I 
shall try to make up for in the following.  
Each language brings its individual evidence to bear on this discussion. e 
following sections contain a survey and discussion of the morphology of the 
pickpocket compounds in French, Ibero–Romance and Italian, together with 
excerpts of the research history relating to each language and to Romance in general.  
4.4.2.1 French 
e drastic reductions of nal syllables in French render the pickpocket compounds 
in this language formally ambiguous. Consider the following examples discussed by 
Schapira (1985: 15 n. 1): 
abat–jour  ‘combat~day → a lamp–shade’ 
rabat–joie  ‘spoil~joy → a kill–joy’ 
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tord–boyaux  ‘twist~guts → any drink likely to upset the stomach’ 
Fend–guéret  ‘cleave~ploughland, a surname’16   
vaut–rien/vaurien ‘worth~nothing → a no–good’ 
fait–tout/faitout  ‘do~all → an auto–cooker’ 
cuit–tout/cuitout ‘cook~all → an auto–cooker’ 
Below, these formations are listed next to the respective innitives, 3sg. prs. indicatives 
and imperatives.  
Compound Innitive 2sg. imp. 3sg. ind.  
abat–jour abattre abats abat 
rabat–joie rabattre rabats rabat 
tord–boyaux tordre tords tord 
fend–guéret fendre fends fend 
vau(t–)rien valoir vaux vaut 
fai(t–)tout faire fais fait 
cui(t–)tout cuire cuis cuit  
Schapira identies the rst members as 3sg. indicatives, in agreement with the 
conventional spelling of such forms as vaut–rien, fait–tout and cuit–tout.17 However, 
the orthographical variants (the pronunciation remains the same) vaurien, faitout and 
cuitout seem to represent uninected forms, that is, stems, of valoir, faire and cuire. Al-
though giving an indication of the orthographer’s perception, the presence or absence 
in writing of inexion apparently has no bearing on linguistic reality, as also noted, in a 
similar context, by Benveniste (1966: 5; see above p. 161). In fact, any singular form of 
the present system — the 1/2/3sg. prs. indicative as well as the 2sg. imperative — would 
yield the same phonological form before a strong morpheme boundary. For instance, 
fends~gueret, vaux~rien, fais~tout, etc., displaying 1/2sg. prs. indicatives/2sg. 
imperatives as rst members, would not diﬀer in pronunciation from the forms listed 
above. e forms abat~, rabat~, tord~ and fend~ are likewise ambiguous, as they may 
                                                             
16 See Marouzeau 1952a: 85.  
17 Schapira (1985: 15) quotes cuitout without the inexion, but fait–tout only in the inected 
form. 
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represent uninected forms of the verbs in question as well as the corresponding 1/2sg. 
prs. indicatives/2sg. imperatives (e.g. abats) and the 3sg. prs. indicatives (abat).  
e verb + verb compounds are similarly ambiguous. us, e.g., va et vient ‘a 
movement back and forth’: 
Comp. Innitive 2sg. imp. 3sg. prs. ind. 
va et vient aller/venir va/viens va/vient 
Probably the most inuential analysis of the French type is that of Darmesteter (1875: 
146–205), who suggests that these compounds have an origin in imperative locutions. 
His views were accepted by some of the most prominent handbooks on French and 
Romance during the rst half of the twentieth century.18 
From a modern perspective, it is the determination and fervour of Darmesteter’s 
y–nine page exposé, rather than the quality of his arguments, that impress the 
reader. Acknowledging the uncertain nature of the French formations, Darmesteter 
turns to medieval translations of French names into Latin, like the place–names 
Tenegaudia (see above: p. 112) and Pendelupum and the surnames of one Beroldus 
Firma ussum and one Hugo de Canta Raina, which all contain what would appear to be 
imperatives. Darmesteter (1875: 148, note 1) contends that “pour traduire le verbe par 
un impératif Latin, il faut avoir le sentiment très–net de la présence d’un impératif en 
français”. 
ese late formations are of limited probative value. To the extent that the names 
quoted are compounds and not sentence–names, we may see them as Romance 
morphology in a Latin guise: that is, their rst members may represent Latin verbal 
stems, but without the reduction of the stem vowel expected in a properly formed Latin 
compound. It is possible that the translator interpreted the rst members of the French 
compounds as imperatives, but it is equally possible that he interpreted them as verbal 
stems, or that he was at a loss to assign a meaningful analysis to these formations, 
which have in fact been the source of many conicting hypotheses even among 
specialists. As pointed out by J Marouzeau (1952b: 161), diﬀerent epochs have in fact 
                                                             
18 See Marouzeau 1952a: 82 for references to such followers as K. Nyrop, W. Meyer–Lübke, H. 
Suchier, F. Brunot & C. Bruneau and A. Dauzat. 
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favoured diﬀerent interpretations of these names. For instance, the surname Boileau 
has been rendered by Bibens–aquam as well as by Qui–bibit–aquam. 
Like many of his contemporaries, Darmesteter (1875: 148f.) does not draw a line 
between clause–conversions and compounds. us, he underpins his analysis with 
examples like:  
Fr.  laissez–passer  ‘a pass’ 
Fr. rendez–vous ‘an appointed place of meeting or gathering’ 
Fr. suivez–moi jeune homme  ‘a ribbon on women’s garments’ 
Lat.  noli–me–tangere  ‘a prohibition’ 
Gm.  Bleibimhaus   a surname 
— all of which are, by the denitions set out in 2.6 above, conversions, not compounds. 
English pickpocket compounds like breakfast and cutthroat are included too, but 
without any mention of the fact that these are formally ambiguous. 
It is thus on a relatively frail basis that Darmesteter (1875: 156) asserts that “la 
concordance de ces diverses langues […] prouve incontestablement qu’on se trouve en 
présence d’un impératif”. On p. 178 he adds: “Une analyse inexacte amène à y voir des 
créations avec l’indicatif; mais la science qui rend compte de cette erreur a le droit de la 
corriger.” His faith in this formative principle, moreover, leads him to proclaim 
grandly that it is “aussi vieille que la langue [...] et elle paraît indestructible, parce que 
elle est conforme aux lois de l’esprit humain” (Darmesteter 1875: 174). Originally, it 
would even have applied to German determinatives like Esstisch and Schreibfeder: such 
compounds would be nothing but the result of a confusion of the original imperative 
with the verbal stem.  
Incidentally, the latter idea is also taken up by Leumann (1898: 30f.) only to be 
dismissed. Leumann’s aim is to refute a delocutionary origin of the Indo–European 
pickpocket compounds; in an appeal to the reader’s common sense, he points out 
that uninected verbal stems occur precisely as rst members in German 
determinatives, for which a delocutive origin is unlikely. Quite unusually for his time, 
he thus dismisses the relevance of language history and emphasizes the importance of 
synchronic coherence. 
Darmesteter (1875: 173) oﬀers a detailed account of how agent- and instrument–
nouns supposedly developed from imperative clauses. We come to understand how the 
formative principle would be in keeping with the ‘laws of the human mind’. e agent–
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nouns would have arisen from terms of address: one would, for instance, address a 
drunkard with the term bois l’eau ‘drink the water!’. e instrument–nouns would have 
arisen when uneducated speakers would address the objects in their surroundings with 
little phrases like this, as a manifestation of a great deal of naïveté and simple–
mindedness, but also uninhibited creativity, on their part:  
Le peuple [...] ne s’embarrasse pas de formes logiques, ne suit point pas à pas les 
degrés d’un syllogisme; mais, doué d’une imagination plus vive, parce que chez 
lui le raisonnement est moins rigoureusement développé, il agit comme l’enfant, 
enfant lui–même par certains côtés, anime tout, s’adresse aux choses ou les fait 
parler, et, supprimant tous les intermédiaires par lesquels passent les esprits plus 
méthodiques ou plus analytiques, sousentendant des idées entières, crée ces 
expressions synthétiques dont la forme extérieure est l’impératif. 
Over the years, many scholars have analysed the rst members of these compounds as 
imperatives — Bork (1990: 25) lists approximately thirty defences of such an analysis, 
quite evenly dispersed over almost two centuries —; however, such rm views on a 
delocutive origin as proposed by Darmesteter are most preponderant in the literature 
dating to the end of the nineteenth and the beginnings of the twentieth century. 
To my knowledge, Jules Marouzeau is the rst scholar to oppose Darmesteter and 
advocate the stem–hypothesis. Marouzeau (1952a: 84) muses over the improbability 
that place–names like Coule~ru ‘flow~brook’ or Pisse~vache ‘piss~cow’ would 
have arisen when speakers invoked a brook or an imaginary cow to do just what they 
are known for doing in that area. He deems the imperative equally unmotivated in 
instrument–nouns; and he adds that its usage is particularly absurd in the case of 
pejorative agent–nouns: “Quelle vraisemblance de qualier un paresseux (fainéant) en 
l’invitant précisément à ne rien faire (fais néant!), un vaurien en lui enjoignant de ne 
rien valoir?” (Marouzeau 1952a: 84). 
Contrary to Darmesteter and many contemporaries, Marouzeau (1952a: 84) 
emphasizes that formules–phrases, that is sentence–based nouns, like rendez–vous, ne–
m’oubliez pas ‘forget–me–not (bot.)’, OFr. Fais–mi–boire (a nickname), Lat. nota–bene 
‘a nota bene’, vade–mecum ‘a hand–book’, are a class apart: “Qui ne voit que ces 
expressions, réellement impératives, s’expliquent par les conditions spéciales de leur 
emploi, sans pouvoir être confondues avec les composés examinés ici?” 
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Whereas Darmesteter (1875: 158) had concluded in his study that “la composition 
thématique est inconnue dans notre langue”, Marouzeau (1952b: 86) concludes that 
precisely the pickpocket compounds force us to admit that stem–composition 
(composition thématique) is a productive process in French:  
Tout se passe comme si nous étions en présence d’un élément verbal extérieur au 
paradigme, étranger aux notions de personne, de temps, de mode, ayant pour 
base la forme la plus réduite du verbe, celle de la 3e personne de l’indicatif. C’est 
la dénition même du thème. 
In other words, the rst members of these compounds take the form of a 3sg. prs. 
indicative, but only because this form displays no overt inection and thus represents, 
formally, the bare verbal stem. 
I would like to add two qualications to this analysis. First, Marouzeau reveals a 
bias, in that the 3sg. prs. indicative is in fact no more ‘reduced’ than (i.e. it displays as 
much overt inection as) the 2sg. imperative and, indeed, the 1/2sg. prs. indicative. is 
is revealed in close liaison where exional endings are pronounced: 3sg. prs. indicative 
que dit–il? ‘what does he say?’. 
Moreover, irrespective of the correctness of Marouzeau’s anlaysis, it may be noted 
that formations like porteparole and ouvrebouteilles cannot, strictly speaking, be 
considered stem compounds in the traditional sense, that is compounds displaying 
uninected nonheads, given that their rst member is syntactically superordinate to the 
second member: see 2.4 above.19  
Further progress in favour of applying the stem–hypothesis to the French material 
was made by Émile Benveniste, advocating its advantages from a strictly theoretical 
perspective. Previously, Marouzeau (1952b: 82) had indirectly criticized attempts to 
                                                             
19 Marouzeau (1952b: 162) takes the topic of stem composition further, exploring the idea that 
the French thème verbal is indeed comparable to its Proto–Indo–European counterpart. In 
Marouzeau 1952a: 86, he also notes that only the notion of composition thématique may 
explain the vacillation in orthography mentioned above (p. 169): “Seule le recours à cette 
notion peu dénie est susceptible d’expliquer par exemple l’hésitation entre des formes telles 
que Court–vite et Coure–vite [...] Bat–teste [...] et Batte–queue.” (Courvite isabelle = lat. 
cursorius cursor ‘the cream–coloured courser’ (Gm. Rennvogel); bat–teste = ‘?’; battequeue = 
Lat. mōtacilla ‘wryneck’.) 
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explain away the supposed imperatives by reference to history; and similarly 
Benveniste (1966: 6) chooses, in true structuralist fashion, to discard any historical 
evidence and rely solely on the synchronic material: “les considérations historiques ne 
sont ici d’aucune aide; c’est dans la structure actuelle du français, où il s’oppose à 
d’autres types de composés, que celui–ci doit être déni”. 
Benveniste’s contribution is unique in that he is one of the few scholars who venture 
to explain, in relatively simple terms, the semantics behind the principle of stem–
composition. He observes that the rst member of a French pickpocket compound is 
unspecied for tense and mood and thus conveys only the abstract meaning of the 
verb:  
Dans une vue synchronique de ce type de composé, le premier membre apparaît 
non comme une forme du paradigme exionnel, mais comme un thème verbal, 
exprimant la notion hors de toute actualisation temporelle ou modale. 
Benveniste 1966: 6 
Both members of a compound are thus reduced to their forme virtuelle, that is their 
abstract form, conveying only the abstract, not actualized, meaning of their lexical 
bases. 
Benveniste is also the only scholar of his time to go into detail concerning the 
diﬀerence between a compound and a clause, observing that it is implicit in the 
denition of a compound that it cannot contain inected forms. He analyzes the 
agentive compounds as nominalizations of VPs: “Ainsi le type garde–chasse transpose 
en substantif ou en adjectif un syntagme verbe + nom”. e crucial diﬀerence, 
however, is that the verbal syntagm is predicative, the compound denotative: this is 
why inexional markers are not allowed on the deverbal member:  
d’une manière générale, un composé a pour fonction de mettre en suspens 
l’actualisation inhérente des deux termes pris dans son exercice propre, et de la 
transférer au composé unitaire [...]. Telle est la condition qui fait que le syntagme 
verbal à fonction prédicative peut devenir un composé nominal à fonction 
dénotative [...] La même fonction est sous–jacente à une partie notable de la 
dérivation.  
Benveniste 1966: 6 
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Benveniste thus succeeds very well in demonstrating the semantic advantages of the 
stem–analysis against any analyses claiming that inected verbs may serve as bases of 
nominal compounds.  
Despite Benveniste’s prominence in comparative linguistics, his propagation of the 
stem analysis has attracted very little attention;20 this will be seen in forthcoming 
sections. As has been gleaned from the discussion of Schapira (1985), modern 
scholarship tends towards an analysis similar to that of Marouzeau (1952a), advocating 
an indicative analysis, although emphasizing that this form is chosen because it is 
formally similar to the verbal stem. is theory has two minor aws. 
First, as long as we cannot peer into speakers’ minds, it seems that we cannot 
provide any strong evidence for the assertion that they pick the 3sg. prs. indicative 
when forming these compounds, and not the bare verbal stem. Orthographical variants 
like vaut–rien/vaurien, fait–tout/faitout and cuit–tout/cuitout are not irrelevant in this 
context, but they oﬀer only a weak support in favour of an indicative analysis. 
Secondly, it is implicit in the indicative analysis that it is in fact secondary to the 
stem analysis. e semantic analysis proposed by Marouzeau, Benveniste and as we 
shall see, many contemporary Romanists suggests that what is needed is an uninected 
form of the verb; this will be argued more fully in the following sections. If speakers 
really do pick the 3sg. prs. indicative because of its similarity to the verbal stem, it is of 
course only aer having performed, on the basis of their knowledge of the 
morphophonemic variation of the verbal stem, an analysis of what form an uninected 
verbal stem might take, in other words, they have performed a stem analysis.  
A subtle, but more plausible, variation of the scenario is that the form we nd in 
these rst members is generally the bare verbal stem, but that it is prone to be 
reinterpreted as a nite form. Such a reinterpretation is facilitated by the fact that the 
uninected stem never occurs elsewhere with just the semantics that we nd in the 
exocentric compound agent–nouns; and it would explain the sporadic occurrence of 
spellings like vaut–rien, fait–tout and cuit–tout. 
                                                             
20 It is ironic that perhaps the most prominent reference to Benveniste in an Indo–European 
context is that of Watkins (1969a: 95), who, in an unfortunate misreading of the above–
mentioned passages, exploits them to corroborate the view that Vedic compounds of the 
bharadvaja type (see 2.3.2.2) are based on inected verb forms. 
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In forthcoming sections we shall see some more recent contributions to the debate; 
as will emerge, the general tendency in present–day scholarship is to avoid explicit 
historical analyses of the sort proposed by Darmesteter, once very inuential, but now 
considered dated. Nevertheless, even today there is an implicit acceptance that the 
imperative analysis is correct in the historical perspective. Even Benveniste (1966: 6) in 
fact admitted that a formation like Fr. Boileau ‘drink–the water; a surname’ may reect 
an early agentive compound, based on an imperative clause.21  
4.4.2.2 Spanish and Portuguese 
e rst members of Spanish and Portuguese pickpocket compounds are 
traditionally analyzed as either 2sg. imperatives or 3sg. prs. indicatives. Consider: 
Sp.  porta~voz ‘carry~voice → spokesperson’ 
 come~cocos  ‘eat~coconuts → someone who brainwashes others’ 
 abre~latas  ‘open~tins → tin–opener’ 
  parte~luz  ‘divide~light → mullion’ 
Pt. guarda~chuva ‘ward~rain → umbrella’ 
 come~quieto ‘eat~quiet → sly, discrete person’ 
Below, these compounds are listed next to the relevant forms of the verbal paradigms: 
 Comp. Innitive 2sg. imp.  3sg. prs. ind.  
Sp. portavozes portar porta  porta 
 comecocos comer come  come 
 abrelatas abrir abre  abre 
 parteluz partir parte  parte 
Pt. guardachuva  guardar guarda  guarda 
 comequieto comer come  come 
                                                             
21 See section 4.5.3 for a discussion of this particular name. 
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In all cases, the rst member of the compound is formally identical to the two inected 
forms. e stem analysis is generally not acknowledged here, presumably because rst 
members derived from i–verbs display nal -e, not -i: compare abrelatas from abrir. 
e verb + verb compounds display a more random formative pattern:  
 Comp. Innitive 3sg. Imperative  
Sp. corre~corre corre corre corre 
 bulle~bulle bullir bulle bulle 
 va~i~vén ir/venire va/viene  ve/ven 
 duerme~vela dormir/velar duerme/vela duerme/vela 
Pt. vai~vem ir/vir vai/vem vai/vem 
Most of these seem to conform to the imperative and indicative analyses; but the 
former is not applicable to the rst member of Spanish vaiven. Its second member, in 
turn, seems to be an imperative. 
 
Such descriptions of the Ibero–Romance pickpocket compounds as I have come 
across tend to accept the imperative analysis in the diachronic perspective, but in the 
synchronic perspective, they mostly adhere to an analysis similar to that of Marouzeau 
discussed above (173. 170): at the morphological level, many opt for an indicative 
analysis, but reinterpret the alleged indicative in ways that render it semantically 
equivalent of a verbal stem. According to Rainer & Varela (1992: 128), Alemany–
Bolufer (1920) was among the rst scholars to assert that in Spanish, “the rst 
constituent takes the form of a third person but functions as a verbal theme, i.e. an 
uninected verbal form”.  
Rainer & Varela (1992: 127) acknowledge that the ‘imperative thesis’ is “undoubtedly 
[...] the right diachronic analysis” of the Spanish material, although without oﬀering 
any underpinning of this claim; perhaps they base themselves on theories inspired by 
Darmesteter or on evidence from Italian, which, as will be seen, lends good support to 
the imperative analysis. ey immediately concede that it “cannot be maintained 
synchronically”, adding: “indeed, we know of no serious defence of the synchronic 
relevance of the imperative thesis.” ey note that formally, the rst member of such a 
Spanish compound “completely coincides with the third person singular present 
indicative” but discard an indicative analysis for reasons of semantics: “Since this 
inectional morpheme does not appear to be present in the semantic structure of the 
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compound, the principle of compositionality appears to force us to reanalyse it” 
(Rainer & Varela 1992: 130). Having discussed various solutions on oﬀer for the 
proposed reanalysis, they conclude: “We see no means, presently, to choose one of 
these solutions over the other on principled grounds” (Rainer & Varela 1992: 128; thus 
also Rainer 1993: 267 and 2001: 225). 
Penny (2002: 300) analyzes the rst members as imperatives or prs. indicatives; 
Villalva (1992: 212) oﬀers the following analysis of the Portuguese type: “e rst 
constituent is tense–marked. Not surprisingly, though, this verb form is a present 
tense, third person singular.” is form would display all the morphological and 
semantic characteristics of a verbal stem: it is  
within the whole verbal paradigm, the less marked form, since it exhibits no 
person, number or tense morphemes, and it allows a generic interpretation. But 
[...] the verb cannot be further inected, i.e. it is a frozen form [...] 
Villalva 1992: 212 
None of the above–mentioned scholars clarify why they insist on analyzing the rst 
members as nite forms, and not, as the semantic analysis so strongly suggests, 
uninected verbal stems. It is possible that formations derived from i–verbs are 
decisive in this context. As noted, such formations display rst members in -e-, as in 
Sp. abrelatas and parteluz, not -i-, as might have been expected from the innitives of 
the base verbs, abrir and partir. Hence, they may seem to have more in common with 
the 3sg. abre and parte than with the verbal stem as it appears in, e.g., the innitive. 
Nevertheless, even such forms can be shown to comply well with the stem–
hypothesis, as their morphology is in good agreement with the morphophonemic 
patterns of the i–verbs. eir stem vowel varies between -i- in stressed (e.g. inf. abrir; 
1/2pl. prs. indicative abrimos/abrís) and pretonic (fut. abriré; nominal derivative 
abridor) syllables and -e- in post–tonic syllables (examples below).22 
                                                             
22 As is well known, Spanish and Portuguese have default stress assignment to the penultimate 
syllable, if the nal syllable ends in a vowel (3sg. prs. indicative abre) or the -s of the 2sg. 
(abres) and of the nominal plural (mujeres) or the -n of the 3pl. (abren). A nal syllable 
ending in any other consonant attracts the accent (abrir; abridor), and so do various suﬃxes, 
such as that of the future (3pl. abrirán). 
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Historically, the e–variant has a triple origin, as it reects both (a) Latin i, which in 
Proto–Romance was reected as e in nal, post–tonic syllables and is preserved as such 
in Ibero–Romance (Jensen 1999: 131f. § 206) (b) Latin ī (and, as I will argue in sections 
4.4.2.3 and 5.4, ē), which in Proto–Romance was reected as i in nal syllables, but has 
been lowered to e in Western Romance (Jensen 1999: 130–31 § 205) (c) Latin e, i and ē 
in position before nal -s. ese vowels all yielded -i in this position and underwent 
lowering to e in Western Romance. 
e impact of these developments on verbs of the Latin fourth conjugation is 
illustrated by the following table, which also illustrates that of the altogether four forms 
displaying the stem–variant in -e, only the 3pl. prs. indicative has been subject to 
some remodeling: 
  Latin  Spanish  
2sg. prs. indicative aperīs abres 
3sg. prs. indicative aperit abre 
3pl. prs. indicative aperiunt →  abren 
2sg. imperative aperī abre 
e variant of the stem vowel found in a compound like abrelatas is thus the one that is 
regular in nal, post–tonic position. Does the position as rst member of a compound 
ll this criterion? Admittedly, this question cannot be answered with absolute certainty, 
since there is some disagreement as to whether rst members of Romance 
pickpocket compounds carry a secondary stress.23 If they were completely void of 
stress, we would expect that those derived from i–verbs would appear in an unmodied 
form: parallel to abridor, we would expect **abrilatas. e form in -e- seen in abrelatas 
is consistent with the theory of a secondary stress on rst members (àbre~látas), which 
justies the assumption that the morpheme boundary is similar to a word–boundary. 
Note that second members in initial r-, like rana in Cantarrana display the trilled r- 
characteristic of word–initial r- in Spanish. 
To sum up, the Ibero–Romance pickpocket compounds lend themselves to an 
analysis that is similar to that proposed for their French equivalents: at least if we 
accept the very plausible hypothesis of a secondary stress on rst members, these are 
                                                             
23 Gather 2001: 9 refers the various points of view. 
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analyzable as verbal stems, which is also what the semantic analyses proposed by most 
scholars of the eld suggest. ese verbal stems may very plausibly be re–identied as 
the 3sg. prs. indicative or the 2sg. imperative, as also suggested by most scholars — not 
due to any semantic similarity, but because these forms do not carry any overt exional 
markers and are thus formally identical to naked stems. 
4.4.2.3 Italian  
e Italian material is more complex than that of French and Ibero–Romance, mainly 
because the stem–variation of the e–verbs is even more complex here, rendering the 
derivational pattern somewhat obscure. I shall discuss each verbal class separately. 
First members derived from a–verbs are formally identical to the 3sg. prs. indicative 
and the 2sg. imperative as well as to the verbal stem as it appears in a series of forms in 
the paradigm, here represented by the innitive. 
us porta~cenere ‘carry~ash → ash–tray’: 
Compound Innitive 2sg imp. 3sg. ind.  
portacenere portare porta porta 
Maiden (2007: 158), however, points to dialects of Southern Italy, where imperatives are 
formally diﬀerent from 3sg. prs. indicatives in that they display metaphony, or raising 
of the root vowel: thus 2sg. imperative purta vs. 3sg. prs. indicative porta. e 
pickpocket rst members likewise display metaphony in such dialects: i.e. 
purta~munata ‘carry~money → purse’.24 
e i–verbs fall into two main categories: an unsuﬃxed one and one displaying the 
suﬃx -sc-. When occurring as rst members of compounds, verbs of the former type 
display a form that is comparable to the 2sg. imperative and the verbal stem, but not to 
the 3sg. prs. Indicative. us apri~scatole ‘open~tins → tin–opener’:  
Comp. Innitive 2sg. imp. 3sg. prs. ind. 
apriscatole aprire apri  apre  
                                                             
24 It is not clear what triggers the metaphony in these verbs; presumably, this is an analogy 
with verbs that display the metaphony–triggering imperative ending -i.  
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Only the stem- and imperative analyses, not the indicative analysis, are therefore 
applicable here. 
e verbs spartire ‘to divide’, pulire ‘to polish’ and nire ‘to nish’ are among the 
numerous suﬃxed i–verbs, displaying -sc- in the 1–3sg. and 3pl. prs. indicative and 2sg. 
imperative:  
Innitive 2sg. imp. 1sg. ind. 2sg ind.  3sg. ind. 3pl. ind. 
spartire spartisci  spartisco spartisci spartisce spartiscono 
pulire pulisci pulisco pulisci pulisce puliscono 
nire nisci  nisco nisci nisce niscono 
In formations derived from such verbs, the suﬃx is mostly absent, except that it tends 
to be retained in derivatives from pulire ‘to polish, cleanse’:  
sparti~acque ‘divide~waters → watershed’ 
sparti~neve ‘divide~snow → snowplough’ 
sparti~traﬃco ‘divide~traffic → traﬃc island’ 
ni~mondo ‘finish~world → bedlam’ 
puli~tutto ‘polish~all → a detergent’ 
pulisci~scarpe ‘polish~shoes → shoe–polish(er)’ 
pulisci~orecchi ‘polish~ears → ear bud’ 
pulisci~penne ‘polish~pens → pen wiper’ 
pulisci~piedi ‘polish~feet → boot scraper’ 
pulisci~vetri ‘polish~windows → window–polish’ 
Whereas puli~, sparti~ and ni~ are analyzable as uninected stems, the seemingly 
productive forms in pulisci~ coincide with the 2sg. imperative. Anyhow, the probative 
value of this example is not absolute, in other words, it is not certain that the 
motivation for the creation of a form like pulisciscarpe was necessarily an impulse to 
introduce imperatival morphology. All that is needed is the identication of pulisc- as 
the uninected form of the verb. e lack of a stem vowel would motivate the analogy 
with imperative–like formations as batticarne and spartiacque.  
First members derived from e–verbs are directly comparable only to the 2sg. 
imperative, rendering such formations highly topical for the imperative hypothesis: 
thus batti~carne ‘beat~meat → a meat hammer’ and metti~bocca ‘poke~mouth → 
a busybody’: 
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Comp. Innitive 2sg. imp. 3sg. prs. ind.  
batticarne battere batti  batte 
mettibocca mettere metti mette 
Formations of this type will be subject to more detailed scrutiny below. 
Among the irregular verbs, Maiden (2007: 158) points to fare ‘to do, make’ 
occurring as a rst member in fa~legname ‘make~wood → a carpenter’ and 
fa~cocchio ‘make~carriage → a carriage–maker’:  
Comp. Innitive 2sg. imp. 3sg. prs. ind. 
fa~legname fare fa’ fa  
At rst glance, these formations lend themselves to all three hypotheses; but Maiden 
observes that unlike the 2sg. imperative (fa’) and the 3sg. prs. indicative (fa), fa~ as a 
compositional rst member does not trigger the doubling of the initial consonant of a 
following word, known as raddoppiamento sintattico. e phenomenon is observable 
in clauses like fa’ presto! “hurry!” and non fa niente “it doesn’t matter”, where fa causes 
the initial consonant of presto and niente to double. Noting however, that the 3sg. 
“always causes raddoppiamento [...] whereas it is a property of the imperative that it 
does not (always) do so”, Maiden concludes that the absence of raddoppiamento in 
falegname and facocchio is “a guarantee that the fa- is the same morphological element 
as imperative fa’.” He does not discuss the alternative: that fa~ represents an 
uninected form. Such an analysis would presuppose that speakers associated 
raddoppiamento with nite forms of the verb and therefore le it out in the compound.  
Finally, the Italian verb + verb compounds are likewise ambiguous; some display 
imperative–like forms, only one does not (meanings in 4.4.1):  
Compound Innitive 3sg. Imperative 
fuggi~fuggi fuggire fugge fuggi 
andi~rivieni andare/rivenire va/riviene vai/rivieni 
dormi~veglia dormire/vegliare dorme/veglia dormi/veglia 
Whereas the rst member of dormiveglia and the second member of andirivieni are 
formally identical to imperatives, the rst member of andirivieni has the somewhat 
unexpected appearance of a 2sg. prs. indicative. 
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To sum up, if we look at form only, then the indicative–analysis can be ruled out, as 
it can only be applied to forms derived from a–verbs; and it cannot account for 
dialectal forms like purtamunata, seemingly based on the imperative. e imperative 
analysis, likewise applicable to forms derived from a–verbs, is the sole option in the 
case of forms like pulisciscarpe and batticarne. However, it cannot be applied to 
pulitutto, where the stem–analysis is the only option. 
Whereas the dialectal purtamunata and the relatively sporadic forms like pulisci-
scarpe may have individual explanations, the very regular occurrence of an imperative–
like form in derivatives from e–verbs has rendered Italian topical for the imperative 
analysis at all times. e Italian formations probably inuenced the thinking of a 
Romanist like Darmesteter who had a lot of resonance with his theory of a delocutive 
origin at the end of the nineteenth century (see above, p. 171f.). His contemporary, 
Adolf Zauner (1905: 81–2), oﬀers a variation of the theme with examples from Italian:  
Ursprünglich kommen diese Benennungen [...] Personen und Ortschaen zu. 
Jemanden, der die Gewohnheit hat, Teller abzulecken, ru man spöttisch zu: 
“Lecke die Teller ab!” Dieser Satz wird dann als Ganzes gefaßt substantivert: 
“Tellerlecker”, so noch ital. leccapiatti. Ein weiterer Schritt ist es dann, wenn die 
Personalbezeichnungen auch auf Gegenstände, zunächst auf Werkzeuge, 
übertragen werden (das Werkzeug wird poetisch als handelnde Person aufgefaßt 
[...])  
As noted, this approach is now considered dated; but most scholars are at a loss to 
understand the Italian formations in a synchronic perspective. Maiden 1995: 184, for 
instance, expresses his puzzlement by the alleged imperative in the Italian forms:  
e motivation for the use in such cases of a form identical to the imperative is 
obscure, and the presence of an imperative would be very hard to understand in 
forms such as girasole (one would hardly be likely to order the owers to turn to 
the sun). 
His conclusion is also typical of the modern debate in that there is an implicit 
assumption that an explanation is to be found in earlier stages of the language:  
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Whatever the origins of this structure, it constitutes in the modern language a 
morphological peculiarity of the verbal elements of compound nouns and 
adjectives which reduces their morphological autonomy. 
Maiden 1995: 184 
More recently however, Maiden (2007) suggests that the clue to the problem lies in 
language acquisition. is new hypothesis is based on two assumptions about language 
development. e rst one is that the imperative is among the rst forms acquired by 
children and presumably also by second–language learners. It is not clear to me 
whether Maiden means individual imperatives, acquired at an early stage, or the 
category ‘imperative’ as such. e second assumption is that early acquisition secures 
the imperative a central and primordial role in the verbal system. One of the corollaries 
of these two assumptions is that the imperative is a basic form on which analogies are 
formed and which is applied in compound formation (Maiden 2007: 155). In other 
words:  
2sg. imperatives are among the very rst forms of the verb that the child 
encounters; I submit that such forms actually are the verb, before, and in 
abstraction from, any morphosyntactic properties which may also be assigned to 
it. 
Maiden 2007: 158–9 
Neither of these claims are directly supported by research into language development. 
It may be noted, rst of all, that the inclusion of the 1/2pl. imperatives in the 
argumentation (Maiden 2007: 159f.) in fact seems inadmissible: whereas it is not 
implausible, but unfortunately not provable that the 2sg. imperative is acquired rst by 
children, it does seem implausible that plural imperatives would be acquired this early, 
by children and adult learners alike. Secondly, although Maiden (2007: 163) cites 
sources indicating that imperatives are indeed prominent in children’s language, these 
sources also reveal that they are no more prominent than indicatives. is is 
problematic, for if early acquisition establishes the imperative as the verb proper, then 
it would seem to follow that it must be the rst or somehow the most prominent verbal 
form acquired, and that presumably in all children. is point is not supported by 
Maiden’s sources; as he acknowledges, the evidence is ambiguous. is is not 
surprising, given that language is generally not thought to develop according to entirely 
identical patterns in all children.  
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Maiden’s sources furthermore do not seem to warrant that early acquisition is a 
prerogative for a central placement in the verbal system. e implication is that entities 
that are acquired early do not change or develop as the grammar of the learner (child 
or foreigner) develops. is hypothesis seems to me a priori unlikely, but there is not 
scope in this thesis to discuss it at greater length. 
As is also characteristic of the scholarship reviewed in 4.4.2.1 and 4.4.2.2, there are 
few attempts to analyze the Italian pickpocket compounds in a way that would make 
them conform, syn- or diachronically, with the stem analysis. A notable exception is 
Scalise (1992: 192) who makes and discusses an observation that could be of decisive 
value for the stem hypothesis and could also be a weighty argument against the 
imperative hypothesis.  
Scalise points out that when occurring as derivational bases of nominal derivatives, 
the e–verbs display a stem–nal -i. us, consider battitura ‘threshing’ from battere, 
spegnimento ‘extinction’ from spegnere ‘put oﬀ’ and credibile ‘credible’ from credere 
(examples mine). As also noted by Gather (2001: 97) commenting on Scalise 1992, these 
forms obviously should not be analyzed as based on imperatives; hence Scalise 
concludes that a Vowel Adjustment Rule is at play, which raises the stem vowel, -e-, to 
-i-. is rule would apply to two other formations where the unmodied verbal stem is 
expected to occur, but where we nevertheless nd -i-: the rst members of 
pickpocket compounds (as in batticarne from battere or spegnifuoco from spegnere) 
and the corresponding 2sg. imperative (batti, spegni). Scalise includes the latter form 
among the cases where -i seems unexpected because it is in conict with the principle, 
observable in the a- and i–verbs, that imperatives lack overt inection. 
e pickpocket rst members, derivational bases and imperatives would thus all 
be formed on the naked verbal stem as one would expect, but would be subject to the 
said Vowel Adjustment Rule, changing the stem vowel from e to i:  
e “thematic vowel” solution requires the operation of an Adjustment Rule 
(and only one for all morphology, both in terms of compounding and 
derivation) which would change the thematic vowel e into i for all verbs of the 
IInd conjugation. 
Scalise 1992: 192 
is rule has the merit of being economical: without it, verbs of the second conjugation 
display three diﬀerent anomalies, which, coincidentally, result in the same 
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phonological form. With the rule, these verbs display only one anomaly, namely that of 
being subject to the Vowel Adjustment Rule. What it does not explain is why these 
verbs are subject to the Vowel Adjustment Rule in the rst place. 
Another aspect le unaccounted for is why the rule does not aﬀect innite forms 
like the innitive (battere), the participles (passive battuto; active battente) and the 
gerundio (battendo). Vogel & Napoli (1992), however, oﬀer a renement of the rule that 
would explain this. According to their theory, the clue to the problem lies in underlying 
tense–marking. e 2sg. imperative would be the only verbal form unmarked for tense, 
that is, neither [+tense], nor [−tense], but simply unmarked. By contrast, even the 
above–mentioned, innite forms would have tense marking: they are all [−tense]. 
e absence of underlying tense–marking would be reected in syntax. Unlike any 
other form of the verbal paradigm, the 2sg. imperative does not combine with the 
negation non, which, so Vogel & Napoli (1992) observe, can only combine with tense–
marked forms. e prohibitive correspondent to e.g. parla! ‘talk!’ is therefore not **non 
parla! but deploys the innitive, which is [−tense] and can therefore combine with non: 
non parlare!.25 
Vogel & Napoli (1992) conclude that the stem–variant in -i only surfaces when no 
tense–marked morpheme follows; this would be the case in the imperative, as well as in 
pickpocket rst members and the bases of nominal derivatives. 
Although solving one problem, this specication of the rule does not clarify the 
need to distinguish certain functions of the verbal stem, the ones marked by -i-, from 
others, and that only in the e–verbs. Why is the absence of tense–marking so relevant 
that it has to have a formal expression? And why does this feature not receive a formal 
expression in verbs of other paradigms? In short: why do the e–verbs display the said 
variation at all? 
It is fair to describe the variation of the e–verbs as a feature that renders this class 
less regular than the -a- and i–verbs. is gives reasons to suspect that the answers to 
these questions lie buried in the history of the e–verbs, which is unfortunately 
somewhat tangled, in particular as far as the imperative is concerned. Let us therefore 
review some key aspects of the development of the Italian -e- conjugation. 
                                                             
25 In the terminology of Vogel & Napoli (1992: ibidem): “all of the surrogate forms are attached 
(aer head movement) under a Tense Phrase node in the verbal hierarchy.” 
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e Romance -e- conjugation has subsumed the majority of Latin verbs of the 
second and third conjugations. Its morphology largely continues that of the second 
conjugation which displays the stem vowel -ē- seen, for instance, in the innitive, like 
timēre ‘to fear’ (> It. temere). 
e stem–variant in -i- occurring in nominal derivatives is mostly phonologically 
regular, reecting Latin -i-. e -ē- of the Latin second conjugation was in regular 
variation with -i- before nominal suﬃxes displaying initial consonants; thus Lat. 
terribilis from terrēre ‘to frighten’, monitor from monēre ‘admonish’, etc. In stressed 
position, Lat. -i- was preserved, and is therefore original in It. terribile. In cases like Lat. 
monitor > It. monitore, where the vowel is found in the so–called intertonic position,26 
front vowels could be lost or yield either e or i.27 Generalization of the presumably 
sporadic i must have been facilitated by the stable i of formations like credibile. Hence, 
the -i- of nominal derivatives is a phonologically (fairly) regular continuation of Latin 
morphological patterns. 
Given that a form like batticarne seems to have largely the same phonological 
structure as e.g. battitore, we cannot exclude that the choice of stem–variant results 
from the same rules as the latter, either historically or as a later analogy. However, we 
should be careful with comparing the phonological environment of rst members of 
compounds directly with that of derivational bases: we saw above that the rst 
members of Spanish and Portuguese compounds of this type seemingly displayed the 
phonology of semi–independent words. In other words, it is less than certain that the 
rules that brought about the word–formation pattern of battitore also brought that of 
batticarne.  
e imperative ending -i is thought to be an innovation, as it cannot, according to 
traditional accounts, reect the Latin imperatives of the second and third conjugations, 
e.g. timē ‘fear!’ from timēre or cade ‘fall!’ from cadere. According to standard 
handbooks, the phonologically regular reex of both these forms would originally have 
ended in -e: **teme and **cade. It has been concluded that the form in -i- must result 
                                                             
26 at is, the position aer the initial syllable and before the stressed one (Jensen 1999: 145). 
27 Examples from Jensen 1999: 145 (underscores mine): “Martĭs die > martedì… montĭcĕllu > 
Monticello… verĕcŭndia > vergogna”. 
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from analogy with the i–verbs (reecting the Latin fourth conjugation in -ī–), which is 
the Italian ‘third conjugation’ in Maiden’s terminology. us Maiden 1996: 165:  
Analogy must be invoked […] to account for the occurrence of -i in modern 
second conjugation imperatives: on the model of third conjugation 3sg. dorme 
and 2sg. imperative dormi, we have second conjugation 3sg. vende and 2sg. 
imperative vendi. 
It is somewhat puzzling that the said analogy would have replaced forms, e.g. **teme 
and **cade, that would have been in perfect agreement with the principle of derivation 
from the unmodied verbal stem (compare the innitives: temere; cadere) which ws 
characteristic of the Latin imperative. In other words, the regularity of the Latin system 
has been replaced by a system that is irregular, not just in the sense that the imperative 
is now an overtly inected form; the real mystery is that overt inection occurs only in 
the e–verbs: the a- and i- verbs still follow the old pattern. 
Given that the imperative of the e–verbs does not diﬀer semantically from that of 
the other conjugations, there seems to be no functional or semantic motivation for the 
rise of a separate imperative ending. I therefore nd it diﬃcult to accept that the form 
in -i- would result from analogy, as suggested by Maiden 1996: 165 among others. On 
the contrary, I nd that this sort of situation prompts for an explanation in language 
history. According to what is known as ‘Sturtevant’s paradox’, analogical change, 
though being irregular, tends to restore regularity. Sound change on the other hand, 
although being irregular tends to create irregularity. I would propose that the ‘irregular’ 
Italian imperative in -i arose precisely by phonological change. is question will be 
explored in the following. 
As an illustration of a scenario that would not have the explanatory aws 
characteristic of the one traditionally proposed, we may consider the hypothesis that 
the 2sg. imperative of the e–verbs is in fact a phonologically regular form. Such a 
scenario is attractive in our context, because it has the potential of explaining the 
pickpocket rst members as phonologically regular forms, too, thus explaining the 
syncretism between the two forms. 
More specically, the idea to be pursued here is that Italian -i developed regularly 
from Latin -ē. e following table illustrates, with examples from Italian, how the high 
and mid front vowels are thought to have developed in unstressed, nal syllables: 
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ī > i vīdī >  vedi  
i > e crēdit >  crede 
ē > e vidē  > *vede → vedi 
e > e patrem >  padre  
As can be seen, Latin i, ē and e would have merged in this position, yielding e as early as 
the rst century. is le two oppositions in nal syllables: e and i. 
What the table also illustrates is that evidence of the development of nal ē > e is 
hard to come by, and that we typically have to assume that it has been analogically 
replaced by -i. is is probably what prompts both Meyer–Lübke ([1890–1906] 1974: 
262 § 306) and Wiese (1904: 29ﬀ.) to suggest that the regular reex of Latin nal -ē was 
in fact the attested -i, not -e. Nevertheless, this theory has generally fallen into oblivion, 
perhaps because most of the supportive examples have received adequate, alternative 
analyses, in particular through the establishment of the rule that Latin -es, -is and -ēs 
yields Italian -i; this has been illustrated in detail by Maiden (1996). 
e development of nal vowels in Italian is a complex matter, as can be ascertained 
from the comprehensive account of Maiden (1996). In the following I shall point out 
certain advantages of accepting the original proposal of Meyer–Lübke and Wiese.  
Aer Maiden’s exposition, we are le with a very small number of relevant 
examples. is is because Romance did not inherit many words in nal -ē not followed 
by -s. In particular, there are hardly any reexes of adverbial -ē; in stead, we typically 
nd -o as in the Italian adverb certo ‘certainly’ corresponding to Latin certē or -amente 
as in sicuramente ‘certainly’ < Latin sēcūrā mente ‘with a composed, untroubled mind’.  
ere are, however, a small number of relevant examples. us, oggi ‘today’ reects 
Lat. hodiē ‘today’. Since the traditional account predicts It. *ogge < hodiē, Jensen (1999: 
136) proposes that “oggi may have been modeled on ieri < hĕrĭ.” Note that Jensen posits 
a short, nal vowel in Latin heri ‘yesterday’. is form, which results from iambic 
shortening of herī, seems to have been lexicalized in the Classical Latin (M. Leumann 
1977: 111; Mester 1994: 13). Its short, nal -i is expected to yield *-e in Romance; hence 
the -i of Italian ieri would have to be secondary. is does not exclude that it was 
extended to oggi; but it still leaves us without an etymological source for the -i itself. I 
see two solutions to the problem. Seeing that Romanian ieri ‘yesterday’ likewise 
displays nal -i, we may accept that Italian and Romanian in fact continue Latin herī 
with a preserved nal -ī. Alternatively, if we accept Latin -ē > Romance -i, we can 
postulate that Italian oggi is the regular reex of hodiē, and that it was in fact oggi that 
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inuenced ieri and not the other way around. In this context it is relevant that Latin 
hodiē is signicantly more frequent than heri: a search in the LLT–A reveals 12.562 hits 
on hodiē against only 850 hits on heri in Classical and Late Latin. It is of course more 
likely that the more frequent word would serve as a model for analogy. 
A further relevant observation is that Romanian azi ‘today’, reecting Latin *hac diē 
‘on this day’, likewise has nal -i. We might assume that this form, too, borrowed its 
ending from the word for ‘yesterday’; but it seems more straightforward to assume that 
it developed by regular sound law. 
Whether the nal vowel of ieri results from analogy with oggi or not, it is interesting 
to observe that this ending seems to have spread to domani ‘tomorrow’ which, so 
Jensen (1999: 136), reects Lat. dē māne with short -e. Romanian, on the other hand, 
preserves the short -e of Latin māne in mâine. 
tardi ‘late’ reects Latin tardē. To explain the unexpected -i, Jensen (1999: 136) 
remarks that “nal i seems to have become some sort of an adverbial marker: ab ante > 
OIt. avanti; dē māne > OIt. domane > domani; tarde [sic!] > tardi.” We have just seen 
that domani seems to owe its -i to oggi < hodiē. is leaves avanti and tardi. Assuming 
that tardi is regular from tardē, we obtain a source for the alleged adverbial marker, 
which might have spread by analogy to a form like avanti. is is rendered likely by the 
observation that the two words occur in the semantically related contexts of più tardi 
‘later’ and più avanti ‘later on’. 
lungi ‘far’ is a rare adverb, found mainly in the set phrase lungi da ‘far from’ and in 
the compound lungimirante ‘far–sighted’. e Latin equivalent is longē; its 
development into Italian lungi lends obvious support to the proposed development of 
Latin -ē > Romance *-i.  
As far as the imperatives of the e–verbs is considered, there are, likewise, 
considerable advantages of accepting that the proposed development of Latin -ē > 
Romance -i. e Latin imperative of the second conjugation ended in -ē; so if we accept 
this sound law, a Latin second–conjugation imperative like vidē ‘see!’ would develop 
the ending -i which we see in its Italian continuant vedi. In reexes of the Latin third 
conjugation, the imperative in -i (as in credi) must, however, result from analogy; this 
is the consequence of an already well documented development, namely the merger of 
the Latin third conjugation with that of the second. 
Maiden (1996: 164) reports various occurrences of e–imperatives among the e–
verbs. In the traditional account, these might be understood as relics of the older 
imperative that was ousted by the said analogy with the i–verbs. Assuming that -i was 
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regular only in continuants of the Latin second conjugation, it is tempting to assume 
that continuants of the third conjugation might preserve some relics of the original e–
imperative that would have been regular here. ere is, however, at least one plausible 
alternative to this hypothesis. According to what has just been said about the 
restorative role of analogy, these forms could also have come about as the result of 
analogy, on the pattern of cantare : canta and dormire : dormi.  
In short, assuming that Latin -ē yielded -i in Romance, Italian would have inherited 
an imperative system that looked as follows: 
Conjugation 1st (a) 2nd (e)  3rd (e) 4th (i) 
Innitive cantare vedere credere dormire  
Imperative ama vedi  crede dormi 
e loss of the e–imperative was part of a general loss of third–conjugation 
morphology that followed when that conjugation merged with the second. In 5.4 I will 
show that the Romanian imperative system is likewise best understood if we assume 
that it developed from a system that is identical to what we see in table 4. 
Finally, the rule proposed by Meyer–Lübke and Wiese has the potential of analyzing 
the form in -i in pickpocket compounds as phonologically regular. is would imply 
that these compounds originated at a point in time when nal -i was still identiable as 
a conditioned variant of ē. Such identication was probably only possible for as long as 
ē and i had not merged within stressed syllables (both yielding ẹ); according to what 
was said above, the word–formation pattern would therefore date back to some point 
during or before the fourth century. As will be seen in section 4.5.1, the historical 
evidence suggests that pickpocket compounds were prolic at least by the seventh 
century and probably earlier still, hence, the solution outlined here, although 
hypothetical, may in fact be correct. 
To sum up, the development proposed here would render virtually all reexes of 
Lat. ē in nal syllables regular, and has the potential of explaining the imperative–like 
forms in the pickpocket compounds without recourse to speculations to the eﬀect 
that the imperative is ‘basic’ or ‘interpreted as an uninected form’. e intuition of 
many scholars — that a proper understanding of the morphology of rst members is to 
be found in language history — would thus be correct, with the qualication that 
language history seems to point towards an origin in verbal stems, not imperatives.  
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is hypothesis is new and still needs to be researched in detail. In this respect, 
Romanian plays an important role, as i < Lat. ī in nal unstressed syllables is preserved 
here, too: hence, if Lat. -ē merged with -ī in late Antiquity, it should be reected as -i in 
Romanian. In chapter 5 I shall demonstrate that such a hypothesis helps clarify certain 
facts of the Romanian imperative, hitherto considered obscure. 
4.4.3 Summary 
e discussion of the preceding pages may be summarized as follows. e rst 
members of French and Ibero–Romance pickpocket compounds are analyzable as 
unmodied verbal stems, in agreement with the semantic analysis proposed by 
mainstream linguists in the modern tradition. Secondarily, however, this stem is easily 
reinterpreted as a nite form, which would explain the occasional occurrence of 
imperatives in verb + verb (+ verb) compounds, as in Spanish vaiven and correvedile. 
In Italian, the imperative has an undeniable impact on our word–formation pattern. 
It could be hypothesized that the imperative, very consistently formed on the 
uninected stem cross–linguistically, is also identied by speakers as the most 
primitive form of the verb and can therefore be deployed in compounds and 
derivatives, even when displaying overt inexion. e Italian material, however, is not 
decisive, since the imperatives central to the imperative analysis are themselves of 
uncertain origin. It is furthermore possible to subject the Italian material to a historical 
analysis that has the potential of rendering such a hypothesis superuous, explaining as 
it does the irregular imperative of the e–verbs and the imperative–like form of rst 
members derived from such verbs as the phonologically regular reexes of historically 
uninected verbal stems. e parallel development of these two forms would have led 
to a situation where the Italian pickpocket compounds appear to be formed on 
synchronic 2sg. imperatives. I shall elaborate my views on this in section 6.1. 
In an older, generally pre–structuralist tradition, the irregularities of the 
pickpocket compounds of Romance have been ascribed to a putative delocutionary 
origin, that is, the word–formation pattern would have its roots in clause–conversions. 
In the following section, which summarizes the historical attestation of the Romance 
pickpocket compounds, I shall demonstrate that a certain type of clause–conversion, 
the sentence–name, in fact displays certain similarities with the pickpocket 
compounds; due consideration will be given to the question of a joint origin. 
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4.5 e history of pickpocket compounds and sentence–names 
e following sections provide an overview of the attested history of the Romance 
pickpocket compounds and their usage through the times. Again, the developments 
in Romance help assess the situation in spoken Latin and also provide vital clues about 
the development of the pickpocket compounds in neighbouring languages, 
including Germanic and, indirectly, Slavic and Baltic.  
Nouns, particularly names, derived from clauses have played an important role in 
the debate. I shall argue below that two of the most frequently quoted formations, It. 
Bevilacqua and Fr. Boileau, are in fact on the cusp between being compounds and 
sentence–names, but as will be seen there are also forms that are more obviously 
analyzable as sentence–names. Such names share many semantic, functional and 
morphological characteristics with the pickpocket compounds, as well as their early 
history of attestation. e oen–made suggestion that these two types are related in 
origin will be the topic of 4.5.3. 
4.5.1 Pickpocket compounds 
In addition to his collection of Latin pickpocket compounds, Bork (1990: 42–164) 
has compiled the most recent and also the fullest historical survey of Romance 
compounds of this type. e following account is based mainly on his collection of 
close to 600 pickpocket compounds from Old Italian, Old and Middle French, Old 
Spanish, Old Occitan, Old Catalan, Old Portuguese, Sardinian (p. 17f.) and also of 
Romanian, to be discussed in chapter 5. e oldest formations are from the tenth 
century, the youngest from the eenth. 
Bork (1990: 69f.) divides his material into three major categories: Belebtes, 
Unbelebtes and Abstrakta. Below, I assume that these categories correspond roughly to 
the semantic categories of agent–nouns, instrument/place–nouns and action–nouns. 
Bork is, however, not strict in discriminating between these primary, grammatical 
categories indicated by the word–formation pattern and secondary, semantic 
categories, which are the result of metaphoric extensions and lexicalizations. 
For instance, Sp. papago ‘eat~fig’ designates a g–eating bird (Lat. cedula) and 
is therefore classied as Belebt, that is, as an agent–noun. However, when it has the 
meaning ‘nonsense, rubbish’, it is classied as an Abstraktum, that is, an action–noun; 
and when it denotes a certain type of sail (of a ship), or a sort of hood, it is listed under 
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Unbelebtes (but in two separate sub–categories: Bork 1990: 78).28 I wonder if ‘bird’ is not 
the basic meaning of the word, ‘nonsense’, ‘sail’ and ‘hood’ being diﬀerent 
metaphorical extensions. 
ere are also instances of wrong categorization, as when It. lavascodelle 
‘wash~bowls’, attested in 1325, is categorized as an instrument–noun (Bork 1990: 
74). According to Bork’s source, its synonym is lavapiatti, sguattero. Surely, lavapiatti 
‘wash~plates’ was an agent–noun before the late 19th century, as is sguattero ‘a 
kitchen hand’.  
Finally, Bork (1990: 46) has le out all formations attested as names. Since the 
agent–nouns were, in the earliest times, very frequently deployed as surnames and 
nick–names, this means that an unknown number of agent–nouns is, unfortunately, 
missing from the survey.29  
Hence, any calculations based on Bork’s corpus are necessarily quite rough.30 As 
repeatedly pointed out by Bork himself, his material is also not a very reliable reection 
of the actual distribution of the semantic/functional categories in the spoken language, 
since the earliest, mainly poetic, sources would be more likely to deploy agent–nouns 
than instrument–nouns. According to the very rough gures that emerge, agent- and 
instrument–nouns were equally numerous, and action–nouns were marginal, at least in 
the period of 600 years that the survey spans. 
                                                             
28 Bork (1990: 118) further divides the three major categories into eight sub–categories: the 
category Belebtes contains ‘P’: Personenbezeichnungen; ‘Z’: zoologische Termini and ‘B’: 
botanische Termini. In turn, Unbelebtes comprises ‘W’: Werkzeugbezeichnungen; ‘K’: 
Kleidung, Stoﬀe, Rüstung and ‘O’: Ortsbezeichnungen, Termini der Architektur, Behälter. 
Finally, the Abstrakta comprise ‘H’: Handlungsbezeichnungen (Verbalabstrakta); Ergebnisse 
einer Handlung; Spiele. It is not specied which categories ‘A’ Adverbiale Verwendung (12 
examples) belong to. Such formations will, in any case, be le out of the discussion, together 
with ‘S’ sonstige Funktionen (44 examples). 
29 Bork 1990: 46: “dagegen halte ich es [...] für methodisch erlaubt, die folgende Beweisführung 
unter Vernachlässigung der [...] Eigennamen (auch Ortsnamen) allein auf die belegten 
Appellativa zu gründen.” e justication for this is not made clear. 
30 To reorganize Bork’s survey would be time–consuming, as quite a few formations are not 
translated: in such cases as French happegobet (an agent–noun: p. 84), pincehaste (an 
instrument–noun: p. 85), or Mozarabic inaboy (a botanical term: p. 109), the meaning is 
not immediately easy to extract. 
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us, by the categorization just outlined, the survey would contain 220 agent–
nouns, 255 instrument–nouns and 50 action–nouns, corresponding to 41 per cent 
agent–nouns, 48 per cent instrument–nouns and 10 per cent action–nouns. However 
imperfect, these gures are robust enough to show that the ratio has changed 
signicantly in modern times, where the agent–nouns are scarce and of an archaic 
nature, while the instrument–nouns have become highly productive. 
4.5.1.1 Agent–nouns (1): zoological and botanical taxonyms 
All the Romance languages display a small number of pickpocket compounds used 
as botanical and zoological taxonyms. Although these are of late attestation in most 
Romance varieties, evidence from Mozarabic allows us to posit an earlier date for them 
than for any other types. I shall therefore treat them rst. 
Bork’s survey reveals that these taxonyms are relatively scarce: they make up 
approximately 10 per cent of the corpus (See Bork 1990: 118). Nevertheless, the material 
is uniform enough to allow for some interesting general conclusions. 
e zoological ones mostly depict the animal as the agent of a characteristic action; 
the botanical ones generally denote reputed healing or toxic powers, in other words, 
what the plant in question does, as opposed to what one uses it for doing. ey, too, are 
thus (mainly) agent–nouns, not instrument–nouns, as one might think. eir semantic 
eld and also the history of their spread are, however, diﬀerent from that of agent–
nouns denoting humans. 
A number of formations occur in parallel in several Romance languages and must 
derive from a common tradition. What is immediately obvious is that some translate 
terms from Botanical Latin that are formed in accordance with Classical Latin 
morphology. Such pickpocket compounds are therefore not inherited forms. As will 
be seen from the few examples below, most are rather loose interpretations, or even 
folk etymologies, of the Latin counterparts. I give rst what appears to be a Latin 
original, followed by its Romance translations or calques:  
 
Lat.  morsus gallina ‘scarlet pimpernel (bot.)’: the correct, literal translation of 
this word is not clear: ‘bite of chicken’ or ‘bitten by 
chicken’? Its Romance translations render it as a 
pickpocket compound:  
It. mordigallina  ‘bite~chicken’ (13th century) 
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Fr. morgeline  —”— 
 
Lat. motacilla  ‘the wag–tail (orn.)’: as argued above (p. 133) probably a 
suﬃxal formation, derived from *mōtāx ‘swily moving, 
busy’. e Romance counterparts are, however, 
pickpocket compounds:31  
Ven. squassacoa  ‘sweep~tail’ (15th century) 
Fr. battequeue  ‘beat~tail’ (1480) 
 
Lat.  tribulus terrestris ‘puncturevine (bot.)’: borrowed from Gr. τρίβολος ‘name 
of various prickly plants’. No apparent etymological 
connection to its Romance counterparts:  
Mz. abreualyo ‘open~eyes’ (around 1100) 
Sp. abrojos  ‘open~eyes’ 
Ct. abreülls ‘open~eyes’ (15th century). Bork (1990: 160) discusses the 
idea that the Catalan form must be of Latin origin, given 
that ‘open’ is obrir in Catalan. However, the second 
member, ulls, is Catalan in form, which suggests that the 
form is a Catalan/Spanish hybrid or possibly a dialectal 
form. Bork (1990: 160; 159) and DRAE adhere to the 
hypothesis that abrojos derives from a Latin clause: *aperī 
oculum: “open (your) eye!”: the name — a sentence–name 
— would remind the wanderer to watch out for the plant 
with its stout–spined burrs. is etymology has no 
foundation in the Latin lexicon; hence, I would like to point 
out that Pliny’s Historia Naturalis (12.10) claims that the 
tribulus terrestris cures diseases of the eye thanks to an 
alleged cooling eﬀect. I would therefore be inclined to think 
that the plant was used medically to clear the eye of swelling 
or pus and was therefore considered to be an ‘eye–opener’ 
                                                             
31 e many Romance denominations of the wagtail, including a range of pickpocket 
compounds were the subject of a seminal, semasiological study by Hallig (1933). 
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in the literal sense. is, too, remains a hypothesis, but one 
that nds support in the material, seeing that many other 
botanical terms draw on the Historia Naturalis. 
None of these seems to be attested before the twelh century, which may easily be an 
accident, due to the specic nature, and the scarcity, of the earliest sources. A 
historically very valuable source is Mozarabic, the continuant of Latin spoken by the 
conquered, Christian population from the eighth to the thirteenth century in those 
areas of the Iberian peninsula that were under Muslim rule at the time. Approximately 
25 Mozarabic taxonyms of this type are attested. Apart from two items, vince–thoxicox 
and thorna–xole from the tenth century, they all occur in an Arabic glossary, probably 
compiled in the eleventh–twelh century and published with Spanish translation by 
Asín (1943). Below are a few illustrative examples. As always, there is some uncertainty 
about which plants are indicated by the individual taxonyms; I have conned myself to 
only one of the various meanings listed by Asín (1943):  
vince–thoxicox ‘tame~poison → swallow–wort; Lat. vincetoxicum’ (982).32 
Botanical Latin vincetoxicum is unattested in Classical Latin. It 
would appear to translate Gr. ἀλεξιφάρμακον ‘ward off~
medicine → antidote’. 
thorna–xole  ‘turn~sun → sunower; Latin heliotropium’ (982). 
alcha–matriš ‘raise~uterus’ → camomile; Lat. matricaria’. e name would 
refer to the plant’s ability to cure a prolapsed uterus.  
alcha–pen ‘relieve~pain → the white poplar; Lat. populus alba, used to 
cure chapped lips and to relieve the symptomatic pain thereof. 
enprenya–velyas  ‘impregnate~old(fem. plur.) → Persian buttercup; Latin 
ranunculus asiaticus’.  
estirca–miyatos ‘press~urine → shepherd’s purse; Lat. capsella bursa pastoris’. 
Also estrinya–miyatos. A diuretic. 
franne–rrino  ‘break~plough → cardoon; Lat. cynara cardunculus’. 
Allegedly so named because ploughs would get caught in the 
plants’ strong roots. 
                                                             
32 is and the following word are from Lloyd 1968: 13. 
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Taxonyms of this sort are obviously not the product of local folklore, but must derive 
from the scholarly jargon of herbalists and students of the natural sciences who read 
Classical or scholarly, medieval Latin, but spoke a diﬀerent idiom, either a variant of 
Latin or, in later centuries, one of the Romance varieties. Note that Western European 
medieval botanists relied mainly on Latin scholarship, with Pliny the Elder’s Historia 
Naturalis one of the most important sources. Pliny in turn drew to a large extent on 
Greek scholarship. Where a Romance term appears to translate a Greek as well as a 
Latin term, as in the case of vincethoxicox, Latin can therefore usually be considered as 
the proximate source (Stearn 1973: 21). 
e Mozarabic taxonyms are the earliest attestations of their kind in any Romance 
language. e special historical circumstances of this idiom, which was isolated from 
other Romance varieties for centuries, makes it a valuable source of information about 
the spread of the type.  
It may be noted immediately that it emerges clearly from Asín’s translation that the 
forms in question are entirely unrelated to their Arabic counterparts. I mention this 
because the high age of these formations prompts the question of whether the word–
formation pattern could have made its way into Romance via Arabic. e answer is 
negative. 
Another scenario to be considered is that these compounds are due to inuence 
from other Romance languages. is, however, is diﬃcult to prove. Admittedly, 
Moorish Spain in its heyday was among the most sophisticated and civilized cultures in 
Europe; it was visited by many international scholars and had extensive trade–
connections. Hence, the Mozarabs must have had contact with speakers of other 
Romance languages during the three or four centuries between the Moorish invasion in 
711 and the time when our glossary was written. ere is, however, no clear evidence in 
favour of a direct linguistic inuence. On the contrary: the highly conservative nature 
of the Mozarabic language is an established fact, as is the corollary that it developed 
without much contact with the other Romance languages. 
e distance to the rest of the Romance–speaking world is reected in the cultural 
history. Although Mozarabic clerics certainly had contacts to the Catholic Church 
outside of Spain, they preserved for more than three centuries a rite that was unlike 
those of any other Catholics. e Mozarabic rite is oen termed ‘the Gothic rite’, 
because it developed in Iberia in the era of Visigothic rule, that is broadly speaking the 
period beginning with the foundation of the Visigothic state in 573 and the rst 
Moorish invasion in 711. Probably rst practised in Toledo under the direct inuence of 
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Isidor of Seville (c. 560–636), the rite is also termed ‘Toledan’ or ‘Isidorian’. It prevailed 
until the year 1085 when it was replaced by the Roman rite (Cattin 1984: 42).  
Seeing that the segregated Mozarabs drew on Visigothic fonts of knowledge about 
liturgy, it is likely enough that they would also turn to these old sources, rather than to 
contemporary authorities from distant parts of the Romance–speaking world, when it 
came to the natural sciences. is idea is indirectly supported by Asín (1943) and 
directly by Lloyd (1968: 22), who assumes that the taxonyms in the glossary must be 
centuries older than their rst attestations:  
Since Mozarabic was cut oﬀ from the rest of the Romance speaking areas of 
Spain by the Moorish invasion of the eight century, it remained in an archaic 
stage of development. We may conclude therefore that the presence of v–c 
compounds in this dialect, or group of dialects, is proof that the pattern was 
already in existence at the beginning of the eight century. 
is probably means that the Mozarabic taxonyms originated or were in use in the 
various schools that ourished in the Visigothic kingdom, with Isidor of Seville as one 
of the leading gures. His encyclopedia — Origines sive Etymologiae Libri — relies to a 
large extent on Pliny the Elder’s Historia Naturalis in its treatment of botany and 
zoology. 
If this is so, then the related taxonyms in other Romance–speaking areas are likely 
to derive from late Antiquity as well and would provide evidence of a rich interchange 
among scholars in the epoch — if indeed the word–formation pattern does not have 
even earlier roots, dating back to the Roman Empire.  
is cannot be established with certainty. It was noted in 4.4.2.3 that the Italian 
pickpocket compounds are best understood if it is assumed that they were in use as 
early as the fourth century. Interestingly, the earliest Latin instance of such a taxonym 
is attested in the Herbarium of a scholar commonly known as Pseudo–Apuleius, who is 
thought to have lived in the fourth century ce. e meaning of the formation — 
verti~pedium ‘turn~foot–ium → a sub–species of verbena’ — is slightly enigmatic, 
and its form, with reduction of the rst member and the addition of a derivational 
suﬃx at the end, is typical of Classical Latin; but it is at least a possible candidate for a 
precursor of the botanical taxonyms of Romance.  
To sum up, whereas it is very likely that these taxonyms date back to Latin as it was 
spoken in late Antiquity, a higher age can only be postulated with some diﬃculty. In 
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spite of Bork (1990: 158f.): “Kaum zu denken ist an Entlehnungen mittelalterlicher 
Panzennamen”, I consider it likely that it continued to be productive even in medieval 
times, and that forms were borrowed from one Romance area to the other, via the 
international scholarly network anchored in the various centres of learning that began 
to be established in the early middle ages: that is to say, scholars would visit these 
centres and bring home the new terminology associated with their studies. 
4.5.1.2 Agent–nouns (2): anthroponyms and appellatives  
e very earliest agentive pickpocket compounds as well as the earliest sentence–
names are handed down to us in the form of second names, attested in various registers 
already from the eighth century onwards. e spread of both types in the Middle Ages 
is closely linked to the emergence of a new naming practice emerging in the area. is 
was the customary use of a second name or surname in addition to the given name.  
One of the consequences of the collapse of the Roman Empire was the 
abandonment of the Roman tria nōmina (praenōmen, nōmen, cognōmen) in the 
Romance–speaking world. In the very earliest records aer that, individuals are 
registered with one name only, not only in Romance but all over Europe. Although 
patronyms and sometimes names derived from toponyms were surely in use in most 
areas, surnames as such did not exist, and a person would have one oﬃcial name only. 
At the time, there was considerable freedom when it came to creating new names, 
which meant that names were more individual and more numerous than is the case in 
today’s Europe (Wilson 1998: 70f.). 
In Romance, this situation gradually changed during the eighth–eleventh centuries, 
as the registers began to record, more and more commonly, a second name next to the 
given or Christian name.33 e rst attestations are from Italian: from here, the trend 
gradually spreads over the entire Romance area and then to other parts of Europe. 
e material for the early second names was largely drawn from the appellative 
vocabulary. Among the various sources were by–names, nicknames and occupational 
                                                             
33  Marcato (1996: 1187) dates the introduction of surnames in certain areas of France and Italy 
as far back as the 8th century. Others, like R Kohlheim (1996: 1280), claim that the trend 
emerged in Venice in the 9th century and in France around the 10th–11th centuries. On 
Romanian surnames, see p. 235. 
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terms, that is, functions previously lled by the Roman cognomen. e pickpocket 
compounds betray their origin as nicknames by their oen highly expressive, that is, 
derogatory or jocular, meanings. ey sprang from popular speech and mainly 
occurred in communities such as those of crasmen, peasants, merchants and 
lansequenets.34 ey provide interesting insight into the popular strata of the respective 
languages and it is regrettable that Bork (1990: 46) le them out of his extensive survey. 
e earliest attestations of pickpocket compounds are precisely Italian second 
names; in the other languages, such names occur slightly later. Among the early 
examples are:  
It. Tosa~barba ‘cut~beard’ (723)  
Ct. Mata~canis  ‘kill~dog’ (889) 
Fr. Bati~palma  ‘beat~palm’ (tenth century)35 
In many cases, including the ones above, one can only guess at what a given name of 
this type meant. Bork (1990: 48f. n. 10) cautions that Tosabarba could be “eine 
Fälschung [...] oder [...] eine Zusammensetzung mit dem adjektivisch gebrauchten 
Partizip tosa”. As for Batipalma, Vincent (1937: 187) suggests, in a discussion of the 
related French toponym Bapaume, that ‘beating one’s palms’ was an expression of 
grief.  
Wilson (1998: 147) quotes the following nicknames and occupational terms from 
French and Italian. I rely on the meanings suggested by Wilson:  
Fr. Fille saie ‘spin~silk’ (1292) 
 Brise tartre  ‘break~tart → keeper of the public oven’: Wilson 
(1998: 147) adds: “with a reputation presumably for 
spoiling the pies given to him to cook” (1323) 
Fr. Pince~grain  ‘pinch~grain → a miller’: perhaps someone who would 
keep more than his share of the grain 
 Sauve~grain  ‘save~grain’: same meaning as the preceding item 
                                                             
34  On sociolectic variation in naming traditions, see R Kohlheim (1996: 1280). 
35 us Marcato (1996: 1190).  
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 Moille~farine  ‘wet~flour → a miller’: perhaps someone who would 
wet the our to make it weigh more heavily 
 Moille Avoine  ‘wet~wheat’: meaning as the preceding 
 Seme~seau  ‘waste~salt → a wastrel’ 
 Tue pain  ‘kill~bread → one with a keen appetite’ 
It. Basa~donna ‘kiss~woman’ 
 Scanna~gatto ‘kill~cat’ 
 Batti~lana ‘beat~wool → wool beater’ 
 Spezza~ferro ‘break~iron → a smith’ 
 Taglia~pietra ‘cut~stone → stone cutter’  
 Straccia~bandiere  ‘tear~flag → a banner–carrier’ (around 1500) 
e generally expressive semantics and frequent reference to prestige–less occupations 
or habits are also characteristic of the majority of appellative agent–nouns compiled by 
Bork (1990). His survey provides material from the tenth century onwards. e 
following are but a few examples from this comprehensive collection:  
Fr.  guardi~reve  ‘guard~road → road–inspector’ (11th century) 
It. taglia~borse  ‘cut~purse → cutpurse’ (13th century) 
 scanna~deo  ‘butcher~god → murderer’ (13th century) 
Pt. pica~pedres  ‘chop~stones → stone–cutter’? (14th century) 
Sp. come~siete  ‘eat–seven’ (15th century)  
e jocular/derogatory associations of this word–formation pattern persist to this day: 
they are easy to ascertain and are broadly recognized by any speaker of a modern 
Romance language; in the words of Spitzer (1952: 49) apud Bork 1990: 63, “L’attitude 
railleuse n’appartient pas au patrimoine le plus noble de l’homme: on devra donc 
s’attendre à ce que les composés à l’impératif appartiennent au style bas.” Surprisingly, 
Bork (1990: 63) dismisses Spitzer’s assessment as a “luige Konstruktion” and “pure 
Spekulation”. He adds (ibidem):  
In Wahrheit wissen wir über den Stellenwert der VE–Komposita im ganzen 
überhaupt nichts, höchstens etwas zum einen oder anderen Einzelfall, und das 
auch nur von Personenbezeichnungen. 
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is not only contradicts what is clear from Bork’s own material, but also what Bork 
(1990: 20) himself acknowledges elsewhere about Romanian pickpocket compounds: 
that they are “Personenbezeichnungen [...] mit eindeutig negativen Bedeutungen [...] 
wie sie aus den anderen romanischen Sprachen bekannt sind”, adding (p. 21) that they 
have “mit denen der anderen Sprachen den Charakter der Gelegenheitsbildung, die 
Volkstümlichkeit und die Bevorzugung durch die gesprochene Sprache gemeinsam”. 
On p. 41, reference is made to “Gelegenheitsbezeichnungen, z. B. für Träger 
menschlicher Schwächen[...]”. It is true, however, that the expressive nature of these 
formations is only characteristic of those agent–nouns that refer to persons. e 
taxonyms discussed in the previous section illustrate this, as do the instrument- and 
action–nouns to be discussed in forthcoming sections. 
Bork (1990: 164; 387) rightly rejects the idea that the word–formation pattern 
developed independently in each Romance language, since its identical use in all the 
languages reveals that it originated in a continuous linguistic area, although not 
necessarily one without extensive dialectal variation.36 He argues arduously in favour of 
the hypothesis that the pattern was continued from Latin, although he acknowledges 
many borrowings and calques originating in the middle ages (Bork 1990: 122f.; 147f.). 
His argumentation is partly based on an evaluation of the Latin material that diﬀers 
considerably from the one I made in the preceding chapter. ere, I pointed out that 
Old and Classical Latin oﬀer little evidence of a ourishing word–formation pattern. 
Admittedly, a few of the formations discussed in chapter 2 could be seen as precursors 
of the Romance formations, since Latin pickpocket compounds seem to be mainly 
agent–nouns with jocular semantics, and since the most secure instances are of late 
attestation. However, it would be biased to conclude with Bork (1990: 387) that “Die 
frühmittellateinischen Bildungen und die Fülle der frühromanischen Komposita 
schließen nahtlos an die antiklateinischen an.” 
According to Bork 1990: 122f., another main argument in favour of Latin heritage is 
that the proposed spread of the word–formation pattern was simply not possible at that 
period: 
Daß diese Bildungen in allen Sprachräumen unabhängig von den anderen 
gleichzeitig entstanden sein sollen, entbehrt jeder Wahrscheinlichkeit; ebenso 
                                                             
36 On the notion of linguistic area, see 4.2. 
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undenkbar erscheint mir, daß ein funktional so reich gegliederter 
Wortbildungstyp zur Zeit der ersten schrilichen Überlieferungen nicht nur von 
einem einzelnen Land zum anderen, sondern durch die ganze Romania (außer 
Rumänien) gewandert sein soll, und das ohne jede Veränderung seiner 
Anwendungsweise. Wer eine der beiden Erklärungen weiterhin für möglich hält, 
wäre den Beweis schuldig, etwa den Nachweis einer anderen gemeinsamen 
Neuerung derselben Ausdehnung und desselben Grades von Übereinstimmung 
in den ersten Jahrhunderten der Überlieferung. 
is line of reasoning is in contradiction with what is known about medieval society. 
To be sure, there was not as much mobility in the Romance–speaking areas in the 
Middle Ages as there had been at the time of the Roman Empire, where for centuries a 
geographically fairly undiﬀerentiated Latin was spoken throughout (see 4.2). However, 
the wide range of shared political, social, economic, technological and cultural changes 
in this period would not have been possible without extensive contact and exchange. 
e habitual registration of a xed second name, which emerged as a custom in Italy 
and spread from there to the other Romance languages in the Middle Ages, is itself a 
good indication of such close cultural bonds and exchange. If such a custom could 
spread across linguistic boundaries, then the word–formation patterns involved could, 
too; and I surmise that they most certainly were. Both developments would presuppose 
the same sort of linguistic and cultural continuum encompassing all of Mediterranean 
Romance. 
To sum up, it is likely that the agent–nouns of this type are of roughly the same age 
as the taxonyms, i.e. reecting spoken registers of late–antiquity Latin, even if a link to 
similar formations in Classical Latin, although plausible and indeed attractive, cannot 
be established with full certainty.  
4.5.1.3 Instrument–nouns 
Bork’s survey reveals that instrument–nouns of this type begin to appear in the sources 
some centuries later than the agent–nouns. Early formations, taken from Bork 1990: 83; 
95; 102; 110; 116; 111, are:  
Fr. chace~volatille ‘hunt~fowl → net for catching birds’ (1160) 
Oc. cerca~potz ‘search~ponds → hook for shing objects out of a 
pond’ (13th century) 
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Ct. eixuga~mans ‘dry~hands → hand–towel’ (1309) 
Sp. monda~dientes ‘pick~teeth → toothpick’ (1293) 
Pt. guarda~roupa ‘ward~clothes → wardrobe’ (1326) 
e instrument–nouns are semantically neutral. To be sure, there may be instances of 
expressive meaning, such as 
Sp. descuerna–padrastros ‘dehorn~fathers–in–law → a machete’ (1490) 
— but the word–formation pattern is in itself not an indication of low key, as it is in the 
case of the agent–nouns.37 
e age of this word–formation pattern is diﬃcult to assess, since the late attestation 
may to some extent be dictated by the nature of the early sources.38 e lack of citations 
from the Early Middle Ages means that we rely on the material available in Latin and 
contemporary Romance. As noted, Latin has one attested instance of a right–branching 
compound instrument–noun, namely imbi~corium, a gloss of uncertain age (see p. 
146). From this one example, one would not jump to the conclusion that the 
instrument–noun type was productive at any stage or in any register of Latin. 
Even if the instrument–nouns were productive in the earliest times, it is anyway 
clear that they were less so than the agent–nouns and that, unlike the latter, they kept 
gaining productivity. It is in fact reasonable to suggest that they represent a secondary 
development from the agent–nouns. eir neutral semantics corroborate this idea, if 
we assume that their productivity marks a stage of Romance where the word–
formation pattern had become so prolic, and the constituent order in agreement with 
standard language, that it was no longer considered unusual or expressive per se.  
Comparison of the medieval material with Latin on the one hand and Modern 
Romance on the other thus suggests that pickpocket instrument–nouns were gaining 
productivity in the Early Middle Ages, the agentive ones gradually losing it. e 
                                                             
37 Tobler/Tomasz apud Bork 1990: 89 interpret poilecon: ‘Mittel, die Haare am cunnus zu 
vertilgen’. More likely, though, this was a nickname, either a possessive compound or an 
agent–noun: compare the family name Poilebarbe, presumably ‘shave–beard’ (comp. also 
Tosabarba), and Rue du Poil–au–con, the original name of the Rue du Pélican in the II 
Parisian arrondissement. 
38 us Bork (1990: 63f.). 
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development of instrument–nouns from a word–formation pattern indicating agent–
nouns is of course trivial. 
4.5.1.4 Action–nouns 
Approximately 10 per cent of the formations in Bork’s survey are of a type that may be 
classied as action–nouns, if we take that term in a very broad sense.39 Some denote 
medical/psychological conditions, while others have more unspecied meanings. Quite 
a large group are toponyms: see Marouzeau 1952b: 82f. and Vincent 1937: 186) for 
extensive collections. 
In most cases, the second member is the subject of the verb contained in the rst 
member. e classication as an action–noun is straightforward in a case like batti-
cuore, literally ‘beating of the heart’; but other cases, like Cantaluppi, are perhaps best 
analyzed as place nouns, literally ‘place where the wolves sing’. 
Except for the place names, the following formations are all from Bork 1990: 95; 109; 
76; 105; 84; 95; 75; 90:  
OOc. baticor  ‘beat~heart → palpitation’ (13th century) 
OSp. baticor  —”— (1250(?)) 
OIt. batticuore  —”— (14th century) 
OCt. baticor  —”— (1478(?)) 
 
OFr. crevecuer  ‘break~heart → heart–ache’ (12th century) 
OOc. crebacor  —”— (13th century) 
OIt. crepacuore  —”— (1342) 
 
Fr. cauquemare ‘lie~mare → a nightmare’ 
 
Sp. Cantalupos ‘sing~wolves’: name of a cascade and also a family name 
(898), most probably derived from the toponym.40 
It.  Cantalupo ‘sing~wolf’: a place name 
                                                             
39 See the gures in Bork 1990: 118. 
40  Italian exhibits the related family names Cantalup(p)o and Cantalup(p)i.  
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Fr.  Chantelou(p) —”— 
Ct.  Cantallop —”— 
Fr. Pissevache ‘piss–cow’: name of a cascade 
 
As noted by Gather (2001: 81f.), such formations are peripheral in the modern 
language, where the only example he nds is the following, which is equally diﬃcult to 
categorize:  
Fr. trotte–bébé ‘trot–baby → baby walker, baby exerciser’ 
e material is thus too small and too poorly researched to allow for any conclusive 
remarks on the formations. It is remarkable, however, that Catalan Cantalupos is, 
according to Marcato (1996: 1190), attested as early as 898, albeit as a surname.41 ere 
are no indications that this word–formation pattern is continued from Latin, but the 
many parallel formations render it likely that it ourished at the same time as the 
agentive pickpocket compounds, and that it is thus possibly older than the 
instrument–nouns.  
4.5.1.5 Summary 
As can be seen from this historical overview, there is good evidence that the Romance 
pickpocket compounds were prolic in spoken registers of Latin in late Antiquity. 
e oldest stratum consists of agent–nouns and possibly action–nouns in the form of 
toponyms. e instrument–nouns, which are semantically neutral, seem to reect a 
younger stratum. 
It is tempting to hypothesize that these formations are related to the few scattered 
forms found in Classical Latin, and that the type ourished in spoken registers of 
earlier strata of Latin; but it must be noted that the indications of this are all rather 
indirect. Gather (2001: 204) in fact concludes from his survey that the type originated 
in Romance itself. Lindner (2002: 382) on the other hand considers this idea to be “ein 
                                                             
41 Marcato (ibidem) treats the form, wrongly, as an agent–noun, presumably because of its 
certainly secondary function as a surname. 
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starker Rückschritt in bereits überholt geglaubte, die romanischen Bildungen 
wiederum isolierende paradigmen.” e truth probably lies somewhere in between: 
that the word–formation pattern is rooted in Latin, but that many of the attested forms 
are Romance creations. ere is an observable trend in the Middle Ages for such stems 
to be borrowed and calqued from one Romance language to the other. e spread of 
the word–formation pattern is thus one of many manifestations of the linguistic area 
that the Romance languages continued to make up. 
4.5.2 Phrase- and sentence–names 
e history of the early Romance phrase- and sentence–names closely follows that of 
the pickpocket compounds. Phrase- and sentence–names are attested in all Romance 
languages, from the earliest periods, but they are reported to have been of most 
common occurrence in medieval Italy (Marcato 1996: 1188). ey were largely of two 
types: names with a Christian motivation and names of a more popular nature. 
e Christian names are mainly auguratives and theophorics, mostly employed as 
rst names. ey reect the hopes and aspirations of parents or clerical authorities, in 
some cases of the bearer himself. Wilson (1998: 121) gives the following examples of 
Italian sentence–names used as second names and French “phrase–names [...] taken 
from the liturgy”: 
It. Amedei ‘love God’ (of problematic origin; see p. 111) 
 Bentivenga ‘may good befall you’ 
 Tornabuoni  ‘be good’ 
 Mantegna  short for Dio ti mantegna ‘may God keep you’ 
Fr. Salve Domino 
 Amen ‘Amen’ 
 Dieux le bénie ‘may god bless him’ 
e second category is part of the same sort of linguistic feeling that brought about the 
pickpocket compounds. It contains many derogatory or jocular formations deployed 
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as nicknames and bynames, oen reecting the crass verdict or comment of the name–
bearer’s peers or relatives. Marcato (1996: 1188) provides the following:42  
It. Nottivollio ‘I don’t want you’ 
 Perquezevenisti  ‘why did you come?’ 
e Christian names, whether in use as rst or as second names, most certainly 
continue the Christian sentence–names of medieval Latin encountered in 3.2.2.2. It is 
not clear whether the more vulgar nicknames are somehow related to them. Given the 
almost universal tendency for phrase- and sentence–names to appear in contexts where 
the choice of name is not restricted by existing codes of practice, it seems likely enough 
that the two types could easily have originated in parallel and without any direct 
connection. is question is, at any rate, not of the same relevance as that of the 
relationship between sentence–names and pickpocket compounds, a topic to be 
discussed in the following section. 
4.5.3 e relation between sentence–names and compounds 
In the present work, I posit that sentence–names and pickpocket compounds, al-
though sharing certain features, are morphologically and semantically diﬀerent 
phenomena. e pickpocket compounds follow a rather precisely dened word–
formation pattern. In the form of instrument–nouns, they have made their way from 
being a novel, expressive word–formation pattern into the regular, or core, vocabulary. 
Sentence–names are formed on clauses of all sorts and are as morphologically diverse 
as these; and their meaning and function are highly unpredictable. ey always form 
part of the peripheral and oen expressive vocabulary. 
Anyhow, the fact that the two types are fundamentally distinct morphological 
categories should not deter us from discussing the hypothesis of a common origin, 
especially given the phrase–like qualities of the compounds and the fact that the two 
types have similar histories of use and attestation. I mentioned above some early 
attempts at historical explanations that are a century old today and, from the academic 
                                                             
42 Other formations of this type are Orbasta, Soperchia, but Marcato does not give the 
meanings of these. 
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point of view, similarly antiquated, mainly because they fail to distinguish between 
composition and clause–conversion. 
As noted, Rainer & Varela (1992) (and Rainer (1993); Rainer (2001); Rainer (2002)) 
are among the contemporary scholars adhering to the idea of an origin in imperative 
clauses. Rainer is supported by Lindner (2002: 382–5), who oﬀers a rare account of how 
the transition would have taken place. e scenario that he proposes is that the 
Romance type continues a Proto–Indo–European pattern that Latin took over from 
Greek and passed on to Romance. According to this account, the transition from 
sentence–name to compound would thus have taken place already in Proto–Indo–
European. e said transition would have taken place along the following lines: 
Ein ursprünglich imperativisches Syntagma mit nur hier üblicher Verberst-
stellung wurde im Zuge eines Namengebungsakts nominal verdichtet, zitierfähig 
gemacht und etablierte sich damit als Kompositionsmuster mit für 
Grundsprachliche Verhältnisse markiertem verbalem Vorderglied. 
 Lindner 2002: 348 
To posit that such a development occurred already in PIE seems to me to be a fairly 
free hypothesis; at least I can see no means by which it could be proven with any 
certainty. Obviously, though, if such a scenario is plausible at all, it might have taken 
place at any stage; let us therefore consider whether it might have taken place in 
Romance itself. To transpose a scenario of this sort to Romance, we could consider a 
form like Amadeo that might plausibly be based on the clause ama deo ‘love God’. Such 
a formation may conceivably have been perceived and reanalyzed as an agent–noun 
meaning ‘god–lover’. e trouble is that the productivity of such a word–formation 
pattern most certainly only became possible aer various changes discussed in the 
introduction to this chapter had provided the conditions for such a reanalysis. Before 
these changes took place, it seems unlikely that speakers would have conceived of 
names based on imperative clauses as compounds at all.  
Interestingly, the closest we come to an observable trend within Romance would in 
fact appear to point in the other direction: it would appear that speakers sometimes 
analyze compounds as clauses. As emerges from the discussions about the correct 
morphological analysis of the pickpocket rst members, they are regularly confused 
with nite forms, by scholars and speakers alike, and some, like Fr. trompe–l’œil and 
Sp. cagalaolla, display clause–like characteristics, but at the same time cannot 
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meaningfully be interpreted as clauses. Fr. pissenlit ‘piss–in–bed → dandelion (bot.43)’ 
and the family name bait les aux ‘beat~the garlic’,44 considered by Wilson (1998: 
121) to be a sentence–name, probably belong here, too, as do the two family names 
oen cited in these discussions, Fr. Boileau and It. Bevilacqua. At times, these have 
been considered sentence–names, at other times, compounds. Sp. correveidile, 
normally treated as a clause–conversion, seems to be a similar case in point. Assuming 
that it is the tell–tale him/herself who runs with the news, this seems to be an agent–
noun, of the rather unusual verb + verb + verb structure. 
Formations of this type are marginal; I think they illustrate that the morphological 
ambiguity of the rst members, which do not have equivalent simplex forms, lends 
them a clause–like quality, which leads to formations that are seemingly half 
compounds, half clauses. Gather (2001: 24) cites the opinion of Corbin (1992: 49) that 
the formations displaying denite articles are generally of an expressive nature. is ts 
well with the observation that they are peripheral to the word–formation pattern. 
Must we assume that the pickpocket compounds needed, for their development, 
the inuence from peripheral formations like the sentence–names? Or may it be 
assumed that they could develop spontaneously, given the adequate typological 
conditions — in the case at hand, SVO typology and loss of case–inexion? e latter 
does not seem like an unlikely scenario to me; and according to what has just been said, 
there is even a possibility that the development took the opposite direction, that is from 
compound to sentence–name, in Romance. 
In this context, a crucial question is how the language came to tolerate exocentric 
compounds. is question may nd an answer in the survey of Ricca (2008), dealing 
with altogether 102,201 Italian compounds of this type. Ricca (2008: 1) concludes that 
such formations are basically adjectives: his investigation “seems to rule out the 
widespread opinion that VN compounds are essentially nouns, possibly employable as 
adjectives only secondarily”. Assuming that these compounds were employed as 
metonymic adjectives from the beginning, their status as agentives, actionals or 
instrumentals would have depended on the noun that they modify. is would render 
                                                             
43 Lat. taraxacum; compare Eng. pissabeds, Sp. meacamas and It. piscialletto. Also used as a 
family name. 
44 Acc. to Wilson, “one who beats garlic, probably implying poverty”. Presumably it could also 
render bait les eaux ‘beat(s) the waters’. 
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them parallel to the verbal government compounds and bahuvrihis of Proto–Indo–
European, discussed above in 2.2 and 2.3.1.2.  
4.6 Summary 
e comparison of Romance and Latin clearly reveals the impact of word order on the 
constituent order of compounds. All the Romance languages are of the SVO type, and 
both NPs and VPs are generally right–branching. Correspondingly, so are Romance 
compounds. 
is includes the Romance correspondents to the truckdriver compounds, that 
is, determinative agent–noun compounds like Fr. conducteur automobile and assureur–
vie. Anyhow, such compounds are relatively rare: the tendency is towards suﬃxal 
formations like camionneur or automobiliste. In turn, the pickpocket compounds 
represent a highly productive means of forming compound instrument–nouns today.  
Agent–nouns of the pickpocket type are rare today and mostly archaic. Like their 
Latin counterparts, they are semantically charged and have been so from the earliest 
attestations and till the present day. e instrument–nouns however are entirely 
neutral, indicating that there is nothing inherently expressive in the word–formation 
pattern, although it may be hypothesized that in the early days of its productivity, its 
initially anomalous character and primitive morphology, together with its origin in 
informal language, were exploited as a means of enhancing expressivity, as seems to 
have been the case in Latin. 
e rst members of the Romance type display diverging formative principles in the 
individual Romance languages. In Western Romance, derivation from the verbal stem 
is the norm, but in Italian, rst members generally display the morphology of 2sg. 
imperatives. is is discernible in two types of formations. First, at least one verb 
displaying the present–marker -sc- preserves this marker in composition, as in 
pulisciscarpe; but other formations derived from such verbs do not: thus pulitutto and 
spartiacque. Secondly, verbs of the -e- conjugation, which are unique in displaying a 
distinctive imperative marker -i, consistently occur in this form as well (batticarne; 
mettibocca). is could be an indication that there was a tendency to interpret the 
imperative as an uninected form. However, I suspect that this phenomenon will not 
be entirely understood before we have a full understanding of the origin of the 
imperative of the e–verbs. e hypothesis proposed here is that the -i- imperative, as 
well as the compositional rst members, are the phonologically regular reexes of Latin 
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verbal stems in -ē-. is could mean that the Italian word–formation pattern involving 
imperatives has developed from a Latin type involving derivation from the verbal stem. 
Although diﬃcult to prove in terms of attested forms in Latin, this would be in good 
agreement with the semantic analysis proposed by the vast majority of (post–
saussurean) scholars of the eld. 
e second members of Romance pickpocket compounds mostly represent the 
direct object, adverb or, in very rare cases, subject of the verb contained in the rst 
member (the latter in Cantarrana; batticuore). Determinative, compound agent–nouns 
are poorly investigated, but formations like Fr. transporteur France/transporteur 
Europe seem to indicate that nonheads of this type may display the wide range of 
semantic functions that are characteristic of nonheads of determinative compounds in 
general. is corroborates the claim made in the introduction: that pickpocket 
compounds are based on verbal stems that retain their capacity for verbal government, 
whereas the conducteur camion type is determinative. It displays a nominal rst 
member that cannot exert verbal government; its nonhead functions as a modier. 
e Romance pickpocket compounds share their early history of attestation and 
their employment as expressive nicknames with a certain type of sentence–name. Al-
though there are marginal types that overlap, the two word–formation patterns are, by 
and large, easy to distinguish from each other. As predicted, the pickpocket 
compounds display a uniform word–formation pattern characterized by specic rules 
of morphology accompanied by systematically predictable semantic features, their 
literal meanings being typical of certain sub–categories of deverbal nouns: agent-, 
action- and instrument–nouns. e make–up of the sentence–names is at best 
described as “short phrases of any kind”; their literal meaning is thus that of phrases, 
not nouns; hence the association with the denoted person or object is largely 
unpredictable and always depends on extra–linguistic interpretation. e former type 
eventually developed neutral semantics and has become part of the core vocabulary, 
the latter remains semantically charged and peripheral. 
Both sentence–names and pickpocket compounds may be seen as commonly 
recurring phenomena: the pickpocket compounds are the regular product of a 
certain morphological typology, and the sentence–name is a cross–linguistically 
common if not universal way of coining names. 
e attested history of these compounds allows for the conclusion that the word–
formation pattern was in use in spoken registers of Latin in late Antiquity. If it is 
correct that the morphology of the Italian pickpocket compounds continues, by 
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regular sound laws, a Latin word–formation pattern, then the type would have been 
prolic already in the fourth century. Although this is possible, it is not certain; and the 
same can be said about the possibility that the word–formation pattern continues the 
pattern attested sparsely in Classical Latin. In this context, we must not forget that in 
terms of morphology, the Romance type diﬀers from the Latin one in several respects. 
It is furthermore clear that many parallel formations were borrowed from one 
Romance language to another in the Middle Ages. 
Whereas the taxonyms were semantically relatively neutral and probably originated 
in scholarly jargon, the most productive type, in use as jocular nicknames and, later on, 
surnames, ourished in popular speech. It is emblematic of a new naming trend 
emerging in the Early Middle Ages in Romance and spread from there to the rest of 
Europe over the following centuries: the customary use of a second name in addition to 
the rst, given one. 
is picture of the development of the pickpocket compounds in Latin and 
Romance can be further amplied by considering the situation in Balkan Romance, to 
which I shall direct my attention in the following chapter. 
  
5  Romanian 
5.1 Introduction  
Romanian displays considerably fewer pickpocket compounds than its Romance 
sister languages discussed in the previous section; hence, the topic has traditionally not 
been given much consideration. However, the Romanian inventory is of historical 
interest, because the predecessor of Romanian is thought to have separated from the 
other Latin varieties as early as the third or fourth century AD. If the pickpocket 
compounds were prolic in Latin at that time, we would hope to nd relics of them in 
the modern language. Romanian furthermore contributes signicantly to a topic raised 
in the preceding chapter, namely the fate of Latin nal /ē/ in Romance. 
e present chapter contains an overview of the make–up of nominal compounding 
in Romanian in 5.2 and a discussion of the morphology of the pickpocket 
compounds in this branch in 5.3. 5.4 discusses the fate of Latin nal /ē/ in Romanian 
and Romance generally. Finally, 5.5 provides a historical overview of the development 
of the pickpocket type and a discussion of the question of its direct vs. indirect 
relationship with similar formations in other Romance languages and Latin. 
5.2 Nominal composition 
5.2.1 Productivity 
According to Schapira (1985: 17, n. 5), “la formation des noms composés est peu 
développée en Roumain”. Nevertheless, although nominal composition is signicantly 
less productive in Romanian than in Italian, French and Ibero–Romance, compounds 
are actually found in the very same categories as in those languages.1 e various 
                                                             
1 Many scholars of the eld apply a denition of nominal compound broader than the one 
applied here. us, Daniluc & Daniluc (2000: 25) apparently do not distinguish between 
compounds and noun phrases. Pop (1948: 134; 137–8; 141; 142) and Mallinson (1986: 328–329) 
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compound word–formation patterns are in fact so strikingly parallel to the Western 
Romance ones that we can make do with a very sketchy introduction. 
It may be noted that few scholars provide a full inventory of the various types of 
compounds, Mallinson (1986: 328–329) being an exception. Most of the material 
discussed in the following has been compiled by browsing through the relevant 
sections of Pop 1948: 134; 137–8; 141; 142 and GLR 1: 90–96. 
5.2.2 Constituent order 
Romanian displays the basic word order SVO; consequently, the majority of Romanian 
compounds are right–branching, as exemplied by the formations below, which will 
serve as examples in the following discussions of the morphology of nominal 
composition.  
câine lup ‘dog~wolf → wolound’ 
femeie object ‘woman~object → female sex–object’ 
sparge~val  ‘split~wave → breakwater’ 
burtă~verde ‘stomach~green → philistine’ 
linge~talgere ‘lick~plate → parasite’ 
5.2.3 Gender and inection 
e rules of inection and gender assignment diﬀer only slightly from those observed 
in chapter 3, sections 4.3.3–4.3.4. 
Endocentric compounds attach inexions to the head, from which they also derive 
their gender: câine lup (m.) ‘wolound’ with the plural câini lup derives its masculine 
gender from câine, pl. câini ‘dog’. Likewise, femeie object (f.) ‘female sex–object’ with 
the plural femeia object derives its gender from femeie (f.) ‘woman’, plural femeia.  
GLR (1: 91) notes laconically that some exocentric compounds are invariable, others 
not. It would appear that the declensional properties of exocentric compounds are 
                                                                                                                                                                 
treat genitival noun–phrases, such as oarea–sorelui ‘ower sun’s → sun–ower’ and 
noun–phrases of the structure N+de+N, such as untdelemn ‘oil of olive → olive oil’, as 
compounds. Schapira (1985: 17, n. 5) lists such formations under composition syntagmatique. 
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determined by animacy. Exocentrics designating inanimate objects and, it would 
appear, animals, take on the gender and inectional class of the nonhead.2 us, the 
(pickpocket) instrument–noun sparge–val (n.), pl. sparge–valuri derives its gender 
and inection from val (n.) ‘wave’, pl. valuri; the prepositional governing compound 
după–amiază ‘after~noon → aernoon’, pl. după–amieze (f.) derives its gender and 
inection from amiază ‘midday’, pl. amieze. e pickpocket compound simţi~vară 
‘feel~summer → great tit (orn.3)’ derives its feminine gender and inection from vară 
‘summer’. In fact, these compounds behave as if they were endocentric, le–branching 
compounds. 
e rules of Romanian syntax demand that nouns designating humans derive their 
gender from the sex of the person. Hence, in contrast with the forms just discussed, 
exocentric compounds of this type cannot rely on the gender of their second member, 
which surely explains why they are indeclinable, as in the case of the possessive 
compound burtă~verde ‘stomach~green → philistine’ or the pickpocket 
compound linge~talgere ‘lick~plate → parasite’. However, when such compounds 
are used as names, they may, in the genitive/dative, employ a preposed article. is is 
typical of many other, particularly male, names: see Pop 1948: 138f.; 150–151; GLR 1: 88f.; 
GLR 2: 92. 
e inectional peculiarities of Romanian compounds, which set them apart from 
those of the other Romance languages, mainly spring from the fact that Romanian 
displays inection to a greater extent. As has been demonstrated, exocentric 
compounds pose certain problems in terms of inection: inanimate ones derive their 
gender and inectional properties, illogically, from the nonhead; and animate ones are 
not inected at all, which of course is inconvenient in an inectional morphology. 
                                                             
2 In the case of loan–words, where the form of the second member would correspond to a 
feminine as well as to a masculine stem in Romanian, the compound is neuter (Schapira 
1985: 21f.). is implies that the singular takes the feminine endings, the plural the 
masculine.  
3 Lat. parus maior. 
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5.2.4 Morphology of second members 
As can be seen from examples like câine lup — pl. câini lup; femeie object — pl. femeia 
object, the nonheads of endocentric compounds are mostly unmodied. is rule also 
applies to the nonheads of exocentric compounds designating animates, since they are 
indeclinable (see the preceding section). 
In Romanian terms, an unmodied form means a form void of any markers for 
case, number and deniteness. Schapira (1985: 25) illustrates the absence of such 
marking by the set phrases a linge blidele ‘to lick the plates’, a zgârie brânza ‘to scrape 
the cheese’, in which blidele ‘the plates’ and brânza are the denite forms of blide ‘plate’ 
and brânză ‘cheese’. Both phrases mean ‘to be a greedy miser’. e corresponding 
compounds display no such denite markers: thus linge–blide ‘lick~plate’; zgârie–
brânză ‘scrape–cheese’. Exceptions, like bate–drumuri ‘beat~roads → vagabond’, 
display generic plural marking on the second member and are thus parallel to cases like 
Spanish quitapelos and abrelatas (see p. 163). 
e absence of inectional markers on the second members of pickpocket 
compounds has given rise to some dispute. Schapira (1985: 24f.) concludes:  
Quoi qu’il en soit, cet eﬀacement de l’article oﬀre un argument puissant en 
faveur de la thèse du déverbatif défendue par Marouzeau,4 qui propose de voir 
dans ces noms composés une union d’éléments extérieurs au paradigme, par 
conséquent hors discours.  
is is of course in line with what I suggested in the introduction and also in the 
preceding chapter: that the theory of stem–composition accounts perfectly for the 
phenomenon. 
5.2.5 Summary 
As we have seen, nominal composition in Romanian is based on the same general 
principles as in the Romance languages discussed in the previous section: the 
constituent order matches the (SVO) word order in sentences; endocentric compounds 
                                                             
4 Reference to Marouzeau 1952b; 1952a which works were discussed in the preceding chapter. 
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are inected on the head; exocentric compounds are either uninected (when animate) 
or have default inection on the nonhead (when inanimate); and nonheads appear in 
an unspecied form. e most signicant diﬀerences — the default inection of 
nonheads and the derivation of gender from nonheads too — result from the fact that 
Romanian has preserved the Latin inexional typology to a greater extent than the 
languages discussed in chapter 3. 
5.3 Pickpocket compounds 
5.3.1 Semantic categories 
On the rare occasions when the Romanian Pickpocket compounds are discussed at 
all, there is a tendency (manifest, for instance, in Bork 1990: 18–21 and Schapira 1985) to 
omit translations and explicit analyses, making the material diﬃcult to access. I 
therefore give below a rather full and explicit inventory, mainly derived from the 
material oﬀered by Bork (1990: 18–21) and Schapira (1985), to which I have added a 
number of examples found in dictionaries. 
e relevant formations are found in the very same categories as in Western 
Romance and are thus divisible into the following major categories:5 
(1a) agent–nouns denoting humans 
 încurcă ~lume ‘confuse~world → an unreliable person’   
 bate~drumuri  ‘beat~road → a traveller, a vagabond’  
 Cacă~bani ‘shit~money’: a surname  
 cască~gură ‘open~mouth → a lazybones, an absent–minded person’ 
 uieră~vânt ‘whistle~wind → someone who wastes his time, a 
wanderer’ 
 Frânge~vacă  ‘break~cow’: a surname  
 frige~linte ‘toast~lentil → a miser’  
 linge~talgere ‘lick~plate → a parasite’  
 linge~blide  ‘lick~dish → a parasite’  
 papă~lapte  ‘drink~milk → a milksop’  
                                                             
5 I am grateful to Georgiana Galateanu for checking many of the above examples for me.  
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 pierde~vară  ‘waste~summer → a no–good’  
 Plânge~banul  ‘cry~money’: a surname  
 Sfarmă~Piatră  ‘shatter~stones → a strong man; a fairy–tale 
character’  
 spală~linte ‘rinse~lentil → a worthless man’  
 spală~poamă ‘rinse~fruit → —” —’ 
 spală~varză ‘rinse~cabbage → —”—’ 
 Strâmbă~Lemne ‘twist~wood → a strong man; a fairy–tale character’ 
 suă~n–vânt  ‘blow~in~wind → a no–good’  
 suge~cep ‘suck~cork → a drunkard’  
 suge~bute ‘suck~barrel → a drunkard’ 
 zgârie~brânză ‘scrape~cheese → skin–int, miser’  
 taie~babă ‘cut~granny → a cowardly man/braggart’ 
 taie~fugă  ‘cut~flight → a coward’ 
 târâie~brâu ‘drag~waistband → someone who wastes his time’  
 târâie~obială  ‘drag~footwrap/puttee → a troubled man’  
 vântură~ţară  ‘wander~country → vagabond’ 
(1b) agent–nouns functioning as taxonyms 
  fute~vânt  ‘fuck~wind → a windbag /the wagtail (orn.6)’ 
 vârte~cap  ‘turn~neck → wryneck (orn.7)’ 
 simţi~vară  ‘feel~summer → great tit (orn.8)’ 
 suge~pin ‘suck~pine → yellow bird’s nest (bot.9)’ 
 pişca~n–ori10  ‘pinch~in–flower → oriole (orn.11)’ 
                                                             
6 Lat. mōtācilla. Note also Eng. fuck–wind, another name for the kestrel/windfucker/
windhover (Lat. Falco tinnunculus, or Tinnunculus alaudarius). Hallig (1933: 74) explains 
why the designation of the wagtail is, in one Italian dialect, derived from puttana ‘whore’: 
“man hat den Bewegungen der Bachstelze einen obszönen Sinn untergelegt”. 
7 Lat. Jynx torquilla. Alternate form capântortura. f. 
8 Lat. parus maior. 
9 Lat. monotropha hypopitis. 
10 Dialectal: chişca–n–ori. 
11 Lat. oriolus oriolus. 
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(2) instrument–nouns  
 apără~roate ‘protect~wheel → wheel protector’ 
 elimină~bandă ‘remove~band → band eliminator’ 
 zgârie~nori ‘scrape~sky → sky–scraper’ 
 sparge~val ‘split~wave → breakwater’ 
 feri~cad  ‘guard~fall → parachute’ 
 feri~trăsnet ‘guard~thunder → lightning conductor’ 
 feri~tun —” — 
(3) action–noun(s):  
 cacă~sânge ‘shit~blood → bloody ux, dysentery’ 
None of these types is particularly productive. e agent–nouns are more numerous 
than the instrument–nouns, but rather archaic; the instrument–nouns are signicantly 
less productive than their counterparts listed in chapter 3, and obviously of a relatively 
recent date. Action–nouns hardly form a category at all.  
Schapira (1985: 26) puzzles over the relatively low productivity of the type:  
Il est diﬃcile de comprendre pourquoi le roumain n’a pas tiré un meilleur parti 
d’un moyen de composition lexicale si pittoresque et si expressif et qui a produit 
dans le passé des termes si largement usités encore aujourd’hui. 
It follows from what has been said in the previous section that the answer lies in the 
morphological problems relating to gender assignment and inection. However, the 
historical origin of these formations is similarly decisive: see 5.5. 
5.3.2 Morphology of the rst member 
e Romanian pickpocket compounds have been subject to the same analyses as 
those seen in chapter 3: an imperative hypothesis, a stem–hypothesis and an indicative 
hypothesis have been proposed (Schapira 1985: 24). Before I assess the material, I shall 
introduce the relevant forms of the Romanian verbal system and their development 
from Latin.  
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e Romanian verbal system is very similar to that of Italian, an important 
diﬀerence being that the Latin division in four conjugations is maintained in the 
present: the second and third conjugations have not merged. 
e Romanian reexes of Lat. i, ī, e, ē, a, ā in are largely the same as in Italian. As 
nal consonants are lost in Romanian and Italian alike, the forms of the verbal system 
that are relevant to the present discussion — the innitive, the 2sg. imperative and the 
3sg. prs. indicative — are in fact very similar to the corresponding Italian forms. 
e Romanian innitive is the direct continuant of the Latin innitive, but has lost 
the suﬃx -re by a morphological process; it has therefore become identical to the bare 
verbal stem. It is always accompanied by the preverb a ‘to’. As in Italian, its 
accentuation is basically preserved from Latin, as can be seen from the following table 
where I have added accents:  
 Romanian  Latin 
1st conjugation a cânˈta  <  canˈtāre ‘to sing’  
2nd conjugation a veˈdea  <  viˈdēre’to see’  
3rd conjugation a ˈsuge  <  ˈsūgere ‘to suck’ 
4th conjugation a dorˈmi  <  dorˈmīre ‘to sleep’ 
e stem vowels, a, -ea, -e and -i, are the phonologically regular reexes of Lat. , ḗ, e, . 
e 3sg. prs. indicatives of all four conjugations are the phonologically regular 
reexes of their Latin predecessors. us, Lat. -at of the rst conjugation has yielded ă 
[ə], which is the unstressed variant of a [a] (Jensen 1999: 117f.; 134). In the second, third 
and fourth conjugations, Lat. -et, -it, -it have yielded -e, likewise by regular sound laws: 
   Romanian  Latin 
1st conjugation cântă   < cantat 
2nd conjugation vede  <  videt  
3rd conjugation suge   <  sūgit  
4th conjugation adoarme  < addormit 
e imperative may display two alternative forms. e rst conjugation mostly has -ă, 
the second, third and fourth -e, considered historically regular only in the second and 
third conjugations where according to standard theory it would reect Lat. -ē and -e. 
is ending is formally similar to the 3sg. prs. indicative. However, the imperatives of 
at least 28 verbs display an alternative ending–i, which makes them formally identical 
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to the 2sg. present indicative (as in Italian, this form consistently ends in -i). is 
imperative is mainly intransitive. e origins of the two imperatives will be discussed 
in detail in 5.4.  
 Romanian  Latin 
1st conjugation cântă  <  cantā  
2nd conjugation vezi  ← vidē 
3rd conjugation suge/sugi  <  sūge 
4th conjugation adoarme/adormi <  addormī 
e material contains pickpocket compounds derived from the rst, third and 
fourth conjugations, but none derived from the mainly intransitive second 
conjugation. In formations derived from verbs of the rst and third conjugations, it is 
impossible to determine on formal grounds if the rst members are based on the bare 
verbal stem, the 3sg. prs. indicative or the 2sg. imperative. e following table illustrates 
this: 
Compound Innitive  3sg.  Imperative 
uieră~vânt a uiera uieră uieră ‘to whistle’ 
vântură~ţara a vântura vântură vântură  ‘to wander’ 
zgârie~brânză a zgâria zgârie12 zgârie  ‘to scratch’ 
frige~linte  a frige frige frige ‘to fry’ 
mulge~capre a mulge mulge mulge ‘to milk’ 
suge~pin a suge suge suge13 ‘to suck’ 
Derivations from verbs of the fourth conjugation, however, display a few peculiarities. 
As in Italian, there is a distinction between suﬃxed and unsuﬃxed verbs in this 
                                                             
12 e ending -ie in the 3sg. prs. indicative/2sg. imp. of a tăia, ‘to cut’ is the result of the regular 
development of (unstressed) ă → e in position aer a palatal. Jensen (1999: 137; 146) 
formulates this rule to involve “a” in general: strictly speaking, however, it involves 
unaccented /ă/ only, as can be seen from the innitive: a taia. 
13 e verb a suge forms a collateral imperative in -i: sugi (Diaconescu 1999: 21). Such forms 
will be discussed in 5.4. 
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conjugation. Only one unsuﬃxed verb occurs in one of our compounds; it displays a 
form that is, theoretically, analyzable as the imperative as well as the verbal stem: 
 
Compound Innitive  3sg.  Imperative 
simţi~vară a simţi simte simţi/simte ‘to feel’ 
However, according to what was said above, simţi would be an intransitive imperative, 
unsuited for a construction of this type; hence, the rst member of simţi~vară is better 
analyzed as a bare verbal stem. 
As in Italian, a so-called inchoative suﬃx -eşt- occurs throughout the singular and 
in the 3pl. prs. indicative and in the 2sg. imperative. e verb a feri ‘to protect’ is a 
suﬃxal verb (compare Italian ferisco ‘I injure’). In compounds it occurs without the 
suﬃx; hence the rst member is not analyzable as a nite form: 
Compound Innitive 3sg.  Imperative 
feri~cad a feri fereşte fereşte ‘to protect’ 
feri~tun —”— 
feri~trăsnet —”— 
On the other hand, the strong verb a târâi ‘to drag’, also of the fourth conjugation, 
displays a compositional rst member that seems identiable only as the 3sg. prs. 
indicative/2sg. imperative and not the innitive stem: 
Compound Innitive 3sg.  Imperative 
târâie~brâu a târâi târâie târâie  ‘to drag’ 
On the basis of simţivară and fericad etc., we may conclude that the Romanian 
pickpocket compounds are derived from verbal stems, but târâie–brâu may be 
indicative of a tendency to reinterpret rst members as nite forms, similarly to what 
has been observed in other Romance languages. 
is observation enables us to take a stand on a few issues raised by Schapira (1985). 
She notes that formations of the feri~ type are obsolete today: they were, around the 
beginning of the 19th century, replaced by formations in par(a)~, such as parafulger 
‘lightning conductor’. is would have happened because “l’élément de composition 
feri- est trop éloigné de fereşte [...] pour être rattaché facilement au modèle général” 
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(Schapira 1985: 20, n. 9). However, as demonstrated, there is no strong case for 
assuming that rst members were necessarily identied as nite forms of the verbal 
paradigm. Probably, the decisive factor that lead to the abolition of feri~ was that a feri 
means ‘to protect’; the meaning ‘to ward oﬀ’ is obtained by addition of the preposition 
de.  
e formations in para~ were borrowed from French at a point in Romanian 
history when all things French and Italian were in vogue (see 5.5.1). Schapira (1985: 20) 
acknowledges that the French formations in para~ are not pickpocket compounds: 
although Fr. para~ was borrowed from Italian parare ‘to ward oﬀ’, para~ itself does not 
correspond to any verbal form in French, and it is therefore analysed as a preposition, 
not a verb. e corresponding French verb, parer ‘to ward oﬀ’, occurs in the form 
pare~ in compounds like Fr. pare~brise ‘wind screen’. As far as the Romanian calques 
are concerned, Schapira suggests that the Romanian verb a para ‘to fend away’ may 
have exerted an inuence, “jusqu’à un certain point”, but there is no evidence of this. 
What is crucial is that formations in para~ display no modication of the stem vowel: 
if they were derived from a para, itself a French loanword (Lombard 1954–5: 503; 
DEX),14 one would expect their rst members to have the form *pară~. Unlike the 
likewise hybrid formations in port~ ← Fr. porte~ or the singular tirbuşon ← Fr. 
tirebouchon (see 5.5.2 for more examples), the Romanian compounds in para~ are 
therefore best characterized as prepositional government compounds. 
Before I close this section, a nal remark is in order about the form taken by verbal 
stems in composition. Retention of the -e- of third–conjugation verbs and of the -i- of 
fourth–conjugation verbs, as in spargeval and feritun, is really only the norm when the 
stem vowel appears in a nal, unstressed syllable. We nd a diﬀerent development in 
nominal derivatives, where the stem vowel is found in the so–called intertonic position, 
that is the position between the initial vowel and the stressed vowel. In Romanian, 
intertonic vowels are either elided or change quality.15 In derivatives from third-
conjugation verbs, the stem vowel is generally modied to ă, as in mulgător ‘milker’ 
from a mulge ‘to milk’; sugătoare ‘blotting paper’ from a suge ‘to suck’; bătător ‘beater’ 
                                                             
14 See http://dexonline.ro/denitie/para/28140. e foreign nature of the word reveals itself, it 
would appear, in the unmodied root vocalism: an inherited stem would have the innitive 
**a păra. 
15 On the outcomes of intertonic vowels in Romanian, see Jensen 1999: 145f. 
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(implement) from a bate ‘to beat’; spărgător ‘burglar’ from a sparge. In derivatives from 
fourth–conjugation verbs, it may be retained or modied to ă: thus simţământ ‘feeling’ 
from a simţi; cititor ‘reader’ from a citi. Judging by the root–vowel of the rst member 
of a form like spargeval displaying the variant of /a/ that is regular in stressed syllables 
(compare spărgător), rst members carry a secondary stress. is would explain why 
verbal stems appearing as pickpocket rst members undergo no modication (i.e. 
yielding forms like **sugăcep or **simtăvară ).  
5.3.3 Summary 
e Romanian pickpocket compounds are typologically similar to the 
corresponding forms of the Romance languages treated in chapter 3, the only 
discrepancies being that instrument–nouns derive their gender and inection from 
their nonheads, and that agent–nouns are generally uninected. ese features render 
them diﬃcult to handle in a highly inectional language, which may explain their low 
productivity. I shall argue in 5.5 that it is probably also relevant that the type is 
seemingly not indigenous to Romanian. 
5.4 e fate of nal -ē in Romanian 
In 4.4.2.3, I discussed two apparently diﬃcult forms deriving from the Italian second 
conjugation: the 2sg. imperative and the pickpocket rst members derived from such 
verbs. Both end in -i in Italian and not, as expected under the sound law traditionally 
assumed, -e < Lat. ē. However, I pointed out that these forms as well as a number of 
other lexemes are better understood on the theory that Lat. -ē yielded -i in nal 
position. In the present section I shall review the developments of the Romanian 
second conjugation in the context of this new theory.  
e following table displays the Romanian continuants of the Latin innitive and 
imperative:16 
                                                             
16  GLR (1: 246) likewise divides the verbal system into four conjugations corresponding to the 
Latin system; but there are other divisions, such as that of Lombard (1954–5: 237) who posits 
six diﬀerent classes, two of these being subclasses of the rst and fourth conjugation.  
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Conjugation 1st (a) 2nd (ea) 3rd (e) 4th (i) 
Innitive a cânta a vedea a crede a dormi 
Imperative cântă vezi crede; crezi doarme; dormi 
As can be seen, the details of the 2sg. imperative diﬀer from those of Italian. e 
majority of second, third and fourth–conjugation verbs display the imperative ending 
-e, in the fourth conjugation sometimes -ă. In addition, however, a subgroup consisting 
of some 28 verbs of these classes displays the imperative ending -i, as in vezi ‘see!’, crezi 
‘believe’ and dormi ‘sleep!’ seen above (GLR 1: 264f.; Cojocaru 2003: 154). 
e i–imperative has three main characteristics. Firstly, it is strongly associated with 
intransitivity. At least nine verbs that employ the i–imperative have both transitive and 
intransitive uses and display -e/–ă when transitive, as in adoarme ‘put to sleep!’ from a 
adormi. ese include a arde ‘to burn’, a cădea ‘to fall’, a crede ‘to believe’, a minţi ‘to 
lie, deceive’, a plânge ‘to cry’, a sări ‘to jump’, a suge ‘to suck’, a trece ‘to pass’. It must 
be noted, however, that the data in Lombard (1954–5 passim) suggest that the 
correlation between transitivity and form of the imperative is or was less perfect in 
nonstandard and/or older usage than in the current standard language scrutinized by 
Diaconescu (1999), whose gures I rely on here. GLR 1 (265) implicitly acknowledges 
this in the case of one verb, noting a dialectal variant râde and a literary one, râzi, from 
a râde ‘to laugh’. ere are furthermore two signicant exceptions to this rule, namely 
the i–imperatives vezi ‘see!’ and auzi ‘listen!’ from a vedea and a auzi which have -i 
even when transitive. 
e association with intransitivity helps us to understand a second characteristic of 
the i–imperative: its aﬃnity to the second conjugation, which is well attested, even if 
grammarians’ accounts vary. According to GLR (1: 264), it occurs in the majority of the 
verbs of the second conjugation, with only “very few” displaying the e–imperative.17 In 
its table of imperative endings, GLR (1: 263) in fact lists -i solely in the second 
conjugation.18 Lombard (1954–5: 968f.) notes that grammarians consider it to be 
regular in the second conjugation in the sense that it is very frequent here and also 
attested from the earliest times. According to the more recent study of Diaconescu 
                                                             
17 Translations of GLR throughout mine. 
18 In the subsequent discussions it alludes to some rare exceptions (notably the synchronically 
anomalous bea! ‘drink’). 
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(1999: 21), it occurs with nine of the 19 basic verbs of this conjugation. In the other 
conjugations the gures are as follows: 11 of the 263 basic verbs of the fourth 
conjugation 19 and eight of the 129 verbs of the third.20 
Finally, the i–imperative is rarely found before enclitics. e two notable exceptions 
are vezi ‘see!’ and auzi ‘listen!’ which end in -i even before enclitics, as in auzi–l! ‘hear 
it!’ and vedi–l! ‘see it!’ (Lombard (1954–5: 1115), GLR (1: 264–5); Cojocaru (2003: 154)).21 
e near–absence of i–imperatives in this position would appear to follow logically 
from the observation that enclitics rarely combine with intransitive verbs. us, GLR 1 
(264) seems to deny that enclitics can combine with transitives; and the same position 
is implied in a remark made by Diaconescu (1999: 95): “e possibility of being 
followed by pronominal clitics can be checked only with respect to vezi! ‘see’ […] and 
auzi! ‘hear’ […], since those are the only transitive ones.” Lombard (1954–5: 268; 1114f.) 
only quotes instances involving transitive verbs when demonstrating that -i cannot 
occur before clitics: scoală–te ‘get up’; crede–mă ‘believe me’; (de)plânge–mă ‘cry over 
me’, etc.. I have, however, been informed of at least one example to the contrary, 
namely the phrase cade–mi în braţe ‘fall into my arms!’ in which we nd the e–
imperative cade in intransitive use, normally expressed by cazi when not followed by 
an enclitic.22 
e historical origin of this system of two imperative endings is diﬃcult to account 
for within the traditional theory. Obviously, if -e reects Lat. -ē and -e in the second 
and third conjugations, whereas -i is from Lat. -ī in the fourth conjugation, it calls for 
some explanation that -i is so rare in the fourth conjugation, while it has been typical of 
                                                             
19 us the above–mentioned auzi from a auzi ‘to listen’. 
20 A few examples from Lombard 1954–5: 1114: sugi ~ suge ← a suge ‘to suck’; mergi ← a merge ‘ 
to go’; arzi ~ arde < a arde ‘to burn’. See Lombard (1954–5: 268; 330; 479) for three 
imperatives of the 392 basic verbs of the rst conjugation: the seemingly sporadically 
occurring zbori, scoli, rabzi next to regular sboară, scoală, rabdă (from a zbura ‘to y’, a (se) 
scula ‘to get up’, a rabda ‘to be patient’). Diaconescu 1999 and GLR make no mention of 
such forms. 
21 Lombard (1954–5: 681) adds the ‘variante étrange’ îngadi–mă ‘allow me!’ from a îngădui, 
found in the poetry of G. D. Teodorescu. 
22 I am thankful to Paula Detesan, Adriana Baban and Raluca Simona Suciu for discussion of 
these forms and for supplying the above–mentioned example. 
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the second conjugation since the earliest attestations. As noted by Lombard (1954–5: 
968):  
nous serions donc en présence d’un de ces cas où, à la suite d’un changement 
radical, ce qui est historiquement exceptionnel est devenu régulier et ce qui est 
historiquement régulier est devenu exceptionnel. 
Lombard (1954–5: 969) suggests that the unexpected i–imperative in the second 
conjugation was modeled on the 2sg present indicative in -i (< Latin -ēs). is would be 
an analogy with the fourth conjugation where the 2sg, likewise in -i (< Latin -īs), was, 
originally, identical with the 2sg imperative in -i (< Latin -ī).  
To understand why the original i–imperative of the fourth conjugation was replaced 
with the e–imperative, Lombard (1954–5: 968) suggests that apart from being the 
phonologically regular reex of Latin imperatives in -ē and -e, the e–imperative owes 
its presence to a homonymic pattern that was well established in the rst conjugation. 
Here, the imperative, e.g. cântă ‘sing’ (Latin cantā), is formally identical with the 3sg 
present indicative, e.g. cântă ‘he sings’ (< Latin cantat). e Romanian 3sgs of the 
second, third and fourth conjugations end in -e: thus vede ‘he sees’ (< Latin videt), crede 
‘he believes’ (< Latin crēdit) and doarme ‘he sleeps’ (< Latin dormit). In the second and 
third conjugations, these forms would, at least originally, have coincided with 2sg 
imperatives, thus creating a pattern of homonymy that was parallel to that of the rst 
conjugation. Lombard (1954–5: 760) suggests that it is on the analogy of this pattern 
that the original i–imperative of the fourth conjugation was replaced by the e–
imperative.  
Whereas it might be possible to motivate the remodeling of the 2sg imperative on 
either the second or the third singular, it is highly intriguing that both types of analogy 
would have taken place within the same verbal system. In other words, we look in vain 
for a motivation for why speakers would associate the imperative of one conjugation 
with the 2sg, while that of another conjugation was associated with the 3sg. ese 
developments seem even more unlikely when we consider that the form that served as 
the model of the rst analogy, namely the imperative of the fourth conjugation, was 
itself subject to the second analogy. 
GLR (1: 264) supplements the traditional account with the suggestion that the 
presumed original imperative in -e could in some cases have yielded -i “due to a 
tendency in Romanian to close unaccented vowels” (my translation). is is also 
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implied in Lombard’s account of how -e and -i came to be distributed with respect to 
enclitics. Noting that the i-imperative is exceptional in position before enclitics, 
Lombard (1954-5: 1115) takes up an idea of Puşcariu (1937: 207) and hypothesizes that e 
was preserved in just that position: the putative closing of -e to -i would thus take place 
only in absolute auslaut. is would explain how a secondary ending arose and how the 
two sets of imperative endings became mixed up. Unfortunately, this suggestion seems 
untenable, since we would expect weakening to -i to have taken place also in the 3sgs of 
second, third and fourth-conjugation verbs (e.g. vede, crede, doarme), which, however, 
invariably end in -e, even if they never occur with enclitics. 
As for independent evidence of the suggested weakening of -e > -i in nal syllables, 
Lombard (1954-5: 1114) adduces the following examples, some taken from Puşcariu 
(1937: 207) and Procopovici (1936-38: 79): aice/-i ‘here’; atunce/-i ‘then’; încoace/-i 
‘hither’; nice/-i ‘neither’; deci from older dece ‘therefore’; căci from older căce ‘because’. 
It is plain to see that this variation is a diﬀerent phenomenon from what we see in the 
imperative: it has no grammatical function, it is restricted to function words (adverbs 
and conjunctions) displaying nal -ce, and the two variants would appear to display a 
complementary, historical distribution. us, Lombard notes that dece and căce are 
older than deci and căci; Gönczöl-Davies (2008 132; 143-4) does not list the e-variants at 
all. 
Apart from nice < Latin neque, all of the forms listed are reconstructed with nal 
*-ce: aici < *ad-hīcce, atunce < *ad-tuncce, etc. (thus the relevant lemmata in DEX 98). 
Rather than displaying a closing of unaccented vowels, I would suggest that these 
words display a tendency towards elision of nal -e in function words of this type. To 
understand this we need to remember that, as noted by Jensen (1999: 130), “nal -i is 
reduced to a barely audible whisper” in Rumanian; Gönczöl-Davies (2008: 5-6) 
describes it as a “very so, almost silent sound”. Like e, it causes palatalization of a 
preceding velar (Gönczöl-Davies 2008: 5-6). Since word-nal -c is pronounced as a 
velar, the spelling with nal -i is, then, a mere indicator that the nal vowel is to be 
pronounced as a palatal. 
ere is nothing unusual about functions words undergoing diﬀerent phonological 
changes; see for instance the seminal study of Selkirk (2003). 
According to what has just been said, it is fair to conclude, with Maiden (2006: 54 
fn. 34), that there is at present no satisfactory account of the imperative of non-rst 
conjugation verbs. is, however, may be achieved if we posit that the imperative in -i 
developed regularly, not only from the -ī of the fourth conjugation, but also from the -ē 
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of the second — in other words, that Romanian inherited the very same set of forms as 
the ones that I have posited for Italian on p. 191 above. 
is would mean that an already well–established feature of this language was at the 
root of the special developments in Romanian, namely the fact that it separated from 
Latin at a stage when the four conjugations were still separate.  
It would also entail that we no longer have to consider the i–imperative in the 
second conjugation to be the result of a poorly understood analogy. Moreover, auzi 
and vezi, the two exceptional cases in which -i is correlated to transitivity and even 
occurs before enclitics, are verbs of precisely the second and fourth conjugations and 
may now be understood as phonologically regular archaisms. e form vezi is listed in 
dictionaries as an interjection and hence belongs to a class that is typically resistant to 
analogical change.23  
Finally, this new hypothesis provides a new perspective on the emergence of 
separate endings for transitive and intransitive forms. is is one of two unique 
features of the imperative, the other one being its ability to combine with enclitics. 
Apart, it would appear, from optatives and subjunctives used imperatively, other nite 
verbs normally take proclitics only.24 Enclitics as we have seen combine almost 
exclusively with transitive verbs; hence it is fair to assume that the emergence of 
separate intransitive and transitive endings is tied up with the presence or absence of 
enclitics. 
We have seen that working within the traditional account, Lombard had to assume 
an irregular development, or tendency, for *-e to yield -i in absolute auslaut, and that 
enclitics served to protect original -e. e new approach would entail the exact opposite 
development: it postulates that -i is regular in absolute auslaut; hence it may be 
proposed that a weakening of -i to -e/–ă took place precisely before clitics. is 
position is comparable to post–tonic, non–nal syllables, a position abut which Jensen 
(1999: 140) notes that the developments of vowels are notoriously unpredictable, in 
Romanian as well as in Romance in general: they may be deleted or modied or remain 
unchanged, according to poorly understood rules. 
                                                             
23  Similarly Maiden (2006: 54 fn. 34). 
24  Lombard (1954–5: 244, n. 1) observes a few combinations with the 1sg. indicative. 
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Under this hypothesis, the imperatives of the second and fourth conjugations would 
thus have been neutralized, displaying -e, in the fourth conjugation also -ă, before 
clitics, but -i in absolute word–nal position. Seeing that constructions with clitics 
primarily involve transitive verbs, speakers may have begun to associate the form in 
-e/–ă with transitivity, and consequently began to associate the form in -i with 
intransitivity. Two additional factors may have played a role. First of all, the second 
conjugation, where i- was regular, consists of mainly intransitive verbs, so e–
imperatives are rare. Although this class consists of only 19 basic verbs, these are all 
very frequent (DOR: 14). Another factor to take into account is that for some time, 
many verbs vacillated between the three conjugations, which is likely to have caused a 
degree of confusion about which form to use with which verb.25 
5.5 History of the pickpocket compounds 
5.5.1 e history of Romanian 
e early history of Romanian is obscure, due to a lack of written sources predating the 
sixteenth century.26 We know that the Romans were forced out of Dacia by the Goths 
and oﬃcially abandoned the province under the reign of Aurelian (270–275 ce). Some 
scholars believe that Romanian is the direct continuant of the language spoken in that 
Roman province, others teach that aer the abandonment of Dacia by the Romans, 
Latin disappeared entirely from the region. Subsequent Slavic migrations would have 
forced Latin speakers to leave the area south to the Danube and into what was Dacia 
and is now Romania, and Latin would have been reintroduced there. Whichever theory 
                                                             
25 Examples of verbs jumping from one conjugation to another are a cădea ‘to fall’ and a bea 
‘to drink’, both second conjugation verbs reecting Latin third conjugation verbs (namely 
cadere and bibere); a râde ‘to laugh’, a third conjugation verb reecting a Latin second 
conjugation verb (rīdēre); a fugi ‘to ee’ and a rapi ‘to kidnap’, fourth conjugation verbs 
reecting Latin third conjugation verbs (fugere and rapere). e latter reect a general trend 
for third conjugation verbs displaying the suﬃx -io– to enter the fourth conjugation.  
26 Harris (1988: 22–25) and Jensen (1999: 3f) oﬀer brief accounts of the history of Balkan 
Romance. Mallinson (1988: 412–419) surveys the substrate inuence of Dacian and the 
adstrate inuences of Slavic, Greek, Turkish, Hungarian and Romance. 
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one nds convincing, it is clear that Romanian developed increasingly independently 
from the other Latin/Romance varieties during most of its history, and has mainly been 
inuenced by neighbouring Balkan languages, particularly South Slavic, but also 
Hungarian, Turkish, Greek and Albanian. 
From the late eighteenth century onwards, the Balkan inuence was counteracted 
by linguistic movements (particularly the so–called Transylvanian School, on which see 
Niculescu 1981: 114–120) seeking to reinforce the status of Romanian as a Romance 
language. e Latin alphabet replaced Cyrillic (but was reintroduced in the Republic of 
Moldova in Soviet times and remains oﬃcial in the secessionist republic of Transnistria 
(Niculescu 1981: 118/119; Jensen 1999: 3)). Moreover, many loanwords, especially from 
Slavic, were replaced by words from Latin and from other Romance languages, mostly 
Italian and French. ese endeavours were particularly successful in the nineteenth 
century. Modern Romanian consequently is developing more and more characteristics 
in common with the other Romance languages, rst and foremost French. 
e history of the language is reected in its vocabulary, the bulk of which belongs, 
in very rough terms, to one of three groups: (1) an inherited Latin stock, (2) a Balkan 
adstrate and (3) a modern Romance adstrate. In the following, I shall show which of 
these categories accommodates the Romanian pickpocket compounds the best. 
5.5.2 e pickpocket compounds in a comparative perspective 
As noted, the Romanian pickpocket compounds fall into two main categories: 
agent–nouns and instrument–nouns. Observing that many of the agentive formations 
derive from set phrases found in Romanian itself, Schapira (1985: 25) concludes that the 
agent–nouns originated in Romanian itself, without external inuences:  
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Une partie de ces locutions sont encore vivantes: a încurca lumea > încurcă–
lume; a căsca gura > cască–gură [...] ; d’autres, plus nombreuses, sont 
maintenant rares ou inexistantes: *a pierde vara > pierde–vară; a tîrîi brîul > 
tîrîe–brîu; *-a frige lintea > frige–linte; *a linge blidele > linge–blide; *a zgîrie 
brînza > zgîrie brînză, etc.[27] 
Moreover, she notes a lack of correspondences in Western Romance languages and 
concludes that the Romanian pickpocket compounds are a local product:  
il est impossible d’établir ici, comme dans les cas des inanimés, une 
correspondance modèle–emprunt. Cela semble corroborer l’hypothèse d’une 
vraie production locale, production qui, pourtant, s’est arrêtée depuis longtemps. 
Schapira 1985: 26 
e second point is, however, not valid. Scholars28 have indeed noticed the similarities 
between such formations as papălapte and Sp. papanatas ‘eat~cream(s) → idiot’;29 
batepoduri/~drumuri and Sp. azotacalles ‘beat~roads → gadabout’;30 I would add 
vântură–lume and Sp. vagamundo/It. vagamondo, all ‘wander~world → vagabond’; 
lingetalgere and It. leccapiatti.31 
e agentive formations in fact display all the semantic features of their Italian, 
French and Ibero–Romance counterparts: they are of a relatively archaic nature, and 
the majority are anthroponyms and appellatives denoting humans, among which nick–
names and pejorative agent–nouns are frequent. Recall instances like batedrumuri 
‘traveller, vagabond’; sugecep ‘drunkard’; taiefugă ‘a coward’. 
As in the other Romance languages, some formations were preserved as family 
names. Examples are: Frânge~vacă ‘Break~cow’; Plânge~banul ‘cry~money’, 
                                                             
27 Note also a bate drumurile: ‘to roam’ → bate~drumuri. 
28 References in Bork 1990: 20. 
29 Bork’s comparison of cascăgură ‘a lazy person’ and Sp. abrebocas ‘a sandwich; a mouth–
opener’ seems irrelevant for semantic reasons. We should probably also discard such 
equations as Sfarmă–Piatră (a fairy–tale person) and e.g. Sp. rompe–piedras ‘saxifrage’. 
30 Interestingly, the form batepoduri appears to relate to Fr. batteur de pavé ‘beater of roads 
→ vagabond’. 
31 Bork (1990: 20) relates this formation to Fr. piqueassiette, ‘pick~plate → parasite’. 
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Cacă~bani ‘shit~money’. ere is even a handful of zoological taxonyms, such as 
fute–vânt ‘wagtail’ and simţi–vară ‘great tit’. 
e Romanian formations are thus undeniably related to those discussed in chapter 
4. We saw that although the Romance formations may continue a Latin pattern, they 
owe their productivity to an onomastic trend common to the entire Romance–
speaking world around the Mediterranean in the early Middle Ages, namely the 
habitual use of second names and nicknames. 
Admittedly, hardly anything is known about the early development of the 
Romanian surnames. However, they most likely developed along the same lines as in 
the neighbouring Balkan languages. Second names were introduced in Slavic some two 
to four hundred years later than in Romance, namely during the twelh and fourteenth 
centuries (Hellfritzsch 1995; Blanár 1996). Most likely, this new tendency entailed a new 
inux of pickpocket compounds. 
Hence, unless the agentive pickpocket compounds were inherited from Latin, 
they are likely to have emerged in Romanian as early as the thirteenth–fourteenth 
centuries through the medium of other Balkan languages: Bork (1990: 61) indeed 
suggests “daß das Wortbildungsmuster entweder — früh — aus dem Griechischen oder 
— später — aus den slawischen Nachbarländern importiert sein kann.” Although there 
is no direct evidence of this, they may have enjoyed a limited productivity as such by 
the time of the heavy Italian and French inuence in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. 
Most likely, then, the similarities between the Romanian agent–nouns of this type 
and those of other Romance languages result from (a) the indirect inuence that these 
languages had on the Balkan languages via Middle High German in the Middle Ages 
and/or (b) the more direct inuence they exerted in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. e idea of an earlier origin remains hypothetical. 
e instrument–nouns generally denote technical terms of the modern era and 
display none of the expressive semantics characteristic of the more popular agent–
nouns. A direct inuence from the other Romance languages is reliably indicated by 
the existence of such exact Western Romance parallels as the following:  
Romanian French Italian Spanish 
eliminăbandă eﬀacebande eliminabanda eliminabanda ‘band eliminator’ 
zgârie–nori gratteciel grattacielo rascacielos ‘skyscraper’ 
spargeval brise–lames rompionde rompeolas ‘breakwater’ 
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fericad parachute paracadute paracaídas ‘parachute’ 
feritrăsnet paratonnerre parafulmini pararrayos ‘lightning conductor’ 
Schapira (1985: 20) suggests that the source for the Romanian formations of this type 
was French, a conclusion that nds support in a further subgroup of instrument–nouns 
that have not been discussed here, namely, French loanwords and hybrids like: 
tir~buşon ← French tire~bouchon ‘pull~cork → bottle opener’ 
port~vizit ← Fr. porte carte de visite ‘carry~visit → wallet; pocket–book’  
port~cart ‘carry~map → map holder’ 
port~arma  ‘carry~arm → gun–case’ 
port~hartă ‘carry~tool → toolbox’ 
port~scul  as porthartă 
is observation corroborates what was established in chapter 3: that the instrument–
nouns of this type developed from the agent–nouns, but most probably belong to a 
later stratum. 
e complete absence of more archaic forms allows us to hypothesize that by the 
time Romanian split oﬀ from the other Latin varieties, the word–formation pattern was 
not yet as productive as it seems to have been in prestages of Proto–Romance reected 
in the languages discussed in chapter 3.  
To summarize, the Romanian compounds of this type are with all likelihood the 
result of external inuences. I hypothesized above that the productivity of the type was 
braced by its morphology, which is not in good accordance with Romanian typology. 
at it developed in Romanian at all, despite its awkward morphology, seems to nd a 
good explanation in its status as a calqued, foreign formation. 
5.5.3 Romanian phrase- and sentence–names 
e conversion of phrases and clauses into nouns and adjectives is poorly investigated 
in Romanian. In the present section, I shall discuss only a small selection of forms 
erroneously analyzed as compounds in current literature. As will be seen, the contrast 
between regular word–formation patterns like the pickpocket compounds and 
peripheral structures, such as conversions from phrases and clauses, is stark. 
Bork (1990: 20 n. 26–27) discusses the following examples:  
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scoabe–în–cur ‘splint–in–ass → rose hip, or dog rose (bot.32)’: a name based on an 
NP. e rst member is the noun scoabe ‘splint’. is word is neither 
analyzable as a pickpocket compound nor as a noun based on a 
verbal clause, as suggested by Bork (1990: 20 n. 26): the base verb is a 
scobi ‘to hollow, scratch’ with the 2sg. imp./3sg. prs. ind. scobeşte. 
Consequently, a compound would have the form *scobi–în–cur, an 
imperative clause scobeşte în cur. 
vino(î)ncoace ~ vinoîncoa ‘come(imp.)–here → attractiveness, sex–appeal’: a 
univerbation of the imperative clause vino în coa(ce) ‘come here!’. 
Compare the English noun come–hither of much the same meaning. 
Bork (1990: 20 n. 27) lists vinoîncoa as an abstract–noun, wrongly in 
my opinion as this means confusing a functional/grammatical category 
with a semantic one, since vinoîncoa does not designate the abstract 
sense of ‘coming here’. 
sărut–mâna  ‘kiss(1sg.) the hand → beggar’: derives from the conventional, polite 
form of greeting women and older persons: sărut mâna ‘(I) kiss the 
hand’. e rst part of the formation is the 1sg. prs. ind. of a săruta ‘to 
kiss’, the second the denite form of mână ‘hand’; the formation falls 
into the category of Echonamen introduced on p. 110. Bork (1990: 20 n. 
27) categorizes it as a VE–Kompositum; however, such a compound 
would have the form **sărută~mână. e same comments apply to 
sărut–mâna n. ‘mendicancy’, categorised by Bork (ibidem) as an 
action–noun. 
Schapira (1985: 23) lists the following:  
doamne–ajută ‘Lady(gen./dat.)–help(imp.)’: an adjective, derived from an 
imperative clause, taken from a prayer. 
cruce–ajută  ‘cross–help(imp.)’: as the foregoing. 
                                                             
32 Latin rosa canina. 
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ucigă–l toacă ‘(may) the bell–board33 kill him’: an epithet of the Devil, derived from 
an imperative clause. 
ucigă–l crucea ‘(may) the cross kill him’: as the foregoing. 
Sfântul Aşteaptă ‘Saint–Wait’. Schapira (1985: 24) analyzes Aşteaptă as the 
imperative of a aştepta ‘to wait’. Alternatively, the form could be 
identied as the adjective aşteaptă ‘expectant’. is is the name of a 
fake saint, related, I would guess, to the French Saint Glinglin:34 just 
like ‘renvoyer quelque chose à la Saint Glinglin’ is to postpone it to 
eternity, la Sfântul Aşteaptă ‘on Saint Aşteaptă’s day’ is a metaphor for 
‘never’.  
ese formations are clearly distinct from the nominal compounds discussed in the 
preceding section: they are morphologically diverse, and their application as names is 
not indicated by their morphological make–up. In comparison, the nominal 
compounds are morphologically uniform and regular, and their status as deverbal 
nouns predictable from their morphological make–up. Whereas we cannot, on the 
basis of the Romanian material, draw any conclusions about a possible relationship 
between clause–based nouns and nominal compounds, the material discussed above 
underlines the point made in previous sections: that the two word–formation patterns 
are fundamentally diﬀerent and should be treated accordingly. 
5.5.4 Summary 
Between the split–oﬀ of the predecessor of Romanian from Latin and the earliest 
records of Romanian, there is an approximate gap of 12–1300 years. Any conclusions 
about the prehistory of the pickpocket compounds must therefore be based on 
conjecture. Most likely, the earliest instances, all agent–nouns, derive from Balkan 
adstrate and have only been indirectly inuenced by Western Romance. In modern 
times, the inuence from that branch is signicantly stronger and direct and is 
                                                             
33 e toacă is a wooden implement, used in orthodox lithurgy in place of the once banned 
iron bells, to call the faithful to the sermon. 
34 Schapira (1985: 24) rightly compares it to the so–called ‘Greek calends’. 
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reected in a large number of calques. e instrument–nouns are obviously part of the 
modern Romance adstrate. 
e question of a possible Latin origin cannot be answered denitively, due to a 
complete lack of direct evidence. But, if anything, the Romanian material appears to 
corroborate two claims about Latin, made in the preceding chapter. First of all, the lack 
of any demonstrably inherited formations indicates that the word–formation pattern 
was probably not highly productive in the High Empire. Secondly, the absence of 
archaic instrument–nouns predating the modern era indicates that the Romance 
instrument–nouns of this type are of a signicantly younger age than the agent–nouns. 
5.6 Summary 
e Romanian pickpocket compounds are in many respects structurally identical to 
those of the other Romance languages: the initial position of the verbal member is in 
agreement with the SVO typology of the branch; they derive their rst members from 
verbal stems, although at least in one case an inected form is employed; the earliest 
occurrences are agent–nouns, but in modern times, instrument–nouns occur as well; 
their second members typically represent the object or adverb of the verb contained in 
the rst member; they occur in the same semantic categories as those observed in 
chapter 3, namely expressive agent–nouns, botanical and zoological taxonyms and, in 
the modern and technical language, instrument–nouns. 
However, since Romanian nouns inect for case, number and deniteness, there are 
dissimilarities too, mainly as concerns inection and, as a corollary, gender assignment. 
For one, instrument–nouns of the pickpocket type derive their inectional 
properties and hence their gender from their nonhead; for another, agent–nouns 
referring to persons are uninected. is causes various problems on the syntactic level 
that may contribute to explain the low productivity of the type. 
As in the other Romance languages, nouns based on clauses tend to be used in 
similar semantic elds as the pickpocket compounds. ey are, however, easily 
distinguishable by the same criteria that apply in other Romance languages and Latin. 
ere is no substantial evidence that the Romanian pickpocket compounds 
derive from Latin. A safe bet is that they were rst introduced in the Middle Ages from 
other Balkan languages that had taken over the word–formation pattern from 
Romance. Strong inuences from Romance languages from the eighteenth century 
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onwards led to a revitalization of this word–formation pattern and to many calques 
from that branch.  
e low productivity of the Romanian type is logical if it can be assumed that (1) 
Romanian split oﬀ from the other Romance languages at a stage when pickpocket 
compounds were still a marginal category in Latin, as suggested by the Latin material 
discussed in chapter 2, and (2) the typological features just mentioned did not provide 
a fertile environment for them.  
Finally, a point of relevance for the understanding of the morphology of the 
Western Romance type: the discussion of the fate of Latin ē corroborates the 
assumption made in the previous chapter, that ē merged with ī in nal syllables in 
Latin. 
  
6  Summary and conclusion 
6.1 e morphosyntactic analysis 
In chapter 2 the main characteristics of the word–formation pattern under scrutiny 
here were outlined. A pickpocket compound is a compound agent–noun, 
characterized by a verbal rst member, followed by a second member that normally 
represents the direct object or adverb of the said verb. is narrow selection of second 
members is an important characteristic because it presupposes that the rst member 
assigns the role of direct object to the second member. From this, it may be inferred 
that the rst member has the semantic structure of a verb, which presupposes an agent 
and, depending on valency, a direct object. 
It follows that rst members are mainly transitive. A preliminary survey of Rig–
Vedic compounds of this type (2.3.2.2) revealed that formally similar compounds 
displaying intransitive rst members are generally possessives. A similar pattern 
seemed to prevail in the, likewise preliminary, survey of Homeric–Greek formations 
(2.3.2.3). Both Vedic and Greek therefore display contrasts such as 
bharád~vāja– ‘bringing~trophy → trophy–winning’ (agentive) 
rapśád~ūdhan– ‘swelling~udder → having a full udder’ (possessive) 
 
ταλα~εργός   ‘endure~labour → enduring labour’ (agentive) 
ταλα–σί~φρων ‘endure~mind → of an enduring mind’ (possessive) 
Judging by semantics, the rst members of both types are, in this respect at least, 
verbal, rather than nominal. is analysis agrees well with their morphology. is is 
evident in the two Vedic examples above: they are of the most productive type in Vedic 
that has an active participle as its rst member. It is, of course, inherent in the nature of 
active participles that they inherit the semantic structure of the base verb and can 
therefore participate in the same relations as an ordinary verb (except that they cannot 
assign an agent–role to another noun, because they ll that role themselves). 
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In Greek, the most common types are formed from a thematic present stem or a 
stem that is common to the sigmatic aorist and future, to which a linking vowel has 
been added: 
 Ἐχέ~πωλος    ‘hold~horse → a name’; 1sg. prs. ἔχω 
τερψ–ί~μβροτοϚ  ‘delight~mortals → delighting mortals’; 1sg. aor. 
ἔτερψα 
Judging by morphology, these rst members represent the basic, lexical meaning of the 
verb without any other modication than the linking vowel: in this respect, too, they 
are verbal, rather than nominal. It was pointed out that most nominalizing suﬃxes 
would have blocked their capacity to assign argument–roles to the second members, 
resulting in an entirely diﬀerent type of compound. 
Apart from being (mostly) exocentric, the pickpocket compounds thus display a 
neat, systematic relationship between form and meaning. e Vedic type is in fact 
endocentric, its participial rst member indicating its agentive nature. 
e pickpocket compounds were seen to have an interesting parallel in languages 
that allow incorporation of nouns representing verbal arguments into the verbs 
themselves. Here, transitive verbs mainly incorporate the direct object, intransitive 
ones the agent (see 2.1.3). 
A similarly systematic relationship between form and meaning revealed itself in the 
Vedic vr ̥trahan type (2.3.1.2), displaying a bare verbal root in the second member. 
e occasional occurrence of accusative and locative inexions on the rst members 
reveals that these are assigned verbal argument roles by the second member. Here, too, 
there seems to be a correlation between the absence of nominal markers and the 
preservation of the semantic structure of the base verb. at second members are not 
solely assigned the role of direct objects, but may occur in the locative as well, may be a 
corollary of the le–branching nature of these compounds, which facilitates case–
marking on the nonhead. ere was not scope to go into details with these questions, 
though. 
 
Section 2.6 commented on the 2sg. imperative. Like most rst members of our 
compounds, this form is, cross–linguistically, oen formed on a naked verbal stem 
with no overt inexions, which is why the compounds are oen compared to 
imperative clauses. Within the framework of Functional Grammar, Hengeveld (1989) 
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classies the imperative as a predicative form, by which he means that it is purely 
denotational: it evokes the notion of the verbal act, or a ‘state of aﬀairs’, without 
locating it in time. It shares this feature with other predications, such as innitives, 
participles and imperatives: to pick pockets, picking pockets or pick his pocket!, which 
cannot be said to be true or false — unlike constructions with nite verbs, like I pick 
pockets, which classify as propositions and have a truth value. In a similar vein, but 
within a diﬀerent framework, Benveniste (1968) had previously pointed out that the 
pickpocket compounds are predicative in the sense that they merely denote the 
verbal act. Functional Grammar’s identication of the imperative as a predication 
reveals that the frequent, but by no means universal, formal similarity of compositional 
rst members and 2sg. imperatives is no coincidence, but has a natural explanation. 
e two phenomena are not identical, but share some basic, semantic features. 
 
Section 2.4 discussed the contingency between the order of the constituents in 
sentences and that in phrases — a contingency that is, by and large, undeniable. In 
English, which is of the SVO type, the verb–rst structure of the pickpocket 
compounds obviously conforms with this typology. On the other hand, the 
pickpocket compounds of Greek and Indo–Aryan pose certain problems. Vedic, 
Avestan and Greek all have comparatively free word order; Vedic and Avestan, 
however, are predominantly of the SOV type and thus presumably not a fertile ground 
for right–branching compounds (instead, the vr ̥trahan type is highly prolic). 
Greek is on a transitional point between SOV and SVO; compounds harking back to 
archaic times should probably reect the SOV typology posited for Proto–Indo–
European. In this context it is relevant that the VO structure of many pickpocket 
compounds in both Greek and Indo–Iranian is determined by their origin in (le–
branching!) bahuvrihis, already alluded to above: in such compounds the originally 
subordinate, verbal member must precede the noun. Obviously, though, for a right–
branching, agentive interpretation of these bahuvrihis to be carried out, the VO 
structure must have been an acceptable, perhaps stylistic, alternative to the more 
regular OV. 
Note that we do not know if the right–branching, agentive reading was possible 
already in the proto–language or if it resulted from independent, Greek and Vedic 
innovations; it would therefore be precipitate to draw any rm conclusions about the 
variability of word order in Proto–Indo–European on the basis of these formations 
alone. 
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Another type of agentive compound under scrutiny in chapter 2 was represented by 
the word truck–driver (2.3.1.1). is type contrasts with our type in some fundamental 
respects and in fact helps determine its basic characteristics by way of contrast. e 
truckdriver type was seen to be determinative. Crucially, the relation between the 
two members is that of a modier and the noun it modies. e semantic relation is 
pertinentive, that is, subject to an open interpretation. In particular, the semantic 
structure of the base verb contained in the head is irrelevant, and the role of the 
nonhead is not limited to that of a direct object. Put in more technical terms, 
argument–inheritance does not take place here. is is surely due to the presence of a 
nominalizing suﬃx, in the case at hand, the -er in -driver. Nouns, as is well known, 
cannot assign verbal argument–roles. 
e nominal nature of the heads of such compounds is corroborated by their 
constituent order, which corresponds to the modier–before–noun order typical of 
nominal phrases in English. 
It was concluded that compounds of this type have the structure [truck][driver], not 
[truck drive][er], as sometimes suggested in the literature (see especially Lieber 1992). 
Overall, it was concluded that compound agent–nouns fall into two categories: 
1 verbal government compounds where the verbal member eﬀectively governs the 
nonhead and which display the constituent order of verb phrases. ese may be 
right–branching like English pickpocket or le–branching like Vedic vr ̥trahán-; 
2 determinative compounds with agent–nouns in the role of head, where the 
relation between the two members is pertinentive, and which display the 
constituent order of nominal phrases. ese may be le–branching like English 
truck–driver or right–branching like French transporteur France. 
Nouns and adjectives displaying the formal structure of clauses, a phenomenon that I 
term clause–conversion, is another type of word–formation pattern of at least historical 
relevance for our topic; it was discussed in 2.6. Nouns like rendez–vous or forget–me–
not formed according to this pattern are found in a variety of languages, very oen in 
the onomastic sphere: thus, the traditional sentence–names of Semitic and Amerindian 
languages and the occasional ones of Puritan English: Sorry–for–Sin or 20th century 
Afro–American English: Daisy Bell Rise Up (Wilson 1998: 122f.). Clause–conversions 
obviously diﬀer from compounds in obeying the formative principles of clauses, not 
those of word–formation, and, furthermore, in that their application as nouns is 
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entirely unpredictable from their form: the noun rendez–vous has the morphological 
make–up of a 2pl imperative; its function as a noun and its meaning, ‘an appointed 
place of meeting or gathering’, is unrelated to this form. At least at the synchronic level, 
we therefore cannot exploit clause–conversions to draw conclusions about the 
morphology of, e.g., pickpocket compounds. It is true, on the other hand, that the 
pickpocket compounds display enough properties of verb phrases to render them 
formally quite similar to clause–conversions, and such forms have been central to the 
debate ever since Grimm (1826) suggested that the pickpocket compounds 
developed from them historically. is question was dealt with in the historical sections 
to be summarized below, in 6.2. 
 
Chapters 3–5 contained surveys of pickpocket compounds in Latin and Romance. 
Latin turned out to provide as few as ten relatively secure examples, most of which 
were late and seemed to pertain to lower registers. Perhaps the most important 
conclusion to be drawn in that chapter, as far as morphology is concerned, is that their 
constituent order is in agreement with the SVO typology thought to prevail in spoken 
and Late Latin, thus providing an answer to the question of how pickpocket 
compounds can occur in a predominantly SOV language: in the case at hand, it is a 
matter of diﬀerent stylistic registers displaying diﬀerent word–order typology, and a 
conrmation of the contingency between word–order typology and constituent order 
in compounds. 
Another interesting observation was that quite a few forms previously classied as 
pickpocket compounds could be shown to be possessive determinatives, again 
verifying that these two word–formation patterns tend to overlap. 
In Italian, Ibero–Romance and French (treated in ch. 4), pickpocket compounds 
abound. ese branches display two features that would seem to render them ideal for 
their proliferation. First, they display SVO typology and generally right–branching 
nominal compounds; secondly, compared to Latin, they are less inectional and more 
isolating, meaning that second members can occur freely in the stem–form. 
Romanian (treated in ch. 5) is likewise an SVO language, but is still quite highly 
inecting; and this renders pickpocket compounds diﬃcult to handle. Instrument–
nouns of this type inect the second member, illogically since this is the nonhead; 
agent–nouns either remain uninected or take a special article. is probably explains 
why the type is of limited productivity here, as it is in Latin. ere is, however, also a 
historical dimension to consider in this respect: see below (6.2). 
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e rst members of Romance pickpocket compounds are oen analyzed as 
inected forms. However, the French, Spanish and Portuguese formations were seen to 
be compatible with the semantically more plausible stem–hypothesis (4.4.2). Yet in 
Italian, compounds derived from e–verbs, like battere ‘to beat’, regularly display rst 
members that are formally identical with the imperative, and not with the verbal stem: 
thus batticarne from battere with the imperative batti. 
e employment of the imperative in these compounds is a source of bewilderment 
to most contemporary scholars. e fundamental issue is the absence of isomorphism, 
or basic agreement between form and function, which seems to be a prerogative for 
optimal functionality of language as such — notwithstanding the arbitrary nature of 
the sign. A seemingly plausible hypothesis is that speakers pick the form of the 
imperative for pickpocket rst members precisely because they conceive of the 
imperative as a semantically unmarked form, in agreement with the analysis of 
Hengeveld (1989). is would mean that they mistook the derivative for the base; I 
have two reasons for doubting the validity of that scenario. Firstly, the imperative of 
the e–verbs is in fact an overtly inected form; used in isolation, batti can only be 
analyzed as the 2sg. imperative/prs. indicative. Secondly, there is no independent 
evidence that speakers would employ the imperative in lieu of the verbal stem which 
displays -e- in several forms of the paradigm where the a–verbs have -a- and the i–
verbs -i-: innitive battere, 2pl. battete, gerundio battendo, active participle battente, 
imperfect battevo, etc. 
For want of a better understanding of the phenomenon, it is justied to classify the 
Italian type as a case of parasitic morphology as dened by Matthews (1972: 86; 173f.): 
namely, a formation where the derivational base contains semantic elements that are 
irrelevant to the derivative itself. A well–known example of this is the Romance future, 
which is derived from the form of the innitive, although ‘nominal form of the verb’ is 
not an inherent feature of its semantic make–up: thus Sp. cantar ‘to sing’: cantar–é ‘I 
shall sing’.1 Language history may oen shed light on the origins of a given case of 
                                                             
1  e concept of parasitic morphology goes back to Matthews 1972. As his standard example, 
Matthews (1972: 83ﬀ.) chose the Latin fut. act. participle (e.g. factūrus), allegedly derived 
from the passive participle (e.g. factus). However, Aronoﬀ (1994: 37) demonstrates that 
neither participle is derived from the other. He interprets the -t– form as a morphome, an 
analysis that is accepted by, e.g., Sadler, Spencer & Zaretskaya (1997: 182f.). I believe it is 
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parasitic morphology. In the case of the Romance future, its development from a 
periphrastic form, consisting of an innitive and a form of the verb ‘to have’, is well 
documented. 
My attempt at a historical account of the ‘parasitic’ Italian pickpocket 
compounds was based on the observation that the imperative of the e–verbs is itself, 
historically, a diﬃcult form; it is thought to have been borrowed from the i–verbs, as 
the result of a rather weakly motivated analogy. I examined the alternative possibility, 
rst proposed by Meyer–Lübke ([1890–1906] 1974) and Wiese (1904), that it is in fact 
the phonologically regular development of the Latin second–conjugation imperative 
that ended in -ē. is would imply that Latin nal -ē yielded -i, not -e as standard 
handbooks would have it. A preliminary study revealed good results, both in Italian 
and in Romanian, where crucial problems concerning the 2sg imperative could be 
explained by applying the postulated sound law. 
is could have consequences for the pickpocket compounds. If, as seems 
plausible, the morpheme boundary between the two members of such a compound is a 
strong one, then the variant of the stem vowel occurring in, for example, batticarne 
could have come about as the product of the proposed sound law, provided such 
compounds were coined early enough. e pickpocket rst members and 
imperatives would thus continue a formative pattern that was already established in 
late Antiquity. 
e conclusion of the morphosyntactic discussion was, that provided that this 
historical account of the Italian forms is correct, the word–formation pattern under 
scrutiny is, the whole, formed according to cross–linguistically regular principles: most 
basically (a) derivation from uninected stems, a phenomenon that applies to 
derivation and composition alike, and (b) the ordering of the two members in 
agreement with the word–order typology of the language in question, a principle that 
seems to apply to composition in general. Clause–conversion would appear to be an 
entirely diﬀerent phenomenon. 
Except for in the Vedic bharadvaja type, isomorphism between morphology and 
semantics of rst members, or head elements, is at the expense of the endocentricity of 
                                                                                                                                                                 
more benecial to analyze the -t– as part of the suﬃx, both syn– and diachronically, a point 
that I hope to argue more fully on another occasion. 
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the compound as a whole. For reasons given above, these compounds lack a suﬃx 
indicating their nominal status. Whether they are instrument- agent- or action nouns 
depends on the context, which probably explains why Ricca (2008) found an 
overwhelming number of adjectives in a survey of contemporary, Italian pickpocket 
compounds.  
 
Finally, a word on the methodology applied in the thesis. All of the conclusions 
reached here result from a number of choices I have made, in order to discard some 
solutions and accept others. e thinking that underlies these choices is based very 
much on the assumptions that language is basically economic when it comes to its 
inventory of forms, that is that it strives towards isomorphism. e most important 
instance of this is the analysis of the rst members of picpocket compounds as verbal 
stems. e claim is that when speakers want to refer to a pickpocket, they will use a 
noun and not an imperative clause, simply because an imperative clause means 
something else. is is much the same as saying that if they want to refer to a cat they 
will not use the word ‘dog’. A similar thought lies behind the assumption that 
compounds share their basic properties with phrases. 
6.2 e historical analysis  
In 2.3.2, it was seen that there is only a weak comparative basis on which to reconstruct 
a Proto–Indo–European type. Balto–Slavic has a certain kind of compound name (e.g. 
Slavic Vladimir; Baltic Vytautas) that could be of potential relevance, but could not be 
explored here. Greek and Indo–Aryan are the only branches where we nd early, 
productive formations of the relevant type. Some of the most prolic types found there 
seem to have developed from possessive compounds (as note above); the question is 
whether this development, which seems quite natural, took place already in the proto–
language or later. e Greek ekhepolos type probably stands the best chance of being 
inherited: it is attested early and based on verbs that display archaic morphology. 
However, the comparative evidence is sparse. As a type, it is not well represented in 
Indo–Aryan, the only other branch where pickpocket compounds enjoy any 
noteworthy productivity. is branch has very few examples displaying thematic verbal 
stems; but Avestan has about a dozen stems of the jəәnnar type, displaying rst 
members identiable as verbal roots. e Greek and Avestan types, taken together, 
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allow for the assumption that a pickpocket pattern may have been present in Proto–
Indo–European. 
Yet even if these types were inherited, they may have developed from bahuvrihis 
(although their word–formation pattern is unusual for such compounds): this would 
explain their constituent order that does not seem to agree well with the presumed 
SOV nature of Proto–Indo–European. 
 
e Latin type was the subject–matter of chapter 3. With its few, uncertain and 
generally late examples, Latin is not suited to support the hypothesis of a Proto–Indo–
European type. However, we must not overestimate the importance of Latin in this 
respect. Some scholars maintain that these compounds are characteristic of poetic 
language, as evinced by their frequent use as names. For a start, Latin seems not to have 
continued the Indo–European poetic tradition reected in the Homeric epics or the 
Vedic hymns — therefore, features typical of poetic language should not necessarily be 
preserved in this branch. Furthermore, Latin likewise did not take over any of the other 
subsets of compound names attested in, for example, Germanic, Balto–Slavic and 
Greek, which, judging by their romantic semantics, likewise spring from the poetic 
sphere. 
Surprisingly, it was diﬃcult to nd substantial evidence of a Greek inuence, which 
seems at rst to be a good bet, given the generally strong Greek inuence on Latin (see 
3.2.1). Another source of inuence that could be ruled out was from sentence–names 
like Speraindeo and Quodvultdeus. Such names enjoy no productivity before the 
Christian era, that is, long aer the attestation of the rst pickpocket compounds 
(see 3.2.2.2). e Latin material therefore prompted the question of whether these 
compounds arose not from any inheritance or foreign adstrate, but as the natural 
consequence of the two above–mentioned shis in typology: the development of SVO 
typology and the loss of exions in popular and late strata. 
 
It was possible to explore this question further in chapter 4, which dealt with French, 
Italian and Ibero–Romance. It emerged that in Early Romance, pickpocket 
compounds seem to have been in use in two diﬀerent semantic elds with very 
diﬀerent histories of attestation. Zoological and botanical taxonyms are attested in all 
branches from the twelh century onwards (4.5.1.1). Presumably, they were in use 
among herbalists and students of the natural sciences, and were dispersed via 
scholarly/professional networks throughout the Middle Ages, as evinced by the large 
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number of calques. Whereas there is no evidence of an origin in Classical Latin, a 
Mozarabic glossary containing around 25 examples of such terms renders an origin in 
late Antiquity plausible. e historical circumstances render it likely that these terms 
were not borrowed by the Mozarabs from other Romance languages, but were handed 
down from Visigothic times (roughly 573–711 CE). Visigothic scholars like Isidore of 
Seville in turn drew largely on Latin sources of knowledge. 
e other, early type pertains to an entirely diﬀerent register: these are agent–
nouns, functioning as second names and occurring in public registers from the earliest 
times (4.5.1.2). eir early attestation could be taken as an indication that they were 
relatively productive, although unattested in writing, in Late Antiquity. On the other 
hand, similar forms found in Romanian reveal no archaisms and no evidence of being 
inherited from Latin: if anything, these ndings would seem to indicate a very low 
productivity, at least in that eastern region from which Romanian branched oﬀ from 
Latin, probably in the late third or fourth century (5.5). 
e attested history of the latter type of agent–noun reveals that it spread from 
Rome to the outer regions of the Romance territory, and gained momentum with the 
introduction of second names, a custom emerging in the Early Middle Ages (4.5.1.2). It 
would appear that the novel pickpocket compounds were oen exploited to coin 
nick–names, typically of a rather crude nature, which in some cases became an 
established part of a person’s name that was even put down in the registers. Another 
popular source of second names were sentence–names. us these two word–
formation patterns ourished and spread at approximately the same time. Formally, 
they sometimes overlap, but contrary to what is oen hypothesized, there seems to be a 
tendency to interpret the pickpocket compounds as sentence–names, not the other 
way round. 
e agentive type lost productivity and is generally archaic in Modern Romance, 
where it has been outnumbered by the instrument–nouns, which are highly productive 
in all branches except Romanian (4.5.1.3). Although the early sources are unreliable, it 
seems safe to conclude that the instrument–nouns are a secondary development as 
compared to the agent–nouns. In Romanian, they are only attested in technical 
vocabulary relating to the modern age, always calquing similar formations in other 
Romance languages (5.3.1). 
On the whole, therefore, Latin and Romance have very little bearing on Proto–
Indo–European in this respect. 
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6.3 Historical outlook 
e conclusions reached above concerning the spread of the Romance type has 
consequences for our appraisal of certain types occurring in other European languages 
and indicate an area in need of more research. My initial probing into this area reveals 
that the spread of the two novel word–formation patterns — the pickpocket 
compound and the sentence–name — closely follows the introduction of the new 
custom of using second names. 
Outside of Romance, this new custom emerges rst on the fringes of the Romance 
world: thus, we nd it in West–Germanic records in the eleventh to twelh centuries2 
and in Slavic in the twelh to fourteenth centuries,3 albeit earlier in western regions 
than in eastern ones, a distribution that Unbegaun (1972: 245) relates to the division 
between Orthodox and non–Orthodox churches.4 
Our compounds are unattested in Old High German, but in Middle High German 
we nd a proliferation, in the oen crude onomastic vocabulary, of pickpocket 
compounds like Bacbrot, sentence–names like Schütt–den–Arsch and a specic type of 
‘imperative name’, like Wagebart, which seems to be half sentence–name, half 
compound. e compounds proper are attested earlier than the sentence–names, again 
indicating that the latter developed from the former, not the other way round 
(Schützeichel 1982: 59; Hellfritzsch 1995: 436–7). e word–formation pattern seems to 
have been taken over from Romance (Schützeichel 1982: 59; Hellfritzsch 1995: 437). 
Presumably, speakers of Middle High German had diﬃculties analyzing these foreign 
forms as compounds. ese ‘imperative names’ never made it into the appellative 
vocabulary, thus underlining their peripheral nature. 
As for West Slavic, the pickpocket compounds and sentence–names attested in 
Polish and Czech5 seem to bear evidence of a strong inuence from Middle High 
German. In Old English, such compounds are unattested, but begin to occur by the 
                                                             
2 See Sonderegger 1997: 8f. and R. Kohlheim 1996: 1280, with copious references. 
3 Breza 1996: 1294. 
4 See also Blanár 1996: 1197.  
5 See Grimm 1826: 957–8; Osthoﬀ 1878: 225–35, Vaillant 1974: 765–7, Vondrák 1906: 502–3 and, 
for Polish, Progovac 2006. 
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time of the Norman invasion, again, as second names (Wilson 1998: 122; 248; Dietz 
20026). 
e combined evidence of these languages has been taken to reveal that the 
pickpocket pattern is universally applied to generate jocular agent–nouns. However, 
the attested history, combined with linguistic considerations, reveal that the 
pickpocket compounds were dispersed into these areas as part of the same historical 
trend; their specic use is an areal phenomenon. 
e validity of this hypothesis is corroborated by a look at linguistic areas with a 
diﬀerent cultural orientation than towards the Romance world, rst of all North 
Germanic, Saxon and Baltic, which were unied in the Hanseatic League at the relevant 
time. 
Here, surnames were gradually introduced in the twelh–fourteenth centuries,7 but 
in some social classes, did not become customary until several centuries later. e 
naming practices diﬀer signicantly from those in Romance and its neighbours. Firstly, 
there are many more patronyms, secondly, neither Saxon, spoken throughout the 
Hanseatic League, nor North Germanic or Baltic have pickpocket compounds in any 
signicant numbers, nor do we have any evidence of sentence–names having the same 
popularity as in Romance and its neighbours.8 
Unbegaun (1972: 245) notes an important divide in naming practices coinciding 
with the division between Orthodox and non–Orthodox Slavs. As far as pickpocket 
compounds are concerned, it is possible that such formations, which are not 
productive in East Slavic, may in fact have been so in South Slavic: thus we nd a few 
names of the type in Old Church Slavonic (Pohl 1973: 191), and the collection of Serbian 
pickpocket compounds in Progovac 2006 reveals a certain productivity. 
                                                             
6 Based on its attestation in late Old English, before the Norman invasion, Dietz (2002: 36) 
concludes, wrongly in my opinion, that the type is indigenous. 
7 On Baltic, see Hirša 1995: 817; on Scandinavian, see Andersson 1995–1996 and Degn 2001. 
Middle Saxon naming practices are poorly researched, but see Zickelbein 1983, in particular 
p. 566. 
8  Baltic: Larsson 2002 (with partly wrong examples); Saxon: Holthausen 1900, Gallée 1910 and 
Ilkow 1968, which works are tacit about such formations. 
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In spite of the unclear status of South Slavic, there is every indication that the 
European formations are medieval in their origin and reect a common trend 
emanating from Romance. In particular, the abundance of such forms in Middle High 
German, compared to their virtual absence in Saxon, is telling. We may draw two 
important conclusions from this. First of all, we have to be careful when looking for 
cross–linguistic generalizations. For instance, the fact that agentive pickpocket 
compounds are jocular and low–key in many European languages presumably reveals 
nothing about the word–formation pattern as such, but simply reects a common 
trend that for historical reasons involved all of these neighbouring areas. Secondly, the 
fact that the type is the result of Romance adstrate, and possibly has its origin in a 
Romance innovation, means that it has no bearing on Proto–Indo–European. ese 
formations, however, oﬀer an interesting eld of research into the linguistic areas of 
medieval Europe. 
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